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ABSTRACT 

 

This study sought to identify problems concerning Pan South African Language 

Board spelling rules in respect of Tshivenḓa orthography. A qualitative descriptive 

research method was chosen. The study population consisted of Pan South African 

Language Board spelling rules. The rules dealt with nine indigenous languages that 

were Tshivenḓa, isiZulu, Siswati, Sesotho, Setswana, Xitsonga, isiXhosa, isiNdebele 

and Sesotho sa Leboa.  Each of the nine indigenous languages had between 12 and 

56 rules. Altogether there were 255 rules which constituted the study population of 

this project. A small but sufficient sample of about twenty rules in Tshivenḓa 

orthography was selected.  

 

Data were collected by means of unstructured interviews with forty-four purposely 

selected participants which include linguists as well as document analysis. Ethical 

considerations were ensured in order to protect participants from any harm or 

discomfort that might arise from being involved in an investigation. The researcher 

explained the aim and nature of the study to respondents, to get their informed 

consent before the interviews.  

 

Several strategies to prevent defects, challenges and problems in Tshivenḓa 

orthography were recommended based on the results. The strategies focused on 

aspects which deal with spelling and orthography rules. 

 

Key concepts: orthography, indigenous languages, rules, writing systems. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  INTRODUCTION 

 

The discussion on Tshivenḓa orthography is best summarised by Finegan (1994), 

who states that all written languages have their own orthographies.These 

orthographies are known as the writing systems. The writing systems are used to 

reflect the different unique features of these orthographies (Finegan, 1994).  

 

This reflection led to the origin of what is today known as the three main 

orthographies of languages, namely the syllabary, logography, and the alphabet.  

 

What causes the orthographies of languages to be different is the system of writing 

they use. A syllabic orthography uses a syllable that is “a sound that forms a word or 

part of a word, containing one vowel sound, with or without a consonant or 

consonants, and uttered at a single effort or vocal impulse; the least expression or 

particle to a speech” (Cassell Concise English Dictionary, 1984:1973). This system is 

used by Egyptian, Tamil and Arabic languages.  

 

In contrast to the syllabary, a logographic orthography uses a method of printing in 

that a type represents a word instead of a letter (Cassell Concise English Dictionary, 

1984) This system of writing is used by the Chinese and the Vietnamese languages 

(Finegan, 1994). Lastly, there is the alphabetic orthography that uses the letters of 

the Roman alphabet. This system of writing is used by, among others, Tshivenḓa, 

Afrikaans, Xitsonga, Nguni, English and Sotho languages (Bailey, 1995).  

 

Each writing system has rules for writing the languages that make use of that 

particular system. These rules are grouped into spelling and rules of orthography. 

Spelling rules deal with hyphens, apostrophes, capital letters and word division 

(Alberts, 2013). It is not so with rules of orthography that deal with rules thatfor 

spelling, capitalisation, word breaks, emphasis, and punctuation (Oxford Advanced 

Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, 2005).  
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Together rules of spelling and orthography lead to the development of a standard 

orthography of the language. Most often the standard orthography of the language is 

based on a standard variety of the language (Finegan, 2008).  

 

The standard orthography of a language has to be accepted and standardised by the 

language authorities concerned to make it to be user-friendly. The standardisation of 

the orthography of languages is the responsibility of language authorities, who in 

South Africa include the National Language Bodies (NLBs). These NLBs fall under 

the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) (South Africa, 1996). 

 

The role of the NLBs is to establish guiding principles and procedures to which 

orthographies of the different languages must adhere. This is also applicable to 

Tshivenḓa orthography, which has its own language authority, known as Tshivenḓa 

National Language Body (TNLB). Its work is to look at challenges facing the 

Tshivenḓa language. Unfortunately, today Tshivenḓa orthography is affected by 

many challenges. One of these challenges is that writers of Tshivenḓa language find 

it extremely hard to follow the guiding principles proposed by the Tshivenḓa National 

Language Body (TNLB). These principles are found in the document entitled ‘Milayo 

ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

In light of the challenges affecting Tshivenḓa orthography, a study that investigates 

and highlights the causes of these challenges and also advance suggestions to 

resolve them, is essential.  

1.2 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY  

 

The dawn of democracy in South Africa brought with it changes, that driven by the 

constitution. One of these changes was the establishment of a language board 

called the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB) in terms of national 

legislation (South Africa, 1996). The establishment of PanSALB culminated in the 

formation of National Language Bodies (NLBs) for 13 South African languages 

(Alberts, 2013).  
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The formation of these statutory bodies resulted in the work that saw the revision of 

the orthography documents for nine indigenous South African languages. What 

influenced the revision was the fact that for many years the documents were part of 

the initiatives of missionaries. This was no exception in the case of Tshivenḓa 

orthography that was originally designed by German missionaries (Ṋemudzivhaḓi, 

2006). 

 

The German missionaries, by the names of Karl Beuster, Erdman Schwellnus and 

Klaas Koen, took the initiative to design Tshivenḓa orthography according to the 

Meinhof-Lepsius system (Giesekke, 2004; PanSALB, 2008a). As a result, the 

German missionaries designed Tshivenḓa orthography according to the principles 

that applied to the German language, not Tshivenḓa as such. Bailey (1995) states 

that the orthographies of languages such as Tshivenḓa and Sesotho betray the 

preferences of the missionaries who invented them, probably to make easier their 

own learning and reading of texts. This is why Doke (1954:48) laments that “students 

of Bantu languages have experienced the difficulty of trying to use unaltered moulds 

of classical and modern European grammatical systems and foreign nomenclatures 

upon Bantu structures”. 

 

The principles of Tshivenḓa orthography that were designed to suit German learners 

and users resulted in several challenges. These challenges were brought about by 

the use of letters of the Roman alphabet. Doke (1954) states that the guiding 

orthography in Tshivenḓa is the Lepsius alphabet. This is supported by Bailey 

(1995), who states that the German influence in early Tshivenḓa literacy could be 

seen from the rigid application of Lepsius’s alphabetic principles and the use of 

unlikely <dzh> for [ʤ].  

 

Moreover, the orthography designed with the principles of the German language in 

mind dealt a blow to Tshivenḓa orthography when it brought with it a system of word 

division that is confusing. This type of word division brought full conjunctive writing to 

isiZulu and Chishona, and an almost full conjunctive form to isiXhosa; but the three 

literary forms for both Sesotho and Xitsonga, as well as Tshivenḓa, all still adhere to 

disjunctive writing (Doke, 1954). This is why the current Tshivenḓa orthography is 

regarded as disjunctive in nature as it uses the writing of certain prefixes as separate 
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words for what is grammatically not separated (Bailey, 1995 & Van Wyk, 1995). 

However, Bailey (1995) argues that the biggest divergence between the different 

orthographies lies, in the division of wordsthat grammatical forms applicable to the 

European languages were used to divide native languages according to a disjunctive 

method, without realising the great difference in that how words form ‘parts of 

speech’ and that are non-isolatable formatives 

 

This disjunctive writing system tends to prefer the arrangement where each word 

category appears on its own, without taking into account that Tshivenḓa words 

should be written in terms of the morphological relationship they share. 

 

According to the disjunctive system, Tshivenḓa words appear as follows in a 

sentence:  

 

  Muthu u ḓo ḓa ngauri u ṱoḓa thuso ya vhathu. 

  (A person will come because he/she needs help from other people). 

 

The sentence that appears above has been written in a disjunctive manner because 

the word categories appear on their own. According to Poulos (1990) and Milubi 

(2004), in Tshivenḓa language the following main word categories are found: 

 

a) The noun ‘ Dzina’. 

b) The pronoun ‘Ḽisala’. 

c) The demonstrative ‘Ḽisumbi’. 

d) The qualificative ‘Vhuṱaluli’. 

e) The verb ‘Ḽiiti’. 

f) The copulative ‘Ḽivhofhi’. 

g) The adverb ‘Ḽiḓadzisi’. 

h) The ideophone ‘Ḽinyanyu’. 

i) The conjunction ‘Ḽiṱanganyi’. 

j) The interjection ‘Ḽiaravhi”. 

 

The above main categories do not include other subcategories such as the concord, 

possessive, complementiser and tenses. 
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      WORD CATEGORY 

a)  Muthu (person) Noun 

b)  u (he/she) Concord 

c)  ḓo (will) Future tense morpheme 

d)  ḓa (come) Verb 

e)  ngauri (because) Complementiser 

f)  u (he/she) Concord 

g)  ṱoḓa (wants) Verb 

h)  thuso (help) Noun 

i)  ya (of) Possessive  

j)  vhathu (people) Noun 

 

Had Tshivenḓa been written conjunctively from the onset, the example above would 

have looked as follows: 

 

Muthu uḓoḓa ngauri uṱoḓa thuso yavhathu. 

  (A person will come because he / she needs help from other people) 

 

In fact, other South African and Southern African languages that belong to the same 

language family (Niger Congo) as Tshivenḓa, such as isiZulu, isiXhosa, and 

Chishona, have adopted the conjunctive way of writing. They have done so to meet 

the morphological structure of their respective languages, for example:  

 

 LANGUAGE SENTENCE 

a)  IsiZulu Izwibela ladla indlovu (Doke &Cole, 1990) 

(The splinter devoured the elephant) 

b)  IsiXhosa Ndinatwenti ye munyaka (Pahl,1989) 

(I am twenty years old) 

c)  Chishona Ndanga ndisiri kudya (Hannan,1984) 

(I was not eating) 
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At present, Tshivenḓa orthography poses problems to writers because there are no 

clear-cut rules as to where the disjunctive or the conjunctive method must be 

applied. In Tshivenḓa certain words are written disjunctively and others are written 

conjunctively.  

 

In general, the current Tshivenḓa orthography is disjunctive in nature, but within it 

instances of conjunctive methods that have been applied. These often lead to 

uncertainty as to that manner of writing one should choose, either disjunctive or 

conjunctive. Below are examples of challenges affecting the disjunctive system of 

writing in Tshivenḓa: 

 

 Conjunctive Writing Disjunctive Writing 

a)  uri (that) u ri (he/she says) 

b)  tshiri (small tree) tshi ri (it says) 

c)  zwauri (so that) zwa uri (so that) 

d)  yavhuḓi (good) ya vhuḓi (good character) 

e)  songo (do not) so ngo (do not) 

 

The revised document on Tshivenḓa orthography states that ri can be written either 

separately or as one word (PanSALB, 2008a). It is written separately as in a ri, vho 

ri, and tshi ri, but as one word as in zwauri and in tsha uri. Again, the same revised 

document states that vhuḓi can be written either separately or as one word, as in 

vhuḓi ha nnḓu and yavhuḓi. Further, it states that ngo can be written separately or as 

one word, as in a tho ngo ya but jointly as in a songo ḓa. There are no reasons 

provided as to why the foregoing words should be written in suggested manner. 

  

Another challenge is brought about the use of diacritic marks in Tshivenḓa 

orthography. In Tshivenḓa there are words that require diacritic signs because of 

their dental and velaric nature.  
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In this instance, diacritic marks are employed for dental and velar sounds, but are 

not put on consecutive characters, only on the last one. Van Warmelo (1989) ranked 

letters with diacritic marks, as separate letters in the alphabet. Here, letters with 

diacritic marks are not treated as spoken but as written. For example: 

 

 SPOKEN WRITTEN 

a)  ṅṅwalela nṅwalela ( write for) 

b)  ṅkanda nkanda ( tread upon me) 

c)  ṋṋḓu nnḓu (house) 

 

The example given above at (a) to (c) shows that spoken words with diacritic marks 

are written differently from how they are spoken. 

 

The same applies to borrowed words from English and Afrikaans. The challenge is 

whether to write or not to write diacritic marks with words borrowed from either 

English or Afrikaans. For Example: 

 

 WITHOUT DIACRITICS WITH DIACRITICS 

a)  thekhinolodzhi (technology) thekhinoḽodzhi (technology) 

b)  sipikitere (inspector) sipikiṱere (inspector) 

 

With regard to examples given above at (a) and (b), Tshivenḓa orthography is silent 

on what should be done. This poses further challenges for the learners and users of 

Tshivenḓa orthography, especially when dealing with borrowed words that require 

diacritic marks. 

 

Not only are borrowed words problematic when dealing with diacritic marks, certain 

words in Tshivenḓa are just as confusing as those words borrowed from English and 

Afrikaans. For example: 
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 WITHOUT DIACRITICS WITH DIACRITICS 

a)  khwine (better) khwiṋe (better) 

b)  Lara (November) Ḽara (November) 

 

The above Tshivenḓa words at (a) and (b) are difficult to write in Tshivenḓa 

language. These words are examples of pure Tshivenḓa words, which should be 

easy to write and spell. However, the Tshivenḓa prescriptive document on 

orthography, ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a), 

‘does not indicate whether khwine and Lara should be written with or without diacritic 

marks. 

  

Furthermore, the revised document states that diacritic signs in Tshivenḓa should 

not be written in consecutive letters, or where the nasal denotes the first person 

singular (me) when it precedes certain sounds (PanSALB, 2008a). As a result, the 

following Tshivenḓa words pose a problem with respect to the placement of the 

diacritic signs because writers are not certain whether to use them or not.  

 

WITHOUT DIACRITICS WITH DIACRITICS 

a) nkanda ṅkanda (tread upon me)  

b) nnduma ṅnduma (bite me)  

 

The examples of ṅkanda and ṅnduma given above at (a) and (b), are what is 

supposed to be written according to Tshivenḓa orthography. However, the rule 

dictates otherwise, since it says diacritic marks should not be written in instances 

where the nasal denotes the first person singular (me) when it precedes certain 

sounds. So, the preferred spelling forms will be nkanda and nnduma without 

diacritic marks. 

 

Bailey (1995) laments that “the use of diacritics is a legacy of the outmoded 

nineteenth-century approach of Lepsius to orthographic design”.  In his view, diacritic 

signs should not have been used.  
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Similarly, the use of hyphens brought with it several challenges in Tshivenḓa 

orthography. Tshivenḓa National Language Body felt that hyphens are no longer 

needed in Tshivenḓa orthography and they were dropped (PanSALB, 2008a). The 

dropping of the use of hyphens in Tshivenḓa poses a problem for the users. In the 

past, hyphens were needed when words in Tshivenḓa were written as compounds or 

in reduplicated forms. There are also phrases in Tshivenḓa that express concepts, 

ideas and intentions that in the past were distinguished by hyphens. This is no longer 

the case, and the result is uncertainty about when to use the hyphens. Should we 

agree with Bailey’s (1995) statement that it causes “more confusion to hyphenate 

words than adopting conjunctive writing once and for all”? In his opinion, 

hyphenation is a writing form that shows that words should be written conjunctively.  

 

Below are some of the examples of problems regarding the hyphenation of words in 

Tshivenḓa:  

 

 NEW ORTHOGRAPHY OLD ORTHOGRAPHY 

a)  Tshimbilatshimbila (walk walk) Tshimbila-tshimbila 

b)  Gidimagidima (run run) Gidima-gidima 

c)  Nyamuṱwawolala (always asleep) Nyamuṱwa-wo-lala 

d)  Nyamutsangadavhi (descent by the 

branch) 

Nyamutsa-nga-davhi 

e)  Mukhwaḓe (what behaviour is this) Mukhwa-ḓe 

f)  Tshimbilavho (also walk) Tshimbila-vho 

 

The problem is that words that were initially written with hyphens to show that they 

are compounds, reduplicated, phrases or indicate one concept, are now written 

without hyphens. This orthographic change, has been suggested by TNLB members 

(PanSALB, 2008a). Can this orthographic change be accepted in Tshivenḓa 

language as indicated by TNLB members? 
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Adding to these challenges is the discarding of an apostrophe from the list of 

punctuation marks found in Tshivenḓa orthography. This is the reason why the 

recent revision of the Tshivenḓa orthography discarded them from the language and 

spelling document (PanSALB, 2008a). The apostrophe that was usually used to 

indicate elision, was not deemed necessary by TNLB members (PanSALB, 2008a), 

as there are standard forms that according to the revision did not need an 

apostrophe. The examples of standard forms that should now be written be written 

without apostrophes were indicated as follows:  

 

a) yo ‘they’  

b) khayo ‘in it’ 

c) ngayo ‘by it’  

d) navho ‘with it’  

e) ṅwananga ‘my child’  

f) naho ‘even though’  

g) dzani ‘though’ 

h)  dzou ‘though’  

 

There are still challenges affecting the use of the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa, for 

example: 

 

 CONTRACTED FORMS FULL 

FORM 
 Old  New (Revision: PanSALB,  

2008b) 

a)  ndi’we (it is you) Ndiwe Ndi iwe 

b)  ndi ‘nwi (it is you) Ndinwi Ndi inwi 

c)  nga’ni (by what) Ngani Nga mini 

d)  ḽelwa’fhi (eaten where) ḽelwafhi ḽelwa ngafhi 

e)  bva’fhi (come from 

where) 

Bvafhi Bva ngafhi 
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However, confusion still reigns because the same revised document indicates that 

contractions, such as those in (a) to (9e) above are unwarranted, and only the full 

form is permissible (PanSALB, 2008a). Moreover, the above indication on the use of 

the apostrophe, that shows three different ways of treating it in Tshivenḓa language, 

does not say why bvafhi and bva ngafhi in (9e) above cannot be used as 

alternative forms. 

 

Capital letters also became part of the list of challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography. 

Tshivenḓa uses capital letters when writing proper locatives and honorific terms. In 

the recent orthography there are no clearly stated guidelines for writing them, 

whether they are written disjunctively or conjunctively.  

 

The revised document states that for the sake of clarity, capital letters should be 

written to mark the following uses: the beginning of a sentence, proper name, and 

honorific prefixes, and titles (PanSALB, 2008a). Below are some examples of 

difficulties with the use of capital letters in Tshivenḓa: 

 

CAPITAL LETTERS 

 USE NEW (Revision, PanSALB 2008b) OLD 

a)  Sentence Iḓani ri ṱuwe (Let’s go) Iḓani ri ṱuwe 

b)  Proper 

name 

Hamakuya (at the place called Makuya) Ha-Makuya 

c)  Honorific 

prefixes 

Vho Tshikota (Mr Tshikota) Vho-Tshikota 

d)  Plural  Vhomakhadzi (Makhadzi and others) Vhomakhadzi 

e)  Title Phrofesa Vho T.M. Sengani (Professor  

T.M. Sengani) 

Prof T.M. Sengani 

f)  Title Vho Phrofesa T.M. Sengani 

(Mr Professor T.M. Sengani) 

Prof T.M. Sengani 
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The challenges in using capital letters indicated above at (a) to (f) are not good for 

learners and users as they disturb them when they write Tshivenḓa. 

Another crucial discussion is the one on how negatives should be written in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. The Tshivenḓa orthography uses rules that require that 

negatives should be written separately. In a surprise move, there are other negatives 

that are written as one word, consequently causing learners and users to write even 

those negatives that are supposed to be written separately as one word.  

 

 FORMATIVES EXAMPLE SENTENCES 

a)  a  a ri ṱuwi/a hu na tshithu  

(we are not going/there is nothing) 

b)  athu ha athu ri fha/a ri athu swika 

(he/she not yet given us /we are not yet arrived) 

c)  si a si muthu 

(He is not a person) 

d)  thi a thi ḽi mashonzha 

(I don’t eat Mopani worms) 

e)  tho a tho ngo ya mulamboni 

(I didn’t go to the river) 

f)  so Vha so ngo ḓa 

(Do not come) 

g)  ho ho ngo amba 

(He/she did not say anything) 

h)  songo Vha songo ḓa 

(Do not come) 

 

In example (h) above, songo is not written separately, but conjunctively. This is 

similar to the approach used by the Nguni languages (Doke, 1954).  

 

Challenges are also experienced when dealing with the writing of certain word 

categories such as demonstratives and copulative demonstratives. In the 

orthography document ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa 
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(PanSALB, 2008a)’, demonstratives and copulative demonstratives are the only 

categories that were said to be written as single words. For example: 

  

a) khouno (here he/she is) 

b) khoyu (here he/she is) 

c) khoyo (there he/she is) 

d) khouḽa (yonder he/she is) 

 

These categories in (a) to (d) are treated conjunctively and not as separate words. 

The question then is why only demonstratives and copulative demonstratives, what 

about other word categories, such as nouns, adjectives and adverbs? Indeed these 

show that there is a problem with word division in Tshivenḓa orthography. 

Comparing other Nguni languages such as isiZulu, Doke (1990) states that the new 

orthography rules in isiZulu write demonstratives as separate words. For example: 

 

ISIZULU ORTHOGRAPHY IN DEMONSTRATIVES 

 Old orthography New orthography 

a)  Lomuntu (this person) Lo muntu/lowo muntu 

b)  Lenyato (this thing) Leyo nto 

c)  Lezo-zinto (those things) Lezo zinto 

  

This practice is similar to the system used by languages such as Tshivenḓa, 

Xitsonga, Setswana, Sesotho and Sesotho sa Leboa, that employ the disjunctive 

system of writing.  Van Wyk (1995) states that the difference between conjunctivism 

and disjunctivism  concern the status of certain linguistic elements, which are joined 

to the following elements in Nguni languages, but written separately in the other 

languages.  

 

The phonological structures of the languages that use either conjunctive or 

disjunctive writings are to a certain extent predisposing factors, and are purely a 

matter of orthographical convention (Van Wyk, 1995). The orthographies of most of 
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the South African languages are fairly recent and are based on the Latin alphabet, 

but, like most languages written using the Latin alphabet, they do not use all the 

letters. In addition, several digraphs and trigraphs are used to represent single 

sounds (Alberts, 2013). 

 

The foregoing discussion has highlighted some of the problems affecting Tshivenḓa 

orthography. Currently, the disadvantage is that it would be extremely difficult to 

redesign Tshivenḓa orthography, that is, to change it from a full disjunctive 

orthography to a full conjunctive orthography. Nevertheless, a study on it is 

necessary to suggest rules that are consistent and that would make it a little simpler 

to use on a daily basis.  

1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

It has always been taken for granted that orthography has a role to play in the 

development, standardisation and promotion and preservation of the language. For 

Tshivenḓa, this cannot be achieved easily, as the orthography is mudded with 

challenges.  

The problem of challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography has given rise to a number of 

research questions among them the following: 

a) Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not?  

b)  Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not?  

c) Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not?  

d) Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa orthography?  

1.4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  

  

This study will be based on the theory of lexeme-morpheme morphology. It is a 

“theory of morphology that distinguishes lexemes from morphemes” (Du Plessis, 

1997:9). The lexemes, that are nouns, verbs and adjectives, have a phonological, 

grammatical, and semantic representation, and are found in the lexicon (Du Plessis 

& Maḓadzhe, 1999). Bound grammatical morphemes are morphological spelling 

operations, and they change the phonological form of lexemes. When a bound 
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grammatical morpheme is added to a lexeme, it will change the phonological form 

(Du Plessis & Maḓadzhe, 1999).  

 

Again, bound morphology, deals with derivation and morphological spelling. 

Derivation has two types, namely, lexical and inflectional derivations. Lexical 

derivation is found in the lexicon while inflectional derivation is found in the syntax. 

Both of them deal with grammatical features only. In lexical derivation, a verb may 

become a noun if it is provided with noun class and human features, while the 

inflectional derivation provides various categories such as tense, negative, and mood 

(Du Plessis & Maḓadzhe, 1999).  

 

Within this theory of morphology, the following three things are therefore 

distinguished: 

 

a) The lexemes are treated as the minimal grammatical elements of the 

 language. 

b) A lexeme has three operations, namely phonological, grammatical, and 

 semantic. 

c) A lexeme allows four types of operations only, namely lexical, inflectional, 

 spelling, and semantic. 

1.5 PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

1.5.1 Aim 

 

The aim of this study is to evaluate Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to 

Pan South African Language Board spelling rules. 

1.5.2 Objectives 

 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 
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a) To identify problems concerning Pan South African Language Board spelling 

 rules with respect to Tshivenḓa orthography.  

b) To determine the differences between conjunctive and disjunctive systems of 

 writing in so far as they relate to Tshivenḓa orthography. 

c) To propose strategies that would make Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use.  

1.6 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

1.6.1 Research Design 

 

This study used descriptive survey design within a qualitative research approach. 

The researcher has chosen this approach because it ensures credible and reliable 

results (De Vos, Strydom, Fouché, & Delport, 2005). Above all, the researcher’s 

focus was on understanding the spelling and orthography rules that have been 

invoked by the authorities pertaining to Tshivenḓa orthography. This is endorsed by 

McMillan and Schumacher (1993) when they maintain that qualitative researchers 

are interested in the world as defined, experienced, and constituted by the subjects, 

as long as that world forms part of the problem they are studying. 

1.6.2 Sampling 

 

This study used purposive sampling, as it “gives every member of the population an 

equal chance of being selected” (Crowther and Lancaster, 2009:239). This small 

distinct group of participants were interviewed to get the relevant information on 

Tshivenḓa orthography. Forty four respondents were selected. The researcher 

diveded all the respondents into the following nine categories: 

 

a) Four Tshivenḓa curriculum advisors (i.e. one per region) from different regions 

 in the Vhembe district, namely, the Musina, Mutale, Thulamela, and Makhado 

 municipalities. 

b) Five Tshivenḓa National Language Body (NLB) members.  

c) Five Matric Tshivenḓa examiners. 
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d)  Four Tshivenḓa teachers (i.e. one per region) from different regions in the 

 Vhembe district, namely, the Musina, Mutale, Thulamela, and Makhado 

 municipalities.  

e) Six Tshivenḓa University students. 

f) Four Tshivenḓa language practitioners.  

g) Four Tshivenḓa National Lexicography Unit (NLU) Board members. 

h) Six Tshivenḓa Writers Association members. 

i)  Six Tshivenḓa lecturers.  

 

The relevance of the selected categories is that all of them, in particular TNLB 

members, TNLU members, curriculum advisors, and language practitioners, are 

regarded as custodians of the Tshivenḓa language. The writers, examiners, 

teachers, lecturers, and students also belong here because they are knowledgeable 

about Tshivenḓa orthography. 

1.6.3 Data Collection 

 

Data collection was based on primary sources (interviews) and secondary sources 

(written data). Maree (2007:87) states that “an interview is a two-way conversation in 

that the interviewer asks the participant questions to collect data and to learn about 

the ideas, beliefs, views, opinions and behaviours of the participant’ on a particular 

topic”. This view is supported by Bless and Smith (2001) who state that an interview 

is the process of data gathering where a respondent is engaged in a talk. This study 

used structured interviews (see the attached interview guide) as an integral part of 

the study for collecting data from the relevant respondents, in that case the 

respondents transmitted information, or knowledge, about what they know, or have 

experienced in their language regarding Tshivenḓa orthography.  

 

Data were also collected from secondary sources such as Tshivenḓa Spelling and 

Orthography Rules (PanSALB, 2005), ‘Milayo ya Kupeletele na Kunwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) (these books are specifically mentioned because they 

indicate the spelling rules for Tshivenḓa as determined by PanSALB), library books, 

journal articles, dissertations, prescribed manuals for schools, and the Internet. This 
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is also known as "document analysis" as published documents in this case were 

analysed (Creswell, 2009:230).  

 

1.6.4 Data analysis 

 

Data analysis was descriptive in nature and the model used relied on content 

analysis that involved, among others, theme induction, coding, elaboration, 

interpretation and checking (Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 1999). In this way, the 

researcher organised and identified relevant data for interpretation (Leedy & Ormrod, 

2005). The researcher used steps for data analysis that are recommended by 

O’Connor and Gibson (2003), which are as follows: 

 

Step 1:   Organising data  

 

While organising data, the researcher wrote all the responses given by the 

participants in the interview. Questions based on the guidelines given in the interview 

schedule were asked to elicit the necessary information. 

 

In turn, this assisted the researcher to identify concepts and themes that are relevant 

to the study.  

 

Step 2:   Finding and Organising Ideas and Concepts  

 

The researcher sifted through a variety of answers provided for one specific 

question, to detect particular words or ideas that keep on coming up. Such words 

and ideas were written down as the different responses are highlighted. The 

researcher then organised the main ideas and concepts generated by these words 

and phrases into categories and sub-categories.  

 

Step 3:   Building Themes from the Data  

 

In order to build themes from the data, the researcher collapsed responses that had 

one or more associated themes into one main overarching theme. Only themes that 
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gave deeper insight into the data and different categories could be collapsed under 

one theme.  

 

Step 4:   Writing Report  

 

The report on the research does not only include the results, but also how the entire 

research process was carried out. The final report covers summary of the findings, 

implications of those findings, recommendations, and the strategies and areas of 

future research that were identified.  

1.6.5 Ensuring Trustworthiness during Data Analysis  

 

In order to create trustworthiness in this study, the researcher adopted the 

procedures proposed by Guba and Lincoln (1989) as quoted by Bitsch (2005). These 

procedures are as follows: prolonged engagement, persistent observation, peer 

debriefing, progressive subjectivity, member checks, and so forth.  

 

For this study, the most relevant techniques were prolonged engagement and 

persistent observation. Prolonged engagement required the researcher to spend 

adequate time on research activities and to establish trust between himself or herself 

and the respondents, as they respresent the cultural setting in that the research took 

place.  

 

On the other hand, persistent observation required the researcher to be deeply 

involved in research activities so as to generate results that are deemed to be 

scholarly sound. This l only become possibles if there is persistent engagement in 

research activities. 

1.7 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

This study has been designed to provide the reader with knowledge and an 

understanding of the orthography of Tshivenḓa and to contribute to an existing body 

of knowledge. Knowledge of the orthography of Tshivenḓa itself in turn contributes to 

the acquisition of knowledge about the role orthography plays in Tshivenḓa. 
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Moreover, this study serves to encourage Vhavenḓa speakers to protect their 

cultural heritage in the form of the language, and to fight for it when it is corrupted or 

destroyed. More importantly, the study recommends new spelling rules for African 

Languages to ameliorate problems that currently afflict the orthography of African 

Languages. 

1.8 RATIONALE 

 

Orthography has always been regarded as part of languages. The literature review 

reveals that orthography has been described as part of the writing systems of the 

languages; the origin and the development of the rules and the writing systems such 

as the syllabary, logography and the alphabet. This study brings to light defects, 

challenges and problems affecting Tshivenḓa orthography and what can be done to 

make it user-friendly for learners and other users of the language. 

1.9 OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 

 

Chapter One gives an outline of the introduction, background and problem 

statement.It also gives a cursory overview of the theoretical framework, purpose of 

the study, research plan and methodology. It concludes with the significance of the 

study, rationale and definition of terms. 

 

Chapter Two focuses on a literature review on orthography, definitions systems of 

writing and what scholars say about aspects of orthography that should be treated 

with care. 

 

Chapter Three deals with aspects of research methodology such as research 

design, population, sampling, data collection, research setting, reliability and validity, 

triangulation and ethical consideration.  

 

Chapter Four deals with data presentation and analysis. 

 

Chapter Five presents the conclusion, findings and recommendations. 

The bibliography contains a list of the sources that were consulted. 

 

The appendix contains the interview schedules and document analysis.  
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CHAPTER   TWO 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 INTRODUCTION  

 

The previous chapter introduced the scope of the study, the research problem, 

background, a cursory literature review, aims and objectives, research questions 

and the significance of the study.  

 

The the background section provides, a short description of orthography and the 

system of writing in African languages is discussed. The aims and objectives are 

discussed to find out what orthography is and to determine problems and challenges 

associated with it.  The research questions are identified and explored to the extent 

to that they affect orthography in Tshivenḓa.  

 

The present chapter discusses the views of the different scholars about 

orthography. In the study of Tshivenḓa orthography, a literature review is important 

as it provides background information on the research question and it empowers 

the researcher to look again at the literature of a related topic their own area of 

study (Nunan: 1992 & Leedy, 1993). The results of the analysis of the literature 

studied provide the researcher with knowledge as to how to proceed with the 

intended study (De Vos, et. al, 2002).  

 

The reviewed literature provided the researcher with direction on how to evaluate 

Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to the Pan South African Language 

Board spelling rules. It situates the r study, provides current research findings and 

guided the collection of data on for this study. 

  

2.2 THE HISTORY OF TSHIVENḒA ORTHOGRAPHY  

 

The history of Tshivenḓa orthography is intertwined with the history of the 

establishment of churches in South Africa by Dutch and German missionaries, and 
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the history of the National Party government (Lass, 1995, Dlamini, 1998, Giesekke, 

2004 & PanSALB, 2008a). As Mtuze (2011) indicates, it was the White missionaries 

who wanted to communicate efficiently with their Bantu-speaking converts who 

devised basic alphabets and orthography rules for the indigenous South African 

languages. Similarly, in the case of Tshivenḓa, missionaries collected vocabulary 

that they used to build wordlists and to translate Bible texts and to prepare 

messages in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

Examples of materials produced by missionaries in Tshivenḓa include: 

 

a) Ndede ya Luambo by Theodor Schwellnus in 1913 (PanSALB, 2008a) 

b) Venda Bible by Paul Erdmann Schwellnus in 1936 (PanSALB, 2008a) 

c) Ndendedzi by Paul Erdmann Schwellnus (PanSALB, 2008a) 

 

Dutch and German missionary societies established churches that doubled as 

schools within the Tshivenḓa-speaking communities. This further interlinked the 

history of the church and the development of schools.  

 

What caused the need for Tshivenḓa orthography was the desire to communicate 

with Bantu-speaking people. The missionaries were faced with the challenge of 

learning the language. Most of the problem stems from the fact that missionaries 

had limited knowledge of the Tshivenḓa language. This challenge resulted in words 

being written differently from the way they are pronounced. The challenges were 

even observed in the recordings of the orthographies of the languages. An attempt 

was made to correct these challenges in 1928 by the Union Government and in 

1948 by the National Party Government’s language boards established by the 

Department of Education (Alberts, 2013). 

 

The missionary societies arrived in South Africa to preach the gospel to the native 

people, they formed the Dutch Reformed Church and the Lutheran Church in and 

around Venda (Lass, 1995, Dlamini, 1998 & Giesekke, 2004).  
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The work of the missionary societies resulted in the formation of language 

committees established for each of the South African languages. These language 

committees were placed under the Department of Education. They were 

responsible for the compilation and revision of the orthography and the terminology 

lists of the languages of native speakers (Dlamini, 1998 & Alberts, 2013).  

 

For Tshivenḓa, Beuster collected a few Tshivenḓa words for his vocabulary book 

and drew up a liturgy and compiled the first reader in Tshivenḓa (Giesekke, 2004). 

When Theodor Schwellnus wrote Ndede ya Luambo lwa Tshivenḓa that appeared 

in 1913, little did he know that it would be considered the foundation of the 

orthography of the language of Tshivenḓa. The orthography was based on the 

Meinhof-Lepsius system, using the Roman alphabet (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

The work of the missionaries laid the foundation for a new dispensation. The 

Constitution, Act 108 of 1996, established by national legislation a Pan South 

African Language Board (PanSALB), to promote and create conditions for the 

development and use of all official languages, the Khoi, Nama and San languages, 

and Sign language (The Constitution,1996). The state established PanSALB, with 

Act 59 of 1995 as amended by Act 10 of 1999, that created the National Language 

Bodies (NLBs) and the National Lexicography Units (NLUs) tasked with the duty of 

advising PanSALB concerning language standards, dictionaries, terminology, and 

literature where applicable (South Africa, 2000). The NLBs and its Technical 

Committees were tasked with the work of standardisation of the spelling and 

orthography rules for South African languages. 

 

It was the Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns (SAAWK) that was 

established when English and Dutch were the official languages of South Africa 

who started preliminary work on the Afrikaans spelling and orthographic rules 

(Alberts, 2013). At the same time orthographies for African languages were 

designed by missionaries, but the design was according to rigid use of the Meinhof-

Lepsius system (Giesekke, 2004 & Ṋemudzivhaḓi, 2006).  
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This system used the letters of the Roman alphabet to reduce Tshivenḓa into its 

written form. The use of the Roman alphabet in Tshivenḓa orthography brought 

challenges with regard to the use of diacritic signs, certain letters of the alphabet 

that were to be avoided in the language, the vowel system, the consonant system, 

the use of negative forms, the use of apostrophes, the use of the demonstrative and 

copulative demonstratives, the use of capitals, word division, the use of syllabic 

nasals, the counting system and the system of writing. 

 

The advent of democracy brought with it the new Constitution of South Africa in 

1996, that changed the role of the Language Boards by empowering the State to 

promote, develop and elevate the status of African languages by establishing 

PanSALB and its National Language Bodies (The Constitution, 1996 & Alberts, 

2013). The National Language Bodies’ task of revising spelling and orthographic 

rules of the African languages in collaboration with stakeholders brought with it new 

spelling and orthographic rules booklets, that were published in 2005 and in 2008 

(PanSALB, 2005 & PanSALB, 2008a).  Alberts (2013) states that: 

 

Usually the basic spelling and orthographic policies and 
principles remain unchanged, but modernisation can have an 
effect on spelling and orthography. With modernisation new 
terms should be created based on a solid linguistic basis with 
proper word-forming principles as norm. 

 

In addition, orthography shows aspects that should be included in the spelling and 

orthography rules document of the South African languages. 

 

At present, Tshivenḓa orthography poses problems to writers because there are no 

clear-cut rules as to where the disjunctive or the conjunctive method must be 

applied. In Tshivenḓa certain words are written disjunctively and others are written 

conjunctively. This is why, at the time of conducting this study, the Tshivenḓa 

National Language was engaged in efforts to revise the Tshivenḓa orthography. 

 

In general, the current Tshivenḓa orthography is disjunctive in nature, but within it 

there are instances of conjunctive methods that. These often lead to uncertainty as 

to that manner of writing one should choose, either disjunctive or conjunctive.  
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2.3 THE WORK OF AFRICAN SCHOLARS IN ORTHOGRAPHY  

 

It is important to take cognisance of African scholars’ views about general issues 

and their insights into metalinguistics with regard to the orthography of selected 

African languages. The discussion below looks at views presented by African 

scholars beyond South African borders. and Tshivenḓa scholars inside South 

Africa. 

 

2.3.1 SCHOLARS BEYOND SOUTH AFRICAN BORDERS 

 

Scholars from outside South Africa, such as Fortune (1972), Magwa (2002; 2008) 

and Sylod and Chivhanga (2014), discuss aspects that are important in the spelling 

and orthography rules of Chishona. These aspects include word division, borrowed 

words and established names, and the alphabet.  

 

(1) Word division 

 

Fortune (1972) provides several guiding principles for word division in written 

ChiShonathat can also be applied to Tshivenḓa orthography. The first principle deals 

with a speech form which is written as a separate word if it can mean something by 

itself, but cannot be divided into smaller units which all make sense when spoken by 

themselves. He further argues that a speech form should not be written as a 

separate word if it is a monosyllable and is grammatically linked to a word just 

preceding or following it or if it is a constituent part of a word.  

 

In cases where the speech form is a verb, an interjection, or an adverbial 

conjunctive, it should be written as a separate word even though it may not make 

sense. Similarly, if a speech form joins words, phrases or clauses and consists of 

more than one syllable, even though it may not make sense, it should be written as a 

separate word. 
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Furthermore, reduplicated verb stems are always separated by a hyphen if there are 

more than two syllables, but when new meaning is added it is written as one wordif 

the meaning is changed it is written as two words (Fortune, 1972). 

 

In contrast to Fortune’s argument, Magwa (2008) states that the writing system 

currently being used by ChiShona speakers and writers is deficient because it does 

not cater for the broader issues of ChiShona dialectical variations. The system also 

does not allow speakers to write the language the way they speak it, because it uses 

a conjunctive system of word division (Magwa, 2008). Magwa (2008:62) further 

states that detailed word division and spelling rules found in Fortune’s (1972) A 

Guide to Shona Spelling (21-50), are over-elaborate and riddled with inconsistencies 

of both principle and application. 

 

Magwa (2008) is of the view that conjunctive word division should be used to write 

Chishona, thus all affixes should be written together with their stems (nouns, verbs 

and adjectives) as single units; but adjectives, demonstratives, pronouns, selectors, 

quantitatives and enumeratives should be free standing. 

 

(2) Borrowed Words and Established names 

 

Magwa (2008) argues that borrowed words should be written as they are 

pronounced in the local languages and that they should follow a clearly defined 

pattern of adoption and phonologization. Names of places such as villages and 

towns as well as names of languages should be written as pronounced except those 

that have not been phonologized, but personal names should be written as they are 

spelt in the source language (Magwa, 2008).  

 

(3) Alphabet 

 

In the ChiShona alphabet, the Zezuru dialects presents a greater variety in the 

speech sounds used as a basis for a common alphabet; in which all the letters of the 

Roman alphabet save <l> and <q> were used (Magwa, 2008). The alphabet was 

designed with the principle of one sound, one letter in mind (Fortune, 1972:17). The 
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defect of the ChiShona orthography in 1955 was the fact that it did not reflect in 

writing the distinctions made in speaking (Magwa, 2008). 

 

The other defect of the current ChiShona alphabet is that, it does not have symbols 

to represent all the significant sounds that are found in the various ChiShona dialects 

and the use of the glottal <h> as the representation of a breathy voice sound is 

misleading (Magwa, 2002; 2008; Sylod & Chivhanga, 2014).  

2.3.2  TSHIVENḒA SCHOLARS 

Different scholars such as Doke (1929 & 1954), Tshithukhe (2009 & 2013), 

Musehane (2013 & 2015c), Alberts (2013), and Nyoni (2013 & 2015) explained 

terms and discussed aspects that are important in the spelling and orthography rules 

of a language. 

These terms or concepts were explained to make easy the understanding of 

Tshivenḓa orthography. Firstly literary writers discussed the terms such as 

orthography, spelling rules, orthography rules, typography, word division, disjunctive 

system, conjunctive system, language modernisation, revision, writing systems, 

terminology, word list, dictionary and standardisation.  

 

In the second instance literary writers discussed aspects required for a good 

orthography. These aspects can be grouped under technical matters and aspects 

dealing with spelling and orthography rule. These aspects cover the following main 

themes: 

 

 Capitals 

 Common nouns 

  Consonant system 

 Demonstrative and copulative demonstrative 

  Diacritic marks 

  Letters c, j and q 

  Negative forms 

 The abbreviation 
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 The apostrophe 

 The Counting System 

 The syllabic Nasal 

 Translation equivalents 

  Velar sounds 

 Vowel system  

 Word division 

 The technical aspects. 

 Authorities  

 

These sections that will cover aspects necessary for Tshivenḓa orthography will be 

organised as follows: front matter, rules, lists, back matter, and related activities and 

future developments.  

2.3.2.1 Explanation of terms 

 

Scholars identified and explained several terms that ease the discussion on 

Tshivenḓa orthography. Crucial terms include compounding, conjunctive system, 

disjunctive system, language modernisation, language users, orthography, 

orthographic reform, orthography rules, reduplication, spelling rules, standard 

orthography, terminology list, topography, vowel, word division, wordlist and the 

writing system. 

 

(i) Compounding 

 

Compounding refers to the process of combining words to become nouns with 

different meanings altogether (Musehane, 2015a). Further, Musehane states that a 

compound word consists of two or more words from similar or different word 

categories, joined to form one word, whose structure will be similar to that of a noun 

in Tshivenḓa.  
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The definition of a compound should therefore make it easy for learners and other 

users of Tshivenḓa orthography to distinguish it from the process of reduplication.  

 

(ii) Conjunctive System  

 

Van Wyk (1995:84) states that “conjunctive writing has given rise to the stem 

tradition in the Nguni languages”. The conjunctive convention has been accepted in 

African languages as the only method related to written words in isiZulu, Siswati, 

isiXhosa and isiNdebele. The conjunctive system is more of an orthographic concern 

than a system of writing (Van Wyk, 1993). 

 

(iii) Disjunctive System 

 

Van Wyk (1995:84) states that “disjunctive writing has given rise to the word 

tradition” in Tshivenḓa, Xitsonga and Sotho languages. The disjunctive convention 

has been accepted in African languages as the only method related to written words 

in Tshivenḓa, Xitsonga, Sesotho sa Leboa, Setswana and Sesotho. The disjunctive 

system is more of an orthographic concern than a system of writing (Van Wyk, 

1993). 

(iv) Language Modernisation  

 

Language development is defined as “a complex and multi-dimensional endeavour 

to empower language for literacy and numeracy purposes, a process that has an 

effect on the spelling and orthography” of the language (Alberts 2013:3, citing 

Emananjo 1998:44).  

 

Alberts (2013:11) describes revision of the spelling and orthography rules as “the 

modernisation of the existing rules”. When PanSALB is involved in the revision of the 

spelling and orthography rules it is making the old rules to become new. 
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(v) Language Users  

 

Language users are consumers of orthography document who are ‘involved in any 

changes that may occur in the spelling and orthographic system’ (Alberts, 2013). 

Language users may be defined as academics, teachers, writers’ associations, 

students and media people. 

 

(vi) Orthography  

 

The term orthography is defined as the ‘correct or conventional way of spelling and 

the study or science of spelling’ (Alberts, 2013:3).  

 

Musehane (2015c) in his paper on ‘Orthographic Errors of Written Tshivenḓa on 

Funeral Programmes of Vhembe District Municipality Funeral Undertakers’  

explained orthography as the spelling that the language uses and the writing of 

words with proper letters according to standard usage. 

 

The definition of orthography relates orthography to the writing of words and symbols 

in a language. 

 

As Alberts (2013:4) puts it that orthography provides ‘a solid linguistic basis and 

proper word forming principles as a norm for new terms, assist lexicographers and 

terminologists in compiling dictionaries, translators when translating, editors when 

verifying and publishers when publishing books and assist users of the language to 

spell and write in a correct way’. 

 

Moreover,  Alberts (2013) indicates that the role of orthography is to help with 

editing, assist in communication and documentation of language in dictionaries, and 

helps users to write and speak in a correct way. 
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(vii) Orthographic Reform  

 

It is a process of standardisation as modernisation of the existing rules (Alberts, 

2013). An orthographic reform was announced by PanSALB on 19 March 2014 that 

resulted in Technical Committees meeting on 1 - 2 July 2014 to do the work 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

The revision provided a document that was printed in 2005 as a draft and in 2008 as 

a final Tshivenḓa orthography document. 

 

(viii) Orthography Rules 

 

Orthography rules are defined as rules for vowels, consonants, constituents and 

clicks (Alberts, 2013). In Tshivenḓa orthography, the language employs a seven 

vowel systems, with only five characters issued. The consonants are made of 18 

letters of the Roman alphabet, with five others used as phonemic letters. 

It is further noted that as of current orthography, there is no clicks and implosives in 

Tshivenḓa language (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

(ix) Reduplication 

 

Musehane (2015a) defines reduplication as the repetition of words of the same 

category, resulting in a word that does not change its initial category. Accordingly, 

reduplication can take place when the whole word is repeated or when only a stem is 

repeated. 

The reduplication of words involved word categories such as the following: 

a) adverbs as in lunzhi-lunzhi ‘many times’ 

b) Idiophones as in gudu-gudu ‘overturn’  

c) locative nouns as in fhasi-fhasi ‘very deep’ 

d) nouns as in khuhu-khuhu ‘real fowl’ 

e) pronouns as in tshino-tshino ‘this very one’ 

f) Verbs as in amba-amba ‘talk nonsense’ 
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When the reduplication of complete word forms is done, a compound is formed. The 

compound word can be realised in one of the three ways, such as in (f) above, 

amba-amba, ambaamba or as amba amba. At stem level reduplication of words 

involves word categories such as the following: 

a) adjectives as in vhudala-dala ‘very green’ 

b) Idiophones as in mahovho-hovho ‘waterfall’ 

c) locative nouns as in murahu-rahu ‘far back’ 

d) nouns as in mavhulu-vhulu ‘small tadpoles’ 

e) pronouns as in vhuhone-hone ‘good presence’ 

f) verbs as in tshivhalo-vhalo ‘great number’ 

 

The reduplication of words, which is realised by duplicating only the stem of the 

word, causes the new word to be written conjunctively. The duplicated word is 

written as one word in Tshivenḓa orthography like in (b), (c) and (f) above, 

mahovhohovho, murahurahu and tshivhalovhalo.  

Words duplicated in Tshivenḓa emphasise or give force to an expression, show 

repeated occurrence, provide a word with new meaning, express plurality, add the 

idea of distribution, change the tone to be an intimate tone, familiar and informal, 

convey a sense of wonder, denote diversity and disparity and indicate an increase in 

proximity or distance (Musehane, 2015a). 

 

(x) Spelling Rules  

 

Spelling rules include the use of hyphens, apostrophes, capital letters and word 

division in the language (Alberts, 2013). With regard to spelling rules, Venezky 

(1999, reviewed by Cantrell, 2000) holds the view that the rules change due to sound 

changes, scribal changes and borrowings. Scribal change is what Musehane and 

Maṱhabi (2015) refer to when they look at errors committed by funeral undertakers 

when writing Tshivenḓa words. Scribal errors cause more challenges for orthography 

than variation.  For example: 
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a) mutshimbidza mushumo instead of mutshimbudzamushumo ‘Programme 

Director’ 

b) nganea vhutshilo instead of nganeavhutshilo ‘life history’ 

Swearingen (1905:213) when writing about the orthography of the English words 

argues that there should be “uniformity in the spelling of single words”. Wolf and 

Kennedy (2003) argue that multiple spellings for a particular sound pattern have 

something to do with the morphophonemic nature of the orthography. 

(xi) Standard Orthography  

 

Standard orthography is that orthography of the language that is based on standard 

dialect (Alberts, 2013). Moreover, Alberts’s view is that only standard orthography 

‘should be used in the public domain for instance by educators, language 

practitioners, the media and government’ (Alberts, 2013:3). 

 

(xii) Terminology List  

 

Alberts (2013:12) describes a terminology list as the list “explaining of the grammar 

terms being used when dealing with different rules or containing difficult words or 

words easily or usually misspelt”.  

 

Terminology lists can be made up of new words, archaic terms, abbreviated terms 

and the vocabulary of a language.  

 

(xiii) Topography 

 

Topography is defined as the physical features of an area of land, especially the 

position of its rivers, mountains and the study of these features (Hornby, 2005). 

However, in terms of orthography, Alberts (2013:12) describes topography as “the 

spelling and orthographic rules regarding place names, surnames, street names, 

month names, day names and names of geographical features”. It is evident that the 

writing of these names requires the correct spelling and orthography of the language. 
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(xiv) The Vowel 

 

Scholars such as Tshithukhe (2009 & 2013), Musehane (2013 & 2015c) and Nyoni 

(2013 & 2015) describe vowels as speech sounds produced without occluding, 

diverging or obstructing the flow of air from the lungs. The importance of vowels in 

Tshivenḓa orthography is that they form elision and coalescence in words (Van Wyk, 

1993 & Doke, 1954).  Forexample: 

 

a) khufha instead of khuufha ‘if ‘ 

b) konou instead of kona u ‘can do’ 

 

(xv) Word Division  

 

Word division deals with the joining and separation of words in a language. Alberts 

(2013:12) describes word division as “parts of speech, demonstrative pronouns, 

auxiliary formatives, abbreviated forms, numerals and abbreviations” found in the 

language. For example:  

 

a) Muthu ho ngo swika tshikoloni 

b) Muthu hongoswika tshikoloni 

(The person did not arrive at school) 

 

The first sentence is written correctly as it follows Tshivenḓa orthography whereas 

the second sentence is incorrect because it does not adhere to Tshivenḓa 

orthography. 

 

(xvi) The Word List  

 

Alberts (2013:12) describes a word list as the list “containing difficult words or words 

easily or usually misspelt”. 
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The criteria for adding words to the word list is the occurrence of spelling problems, 

neologisms, and complex words. Such lists illustrate word forming processes and 

show that words are recognised in the language (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(xvii) The Writing System  

  

Alberts (2013) lists writing systems as including the cuneiform writing, hieroglyphs 

and the alphabets, amongst others. Hieroglyphic writing is said to be invented by the 

Egyptian god Thot himself (Griffith, 1900).  

 

The writing systems are also known as the orthographies of the languages. They 

originated from the three main orthographies, namely that the syllabary, the 

logography and the alphabet (Shimamura, 1987 & Wolf & Kennedy, 2003). 

 

Accordingly, a writing system reduces speech to writing, so that the thought, ideas, 

stories and history of the speakers can be depicted in written form (Alberts, 2013). 

Tshivenḓa orthography uses the alphabet as the writing system. This means that the 

23 letters of the alphabet used in Tshivenḓa can be traced back to the syllabary 

through the logography. 

 

What Wolf et. al. (2003) wrote about the Greek being closer to logography and 

promoting the logographic nature of the alphabets can be said of Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The Greeks borrowed letters from the Phoenicians’ consonant-based 

script and speech sounds and compared with their language sound structure  (Wolf 

et. al., 2003). What was done by the Greeks can be done by any other language 

including Tshivenḓa.  

 

The alphabet in Tshivenḓa orthography brought the disjunctive system to the 

language. 
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2.3.2.2  Aspects of orthography 

 

Several scholars discuss the aspects of orthography that they feel are important to 

make the language user-friendly. Scholars present the following aspects; acute and 

grave accent, affixes, apostrophe, capital letters, circumflex, conjunctive system, 

consonant forms, contraction forms, diaresis, disjunctive system, diminutives, 

diphthongs, hyphens, list, loaned or borrowed words, negative aspects, numbers, 

figures and symbols, plural forms, tone and stress markings, technical aspects,vowel 

system, word categories, word divisionand authorities 

 

(1) The Use of the Acute and Grave Accents 

 

It is difficult to mark accent in African languages. Van Wyk (1993) states that the 

claim that words have in themselves main stress cannot be substantiated either. 

According to Van Wyk, the isiZulu and indeed the other languages ‘do not have 

stress but rather length on the penultimate syllables of words’ (Van Wyk, 1993:26). 

Van Wyk’s view is supported by Van Warmelo (1989) who states that the kind of 

stress found in English is not found in Tshivenḓa, where emphasis is conveyed by 

other means, such as reduplication, pausing, hyphenation and duplication. 

 

With exception of the idiophones, the general rule is to lengthen the penultimate 

syllable before a pause, a lengthening that moves forward with the addition of 

suffixes. For example: 

 

a) māṱo > maṱōni > maṱonī-vho ‘in the eyes’ 

b) u ā pfa > u a zwī-pfa > u a zwi pfesesa ‘to understand’ 

 

The rule must indicate whether the acute accent in African languages is placed on 

vowels or diphthongs (Alberts, 2013). Tshivenḓa does not mark stress, tone and 

accent when writing its words. 
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The same thing is happening in Tshivenḓa than in Afrikaans orthography. Alberts 

(2013) states that the grave accent is used on vowels only in Afrikaans. The usage 

of the gravel accent (`) in Afrikaans can serve as an example for other languages 

such as Tshivenḓa where vowels can be marked for emphasis as in (a) and (b) 

above. 

(2) The Use of Affixes 

 

Affixes are used in Tshivenḓa to indicate also, the locative, inquiry, plural and 

honorific words. Musehane (2013), in discussing affixation in Tshivenḓa, indicated 

that there are two affixes, namely -fhi (that) and -ni (what) that are written 

conjunctively as they are attached to the word they qualify. For example: 

 

a) O ya ngafhi? ‘Where did he/she go?’ 

b) O ḓa ngani?  ‘How did he/she come?’ 

 

The above two suffixes -fhi and -ni are written conjunctively when they are written 

after the preposition nga to form a question. This is strange since another form is 

available, where there is no contraction. For example: 

 

a) O ḓa nga mini?  ‘How did he/she come?’ 

b) O ḓa nga ngafhi? ‘From where did she/he come’  

 

In the above examples, (a) and (b) the suffixes -ni and -fhi, are not written 

separately from the word. They are attached to the word they qualify. 

 

Other suffixes that are attached to the words they qualify are -ho, -ha, -vho, and -

ḓe (Musehane, 2013). For example: 

 

a)  a ḓaho ‘who is coming’ 

b) a ḓaha ‘if he/she comes’ 

c) fhedziha ‘only if’ 

d) a ḓevho ‘let him/her come’ 
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e) Ndi muthuḓe ‘what a person’ 

f) a pfaha ‘He/she listens’ 

g) a sa ḓiho ‘ who is not coming’ 

 

The discussion of the above suffixes in (a) to (g) above proves that they would not 

be written disjunctively in Tshivenḓa orthography.  Extra care must be taken to 

make sure that the above formatives are always written conjunctively to the word 

they are qualifying. 

 

The affix -vho is used as a verbal suffix indicating the meaning of also when it is 

attached to the verb (Musehane, 2013 & PanSALB, 2008a). For example: 

 

a) swikavho ‘arrive ’  

b) vho itavho ‘do’ 

c) vhaṅwevho ‘others also’ 

 

When the affix vho- is used to show plurality, Musehane (2013) states that it should 

be written together with the word it qualifies. For example: 

 

a) vho Masunda ‘Masunda and others’ 

b) vho Maṱamela ‘Maṱamela and others’ 

 

However, what Musehane (2013) indicates as the practice of writing the affix vho- 

together with the word it qualifies is confusing in the example given above in (a) and 

(b). What makes the examples confusing is the fact that, it is not clear whether the 

above examples of  Vho Masunda and Vho Maṱamela are written together with 

their prefixes. Moreover, the examples above are said to denote plurality according 

to the Tshivenḓa noun class system. The change of the principle of how a noun is 

written in the noun class system does not make sense at all. 

 

According to the principles communicated in the noun class system the two 

examples given by Musehane (2013) could be written together as follows: 
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a) Vho Masunda ‘Masunda and others’ 

b) Vho Masunda ‘Masunda and others’ 

c) Vho Maṱamela ‘Maṱamela and others’ 

d) Vho Maṱamela ‘Maṱamela and others’ 

 

The above examples at (a) to (d) show the correct usage of proper usage of proper 

names when expressing plurality, in other words a person and his/her companions 

or associates or referring to two people with similar names are indicated (Poulos, 

1990). What Musehane (2013) did not want was to write the two proper names, Vho 

Masunda and Vho Maṱamela as according to either (a) and (c) or (b) and (d) 

above. What is strange is that the spelling forms of Vho Masunda and Vho 

Maṱamela, according to (b) and (d) have already been realised in other proper 

names. For example: 

 

a) Ṋedambale ‘Owner of the place called Dambale’ 

b) Ṋemukula ‘Owner of the place called Mukula’ 

 

Accordingly, when ṋe is used as a name of a person or as a title, it is capitalised, 

but written without a hyphen. It shows the gender of the person who is addressed. 

Since Dambale and Mukula are proper names and can be written as common noun 

as in (a) and (b) above when they are attached to a prefix, similar spelling forms 

could be applied to other proper names. 

 

The other nominal prefixes that indicate gender are ṅwa-, nya and ra- . Musehane 

(2013) states that these nominal prefixes should be written attached to the word 

they qualify. For example: 

 

a) Nyamutshagole ‘Mother of Mutshagole’ 

b) Ṅwasundani ‘Daughter of Sundani’ 

c) Ramabulana ‘Father of Mabulana’ 

 

Similarly, there are other suffixes such as -kadzi, -lume and -nyana that are used to 

indicate gender. Musehane (2013) states that these suffixes should be written 

attached to the word they qualify. For example: 
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a) nḓoukadzi ‘she elephant’ 

b) gukulume ‘cock’ 

c) ṅwananyana ‘girl’ 

 

The use of the suffix -nyana indicating gender above in (c) should not be confused 

with the role of the suffix -nyana in diminutives. Musehane (2013) states that 

diminutives can be formed by attaching suffixes to nominal stems. For example: 

 

a) malofhanyana ‘little blood’ 

b) mutukana ‘small boy’ 

 

In the examples of diminutives formed by suffixes -nyana and -ana in (a) and (b) 

above, the suffixes are written attached to the nouns the qualify. 

 

Musehane (2013) also presents the other form in that the prefix vho- could be 

written in Tshivenḓa orthography, in order to express respect. For example: 

 

a) Vho Ḽalumbe ‘Honourable Ḽalumbe’ or ‘Mr/ Mrs Ḽalumbe’ 

b) Vho Dzivhani ‘Honourable Dzivhani’ or ‘ Mr/ Mrs Dzivhani’ 

 

Similarly, in his discussion Musehane (2013) indicates that when the affix vho- is 

used as a prefix of respect or honour, the affix vho- starts with a capital letter before 

a proper name, that is a complement. 

 

In the examples above in (a) and (b), Musehane (2013) divides proper names Vho 

Ḽalumbe and Vho Dzivhani by spaces. This practice is contrary to what Van Wyk 

(1993) indicates when he says that word division is primarily an orthographical 

concern and that it should be based exclusively on phonetic considerations. This is 

the claim that is neither reconcilable with the definition that the word constitutes a 

part of speech and therefore a grammatical unit (Van Wyk, 1993).  

Musehane (2013) writes the affix vho- as a nominal prefix together with the 

common noun it qualifies. It is written as follows: 
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a) Vho dokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’ 

b) Vho khomishinari ‘Honourable Commissioner’ 

c) Vho makhadzi ‘Honourable Aunt’ 

  

The above examples in (a) to (c) are written together as one word. This shows that 

the affix vho- is written as prefix of respect before common nouns. The prefix vho- 

starts with a capital letter. 

 

In presenting the discussion on the use of the affix ka-, Musehane (2013) indicates 

that it is attached to numerals. For example: 

 

a) kavhili ‘twice’  

b) kathihi ‘once’  

c) kararu ‘thrice’ 

d) kanzhi ‘many times’ 

e) kangana ‘how many times’ 

 

The other nominal prefix that requires serious attention is the prefix ḓi-. This is the 

nominal prefix that is used with all nouns to express the meaning of big, fearful or 

ugly (Van Warmelo, 1989). For example: 

 

a) ḓithu ‘ogre’ or ‘monster’ 

b) ḓitsi ‘huge ugly dense of smoke’ 

 

The above examples in (a) and (b) provide an explanation on how the nominal 

prefix ḓi- functions as compared to the verbal prefix ḓi-. The discussion above 

shows that the nominal prefix ḓi- functions only with nouns. This distinction is 

needed to help learners and users to differentiate between the nominal and the 

verbal prefixes ḓi-.  Musehane (2013) states that the verbal prefix ḓi- is written 

attached to the word it qualifies. For example: 

 

a) U ḓifulufhela ‘to trust oneself’ 

b) U ḓivhona ‘to see oneself’ 
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In his discussion of affixation, Musehane (2013) points out that the system of writing 

used is that of conjunctive orthography. This is supported by Van Wyk (1995) who 

states that the writing of certain linguistic elements joined to the following elements 

constitute what is called conjunctive writing. 

 

Affixation also plays an important role in sound changes in Tshivenḓa, due to 

prefixes and suffixes. 

 

Prefixes result in occlusivation, fortisation, aspiration, de-aspiration and 

vocalisation. For example: 

 

a) occlusivation : l  > dz [malembe > dzembe] ‘hand hoe’ or ‘plough’ 

b) fortisation: vh > v [mavhoho > voho] foreleg’ or ‘ shoulder of an animal’ 

c) vocalisation: k > g [mukalaha > gala] ‘ old man’ 

d) aspiration: l > th [lutanda > thanda] ‘pole’ 

e) de-aspiration: kh > k [ khula > ḽikula] ‘dry cob of maize’ 

 

Suffixes bring palatalisation, velarisation, labialisation, fortisation, aspiration, de-

aspiration and vocalisation. For example: 

 

a) palatalisation: r > sh [rambo > shambo ] ‘bone’ 

b) velarisation: mw > ṅw [ semwa > seṅwa ] ‘being rebuked’ 

c) labialisation: w > lw [liliwa > lilwa] ‘be cried for’ 

 

(3) The Use of the Apostrophe 

 

In an intelligent move, Musehane (2013) avoids a discussion of the apostrophe in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. However, he indirectly presented examples that warrant a 

discussion of this punctuation mark. For example: 

 

a) O ḓa ngani? ‘How did he/she come?’ 

b) O ya ngafhi? ‘Where did he /she go?’ 
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Musehane (2013) states that the suffixes ni- and fhi- should be written attached to 

the preposition nga as in (a) and (b) above. What is not clearly stated is the 

etymology the words ngani and ngafhi. The words ngani and ngafhi originated 

from the following phrases: 

 

a) nga mini? ‘by what?’ 

b) nga ngafhi? ‘where?’ 

 

The above two phrases, nga mini and nga ngafhi,  indicate where the two suffixes 

-ni and -fhi in ngani and ngafhi can be traced from. When the suffixes -ni and -fhi 

are attached to the preposition nga to form ngani and ngafhi respectively, they do 

this activity through the following instances: 

 

a) O ḓa nga mini > O ḓa nga’ni > O ḓa ngani ‘How did she/he come?’ 

b) O ya nga ngafhi > O ya nga’fhi > O ya ngafhi ‘Where did she/he go?’ 

 

The examples in a) and b) above, show  that ngani and ngafhi were derived 

through the use of an apostrophe. 

 

Alberts (2013) states that rules on the use of apostrophes in African Languages 

should be provided in the orthography document with some relevant examples.  In 

Tshivenḓa, apostrophes are usually used to indicate elision, but contrary to this is 

the view held that says that apostrophes are not deemed necessary for Tshivenḓa 

language (PanSALB, 2008a). In contrast to this argument, scholars such as 

Schwellnus (2009) and Van Warmelo (1989) state that apostrophes are needed in 

Tshivenḓa to denote elision. 
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(4) The use of the capital letters 

 

What are capital letters? In answering this question, Tshithukhe (2013) states that 

capital letters are distinguishing characters of the letters of an alphabet. They are 

used in Tshivenḓa orthography to give importance, distinction and emphasis in 

words (Tshithukhe, 2013 & Musehane, 2015b). Capital letters are distinguished from 

the small letters according to their forms and height (Tshithukhe, 2013). They are 

also known as upper case letters (Tshithukhe, 2013 & Musehane, 2015b).  

 

In order to properly answer the question that deals with the role of capital letters in 

Tshivenḓa orthography, the approach is to describe how they are written in the 

language. Tshithukhe (2013) states that a capital letter is one of the punctuation 

marks that should be treated with care and diligence.  

 

Both Tshithukhe (2013) and Musehane (2015b) agree that learners and users 

commit when they write capital letters in Tshivenḓa. Musehane (2015b) states that 

there are various conflicting rules for capitalisation in Tshivenḓa. For example: 

 

a) Hamasia ‘ at Masia’s place’ 

b) Ha-Masia ‘ at Masia’s place’ 

c) ha-Masia ‘ at Masia’s place’ 

d) Ha Masia ‘ at Masia’s place’ 

 

According to Musehane (2015b), the above examples on the rules of capitalisation 

that involve the use of place names cause many problems for Tshivenḓa learners 

and language practitioners. 

Similarly, Tshithukhe (2013) states that if a paragraph is written in Tshivenḓa with no 

capital letters, it would be problematic to understand. 

Accordingly, capital letters are written in Tshivenḓa orthography to show the 

beginning of a sentence. For example: 
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a) Maemu u a tshimbila ‘Maemu is walking’. (Musehane, 2015b). 

b) Mvula yo tshinya Venda ‘The rain has damaged an area in Venda’ 

(Tshithukhe, 2013). 

 

Apart from showing the beginning of a sentence, Tshithukhe (2013), states that they 

also show that the next sentence is new. 

Moreover capital letters are also written to indicate proper names for people, places, 

days of the week, months of the year, names of holy days and holidays and points of 

compass (Tshithukhe, 2013).  

a) Ḓuvha ḽa Mvuwo ‘Resurrection Day’ 

b) Ḽavhuraru ‘Wednesday’ 

c) Muhasho wa zwa Pfunzo ‘Department of Education’ 

 

Again, when the honourary prefix is written, a capital letter is used.  

a) Vhomakhadzi ‘Honourable Aunt’ 

b) Vhophirinsipala ‘Mr Principal’ 

c) Vho Tshikota ‘Honourable Tshikota’ 

 

When the affix Vho- is used as an honorific prefix, it is written with as a capital letter. 

When its complement is a proper name, the Vho- and the proper name are both 

capitalised. When its complement is a common noun only Vho- is capitalised and the 

complement joined to form one word without a hyphen as in (c) above (Tshithukhe, 

2013).  

Musehane (2015) states that capital letters are employed in the formal names of all 

types of organisations, businesses, political parties, and educational, religious and 

social institutions. For example; 
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a) Kereke ya Roma ‘Roman Church’  

b) Bannga ya Ḽifhasi, ‘World Bank’ 

c) Vhuimamabufho ha Mphephu ‘Mphephu Airport’ 

d) Ndangulo ya Vhuthihi ha Afrika ‘Organisation of African Unity’ 

 

The above examples in (a) to (d) were often written with small letters in the past, but 

are now written with capital letters. This type of information on Tshivenḓa 

orthography should be communicated.  A list of places where capital letters should 

be used are suggested by both Tshithukhe (2013) and Musehane (2015b) as 

follows: 

a) Proper and common nouns : ‘maṱangari ‘ (straw like trees) 

b) Nicknames and titles: ‘Tshidumo’ (for TV actor Joe Mafela) 

c) Agreement: Ee! (Yes) and Hai ! (No) 

d) Personal names: Maṱodzi ‘Tears’ 

e) Titles of Honour: Ramaḓi ‘Father of waters’ 

f) Honorific prefix vho-: Vho Edzisani Maṱhoma ‘Mr/Mrs Edzisani Maṱhoma’ 

g) Honorific prefix vho- with common noun: Vhomakhadzi ‘Honourable aunt’ 

h) Organisations: Yunevisithi ya Venḓa ‘University of Venḓa’. 

i) Departments: Muhasho wa Vhulimi ‘Department of Agriculture’ 

j) Political Parties: ‘African National Congress’ 

k) Place Names: Dzingahe ‘A village at Dzingahe’ 

l) Compass Points: Tshipembe ‘South’ 

m) Academic courses: Histori ya 300 ‘History 300’ 

n) Days : Ḽavhuraru ‘Wednesday’ 

o) Months: Khubvumedzi ‘September’ 

p) Seasons: Tshilimo ‘Summer’ 

q) Holidays: Ḓuvha ḽa Mbofholowo ‘ Freedom Day’ 

r) Religious Days: Lufu lwa Murena ‘Good Friday’ 

s) Cultural and geological period: Tshifhingaive ‘Stone Age’ 

t) Races, nationalities and tribes: Vhavenḓa ‘Venḓa people’ 

u) Supreme beings: Ipfi ‘the Word’ 

v) Books or writings: Bugu ya Tsiko ‘the Book of Creation’ 
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Alberts’s (2013) view on the use of capital letters agrees with the views expressed by 

Tshithukhe (2013) and Musehane (2015b). Consequently, she advises that 

conventions for the use of upper and lower case letters must be laid down in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. These guidelines will have to deal with issues like the 

beginning of sentences, proper names, forms of address, names of animals and 

plants, appellative nouns which are used as proper nouns, language names and 

similar issues, geographical names, monetary units, geological names, derivations of 

proper names, fading of proper names and abbreviations (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(5) The Use of the Conjunctive System 

 

In discussing the conjunctive system of writing, Doke (1929), states that the 

conjunctive word division of African languages is based on pronunciation. This view 

is supported by Van Wyk (1993), who mentions that word division in conjunctive 

writing is primarily an orthographical concern, that should be based exclusively on 

phonetic considerations. 

 

Van Wyk (1993:29) argues that ‘it may be possible to establish phonetic units 

corresponding to conjunctively written words but such units could not justifiably be 

used as the basis of grammatical description, just as it would be unjustified to base 

grammatical analyses on phonemes, syllables, rhythm groups or some other 

phonetic or phonological unit’.  

When Doke tried to justify conjunctive writing on phonological grounds, linguists 

accepted it uncritically as the only linguistically correct method that can provide some 

correspondence between conjunctively written defined words on the one hand and 

grammatical words on the other (Van Wyk, 1995). 

Van Wyk’s (1995) discussion points out that the idea that adopting conjunctive 

writing for word division is not linguistically justified. The use of the conjunctive 

system of word division in Nguni languages gave rise to stem tradition. This gave 

false hope to linguists who believe that the stem tradition is linguistically justified 

(Van Wyk, 1995). 
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What distinguishes conjunctivism from disjunctivism?  Van Wyk (1995) indicates 

that the difference between conjunctivism and disjunctivism concerns the status of 

certain linguistic elements, that are joined to the subsequent elements of the 

sentence in Nguni languages, but that are written separately in the other languages. 

For example: 

 

a) umfazi ukhuluma nomntwana ‘The woman is speaking to the child’ 

b) mosadi abolela lengwana ‘The woman is speaking to the child’ 

 

In the two sentences above in (a) and (b), what makes them conjunctive is the 

addition of certain linguistic elements. These elements can be identified in isiZulu as 

follows: 

 

a) umfazi < um.fazi ‘ the woman’ 

b) ukhuluma < u. khuluma ‘ is speaking’ 

c) nomntwana <nom. ntwana ‘ the child’ 

 

It can be easily seen that what makes the above words in (a) to (c) conjunctive are 

um, u and nom. The question therefore to be asked is that ‘what are these 

elements called?’ All these elements are either called nominal or verbal prefixes. 

 

Similarly if the sentence, mosadi o bolela le ngwana, in Sesotho sa Leboa is 

analysed, the following elements are identified: mo, a and le. These elements also 

make the sentence in Sesotho sa Leboa conjunctive. 

 

This is the reason why Van Wyk (1995:83) indicates that the phonological 

structures of the languages that use conjunctive word division are to ‘a certain 

extent predisposing factors’ and are ‘purely a matter of orthographical convention’ 

(Van Wyk, 1995:83).  
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The issue of word division is not only problematic in the Indigenous South African 

languages but in Afrikaans (Alberts, 2013). What actually causes a conundrum is 

when African languages write like modern European languages, especially English, 

German, French and Portuguese. 

 

(6) The Use of the Consonant Sounds 

 

In Tshivenḓa the way words are written differs from the way they are pronounced 

(Musehane, 2015c). This has an impact in Tshivenḓa orthography. The problem lies 

with the consonant sounds. 

 

It is problematic when there is a speech sound that has two distinct pronunciations 

(Musehane, 2015c). For example: 

 

a) tsh in kutshila ‘small tail’ 

b) tsh in mutshila ‘tail’ 

 

The other speech sound that has two pronounciations has been presented as 

follows: 

 

a) ts in tsimbi ‘iron’ or ‘ metal’ 

b) ts in kutsimbi ‘small iron’ 

 

According to Musehane (2015c) the problems in Tshivenḓa orthography are found in 

alveolar speech sounds, prepalatal sounds, denti-labial and labio-alveolars. More- 

over, other problems are experienced in the use of dental and nasal sounds. 

 

(7) Alveolar sounds 

 

The definition of an alveolar sound is given as the sound that is produced when the 

tip or in some cases, the blade of the tongue rises up towards or touches the 

alveolar ridge (Poulos, 1990). The alveolar sound is also defined as a sound 

produced in a place of active articulation of consonant sounds with the tip of the 
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tongue approximating the alveolus or the teeth ridge in complete occlusion as in t 

and d, and in partial closure as in s and z (Unisa, 1977). The challenges 

experienced by Musehane (2015c) with alveolar sounds can be illustrated as 

follows: 

 

a) tsimbi [tshimbi] ‘iron’, ‘metals’ or ‘ bell) 

b) tsimu [tshimu] ‘field’ 

c) kutsimbi [ kutsimbi] ‘small iron’ 

d) kutsimu [ kutsimu] ‘small field’ 

 

The ts sounds in (a) to (d) examples above are not pronounced in the same way. 

The ts sounds in (a) and (b) are voiceless aspirated alveolar affricates. It is not the 

same with the ts sounds in (c) and (d) above, which are voiceless ejective alveolar 

affricates.  

The suggestion forwarded by Musehane (2015c) is that the sound ts should assume 

the tz spelling in kutsimbi and kutsimu respectively.  

What is surprising though is that Musehane (2015c) does not comment on the use of 

the sound dzh and its imminent variant  j Is he silent on this matter because he does 

not want to get involved in the tangle of whether the sound j should be used in 

Tshivenḓa orthography or not? His contribution could have made a significant 

difference to Tshivenḓa orthography with regard to the sound j. 
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THE AFFRICATE 

 

Table 1:   Affricate 

  

  

Sounds Description Examples 

a)  Bv  denti-labial voiced affricate bva [bva] go out 

b)  Bw  labio-palatal voiced heterorganic 
affricate 

 bwa [bja] (dig a hole)  

c)  Dy alveolar lateral voiced affricate dyelo [dɦeɭɔ] (craw of bird) 

d)  Dz  alveolar voiced affricate  dzula [dzuɭa] (sit; live) 

e)  Dzh  pre-palatal voiced affricate  dzhena [dzɦɛna] (enter) 

f)  Dzw labio-alveolar voiced affricate  dzwala [dɀaɭa] (calve) 

g)  Pf  denti-labial ejective affricate kupfeṋe [kupfene]  

(small baboon)  

Pf denti-labial aspirated affricate  pfeṋe [pfɦeṋe] (baboon) 

h)  Phw labio - palatal aspirated 
heterorganic affricate  

luphwaphwa [ɭupkɦapkɦa] 
[ɭupjɦapjɦa]( a young cob of a 
maize plant) 

i)  Pw labio-palatal ejective 
heterorganic affricate 

pwasha [pjaʃa] (break into 
pieces)  

j)  Ts alveolar aspirated affricate  tsimu [tʃɦimu] (ploughed field)  

Ts alveolar ejective affricate kutsimu [kutsimu] (small 
ploughed field) 

k)  Tsh a pre-palatal aspirated affricate tshithu [tʃhitɦu] something 

Tsh a pre-palatal ejective affricate tshipa [tʃipa] strangle 

l)  Tsw labio-alveolar aspirated affricate tswa [tȿɦa] ( steal)  

Tsw labio-alveolar ejective affricate tswipudza [tȿipudza] (crack a 
whip). 
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Musehane (2015c) suggests the same in his discussion as is suggested in Table 1 

above. 

 

The labio-palatal affricate have labio-velar variants such as [pk] or [kw] for pw, [pkh] 

or [khw] for phw and [bg] or [gw] for bw and these variants indicate the occurrence 

of the dialectical differences in Tshivenḓa (Unisa, 1977). 

 

Prepalatal Sounds 

 

A prepalatal sound is a place of active articulation of consonant sounds with the 

front of the tongue approximating the front part of the hard palate in complete 

closure as in tsh and dzh, and in partial closure as in sh and zh (Unisa, 1977). The 

challenges experienced by Musehane (2013) with prepalatal sounds are indicated 

as follows: 

 

a) mutshila [mutʃhila] ‘tail’ or ‘ suffix’ 

b) mutshimba [mutʃhimba] ‘excretion’ 

c) tshipa [tʃ’hip’a] ‘strangle’ 

d) kutshila [k’utʃ’ila] ‘small tail’ or ‘small suffix’ 

e) kutshimba [k’utʃ’imba] ‘small excretion’ 

 

The tsh in (a) to (e) above is written in the same way in all instances, but the 

pronunciation is not the same. The tsh in (a) and (b) above, mutshila [mutʃhila] ‘tail’ 

or ‘ suffix’ and mutshimba [mutʃhimba] ‘excretion’, is pronounced as a voiceless 

aspirated prepalatal affricate (Musehane, 2015c). However, another pronunciation of 

tsh is realised in examples (c) to (e) above, that is tshipa [tʃ’hip’a] ‘strangle’, kutshila 

[k’utʃ’ila] ‘small tail’ or ‘small suffix’ and kutshimba [k’utʃ’imba] ‘small excretion’, as a 

voiceless, ejective prepalatal affricate. 

 

Again, what Musehane (2015c) suggests in his discussion on prepalatal what has 

been suggested in Table 1 above.  
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Denti-labial 

The dentilabial is defined as the sound that is produced in a place of active 

articulation of consonant sounds with the lower lip approximating the upper front 

teeth as in complete closure of pf and bv and incomplete closure of f and v (Unisa, 

1977). The challenges experienced by Musehane (2013) with dentilabial sounds are 

indicated as follows: 

 

a) pfeṋe ‘baboon’ 

b) pfa ‘hear’ 

c) kupfeṋe ‘small baboon’ 

 

The pf sound in (a), (b) and (c) above is written in the same way in pfeṋe, pfa and 

kupfeṋe. Musehane (2015c) describes the sound pf as the aspirated equivalent of 

the sound pfh. This is not distinguished in the current orthography from the pf 

sound.  It is pronounced similar to the voiceless ejective affricate sound.  

Musehane (2015c) proposes that the ejected sound would be more properly 

presented by pf in kupfeṋe and the aspirated sound in pfeṋe. 

 

Labio-alveolars 

 

Musehane (2015c) also discusses some problems faced with the labio-alveolar 

sounds that impact heavily on Tshivenḓa orthography. The challenges experienced 

with labio-alveolar sounds are indicated as follows: 

 

a)  tswa [tsha] ‘steal’ 

b) tswipudza [tswipudza] ‘strike’ 

c) tswina [tswina] ‘lizard’ 

d) kutswina [kutswina] ‘small lizard’ 

 

The challenge indicated by Musehane (2015c) is that the tsw sound is pronounced 

differently from the way it is written. In addressing the challenge Musehane (2015c) 

indicates that the sound tsw should be differentiated. This can be done by replacing 

the one sound with tzw and the other one with tsw as follows: 
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a) tzw [tzwipudza] ‘strike or crack’ 

b) tsw [tswa] ‘steal’ 

 

In Tshivenḓa, the orthographic representation of the plosive consonant sounds are 

represented as follows (Unisa, 1977, Milubi, 2004 and PanSALB, 2008):  

 

THE PLOSIVE 

 

 SOUNDS DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

a)  B It is a bilabial voiced 
plosive 

 bako [bak’ɔ] (cave) 

b)  D It is an alveolar voiced 
plosive 

 daha [daɦa] (smoke) 

c)  ḓ It is a dental voiced 
plosive 

 ḓo ḓa [ḓɔ ḓa] (shall come) 

d)  Dy It is a palatal voiced 
plosive 

 dyelo [djelɔ] (craw of bird) 

e)  G It is a velar voiced 
plosive 

 gole [ gɔle] (cloud) 

f)  K It is a velar ejective 
plosive 

 kule [kuɭe] (far) 

g)  kh It is a velar aspirated 
plosive 

 kholomo [kɦɔɭɔmɔ] (cattle) 

h)  P It is a bilabial ejective 
plosive 

 panda [panda] (stamp) 

i)  ph It is a bilabial aspirated 
plosive 

 phala [pɦaɭa] ( rooibok) 

j)  T It is an alveolar ejective 
plosive 

 takala [takaɭa] (be happy) 

k)  ṱ It is a dental voiceless 
plosive 

 ṱamba [ ṱamba] (bath) 

l)  th It is an alveolar aspirated 
plosive 

 muthihi [muthihi] (one 
person) 

m)  ṱh It is dental aspirated 
plosive 

 ṱhoho [ṱɦɔɦɔ] (heads) 

n)  ty It is a palatal ejective 
plosive 

tyetyenyea [tjetjeŋjea] (laugh 
aloud) 

     

Table 2:  Plosives 

In Tshivenḓa, the orthographic representation of the fricative consonant sounds are 

represented as follows (Unisa, 1977, Milubi, 2004 and PanSALB, 2008):  
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THE FRICATIVE 

 

 SOUNDS DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

a)  f It is a denti-labial voiceless 

fricative 

 fola [fɔɭa] ( tobacco) 

b)  fh It is a bilabial voiceless 

fricative 

 fhedza [ ɸedza] ( finish) 

c)  h It is a glottal voiced fricative  hulu [ɦuɭu] (big) 

d)  h(w) It is a velar voiced fricative hwivha [ɦɣiβa] (clean) 

e)  s It is an alveolar voiceless 

fricative 

 sala [saɭa] (remain behind) 

f)  sh It is a pre-palatal voiceless 

fricative 

 shavha [ʃaβa] ( flee) 

g)  sw It is a labio-alveolar voiceless 

fricative 

 swaswa [ȿaȿa] 

h)  v It is a denti-labial voiced 

fricative 

 mavu [mavu] (soil) 

i)  vh It is a bilabial voiced fricative  vhathu [βatɦu] (people) 

j)  x It is a velar voiceless fricative  xela [xɛɦa] (get lost) 

k)  z It is an alveolar voiced fricative  zazamela [zazameɭa] (itch) 

l)  zh It is a pre-palatal voiced 

fricative 

 zhaka [zɦaka] (trample) 

m)  zw It is a labio-alveolar voiced 

fricative 

 zwino [ɀinɔ] (now) 

 

Table 3: Fricatives 

 

The sound r (w) only appears in combination with w, the variant form of hw in 

hwala [ ] or [rwala] for to carry.  

In Tshivenḓa, the orthographic representation of the sonorant consonant sounds 

are represented as follows (Unisa, 1977, Milubi, 2004 and PanSALB, 2008):  
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THE SONORANT (NASALS) 

 

 SOUNDS DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES 

a)  l It is an alveolar lateral liquid 

sonorant  

hositele [hositeɭe] (hostel) 

b)  ḽ It is a dental lateral liquid 

sonorant 

 ḽa [ ḽa] (eat) 

c)  m It is a bilabial nasal sonorant  ima [ima] (stand)  

m or a denti-abial nasal 

sonorant 

 mpfa [ mpfɦa] (hearing 

me) 

d)  mw It is a labio-palatal nasal 

sonorant 

 rumwa [ɾumja] ( be sent)  

mw or a labio-velar nasal 

sonorant 

rumwa [ɾumŋa] (be sent) 

e)  n It is an alveolar nasal 

sonorant 

 nona [ŋɔŋa] (become fat)  

f)  ṅ It is a velar nasal sonorant  ṅwana [ŋwana] (child) 

g)  ṋ It is a dental nasal sonorant  ṋama [ṋama] (meat) 

h)  ny It is a pre-palatal nasal 

sonorant 

 nyala [ɲaɭa] (inyala) 

i)  r It is an alveolar rolled 

sonorant 

 renga [ɾɛŋga] (buy) 

r It is an alveolar tapped 

sonorant 

 renga [ ɾenga] ( buy)  

j)  w It is a bilabial glide sonorant  wa [wa] (fall) 

k)  y It is a pre-palatal glide 

sonorant 

 ya [ja] (go) 

  

Table 4: Sonorants /Nasals 

 

The alveolar-lateral liquid sonorant is used for loan words such as hositele. At 

some point it may become a dental lateral sound l as in malegere. In Tshivenḓa the 

letters c, j and q are e not used in words except in names such as Johanna (Van 
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Warmelo, 1989 & Schwellnus, 2009). In Siswati sounds such as r, x and q are not 

common (PanSALB, 2008b). 

 

When writing the pre-palatal nasal sonorant sound ny before other pre-palatal 

sounds, it is written as n in practical orthography, ntshutshedza. Similarly, when 

writing a velar nasal sonorant sound n it is written as n as in nkho. 

 

Further more a labio-palatal nasal sonorant sound mw is written with many labio-

velar variants such as [mn] and [nw] but the practical orthography is [nw]. 

 

Consonant sounds that are articulated or that belong to the same phonetic 

boundary are grouped together as shown by the tables of consonants indicated 

above Table 4. 

 

In Tshivenḓa the phonetic orthography provides the basis system for the scientific 

study of the language. Phonetic or practical orthography shows how the same 

speech sound is written with different symbols in different languages or how the 

same symbols refer to different sounds in different languages or how the same 

sound is indicated by different symbols in language and the same symbol is used in 

one language with different sound values. (Unisa, 1977). 

 

Unisa (1977) states that to avoid these challenges ofpractical orthography, 

Tshivenḓa should adhere to the following guidelines: 

 

a) It is required that phonetic symbols must refer to one and only one speech 

sound or phonetic description. The symbol must as far as possible be 

singular. 

b) It is required that a given phonetic orthography be applied in the same way 

for all languages, giving it a universal character. 

c) It is required that the Roman alphabet be used as the basis for the different 

phonetic orthographies. 

d) It should deal with the deficiency of the 26 symbols of the Roman alphabet. 

Existing symbols should be modified by means of diacritics to cater for the 

symbols that are unavailable. 
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e) The Roman alphabet should be enlarged by symbols from other languages, 

by using symbols in reverse position, altering existing letters, using capital 

letters, using punctuation marks and using specific double symbols and new 

symbols. 

f) The use of double symbols should be avoided as it clashes with the general 

rules for phonetic transcription as it is regarded as superfluous. 

g) Static diagrams should be drawn to indicate the position of the speech organs 

at a set moment during the production of a given speech sound. 

h) In the phonetic description of the speech sounds, all smaller details of the 

phonetic symbols used with diagraphs like [dᴣ ] should be left out. 

i) All phonetic symbols should be written within square brackets, except in the 

table of consonants, but in continuous texts brackets must be used to 

distinguish phonetic script from practical orthography. 

 

It is true indeed that one phonetic sound must refer to one speech sound as this will 

prevent confusion. One phonetic orthography must be used in Tshivenḓa. It would 

be difficult to redraw the new system of writing, so it would be better to continue 

with Roman letters as the system of writing. 

(8) The Use of Contraction Forms 

 

The contracted forms of the verbs are written as one word. There is no need to 

repeat the infinitive formatives. We therefore write:  

 

a) Ri ṱoḓou swika, but not ri ṱoḓou u swika (We want to arrive) 

b) Zwi tou vhavha, but not zwi tou u vhavha (It is painful) 

c) U ṱolou ri dina, but not u ṱolou u ri dina (He/She troubles us) 

 

(9) The Use of the Diacritic Marks 

 

There are challenges that Musehane (2015c) classifies as challenges in diacritic 

marks. These challenges are with regard to pronunciation, especially for those who 

are learning Tshivenḓa. The challenges can be indicated as follows: 
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a) nkuḓa [ŋkuḓa] ‘nock me’ (written) 

b) nngu [ŋngu] ‘sheep’ (written) 

c) ṅkuḓa [ŋkuḓa] ‘nock me’ (spoken) 

d) ṅngu [ŋngu] ‘sheep’ (spoken) 

The challenge identified in examples (a) to (d) above is that the way the words are 

written differ considerably from the way in that these words are spoken. It is clearly 

shown by the examples in (c) and (d) above that the way these words are 

pronounced differ from their orthography (Musehane, 2015c). 

The other challenged picked up by Musehane (2015c) centres on the dental sounds 

such as nnḓu and nnḓa. What he is regarding as the challenge is the writing of 

nnḓu and nnḓa in the orthography not in the way they are spoken, but as what he 

calls erroneous orthography. In the phonetic orthography the words nnḓu and nnḓa 

will be represented as follows: 

a) nnḓu [ŋnḓu] ‘house’ 

b) nnḓa [ŋnḓa] ‘outside’ 

 

According to the phonetic alphabet, the ṅ in examples (a) and (b) is a velar sound. 

Bailey (1995) laments the use of diacritics as a legacy of the outmoded nineteenth-

century approach of Lepsius to orthographic design. In his view, diacritic signs 

should not have been used, just like in the examples given below:  

a) tamba ‘bath’ (correct form is ṱamba) 

b) la ‘eat’ (correct form is ḽa) 

The practice of writing words in Tshivenḓa differently from the way they are 

pronounced affects Tshivenḓa orthography in a great way, especially when diacritics 

are involved.  

Musehane and Maṱhabi (2015) indicate that the disjunctive writing system, diacritic 

marks, capitaliszation and other aspects of writing, add meaning to a piece of written 

work and ensure that whatever is written is understandable. Their argument is that 

errors in Tshivenḓa orthography are defects in the language that could be avoided 

by seeking assistance from linguists or by learning how the language is written.  
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(10) The use of the Disjunctive System 

 

In discussing the disjunctive system of writing, Doke (1929) states that the 

disjunctive word division of African languages is also based on the pronunciation. 

This view is supported by Van Wyk (1993), who states that word division in 

disjunctive writing is primarily an orthographical concern as it is based exclusively on 

phonetic considerations. 

Van Wyk (1993:29) argues that: 

It may be possible to establish phonetic units corresponding to 
disjunctively written words but such units could not justifiably be 
used as the basis of grammatical description, just as it would be 
unjustified to base grammatical analyses on phonemes, syllables, 
rhythm groups or some other phonetic or phonological unit’.  

 

So, Van Wyk’s (1995) discussion points out that the idea of adopting disjunctive 

writing for word division is not linguistically justified either. The use of the disjunctive 

system of word division in Tshivenḓa gave rise to a word tradition. This gave false 

hope to linguists who believed that word tradition is a linguistically justified approach 

(Van Wyk, 1995). 

 

What makes conjunctivism different from disjunctivism? Van Wyk (1995) states that 

the difference between conjunctivism and disjunctivism concerns the status of 

certain linguistic elements, which are joined to the subsequent elements in a 

sentence in the Nguni languages, but written separately in Tshivenḓa. For example: 

 

a) umfazi ukhuluma nomntwana ‘The woman is speaking to the child’ 

b) musadzi uamba naṅwana ‘The woman is speaking to the child’ 

 

In the two sentences above in (a) and (b), what makes conjunctive is the addition of 

certain linguistic elements. These elements can be identified in Tshivenḓa as 

follows: 
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a) musadzi < mu.sadzi ‘ the woman’ 

b) uamba < u. amba ‘ is speaking’ 

c) naṅwana < na. ṅwana ‘ the child’ 

 

It can be easily seen that what makes the above words in (a) to (c) conjunctive are 

mu, u and na. The question therefore ‘what are these elements called?’ All these 

elements are either called nominal or verbal prefixes. 

 

Similarly, if the sentence, musadzi uamba naṅwana, is written properly it would 

look as follows: 

 

a) musadzi ‘woman’ 

b) u amba ‘ is speaking’ 

c) na ṅwana ‘to the child’ 

 

The analysis of words in (a) to (c) above reveals the following elements: mu, u and 

na. These elements can make a sentence in Tshivenḓa conjunctive. 

 

This is the reason why Van Wyk (1995:83) indicates that the phonological 

structures of the languages which use disjunctive word division are to ‘a certain 

extent predisposing factors’ and are ‘purely a matter of orthographical convention’ 

(Van Wyk, 1995:83).  

 

The foregoing discussion has highlighted some of the challenges affecting 

Tshivenḓa orthography. Currently, the disadvantage is that it would be extremely 

difficult to redesign Tshivenḓa orthography, that is, to change it from a disjunctive 

orthography to a conjunctive orthography.  

(11) The Use of the Diminutives 

 

The diminutive is an easy topic to handle in Tshivenḓa orthography. Musehane 

(2013) illustrates that diminutives can be indicated by attaching suffixes to nominal 

stems. For example: 
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a) malofhanyana ‘little blood’. 

b) mutukana ‘small boy’. 

 

In the examples of diminutives formed by suffixes -nyana and -ana in (a) and (b) 

above, the suffixes are written attached to the nouns they qualify.  In other 

languages such as Afrikaans diminutives are formed  by  attaching suffixes such as 

-ie, -jie, -etjie, -tjie, -kie and -pie (Alberts,2013).  

 

Diminutives in Tshivenḓa orthography are based on prefixes and suffixes and are 

written in conjugated form. For example: 

 

a) prefix ku-   :  kubudzi ‘small goat’. 

b) suffix -nyana  :  tshifhinganyana ‘small time’. 

c) suffix -ana   :  mbudzana ‘small goat’ or ‘baby goat’.  

d) prefix tshi-   :  tshiḓu ‘small hut’. 

e) prefix zwi-   :  zwiri ‘small trees’. 

f) prefix lu-   :  lukolomo ‘a thin cow’. 

g) prefix vhu-   :  vhugoloi ‘bad cars’. 

(12) The use of the Hyphens 

Musehane and Maṱhabi (2015) state that the use of hyphens has been forbidden, so 

that all words with hyphen should be written together as one word. Accordingly, this 

should be realised in compound and reduplicated words. Similarly, where prefixes 

and affixes are used, no hyphen should be applied. 

Quite interesting is the study of Musehane and Maṱhabi (2015) that sought to find out 

whether hyphens are still used since they had been forbidden in Tshivenḓa 

orthography in 2008. The following instances were identified: 

a) Vho- Ndou ‘Honourable Nḓou’ 

b) Vho- Mphaphuli ‘Honourable Mphaphuli’ 

c) Vho- Makhadzi ‘Honourable Makhadzi’ 

d) Vho- Nesengani ‘Honourable Ṋesengani’ 
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Musehane and Maṱhabi (2015) investigated whether five identified funeral 

undertakers have complied with Tshivenḓa orthography on the treatment of hyphen. 

What they did not tell us is whether orthography documents were distributed to those 

funeral undertakers in advance or not. There is no indication as to whether it was an 

attempt to test content knowledge on the workers of the five funeral undertakers on 

the use of hyphens in Tshivenḓa orthography. 

Musehane and Maṱhabi (2015) did not accept the results of the test conducted. All 

five funeral undertakers used hyphens to write proper nouns. According to 

Musehane et. al., (2015) it was wrong to write hyphens in the names indicated in a) 

to d) above, as it was already forbidden by Tshivenḓa orthography. Their arguments 

are that the funeral undertakers incorrectly used the hyphenation of proper nouns 

while had been forbidden.  According to them hyphenation is regarded as the old 

way of writing proper nouns. 

 

The challenge of hyphenation is also propounded when Bailey (1995) states that it 

causes more confusion to hyphenate words than would be grasping the nettle and 

adopting conjunctive writing once and for all. Bailey’s argument is not supported by 

other scholars such as Alberts (2013), who states several functions of a hyphen that 

makes it better than conjunctive writing. Alberts states that a hyphen is used to assist 

with the readability of a word, to join words in a specific combinations to indicate a 

specific meaning, to use as a mark to indicate omission and to indicate a break in a 

word that cannot be written in full in a given line. 

(13) The use of the List 

In Tshivenḓa orthography, the standard word list is meant to be revised and enlarged 

edition of terminology (PanSALB, 2008a). The list contains terms taken from the 

syllabi of various school subjects and these terms are arranged alphabetically. 

Alberts (2013) argues that a word list should be part of the document on spelling and 

orthography rules to list words that give spelling problems, neologisms and complex 

words to illustrate word-forming processes and to show which words are recognised 

in the language. 
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(14) The Use of the Loaned or Borrowed Words 

 

Musehane (2013) suggests that loaned words should be written as follows: 

 

a) Afrika not Afurika ‘Africa’ 

b) Phrofesa not Phurofesa ‘Professor’ 

c) Muphrista not Muphirisita ‘Priest’ 

 

Musehane (2013) advocates the writing of the loan words without vowels between 

certain consonant sounds. In the analysis of the examples given above in (a) to (c), 

the following sounds are identified: 

 

a) fr < fr, from English Africa 

b) phr < pr, from English professor and priest 

 

What are these two sounds? The fr and pr are called ‘consonantal dipthongs’ (Tafel, 

1861). The above consonantal dipthongs are also called consonant blends or 

diagraphs, because they do not have an intervening vowel. English consonant 

blends cannot be used as standard to Tshivenḓa orthography. This is what Van Wyk 

(1993) laments when Tshivenḓa writes like modern European languages, especially 

English, German, French and Portuguese. In analysing the three loaned words in 

Tshivenḓa, the following linguistic elements are identified: 

 

a) -ika < ica   :   Afrika not Afurika ‘Africa’ 

b) -fesa < fessor  :   Phrofesa not Phurofesa ‘Professor’ 

c) -ista <est   :   Muphrista not Muphirisita ‘Priest’ 

 

It is easily observed that the c sound in English changed to a k sound in Tshivenḓa 

as in (a) above. The sound sor in English changed into sa sound in Tshivenḓa 

orthography as in (b) above. Moreover, the est sound in English changed to ista in 

Tshivenḓa as in (c) above. The change could be completed, without retaining some 

of the English consonant blends fr and pr. Instead, writing the words as Afurika and 

phurofesa, respectively. 
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 (15)   The use of Negative Aspects 

 

Musehane (2013) in his paper on Tsenguluso ya Khethekanyo ya Maipfi kha 

Tshivenḓa (An Analysis of Word Division in Tshivenḓa) states that negatives should 

not be written conjunctively. According to him this is how negatives should be 

written: 

 

a) ho ngo ḓa ‘did not come’ 

b) a so ngo ḓa ‘should not come’ 

c) a sa athu ḓa ‘before he comes’ 

d) a tho ngo ḓa ‘I did not come’ 

 

The negatvives indicated in (a) to (d) above should not be written conjunctively 

(Musehane, 2013). This view contradicts what Musehane later says is the use of 

songo, which he picked from the Book of Exodus, Chapter 20. In his words, 

Musehane (2013) does not know why people wrote the negative word songo 

conjunctively. 

 

In support of the usage of the word songo in b) above, Musehane (2013) reiterates 

that its morphology does not allow it to be written conjunctively. But what Musehane 

(2013) does not provide clarity on is whether songo is a word or an aspect. If 

songo is a word, no one will expect it to be treated as other negative aspects, such 

as: 

a) a : a ri ṱuwi /a hu na tshithu /a ri vhoni /a ro ngo vhona /a ri nga 

vhoni 

b) athu: ha athu ri fha / a ri athu swika/a thi athu zwi pfa not a thi 

athu u zwi pfa  

c) ha: ha ḓi/maḓi ha eli/ha ngo ya/haho (neg ind vb pref) 

d) ho: ho ngo amba/ha ngo/ho ngo ḓa/maḓi ho ngo ela (neg pf 

pron vb pref cl. 1,6)  

e) ngo: vb pref. forms neg. past indic a ro ngo ḓa/negative 

imperative u so ngo ya negative optat a so ngo ya/arali a so ngo 

ya/tshisima a tshi no ngo xa /neg vb pref cl. 1,6 ha ngo/ho ngo 

ḓa/maḓi ho ngo ela 
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f) sa: u sa pfa/ zwa sa wanala /we a sa ye /a sa ṱuwe (neg & dep 

vb prefix) 

g) si: a si muthu / a si kale /a si ṱuwe/vha siho/naho i si yone neg 

particle of copula /Vha ri a si ṅwananga? Not Vha ri asi 

ṅwananga? 

h) Songo: Ni songo ḓa /Vha songo hangwa uri phele heyi yo tou 

tshelwa not vha so ngo hangwa uri phele heyi yo tou tshelwa 

(vb. pref forming neg. optat. also for neg. imperat) / a songo ṱuwa 

a songo ḽa (sa ngo, vb pref forming dep. past. neg.) 

i) thi : a thi ḽi mashonzha /A thi tsha zwi pfa not Athi tsha zwi pfa 

j) tho: a tho ngo ya mulamboni 

 

(16) The use of the Plural Forms 

 

In African languages, Tshivenḓa in particular plural forms are realised by means of 

noun class prefixes (Musehane, 2014).  

 

a) muthu (vhathu) ‘peope’ 

b) tshiṋoni (zwiṋoni) ‘birds’ 

 

In Afrikaans, the plural forms of words are ‘interdependent on vowels, duplication of 

consonants, the use of apostrophe, the use of diacritics, proper and appellative 

nouns, foreign words, job and title designations and abbreviations and variants’ 

(Alberts, 2013:19).  

 

(17) The use of the Vowel System 

 

Poulos (1990) defines vowels as a category of sounds that are produced with a 

relatively unobstructed air passage. Tshithukhe (2009) states that vowels are 

speech sounds that are produced without occluding, diverting or obstructing the 

flow of air from the lungs. 
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Accordingly, vowels are part of human language. In Tshivenḓa there are five basic 

vowels and two raised vowels (Tshithukhe, 2009). For example: 

 

a) a: [a] a low central vowel in rafha [ɾaɸa] ‘for to take out’, that lies between 

cardinal vowels 4 and 5 but somewhere nearer to 4. 

b) e: kule [ku ɭe] (far) 

c) i: [i] a high front vowel in lisa [ɭisa] for ‘to herd’, which lies slightly lower 

than cardinal vowel 1 

d) o: hositele [hositeɭe] (hostel) 

e) u: [u] a high back vowel in ruma [ɾuma] for ‘to send’ which is slightly lower 

than cardinal vowel 8. 

f) e: [ɛ] a mid low front vowel in rema [ɾɛma] for ‘to chop’, which lies between 

cardinal vowels 3 and 4 but closer to 3. 

g) o: [ɔ] a mid low back vowel in mboho [mbɔɦɔ] for ‘a bull’, which lies 

between cardinal vowels 5 and 6 but closer to 6. 

 

BASIC VOWEL CHART IN TSHIVENḒA 
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Basic Vowel Chart in Tshivenḓa (Unisa, 1977) 

 

Both open [ɛ, ɔ] and closed [e, o] vowels need not be marked since open [ɛ] and [ɔ] 

automatically become closed before syllables with closed vowels (Van Warmelo, 

1989). The role of some of these vowels is that they cause sound changes in 

Tshivenḓa especially the gliding vowel -w- and -j- . Paulos (1990) states that two 

semi vowels in Tshivenḓa are orthographically represented by y and w, which are 

also regarded as glides. Semi vowels are found between consonants and vowels 

(Nyoni, 2015). 

 

Vowel raising, as advocated by Tshithukhe (2009) and Nyoni (2013), isa process 

where a vowel is raised from its normal position during articulation due to the 

influence of the suffix-ni. For example: 

 

a) mulamboni < mulambo ‘river’ 

b) tshikwarani < tshikwara ‘hill’ 

 

Accordingly, raised vowels in Tshivenḓa are in a position between [i] and [ɛ] and 

between [u] and [ɔ] and are derived from five true vowels (Nyoni, 2013). 

 

With regards to vowel dipthongs, Poulos (1990) indicates that they are found in a 

very restricted basis. For example: 

 

a) ae : Maemu ‘the name of a person called Maemu’ 

b) ai : aini ‘iron’ 

c) au : musalauno ‘today’  

d) ea: vhea ‘put’  

e) ie : tshienge ‘pine apple’ 

f) io : tshiombo ‘drum stick’ 

g) iu : tshiulu ‘ ant-hill’ 

h) oi : muloi ‘witch’ or ‘wizard’ 

i) ou : khou ‘can’ 

j) ua : muano ‘oath’ 
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k) ue : mueni ‘visitor’ 

l) ui : muingameli ‘inspector’ 

m) uo : muomva ‘banana fruit’ 

 

There are several factors that can influence the usage of vowels, such as the open 

or closed syllables, stress, origin of the word, origin of prefixes and suffixes in 

combination of the base, sound environment and tradition (Alberts, 2013). 

Accordingly consonants and glides, <w> and <y> can be used to form complex 

consonant combinations (Musehane, Ladzani, Raphalalani, Mulaudzi, Muleya & 

Muleya, 2008). 

 

THE VOWEL CHART OF THE IPA 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

The Vowel Chart of the IPA (Unisa, 1977) 
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(18) The use of the Word Categories 

 

In Tshivenḓa, there are word categories, some with significant subdivision or 

subtypes (Poulos, 1990). These word categories can be illustrated as follows: 

 

a) Noun (substantive)  :  Muthu ‘person’ 

b) Pronoun (substantive)  :  ene ‘the one’ 

c) Demonstrative   :  uyu ‘this’ 

d) Adjective (qualificative)  :  muhulu ‘big’  

e) Verb (predicative)  :  tshimbila ‘walk’ 

f) Copulative (predicative) :  vha ‘to be’ 

g) Adverb (descriptive)  :  nga goloi ‘by car’ 

h) Ideophone(descriptive) :  tserr! ‘screeching brakes’ 

i) Interjection   :  hee! ‘hey!’ 

j) Conjunction   :  musi ‘when’ 

k) Interrogative   :  mini ‘what’ 

l) Preposition    :  nga ‘by’ 

 

Apart from these word categories, there are three subparts for the pronoun, namely 

absolute, reflexive and quantitative, and subparts for the qualificative that are 

adjective, possessive, relative and enumerative and four subparts for the copulative 

namely identifying, descriptive, associative and locational (Doke, 1945:54; Poulos, 

1990 & Van Wyk, 1993). 

 

Musehane (2013) states the word vhuḓi ‘beauty’ is written separately from other 

words as it is a noun. But it can be written conjunctively as an adjective as in the 

following examples: 

 

a) wavhuḓi ‘beautiful’ 

b) zwavhuḓi ‘good things’ 

 

Imperative words are written as one word such as the following (Musehane, 2013): 
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a) ṱuwani ‘go’ 

b) tshimbilai ‘walk’ 

 

(19) The Use of Word Division 

 

In discussing the disjunctive and conjunctive systems of writing, Doke (1929) states 

that word division of African languages is based on pronunciation. This view is 

supported by Van Wyk (1993), who states that word division is primarily an 

orthographical concern as it is based exclusively on phonetic considerations. 

Van Wyk (1993:29) argues that ‘it may be possible to establish phonetic units 

corresponding to both disjunctively and conjunctively written words but such units 

could not justifiably be used as the basis of grammatical description, just as it would 

be unjustified to base grammatical analyses on phonemes, syllables, rhythm groups 

or some other phonetic or phonological unit’.  

When Doke tried to justify disjunctive and conjunctive writing systems on 

phonological grounds, linguists accepted it uncritically as the only linguistically 

correct method that can provide correspondence between disjunctively and 

conjunctively written words on the one hand and grammatical words on the other. 

(Van Wyk, 1995) 

So, Van Wyk’s (1995) discussion points out that the idea of adopting disjunctive 

writing for word division is not linguistically justified either. The use of the disjunctive 

system of word division in Tshivenḓa gave rise to a word tradition. This gave false 

hope to linguists who believe that the word tradition is a linguistically justified 

approach (van Wyk, 1995). 

 

The examples in section 2.3.2.18. show that word division can only be used as an 

orthographical convention. 
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(20) The Use of the Technical Aspects  

 

The front matter section of the spelling and orthography rule document must deal 

with the introduction part of the spelling and orthography rules.  According to Alberts 

(2013) this section of the rules must acknowledge people, organisations and 

institutions for the support they gave with regard to finance and information 

technology. 

 

Moreover the front matter of the spellings and orthography rules must contain a 

table of contents, preface, suggestions for users, explanations, modus operandi 

and ground rules of the spelling systems of the African languages (Alberts, 2013).  

(21) The use of the Table of Contents 

 

Apart from having the preface, suggestions for users, explanations, modus operandi 

and ground rules of the spelling systems of the African languages, the table of 

contents must have the basic spelling and orthographic rules in an alphabetical 

order (Alberts, 2013).  

 

Furthermore, the table of contents must have a word list containing examples of the 

African language vocabularies, lists of abbreviations, lists of international place 

names, transliteration tables, colloquial African languages, terminology lists, and 

indices (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(22) The use of the Preface 

 

The preface must give a summary of the process regarding the standardisation of 

the African languages and should give a broad outline of the work of the NLBs’ 

Technical Committees on standardisation (Alberts, 2013).  

 

Moreover, the preface must indicate what the ‘influence of language development 

and change on the spelling and orthography’ on of each of the South African 

languages are (Alberts, 2013:14). 
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Of greater importance is the inclusion of the names of the current members of the 

NLBs’ Technical Committees on standardisation who compiled or revised the 

spelling and orthography rules (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(23) Suggestions for Users  

 

Before one could read spelling and orthography rules, instructions on how to use 

the document should be provided in the form of a basic style guide. This basic style 

guide is needed to assist the users of the spelling and orthography rules of the 

South African languages (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(24) The Explanation of Basic Spelling and Orthographic Conventions 

 

Various sections included in the spelling and orthography rules of the South African 

languages must be described to make them easy for the users. Alberts (2013) 

suggests that this section must explain the basic spelling and orthographic 

conventions of the spelling and orthography of the South African languages. 

 

Again it must provide ‘a list of phonetic signs with their appropriate pronunciation’ in 

African languages (Alberts, 2013:15). 

 

As the booklets contain wordlists, it must also be explained why certain words are 

included and others are not included in the spelling and orthography booklets of the 

South African languages (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(25) The use of the Modus Operandi  

 

The work of all the different NLBs for South African languages must be explained 

(Alberts, 2013). All the NLBs’ Technical Committees and their functions must also 

be explained. 
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(26) Ground Rules of the Spelling Systems of the African Languages 

 

An outline of the ground rules for the spelling and orthography systems of the 

African languages must be provided (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(27) The use of the Back Matter and Related Matters 

 

Alberts (2013) states that each document on spelling and orthography rules, just like 

the AWS must have as part of its back matter a list of abbreviations, a list of 

international geographical names with derivations, transliteration tables, colloquial 

language, a terminology list and an index. 

(28) The use of the Lists of Abbreviations 

 

Alberts (2013) states that each document on spelling and orthography rules must 

have a representative list of abbreviations and acronyms written after the word list. 

 

(29) The use of the Lists of Place Names 

 

Alberts (2013) states that each document on spelling and orthography rules must 

include a list of geographical names governed by the South African Geographical 

Names Council.  Alberts further argues that since there is no official body governing 

the spelling and orthographic conventions of international place names of South 

African languages, they can be added and transliterated according to the South 

African language spelling conventions. 

The reference address deals with cognitive reference, emotive reference, ideological 

and the community constituting reference of place names. 

The cognitive reference deals with place names that help in thinking about, 

understanding, learning and remembering entities. 

The emotive reference of place names deals with place names that relate to places 

that evoke good or bad feeling. Place names with words such as Paradise or Hell 

evoke good or bad feeling. Similarly disturbing or corrupting place names can evoke 

good or bad feeling. Place names to or from a place where people were displaced or 
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forcefully removed have a history that is either positive or negative (Raper 1987, 

Basso 1990, Tilley 1994 & Musehane 2013). Everett-Heath (2005) states that 

historical events such as wars tell people about their existential experience. The 

ideological reference of place names deals with place names that relate to places 

that reveal political and ideological issues. Place names that came with colonialism 

reveal the system of sufferings, contestation or conflict within communities. 

 

(30) The Use of the Transliteration Tables 

 

The transliteration table is meant to assist users who encounter problems when 

transliterating foreign names into South African languages. Alberts (2013) is of the 

view that transliterated tables for languages such as Russian, Slavic names, Arabic 

and Chinese names should be prepared before hand to assist language 

practitioners. 

 

(31) The Use of the Colloquial Language 

 

Alberts (2013:22) argues that a list of colloquial words marked accordingly should be 

provided to separate them from the standard variety. She further states that 

guidelines for using the colloquial variety should be included. 

 

(32) The Use of the Terminology Lists 

 

Alberts (2013) states that a terminology list that is arranged alphabetically should be 

provided at the end of the document. Such a list will “explain the meaning of terms 

used” and will also “contain typical terms that might be problematic” (Alberts, 

2013:23). 

 

(33) The Use of Indices 

 

Alberts (2013) mentions that a list of an alphabetically arranged index, with a useful 

quick reference system with running heads, assists in the reference processes. 
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(34) The Use of the Spelling and Orthography Rule Forum 

 

Alberts (2013) is of the view that the South African languages should have a spelling 

and orthography rule forum that communicate on a daily basis on matters regarding 

spelling and orthography related problems. She further states that all decisions taken 

at the Forum should be ratified at the formal meetings. 

(35) The Use of Facebook 

 

The Spelling and Orthography Rule Forum can use Facebook to deal with and 

update on a daily basis issues regarding language and to keep themselves up to 

date on developments on the social networks (Alberts, 2013). 

 

(36) The Use of the Electronic Version of the Orthography Document 

 

Alberts (2013) suggests that the South African languages should have a spelling and 

orthography rules online and in an electronic version. She further states that this will 

assist in “international access via the Internet” and interaction with users. 

 

(37) The Use of the e-Grammar 

 

Alberts (2013) suggests that the Spelling and Orthography Rule Forum of the South 

African languages should establish a subcommittee of various renowned scholars to 

compile an online grammar. She further argues that e-grammar should be 

descriptive and normative and should function as language portal. 

 

(38) Co-operation between Languages 

 

Alberts (2013) states that South African languages should co-operate in spelling 

rules and orthography projects. Cooperation lead to the approved system of revision, 

streamlined to harmonise spelling and orthography rules that are similar in different 

African languages. This serves as an example of what could be done and what could 

be avoided. 
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CHAPTER  THREE 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1  INTRODUCTION  

 

In the previous chapter, the researcher reviewed literature dealing with Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The purpose for reviewing literature was to examine the views of 

scholars related to the intended research project, in this case Tshivenḓa 

orthography, with special reference to Pan South African Language Board spelling 

rules. The purpose of reviewing of literature is also supported by Brynard, Hanekon 

and Brynard (2014:40) who state that literature review is done “to obtain perspective 

on the most recent research findings related to the topic of research”. Moreover, 

Brynard, et. al., (2014) state that literature review situates one’s proposed study in 

relation to existing body of knowledge in one’s chosen topic area. The literature 

review, revealed the challenges facing Tshivenḓa orthography. 

 

The literature review is a crucial aspect of research preparation as it allowed the 

researcher to build a case for conducting the study and to guide the design, and data 

collection of the study (Walshaw, 2012).  

 

Scholars such as Doke (1929 &1954), Tshithukhe (2009 & 2013), Musehane (2011 

& 2013), Alberts (2013) and Nyoni (2013 & 2015) present strong arguments on 

Tshivenḓa orthography.  

 

A variety of scholars discuss their views with regard to defects, problems and 

challenges faced by Tshivenḓa orthography. The most recent findings related to the 

topic of ‘An Evaluation of Tshivenḓa Orthography with Special Reference to Pan 

South African Language Board Spelling rules’ brought to the fore the question, ‘what 

causes these defects, problems and challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography?’ 

Determined to solve these defects, problems and challenges in Tshivenḓa 

orthography, the researcher devised a research strategy. Brynard, et al (2014:2) 
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define research as a “method of action by means of which people solve problems in 

an endeavour to extend the boundaries of knowledge”.  

 

Similarly, Mouton (1996:35) states that “research is a process of investigation, an 

examination of a subject from different points of view and a hunt for the truth”.  Put 

differently, Welman (2005:2) says that “research is a process that involves obtaining 

scientific knowledge by means of various objective methods and procedures”. 

Furthermore, Babbie (2001:75) indicates that “research is to search or investigate 

exhaustively or the collecting of information about a particular subject.” Again, 

Breakwell (1995:2) shares that “research is done to find out what has happened, 

how it happened, and if possible, why it happened.”  

 

The literature review empowers a researcher with the correct research methodology 

to endeavour in a research journey to investigate these defects, problems and 

challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography to obtain knowledge to solve them. 

 

3.2 RESEARCH METHODS 

 

Scholars show that research methodology is “a group or body of methods” (Brynard, 

et al 2014:38). Leedy and Ormrod (2013) indicate that research methodology is used 

to extract meaning from data. Moreover, “the methodology to be used for a particular 

research problem must always take into account the nature of the data that will be 

collected in the resolution of the problem” (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013: 94). In this 

research project the data for the research relate to Tshivenḓa orthography.This 

includes a review of literature, interview data and Pan South African Language 

Board spelling rules and document analysis. 

 

The type of data favoured a qualitative research method rather than a quantitative 

research method. This choice was influenced by the fact that the research project 

deals with Pan South African Language Board spelling rules and how and why it 

impacted on Tshivenḓa orthography.  

 

The contrast between quantitative research and qualitative research is the focus on 

either quantity or quality.  
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Leedy and Ormrod (2013:95) state the following characteristics of quantitative 

research: 

 

a) It looks at amounts, or quantities, of one or more variables of interest. 

b) It tries to measure variables in some numerical way, perhaps by using 

commonly accepted measures of the physical world. 

c) Quantitative researchers seek explanations and predictions that will 

generalise to other persons and places. 

 

Leedy and Ormrod’s views on quantitative methods are supported by Babbie and 

Mouton (1998) when they say that “quantitative analysis is the numerical 

representation and manipulation of observations for the purpose of describing and 

explaining the phenomenon that those observations reflect”. This view of using 

quantitative research methods where there is a representation of figures is supported 

by Nunan (1992:2), who says that “quantitative research is obtrusive and controlled, 

objective, generalisable, outcome oriented, and assumes the existence of ‘facts’ that 

are somehow external to and independent of the observer or researcher”.  

 

In contrast to quantitative research, Leedy and Ormrod (2013:95) state the following 

characteristics of qualitative research: 

 

a) Qualitative research looks at characteristics, or qualities that cannot be 

entirely reduced to numerical values. 

b) I aims to examine the many nuances and complexities of a particular 

phenomenon. 

c) Qualitative research is not limited to research problems involving human 

beings. 

 

Leedy and Ormrod’s views on qualitative methods are supported by Nunan 

(1992:231) who states that “qualitative data is data that is recorded in non-numerical 

form, such as transcripts of classroom interactions”. This argument is supported by 

Mouton (2001), who indicates that “qualitative research helps the researcher to 

“understand people in terms of their own definition of their world”.  
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This is endorsed by McMillan and Schumacher (1993) who maintain that qualitative 

researchers are interested in the world as defined, experienced, and constituted by 

the subjects, as long as that world forms part of the problem they are studying. 

Furthermore, qualitative research can be based on a naturalistic approach that seeks 

to understand phenomena in context, in real life situations and not in an 

experimental situation (Maree, 2007:78-79).  

 

Moreover, Miles and Huberman (1997) in support of a qualitative approach, indicate 

that “qualitative data corresponds to words rather than figures as quantitative data 

does”. Leedy et. al., (2013) argue that qualitative research involves looking at 

characteristics, or qualities, that cannot be entirely reduced to numerical values, but 

words. Above all, the researcher’s focus is to understand the rules that have been 

invoked by the authorities pertaining to Tshivenḓa orthography. 

 

Although quantitative and qualitative approaches are deemed to be different, they 

nevertheless involve similar processes such as the identification of a “research 

problem, reviewing related literature, and collecting and analysing data” (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2013:95). 

 

The difference between the quantitative and qualitative approaches is that the 

quantitative method starts with one or more hypotheses to be tested, isolates the 

variables it wants to study, uses a standardised procedure to collect some form of 

numerical data, and uses statistical procedures to analyse and draw conclusions 

from the data (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013:95). 

 

In contrast with quantitative approach, qualitative research often starts with general 

research questions rather than specific hypotheses. It involves collecting an 

extensive amount of verbal data and /or nonverbal artifacts, organising those data 

and artifacts into some form that gives them coherence, and using verbal 

descriptions to portray the situations studied (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013:95). 

 

The qualitative research methodology was deemed more suitable for this study.   

The reason for  choosing this approach is that, the research project deals with verbal 

problems.  This  is  the only method that will ensure credible and reliable  results  
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(De Vos, et. al, 2005) when the researcher tries to understand Tshivenḓa 

orthography with special reference to PanSALB spelling rules.  

 

Qualitative research methods providea a means to evaluate defects, problems and 

challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography and toreveal the multifaceted nature of 

PanSALB spelling rules (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013).  

 

Again, and more importantly, as Baumard and Iber (1999) reveals, qualitative 

research gives the researcher some flexibility in modifying research questions as the 

research progresses, which is not possible with quantitative approach.  

 

The foregoing explanation is in alignment with the main aim of this study that is to 

evaluate Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to Pan South African 

Language Board (PanSALB) spelling rules. 

 3.3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Of the five common research designs propagated by Leedy and Ormrod (2013), 

namely case study, an ethnographic study, phenomenological study, grounded 

theory study, and content analysis, the researcher used the latter. The relevance of 

content analysis in this research project is that it deals with the contents of a 

particular body of material for the purpose of identifying patterns, themes, or biases 

(Walshaw, 2012 & Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). 

 

Content analysis differs from the other four designs.  In case study the collection of 

data is on one individual, one group, one setting, an activity, or an issue informed by 

either quantitative or qualitative design purposes. Ethnographic designs represent 

procedures for writing about people or a group that share a common culture (Leedy 

& Ormrod, 2013). Moreover, phenomenological study deals with understanding of 

people’s perceptions, perspectives, and understanding of a particular situation, 

whereas grounded theory designs are based on interpretivism and data used to 

develop a theory (Walshaw, 2012 & Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). In a way all of these 

research designs deal with the collection of data in a qualitative way. 
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Choosing content analysis as a design for this research project fitted well with the 

research path of the researcher. Through content analysis, the researcher will got 

research participants from which he could collect information (Welman, et. al., 2005). 

 

What is a research design?  

 

Mouton (1998:107) states that “a research design is a set of guidelines and 

instructions to be followed in addressing the research problem”. Content analysis 

provides guidelines and a blue print for the research on defects, problems and 

challenges in Tshivenḓa orthography (Mouton, 1998 & Babbie & Mouton, 2001). 

 

For this research project, the research design started with the process of 

interviewing participants, followed by document analysis. The researcher did not plan 

everything about this research project in advance; the progression depended on the 

results of the interviewing processes. The researcher started the research project 

with “a rough and tentative design” (Rubin & Rubin 1995:42). The researcher 

scheduled interviews with participants across the country to talk about Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The data obtained from these initial interviews were used for further 

planning and focussing of the research.  After each interview researcher decided 

who would be next for the next interviewing process. In all instances of the 

interviewing processes, the interview questions depended on the context, and not 

chronologically posed as in the interview schedule. What is crucial though is that all 

the questions that appear in the interview schedule were posed so that respondents 

could come up with their own answers. 

 

The foregoing strategy finds support from Rubin and Rubin (1995:42) who show that 

“the entire design for this study would not be completely planned in advance, 

because the design will change as the researcher learns from the interviewing 

process”.  

 

Rubin and Rubin (1995:42) furthermore added that the researcher will start working 

with a rough and tentative design, where he will schedule interviews to talk with 

participants, sort out initial ideas, focus the research, and decide with whom else to 

talk about other questions.  
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3.4 SAMPLING 

 

According to Brynard, et. al., (2014:56) “sampling is a technique employed to select 

a small group with a view to determining the characteristics of a large group”. 

 

In this research project, it was impossible for the researcher to study all PanSALB 

spelling rules.   Therefore, the researcher used a small but sufficient sample from the 

population to be studied. Within the Pan South African Language Board spelling 

rules, there are spelling rules for nine nine indigenous South African languages (that 

is, Tshivenḓa, isiZulu, Siswati, Sesotho, Setswana, Xitsonga, isiXhosa, isiNdebele 

and Sesotho sa Leboa). Each of the nine indigenous South African languages has its 

own orthography and spelling rules. In this research project, only rules meant for 

Tshivenḓa orthography were selected and evaluated. 

 

The aforegoing strategy is in agreement with Leedy and Ormrod (2013:214) who 

states that in non-probability sampling the researcher has no way of predicting or 

guaranteeing that each element of the population will be represented in the sample. 

The researcher selected rules that “represent diverse perspectives on” (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2013:215) Tshivenḓa orthography. This approach concurs with White 

(2004:50) who says that “sampling means to make a selection from the sampling 

frame in order to identify the people or issues to be included in the research”.  

 

The sample is, in other words, representative of that key characteristics or attributes 

are seen to be a close approximation of the entire population (Leedy, 1993). 

 

The researcher used purposeful sampling to elect the participants of this research 

project. The researcher purposefully selected forty four participants to be the 

instruments of the research project. The researcher divided all the participants, who 

were purposively selected, according to the following nine categories: 

  

a) Four Tshivenḓa curriculum advisors (i.e. one per region) from different regions 

in the Vhembe district, namely, the Musina, Mutale, Thulamela, and Makhado 

municipalities. 
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b) Five Tshivenḓa National Language Body (NLB) members.  

c) Five Matric Tshivenḓa examiners. 

d) Four Tshivenḓa teachers (i.e one per region) from different regions in the 

Vhembe district, namely, the Musina, Mutale, Thulamela, and Makhado 

municipalities.  

e) Six Tshivenḓa University students. 

f) Four Tshivenḓa language practitioners.  

g) Four Tshivenḓa National Lexicography Unit (NLU) Board members. 

h) Six Tshivenḓa Writers Association members. 

i) Six Tshivenḓa lecturers.  

 

The relevance of the selected categories is that all of them, in particular TNLB 

members, TNLU members, curriculum advisors, and language practitioners, are 

regarded as custodians of Tshivenḓa. The writers, examiners, teachers, lecturers, 

and students also belong here because they are knowledgeable about Tshivenḓa 

orthography. 

 

3.4.1 Study Population 

 

The study population in this research project is Pan South African Language Board 

spelling rules. The rules deal with nine indigenous languages which are Tshivenḓa, 

isiZulu, Siswati, Sesotho, Setswana, Xitsonga, isiXhosa, isiNdebele and Sesotho sa 

Leboa.    Each of the nine indigenous languages has rules which range from 12 to 

56. All together these rules are about 255 in total. These 255 rules constitute the 

study population of this project. 

 

Population refers to objects, subjects, phenomena, cases, events and activities 

which the researcher wishes to research in order to establish new knowledge 

(Brynard et al, 2014). Mouton (1998) states that “a population is a collection of 

objects, or individuals, or the entire number of objects, or phenomenon having some 

common characteristics, that the researcher is interested in studying”. Welman et al. 

(2005:52) state that “population is the study object and consists of individuals, 

groups, objects, organisations, human products and events, or the conditions to that 

they are exposed”.  
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3.4.2 Sampling Design 

 

It has already been indicated that, the researcher was not able to study all elements 

of the study population. The researcher only sampled rules belonging to Tshivenḓa 

orthography. This approach is supported by Welman et al. (2005:55) who say that “it 

is impractical and uneconomical to involve all the members of the population in a 

research project”. 

 

Due to the fact that research is qualitative, the researcher used common forms of 

non-probability sampling; such as convenience sampling, quota sampling and 

purposive sampling.  According to Leedy and Ormrod (2013) it is purposeful 

sampling that deals with “all people or other units” as samples.  According to Brynard 

et. al., (2014), the sample is required because it is easier to study a representative 

sample of a population than to study the entire population; it saves time and it cuts 

costs. 

 

Purposive sampling chooses people or other units for a particular purpose (Leedy & 

Ormord, 2013). It is an example of non-probability sampling during which the 

researchers select respondents “with a specific purpose in mind” (White, 2004:53).  

 

3.4.3 Sample Size 

 

 As this is a qualitative study, the researcher was not compelled to follow any 

guidelines as to the size of the sample. White (2003:79) supports this approach as 

he says that “the logic of the sample size is related to the purpose of the study, the 

research problem, the major data collection technique, and the availability of the 

information rich cases”. 

 

In this research project, the researcher evaluated about twenty rules in Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The aspects that were scrutinised in the analysis are as follows:  

 

a) Capitals 

b) Common nouns 
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c)  Consonant system 

d) Demonstrative and copulative demonstrative 

e)  Diacritic marks 

f)  Letters c, j and q 

g)  Negative forms 

h) The abbreviation 

i) The apostrophe 

j) The counting system 

k) The syllabic nasal 

l) Translation equivalents 

m)  Velar sounds 

n) Vowel system  

o) Word division 

p) Technical aspects 

q) Authorities 

 

This above units of analysis formed the sample size of this research project. 

 

3.5 DATA COLLECTION 

 

The researcher collected data from three areas, namely the literature review, 

interviewing processes and document analysis. Data were also collected from 

secondary sources such as the ‘Tshivenḓa Spelling and Orthography Rules 

(PanSALB, 2005), and ‘Milayo ya Kupeletele na Kunwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). These books are specifically mentioned because they indicate 

the spelling rules for Tshivenḓa as determined by the Pan South African Language 

Board.  

 

The researcher used unstructured interviews based on the attached interview guide 

as an integral part of the study in collecting data from the participants. The 

participants shared knowledge about what they know in Tshivenḓa orthography.  

 

Maree (2007:87) states that “an interview is a two-way conversation in that the 

interviewer asks the participant questions to collect data and to learn about the 
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ideas, beliefs, views, opinions and behaviours of the participant’ on a particular 

topic”.   In confirming this viewpoint, Bless and Smith (2001) state that an interview is 

the process of data gathering where a respondent is engaged in a conversation. 

 

3.5.1 Document Analysis 

 

Document analysis is an appropriate approach for evaluating Tshivenḓa orthography 

as it is more affordable than a comprehensive survey (De Vos, et. al., 2005). This is 

done by content analysis, which is an approach for evaluating information in a 

document. Qualitative content analysis has been defined as “a research method for 

the subjective interpretation of the content of text data through the systematic 

classification process of coding and identifying of themes or patterns” (Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005:1278). 

 

Leedy and Ormrod (2013:148) state that “content analysis is a detailed and 

systematic examination of the content of a particular body of material for the purpose 

of identifying patterns, themes, or biases.” They further state that content analyses 

are typically performed on forms of human communication, including books. 

 

3.5.2 Interviews 

 

Interviewing as a method of collecting data, allows the researcher to explain his or 

her questions if the respondent is not clear on what is being asked (Brynard, 

2014:42). In qualitative interviewing, the researcher listened intensely to what 

respondents said about Tshivenḓa orthography. In this regard, Rubin and Rubin 

(1995) state that “qualitative interviewing requires intense listening, a respect for and 

curiosity about what people say, and a systematic effort to really hear and 

understand what people tell you”. 

 

Moreover the researcher used both face-to-face and telephonic unstructured 

interviews to collect views, ideas, beliefs and attitudes about certain elements of 

Tshivenḓa orthography. 
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3.5.2.1   Face-to-face Interviews 

 

The researcher made use of unstructured interviews to conduct face-to-face 

interviews regarding Tshivenḓa orthography. Face-to-face interviews allow the 

researcher to observe both verbal and non-verbal data. In this regard, Carr 

andWorth (2001) state that while in the same room, participants and interviewers 

have access to facial expressions, gestures, and other para-verbal communication 

that may enrich the meaning of the spoken words. Similarly, Brynard et. al., 

(2014:42) state that “the meeting of two minds in a face-to-face conversation 

frequently illuminates a problem and could have a positive effect on the manager/ 

administrator being interviewed in the sense that he or she might open up with a 

flood of opinions and case instances”. 

 

Moreover, Hiller and DiLuzio (2004) state that face-to-face interviews, on the other 

hand, allow the observation not only of verbal but also nonverbal data.  

 

In support of the face-to-face interviews, Shuy (2003) indicates that the advantage of 

this process is that the researcher and participant are in the same space, and the 

researcher therefore has access to more than just verbal data. The different parties 

can build the rapport that may enable participants to freely disclose their experiences 

more effectively than might occur in phone interviews. 

 

Furthermore, Polkinghorne (1994:138) asserts that: 

 

In-person interviews yield authentic and deep descriptions of 
phenomena via the interviewer’s ability to facilitate trust and 
openness in the interviewee, which then lessens the interviewee’s 
need for impression management and enables the examination of 
her or his private experiences.  

 

Musselwhite et. al., (2006:1067) state that there are “benefits of in-person interviews, 

that may help maintain participant involvement more successfully than phone 

interviews, and clarify the information being communicated”.  Shuy (2003:178) argue 

that “there is likely, then, no definitive statement as to that approach is preferable, 

and the ideal approach may also vary from study to study”.  
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Knox and Burkard (2009:5) maintain that researchers should choose the method that 

best serves the project and will yield the richest data, because both approaches may 

be effective avenues for data collection. 

 

3.5.2.2   Telephone Interviews 

 

The researcher has to take a decision as to interview participants by phone or in 

person. Rubin and Rubin (1995:141) state that “telephones are not a major way of 

conducting qualitative interviews”.  

 

Moreover, Tourangeau and Yan (2007) indicate that those interviewers who use the 

phone contribute to participants’ misreporting because respondents have to share 

their answers with another person, and that social desirability bias is worse in phone 

than in face-to-face interviews. 

 

A researcher can use the phone regardless of its bias as it helps the researcher to 

conduct research from any geographic region without having to travel for the 

interview. Rubin and Rubin (1995:141) indicate that a phone can be used to follow 

up “with specific topics with people with whom they have already established a 

conversational partnership”. 

 

In this research project telephone interviews were conducted to organise meetings 

with participants and as a follow-up on completed interviews. 

 

3.6 RESEARCH SETTING 

 

The researcher used several research settings. The researcher used his office to 

make calls and write emails to organise meetings with participants. The researcher 

conducted several face-to-face interviews with participants. The majority of the 

interviews were done in the offices, homes and other meeting places such as 

restaurants at malls. After the interviews, notes were read several times before they 

were transcribed. 
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3.7 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY  

 

3.7.1 Reliability 

 

Crowther, et. al., (2009:80)  state that reliability is the extent to which a particular 

data collection approach will yield the same results in different occasions. Similarly, 

Welman, Kruger and Mitchell (2005:145) indicate that reliability is ‘concerned with 

the findings of the research and relates to the credibility of the findings’. 

 

Reliability is when the instrument is reliable to use and can produce the same 

results. De Vos and Fouche (1998:85) define reliability as the accuracy or precision 

of an instrument; as the degree of consistency or agreement between two 

independently derived sets of scores; and as the extent to which independent 

administrations of the same instrument yield the same (or similar) results under 

comparable conditions. 

 

This study, evaluated Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to Pan South 

African Language Board spelling rules. The instruments for collecting data in this 

research project were reliable to produce the intended results. These instruments 

are forty four participants who took part in the interviewing processes and the 255 

rules that formed the population of this study. 

 

3.7.2 Validity 

 

Welman et. al., (2005:142) indicate that validity is the extent to which the research 

findings accurately represent what is really happening in the situation. Crowther et. 

al., (2009:80) state that “validity is the extent to which the data collection method, or 

research method describes or measures what it is supposed to describe or 

measure”. White (2003:111) states that “validity means that the researcher’s 

conclusion, true or correct, corresponds to the actual state in reality”.  

 

The evaluation of 20 rules in Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to 255 

Pan South African Language Board spelling rules revealed the true picture of what is 

happening in Pan South African Language Board spelling rules. 
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3.8 TRIANGULATION  

 

This study used triangulation in evaluating Tshivenḓa orthography with special 

reference to Pan South African Language Board spelling rules. Welman et al. (2005) 

argue that in a qualitative research design, triangulation is used to discern recurring 

patterns. Crowther et. al., (2009) further state that triangulation is a “process 

whereby several methods of research and data collection are used such that the 

findings from one type of study can be checked against the findings derived from 

another type”. Consequently, White (2003) argues that in triangulation the 

researcher uses more than one source of data to support his conclusion.  

 

The researcher used triangulation in this research project to examine the 

consistency of data obtained through the interview process and document analysis. 

This is supported by Denzin (1978), who argues that triangulation cuts across data 

sources, as a researcher’s lens to check the data to find common themes.  This view 

is supported by Cresswell and Miller (2000:127) who define triangulation as a 

practice “for qualitative inquirers to provide corroborating evidence collected through 

multiple methods such as observations, interviews, and documents to locate major 

and minor themes.” 

 

3.9 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS  

 

De Vos, et. al., (2005:58) point out that ethical issues are emphasised in order to 

protect participants from any harm or discomfort that may arise from being involved 

in an investigation.  Therefore, it was the responsibility of the researcher to explain 

the aim and nature of the study to the respondents, to get their informed consent 

before the interviews.  

 

In addition, the researcher informed the respondents that their participation and 

responses to questions would be voluntary, and that their personal information would 

be kept confidential. Moreover the respondents were told that they had the right to 

accept or to decline taking part in the study. Participants were again informed that 

their participation was voluntary and that they could withdrew from participating at 

any time they wished. 
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A consent form was given to participants to complete. Participants were expected to 

sign this form beforehand to ensure that they agree to participate in this study.  

  

Ethical issues such as avoidance of harm, informed consent, deception of 

participants, violation of privacy, cooperation with contributors, publication of 

findings, and debriefing of participants, were regarded as very important.  

 

The researcher protected the anonymity of the participants in the study to protect 

them from harm. Again, the researcher told the participants that he would use 

information from the respondents for study purposes only. The names of the 

respondents would not be mentioned, as a way of protecting their privacy. 

 

In this study, the researcher ascribed codes to the respondents in order to treat their 

information with strict confidentiality. The researcher clarified the reasons for the 

study, and he will also give some ethical guidelines to be honoured during the 

investigation. Information was not withheld or incorrect information offered to 

participants.  
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CHAPTER  FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 

4.1  INTRODUCTION 

 

Chapter Three looked at the research methods and strategies devised by the 

researcher to solve defects, problems and challenges faced by ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) document. The approach followed 

by the researcher is supported by Brynard & Brynard (2014:2) who state that a 

research is a “method of action by means of that people solve problems in an 

endeavour to extend the boundaries of knowledge”. In the end the researcher being 

armed with the correct research methodology goes on a research journey to “obtain 

scientific knowledge” (Welman, 2005:2) and to “collect information about a particular 

subject” (Babbie, 2001:75) to determine what could be the impact of Pan South 

African Language Board spelling rules ‘on ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

It has already been indicated in Chapter One that data analysis would be descriptive 

in nature and the model to be used would rely on content analysis that involves, 

among others, theme induction, coding, elaboration, interpretation and checking 

(Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 1999).  

 

In this chapter, the researcher collected data from documents such as spelling and 

orthography rules for Pan South African Language Board, in particular Tshivenḓa 

and scholarly texts on Tshivenḓa. Data were also collected from participants through 

interviews. 

 

4.2  DOCUMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Document analysis is an appropriate approach for evaluating ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). Through this approach documents 

such as spelling and orthography rules and Tshivenḓa scholarly texts were 
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evaluated on how they impacted on ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). The advantage of document analysis is that it is 

more affordable to use than a comprehensive survey (De Vos, et. al., 2005).  

 

Within document analysis, there is content analysis, which is an approach that the 

researcher used to examine the treatment of spelling and orthography rules. Leedy 

and Ormrod (2013) state that content analysis can be used objectively when 

evaluating the appearance of certain words in a text. Moreover, they say that content 

analysis is a detailed and systematic examination of the content of a particular body 

of material for the purpose of identifying patterns, themes, or biases (Leedy & 

Ormrod, 2013). They furthermore state that content analyses are typically performed 

on forms of human communication, including books. 

 

Data from documents have been organised as Annexures E and F. 

 

4.2.1  DATA FROM PANSALB SPELLING RULES 

 

Data extracted from PanSALB spelling and orthography rules for evaluation belong 

to five sections. These sections are the front matter guidance, spelling and 

orthography rules, the lists, the back matter and the related matter and future 

developments. 

 

These sections have several aspects that were evaluated on the basis of guidelines 

suggested by scholars such as Doke (1929 & 1954), Tshithukhe (2009 & 2013), 

Musehane (2013 & 2015c), Alberts (2013) and Nyoni (2013 & 2015).  

 

4.2.1.1 Front Matter Guidance  

 

The front matter guidance is the first section of the spelling and orthography rules. 

It is also the first section to be visited by the users. Users consult this section to 

retrieve information about the book itself (Gouws & Prinsloo, 2006).  This is where 

the users find a list of subsections of the rules to be found in the book. The front 

matter guidance contains six subsections namely the table of contents, preface, 
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suggestions for users, explanation, modus operandi and ground rules (Alberts, 

2013).  

 

These six subsections of the front matter occupy a strategic position in a book or 

document.  It is the gate of entrance into a book or a document. 

 

It is a pity that the researcher could not find these six subsections in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). Only two of the six 

subsections are found in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’. 

These subsections are the ‘introduction’ and a ‘preface’ by the Tshivenḓa National 

Language Body (PanSALB, 2008a). The other four subsections such as the 

acknowledgement, a table of contents’, ‘suggestions for user explanations, modus 

operandi, ground rules and typographical structural markers are not found in ‘Milayo 

ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a)as suggested by 

various scholars (Gouws & Prinsloo, 2006; Alberts, 2013). This is of course contrary 

to suggestions made by the latter scholars who state that the front matter guidance 

should have six subsections. 

 

4.2.1.2   Introduction 

 

The researcher evaluated this subsection on the basis that it will introduce the whole 

idea of what ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

that is an orthography document is. The other things that should be introduced in the 

orthography document are the revision, modernisation processes and the 

standardisation of the language.  

 

Indeed, this subsection indicated what it regards as the role of orthography in the 

standardisation of the language. It also revealed that for the spelling and orthography 

rules to be standardised, it must correspond to the correct grammar, and being able 

to conform to an adequate number of dictionaries and terminology lists (PanSALB, 

2008a). 

 

Moreover, the subsection is cautious of the wrong orthography so that it encourages 

the need for a reliable orthography, spelling and editing rules for the language. 
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Another good point to be highlighted from the subsection is the constant need for 

revision and modernisation of the orthography. A greater emphasis is also placed on 

the standardisation and authentication of new terms and rules so that the language 

could be documented easily in the dictionary. 

 

It is also here where the Tshivenḓa National Language Body (TNLB) is mentioned 

with its responsibility of revising and standardising of the spelling and orthography 

rules (PanSALB, 2008a). Bodies that collaborate with TNLB such as the Tshivenḓa 

National Lexicography Unit, Provincial Language Committee and other stakeholders 

in the language fraternity are mentioned as important partners in the development of 

functional Tshivenḓa orthography. The introduction also reveals the task of the 

NLB’s Technical Committee, which is mainly to conduct research to address the 

following points (PanSALB, 2008a): 

 

i. Spelling rules. 

ii. Orthography rules. 

iii. Typography. 

iv. Punctuation norms. 

v. Abbreviation norms. 

vi. Terminology lists that explain the grammar terms dealing with rules. 

vii. Wordlists containing difficult words or words easily or usually misspelt. 

viii. Lists of abbreviations and acronyms. 

 

The unfortunate part is the absence of the list of the current members of Tshivenḓa 

National Language Body (PanSALB, 2008a). There is also no acknowledgement of 

members of Tshivenḓa National Language Body and other contributors. The 

subsection ends with a formal request issued to users of the spelling and 

orthography rules to send comments to the Chief Executive Officer of PanSALB at a 

given postal address. 

 

4.2.1.3  Foreword / Preface 

 

Much has been said about the preceding subsection that is part of the front matter 

section. The foreword is another subsection under the front matter section. In 
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Tshivenḓa, just like in Sesotho sa Leboa, IsiXhosa, Xitsonga, Setswana, IsiNdebele, 

IsiZulu, Sesotho and Siswati a foreword that functions as a preface comes after the 

introductory section.  

 

In ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), the 

foreword gives a short summary of the work done by the Tshivenḓa National 

Language Body in revision of the rules. This is in line with guidelines given by 

scholars such as Alberts (2013), who argues that the preface should give a synopsis 

of the process regarding the standardisation of the language.  

 

The preface lists the work done ‘on ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) document, starting with the wordlist, terms included in 

the list, alphabetical arrangement of terms, definition of terms, rule regarding the 

treatment of common nouns, variants, equivalents and abbreviations used in the 

definition of terms.  

 

The defect of the preface is that it says nothing about the whole process regarding 

the standardisation of Tshivenḓa. Alberts (2013) has suggested this as an 

appropriate next step. 

 

4.2.1.4 The Omitted Subsections 

 

This section looks at the sections that have been omitted and the challenges this 

causes for users. 

 

a) The Ommission of the Table of Contents  

 

The researcher did not find a table of contents in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). This is contrary to the suggestion of scholars 

such as Alberts (2013:14) who states that a table of contents contains several 

sections such as “acknowledgements; a preface; suggestions for users; 

explanations; the modus operandi; ground rules, the spelling; the basic spelling and 

orthographic rules in an alphabetical format; a word list containing examples of the 
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vocabulary; a list of abbreviations; a list of international place names; a transliteration 

table; colloquial language; a terminology list, and an index.” 

 

A table of contents is a functional part of the book as it guides users on where they 

will get information and it also increases the access rate of the book (Gouws et al, 

2006).  

 

The absence of the table of contents from ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa ’ (PanSALB, 2008a), is surprising, since the draft document of ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’released in 2005 has a table of contents 

(PanSALB, 2005a). Moreover, other South African language orthographies under 

Pan South African Language Board such as Sesotho sa Leboa, IsiXhosa, Xitsonga, 

Setswana, IsiNdebele, IsiZulu and Siswati have appropriate tables of contents, with 

the exception of the Sesotho Orthography, which has a table of contents without 

page numbering. 

 

b) The Ommission of the Suggestion for a Style Guide for Users 

 

There is no suggested style guide to assist users to retrieve information on the 

usage of rules in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a). This is in contrast with Alberts (2013) who suggests that a basic style guide 

assists the users of the rules on how to use ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

Similarly, other Pan South African Language Board spelling rule documents such as 

Sesotho sa Leboa, IsiXhosa, Xitsonga, Setswana, IsiNdebele, IsiZulu Sesotho and 

Siswati, do not have a basic style guide on how to use spelling and orthography 

rules in their languages. This should be a concern for an orthography document. 

 

This challenge, therefore, affects all official indigenous languages of South Africa, as 

they attempt to promote multilingualism and provide better access to learners and 

other users. 
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c) The Ommission of the Explanation of Basic Spelling Rules and 

 Conventions 

 

The researcher did not find an explanation section in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). The omission of this section robs 

users of four critical points, namely basic spellings, the orthographic conventions, a 

list of phonetic signs and word list (Alberts, 2013). A description of each of the four 

points in the explanatory section of the spelling and orthography rules helps to 

elucidate the understanding of rules. 

  

Within ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).there 

is a sentence that describes the wordlist as a product of consultation between 

National Language Body members, school teachers and other stakeholders 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

The negative side is that basic spellings, orthographic conventions and phonetic 

signs are not explained in the rules. This is contrary to the advice given by Alberts 

(2013) who advises that phonetic signs with their appropriate pronunciations should 

be explained.  

 

Moreover, the inclusion and exclusion of certain words, and the description of the 

various sections contained in the rules should be indicated here (Alberts, 2013). 

Nevertheless, it is heartening to observe that the wordlist was compiled after the 

approval by the Tshivenḓa teachers and the language practitioners who use the 

language on a daily basis. It is also satisfying to note that the wordlist was accepted 

and approved by Tshivenḓa National Language Body members, although it is not 

included in the orthography document. 

 

d) The Ommission of the Modus Operandi  

 

According to Alberts (2013) a modus operandi is a section that explains how a 

National Language Body functions, its revision work and publication of the spelling 

and orthography rules. 
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The omission of the modus operandi in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’, makes it difficult for the users who wanted to know how PanSALB and 

TNLB function. The modus operandi would have explained how the Pan South 

African Language Board and the different National Language Bodies under it 

function.   Each of these National Language Bodies functions according to norms 

and standards laid down by the Pan South African Language Board. The norms and 

standards indicate and regulate how a National Language Body works with regard to 

revision and publication of spelling and orthography rules.  

 

Nevertheless there is an explanation as to why the vocabulary and spelling must 

change, that is to bring a system of writing that is trustworthy (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

e) The Ommission of the Ground Rules 

 

There are two important points that must be considered when stating ground rules 

for spelling and orthography rules. These two points deal with the outline and the 

determination of ground rules for a specific orthography. Alberts (2013) states that 

ground rules must be outlined in each and every language spelling and orthographic 

system. 

 

Furthermore, Alberts (2013) argues that these ground rules must be determined by 

how words are spelt and written, the phonetic system of the standard language and 

that words with related forms should be spelt the same. 

It is surprising that the section on ground rules were omitted in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

4.2.1.5 Spelling and Orthography Rules  

 

The spelling and orthography rule section contains several subsections dealing with 

the spelling and orthography rules of the language. The subsections suggested by 

scholars were word divisions, apostrophes, abbreviations, accent, diaresis, 

diphthongs, capital letters, contents, hyphens, plural forms, disjunctive, diminutives, 
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vowels and consonants, loaned and borrowed words, contracted forms, affixes and 

negative forms (Alberts, 2013). 

 

In this analysis the subsections dealing with the spelling and orthography rules was 

be divided into groups, namely; the arrangement of rules, the listed rules and the 

haphazardly presented rules. 

 

4.2.1.5.1   The Arrangement of Rules  

  

It should be explained from the onset that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), did not present rules in an alphabetical or numerical 

way. In the list of ten subsections on spelling and orthography rules, the first 

subsection deals with the negative aspects and the last one deals with the counting 

system (PanSALB, 2008a). Other rules are presented haphazardly in the document 

without numbers. 

 

This is contrary to the advice given by scholars such as Alberts (2013), who say that 

rules should be presented in a user-friendly, alphabetical and numerical order. This 

is the arrangement that will help users to retrieve information in an easy way. Below 

is an example of how rules are presented in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a):  

 

i. Negative aspects 

ii. Apostrophe 

iii. Demonstratives and copulative demonstratives 

iv. Capitals 

v. Diacritics 

vi.  Word division 

vii. Letters C and Q 

viii. Syllabic nasal 

ix.  Words Khufha and Hufha 

x.  Counting system 
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The above rules from ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) are not listed in an alphabetical or numerical order. These rules 

could have been arranged alphabetically in the following way:  

 

i. Apostrophe 

ii. Capitals 

iii. Counting system 

iv. Demonstratives and copulative demonstratives 

v. Diacritics 

vi. Letters C and Q 

vii. Negative aspects 

viii. Syllabic nasal 

ix. Word division 

x.  Words Khufha and Hufha 

 

The above list would have been the correct alphabetical presentation of spelling and 

orthographic rules in Tshivenḓa. 

 

4.2.1.5.2   The Listed Rules 

The listed rules are those that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) had put in a list. The list contains ten rules, although they are not 

in numerical or alphabetical order. These rules are listed as follows: 
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i. Negative aspects 

ii. Apostrophe 

iii. Demonstratives and copulative demonstratives 

iv. Capitals 

v. Diacritics 

vi. Word division 

vii. Letters C and Q 

viii.  Syllabic nasal 

ix. Words Khufha and Hufha 

x. Counting system 

 

(a) Negative aspects 

The ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

presents five aspects that are used for writing the negative forms. These negative 

aspects were a, athu, si, ngo and songo. These negative aspects were 

respresented in the sentences as follows: 

 

i. a:   Muthu a no tswa a thi mu funi ‘I don’t like a thief’. 

ii. athu:  Musidzana uyu ha athu malwa ‘This girl is not yet married’. 

iii. si:   Kholomo iyi a si ya fhano ‘This cow does not belong here’. 

iv. ngo:  A no ngo phasa mulingo ‘You did not pass the examination’. 

v. songo:  Vhana vha songo ya Johannesburg ‘Children must not go to 

  Johannesburg.’ 

 

This is in contrast with the view held by Milubi (2004) who states that there are six 

aspects for forming negatives in Tshivenḓa apart from a, si, ngo and songo , that 

were also discussed by ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). Milubi (2004) discusses the other extra aspects, which are sa 

and nga. For example:  

 

i. Vha sa ṱuwe ‘ Should not leave’. 

ii. Ha nga ḓi ‘Will not come’. 
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Moreover, Poulos (1991) also made reference to sa and nga in his discussion of 

Tshivenḓa negative aspects. It is the researcher’s view that sa and si in a sa ṱuwe 

and a si ṱuwe are basically one morpheme. The difference is dialectical in nature. 

This is why some scholars count them as one (Du Plessis & Madadzhe, 1999).  

 

In the literature review, Musehane (2013) indicates that negative aspects in 

Tshivenḓa should not be written conjunctively, but disjunctively. 

 

The negative aspect a 

 

The negative aspect a is one of the five negative aspects found in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. The negative aspect a can be used with 

other formatives such as ri, si, thi, hu to form negatives in Tshivenḓa . The ‘Milayo 

ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) reveals that the a 

denoting negative is always written separately, that is, it is not attached to the word. 

The following examples are given: 

 

i. a ri ṱuwi we are ‘not leaving’/‘going’. 

ii. a si muthu ‘It is not a human being’. 

iii. a hu na tshithu ‘There is nothing’. 

iv. a si na muthu ‘without a person’. 

 

Usually, some users will write the negatives aspects a ri, a hu na and a si na 

incorreclty as ari ṱuwi, ahuna muthu and a sina muthu. This is because they don’t 

know how to write them. It is advisable that negative aspects such as the ones at (i), 

(ii), (iii) and (iv) above, should be included in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa ’ with the correct and the wrong ways of writing these negative 

aspects. 

 

The negative aspect athu 

 

In ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), the 

negative aspect athu is found being used with other formatives such as ri, sa, ha, in 

forming negatives. The following examples are given: 
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i. a ri athu swika ‘Not yet arrived’. 

ii. ri sa athu fara ‘Not yet hold it’. 

iii. ha athu ri fha ‘Not yet given to us’. 

 

The negative aspect athu is written as a separate word and as it already contains 

the infinitive u, this is not repeated. The following spellings are not permissible as 

they are wrong: 

 

i. hathu. 

ii. haathu. 

iii. sathu. 

iv. saathu. 

 

Many leaners and other users write it incorrectly as in (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 

above.These errors should be avoided by providing the correct and the wrong way of 

writing athu in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’(PanSALB, 

2008a). 

 

Moreover, Poulos (1991) states that “the negative aspect athu occurs in negative 

tenses only and expresses the concept ‘not yet’”.  Furthermore, it is noteworthy that 

the present tense is the only mono-verbal tense that employs athu. The present 

tense expresses an action that has yet to take place or, in the case of inchoative and 

stative roots, a state which is yet to exist.  For example: 

 

i. Ha athu ḓivha dzina ḽanga (He does not yet know my name). 

ii. Zwiambaro a zwi athu oma (The clothes are not yet dry). 

 

The negative aspect ngo 

 

The negative aspect ngo is written separately. It is written as follows: 

 

i. a ro ngo swika (we did not arrive). 

ii. a tho ngo ya mulamboni (I did not go to the river). 

iii. ho ngo amba (did not talk). 
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iv. Vha so ngo vhuya (they should not return). 

 

Poulos (1991) states that the negative aspect ngo, can be used as a principal and 

participial negative or future principal negative, as follows: 

 

i. Ṅwana a songo vhuya. The child having not returned back. 

ii. Makhulu wanga vha ḓo vha vha so ngo eḓela. My grandfather will not be 

asleep. 

iii. Vha so ngo ḽa zwiḽiwa! Don’t eat the food! 

 

In the above spelling of so, ngo and songo the differences are in acute and grave 

accent. The so with the acute accent (´) has yielded the songo spelling of the word, 

while the so with the grave accent (`) has yielded the so ngo spelling of the word. 

The debate on the correct form of writing songo and so ngo will continue for 

sometime. The spelling suggested as the correct form in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) is songo because it is a negative 

morpheme in its own right. It does not change its form, unlike other morphemes that 

change their form according to agreement.This can be seen in the following 

sentences: 

 

i. Vhathu vha songo shuma ‘ People should not work’. 

ii. Kholomo dzi songo fula masimuni ‘Cattle should not graze in the field’. 

iii. Vhathu a vho ngo shuma ‘People did not work’. 

iv. Kholomo a dzo ngo fula masimuni ‘Cattle did not graze in the field’. 

 

The negative aspect si 

 

The negative aspect si is written separately. It is written as follows: 

 

i. a si muthu ‘It is not a person’. 

ii. hu si tshee na vhathu ‘Without anybody present’. 
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Many leaners and other users err when they write it. They tend to write asi muthu 

and husi tshe na vhathu. They err when they write asi and husi as one word, and 

when writing of tshe with one e instead of two e’s. It is important to write rules 

regarding the use of the negative aspect si in a proper way and to indicate the wrong 

way in that it should not be written in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

The negative aspect songo  

 

It is difficult to indicate the origin of the word songo. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) indicates that the 

negative aspect songo is written as one word, and cannot be written as two 

separate words. This means that the negative aspect songo is written as one word 

and not as so ngo. This form of writing the negative aspect songo does not agree 

with the view of scholars such as Musehane (2013) who vehemently indicates that 

the writing of songo conjunctively is a continuation of mistakes made in the Bible in 

Exodus 20. 

 

(b) The apostrophe 

 

The apostrophe, which was usually used to indicate elision, was not deemed 

necessary for Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). Where it was used in contracted forms, 

the rule said only the full form was permissible. Musehane (2013) supports this 

argument when he presents forms such as ngani (how) and ngafhi (where), which 

were initially written with apostrophes, but which are now writtenwithout them. 

 

The cases of the apostrophes in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) should be understood as follows: 

 

a)  When ndi iwe, ndi inwi and similar cases are occasionally contracted 

and written as ndi’we or ndi’nwi (PanSALB, 2008a).  

b)  In the treatment of the suffix –ni ,the apostrophe is not necessary and -ni 

should be attached to the preceding word thus:  
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i. No zwi itelani? ‘Why did you do it?’ 

ii. No ḓa ngani? ‘What did you come with?’ 

iii. Ndi ngani no ima? ‘Why are you standing?’ 

iv. O bvafhi? ‘Where did he/she come from?’ 

 

Alternatively, the full uncontracted form could be written as in:  

 

i. No zwi itela mini? ‘Why did you do it?’ 

ii. No ḓa nga mini? ‘What did you come with?’ 

iii. Ndi nga mini no ima? ‘Why are you standing?’ 

iv. O bva ngafhi? ’Where did he/she come from?’ 

 

It is surprising that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a) reverted to the original way of writing the uncontracted form of words in (iii) 

above. This should not be regarded as the alternative way of writing the 

uncontracted form of words in (iii) above, as there are two other forms of writing 

indicated in (i) and (ii) above. 

 

Rather, ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

should adopt either one of the two alternative forms in (i) and (ii) above. This will help 

the learners and other users to have one form of writing the words with or without the 

apostrophes. 

 

Other standard Tshivenḓa forms that do not require an apostrophe: 

 

i. e derived from a ri. 

ii. tshe derived from tsha ri. 

iii. ye derived from ya ri. 

iv. vhe derived from vha ri. 

v. yo derived from ya u. 

vi. tou derived from ta u. 

vii. khou derived from kha u. 

viii. thi derived from a thi as in a thi funi. 
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Given the two forms of writing Tshivenḓa words in( iv) above, it is recommended that 

forms such as e, tshe and ye in (i) to (iii) be used instead of a ri, tsha ri and ya ri. 

The advantage of using the recommended forms is that they are simple to write than 

their original forms. 

 

Pronominal forms that do not require an apostrophe:  

 

i. Pronominal forms after kha  :  khayo/khaho. 

ii. Pronominal forms after nga :  ngatsho/ngaho. 

iii. Pronominal forms after na :  nae/navho/nalwo. 

iv. Pronominal form anga   :  ṅwananga/mme anga. 

v. Pronominal form awe   :  khotsi awe/dzawe. 

vi. Pronominal form ashu   :  nnḓu yashu/haya hashu. 

vii. Pronominal form ho   :  haho/ha tsheeho/a siho/a vhaho. 

viii. Pronominal form dzani   :  dzani u ri vhudza. 

ix. Pronominal form dzou   :  nga vha dzou ḓa ngeno. 

x. Pronominal form edzonu :  edzonu ḓa. 

 

The pronominal forms in (i) to (iii) above such as khayo, ngatsho and navho 

originated from two word categories, that is the preposition and the pronoun. Their 

mophological analysis reveal the following important information: 

 

i. khayo : preposition- kha + pronoun- yone = khayo. 

 Mutukana ho ngo eḓela khayo thovho. ‘The boy did not sleep on the mat’. 

 

ii. ngatsho : preposition- nga + pronoun- tshone = ngatsho. 

 Ṅwana o ḓa ngatsho tshidimela ‘The child came by the train’. 

 

iii. navho : preposition- na + pronoun - yone = navho. 

 

iv. Musidzana o dzula navho miṅwaha miraru ‘The girl stayed with them three 

 years. 
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It is recommended that in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) the origin and morphological analysis of these pronominal forms 

be indicated. This will help learners and other users to retrieve information regarding 

pronominal forms with ease. 

 

Contracted forms that do not require an infinitive formative: 

 

i. tou  : zwi tou vhavha and not zwi tou u vhavha. 

ii. ṱolou  : u ṱolou ri dina and not u ṱolou u ri dina. 

iii. ṱoḓou : ri ṱoḓou swika and not ri ṱoḓou u swika. 

 

The writing of the contracted forms tou, ṱolou and ṱoḓou in (i) to (iii) above should be 

written with one u. In ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) it should be indicated that these contracted forms 

should be treated with care as they can be written in two ways, one being the correct 

spelling and the other being the wrong spelling forms. 

It is recommended that this section should have several rules extracted from it, 

which will help learners and other users to achieve communicative equivalence. 

(c)       Demonstratives and copulative demonstratives  

 

The ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa document states that 

demonstratives and copulative demonstratives are written conjunctively as one word 

in the following ways: 

 

As one word as in: 

 

i. asuuḽaa ‘there he is’. 

ii. asitshi ‘here it is’. 

iii. ngevhano ‘here they are’. 

iv. ngedziḽaa ‘there they are’. 

v. khezwi ‘here they are’. 

vi. enehouno ‘this one’. 
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vii. dzenedzino ‘these ones’. 

viii. kwonohokwu ‘this one’. 

ix. vhenehavhaḽaa ‘these ones’. 

 

The demonstratives and copulative demonstratives are written as in (i) to (ix) in 

accordance with the noun class system of Tshivenḓa. It is for this reason that they 

are written as one word and this is the preferred way of writing demonstratives and 

copula demonstratives.  

 

They normally follow nouns, as in: 

 

i. uyu : muthu uyu ‘this person’. 

ii. uyo : ṅwana uyo ‘ that child’. 

iii. iḽa : kholomo iḽa ‘ that cattle’. 

 

(d) Capital Letters 

 

Capital letters are punctuation marks and are important in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’(PanSALB, 2008a) as they give distinction and emphasis 

in written words. Guidelines for writing capital letters are given by Tshithukhe (2009), 

Alberts (2013) and Musehane (2015b) 

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) provides 

guidelines as to how capital letters should be written in Tshivenḓa . ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) indicates that capitals 

in Tshivenḓa language should be written according to the following conventions:  

 

i. The beginning of a sentence : Muthu mulapfu o wa ‘A tall person has 

fallen’. 

ii. Proper names: Mukhethwa ‘name of a person’. 

iii. People : Murema ‘Black’. 

iv. Places :Tshikikinini ‘name of a village’. 

v. Days of the week : Ḽavhuraru ‘Wednesday’. 

vi.  Months of the year: Khubvumedzi ‘September’.  
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vii. Names of holy days and holidays: Ḽavhuṱanu ḽa Vhuḓi ‘Good Friday’. 

viii. Compass points: Tshipembe ‘South point’. 

ix. Titles of honour : Vho Ramabulana ‘Mr / Mrs Ramabulana’. 

x.  In honorific prefix with a complement that is a proper name: Vho Joel  

Ṋetshitenzhe ‘Mr Joel Ṋetshitenzhe’. 

xi. In honorific prefix with a complement that is a common name: 

Vhomakhadzi ‘honourable aunt’. 

xii.  Titles signifying God: Mudzimu ‘God’.  

 

The examples above in (i ) to (xii) about the use of the capital letters are important as 

they reveal how these words are written in the language. Except for names in (ix) 

and (x), Vho Ramabulana and Vho Joel Ṋetshitenzhe, which require that the prefix 

vho be written without the hyphen before them, the researcher is not happy with the 

suggested arrangement because it merely copies the English orthography. The 

researcher is of the view that they be written with a hyphen as follows because this is 

the convention that was used since the invention of Tshivenḓa orthography: 

 

i. Vho Ramabulana ‘Mr/Mrs Ramabulana’. 

ii. Vho Joel Ṋetshitenzhe ‘Mr Joel Ṋetshitenzhe’. 

 

The researcher is of the view that vho that is a noun class prefix should not be 

treated similarly to the English ‘mr’. The English ‘mr’ is an abbreviation of the word 

‘mister’ that is a noun, unlike the Tshivenḓa vho that is a noun class prefix. 

 

Additional conventions suggested by Tshithukhe (2009), Alberts (2013) and 

Musehane (2015b) are as follows: 

 

i. In abbreviations: ANC/Muf (mufumakadzi ‘woman’). 

ii. Names of seasons: Tshilimo (Summer) / Vhuria (Winter). 

iii. Form of address: Ndaa/Aa ‘greetings by man/woman’. 

iv. Animal and plant names: Sankambe ‘personified person’. 

v. Language names and similar issues: Tshivenḓa ‘name of a language’.  

vi. Geographical names: Sananga ‘Lowveld’. 

vii. Monetary units: Bonndo ‘R2’. 
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viii. Geological names: Musuku. 

ix. Derivations of proper names : Muromani ‘at the place of the Roman’. 

 

The examples in (i) to (ix) above, are important as they reveal how capital letters are 

written in names. Moreover, the writing of the derived name Muromani ‘at the place 

of the Roman’ from Muroma ‘the Roman person’ indicates some new development 

with regard to writing of locative nouns derived from proper names. 

This is a step in the right direction for instances where the language will create new 

words and create new rules for language, which will affect other proper names such 

as the following: 

i. Tshithukheni ‘at the place of Mr Tshithukhe’. 

ii. Tshivenḓani ‘at a place where Tshivenḓa is taught’. 

iii. Tshikalangani ‘at a home of Tshikalanga’. 

It is recommended that rules in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) be well crafted on the use of personal names indicating locality 

and they be submitted to Tshivenḓa National Language Body for approval. This is 

true, especially when it has been discovered that learners and other users are 

already using this type of information in communication. 

 

(e)   Diacritics 

 

The challenge with diacritic marks is that the words that require them are written not 

as spoken or pronounced (Musehane, 2013). 

Diacritics in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

are realised by two signs namely the circumflex and the dot. The circumflex (^) is 

used to mark the dental sounds ḓ, ḽ, ṋ and ṱ whereas the dot (.) is used to mark the 

velar sound ṅ. Accordingly, the purpose of the circumflex is to differentiate dental 

sounds from their alveolar sounds, while the dot differentiates the velar sound from 

its alveolar sound. 
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Moreover, ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

restricts both the circumflex and the period to marking the consonant sounds. This is 

in contrast with other South African languages such as Afrikaans which use the 

circumflex to mark vowel sounds (Alberts, 2013). In Afrikaans, there are many rules 

available to deal with the circumflex while Tshivenḓa has one rule dealing with the 

circumflex. 

 

The role of diacritics in Tshivenḓa is to differentiate the dental and velar sounds from 

the other letters of the Roman alphabet. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) states the following with regard to diacritics: 

 

They distinguish some dental consonants from their alveolar equivalents. 

 

i. ḓ  :  ḓala ‘full’ is distinguished from dala ‘visit’ or ‘green’. 

ii. ḽ  :  ḽanga ‘mine’ is distinguished from langa ‘control’. 

iii. ṋ :  ṋama ‘meat’ is distinguished from nama ‘plaster’ or ‘patch’.  

iv. nḓ  :  nḓala ‘hunger’ is distinguished from ndala ‘old’ or ‘fruit of the 

  palm tree’. 

v. ṱ :  ṱamba ‘bath’ is distinguished from tamba ‘play’. 

vi. ṱh  :  ṱhanga ‘roof’ or ‘reeds’ are distinguished from thanga ‘seeds’, 

  ‘age’ or ‘gland’. 

 

They distinguish velar consonant from its alveolar equivalent. 

 

i. ṅ  :  muṅwe ‘other person’ is distinguished from munwe ‘finger’. 

 

Much as the circumflex and the dot have brought differences between dental and 

alveolar consonants, and velar and its alveolar equivalent to light, ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) did not indicate the 

difference between the dental and velar speech sounds as a result of the diacritic 

marks. The following examples illustrate this point:  
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ṅ /ṋ :  

i. ṅala ‘sulk’ is a velar sound distinguished from ṋala ‘nail’ a dental 

sound. 

ii. ṅanga ‘diviner’ is a velar sound distinguished from ṋanga ‘flute’ or 

‘touch’ dentals. 

iii. ṅaṅa ‘argue’ is a velar sound distinguished from ṋaṋa ‘increase’. 

 

The researcher is of the view that this is the accepted way of handling diacritic marks 

in the language. The diacritics are necessary to indicate the uniqueness of the 

language and to differentiate words with similar spelling forms. 

 

Most learners and users are aware of how to use diacritic marks as they are 

expected to use them often when they write. It is therefore recommended that 

diacritic marks be used as marking devices for the language as there is nothing that 

can be used to replace them.  

 

(f) Word Division 

 

Word division in African languages is based on pronounciation or phonetic 

considerations (Doke, 1929 & Van Wyk, 1993). ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) provided rules according to which words can be 

divided. Instances of word division, indicated by this document cover the following 

aspects, which are the use of prefixes, the use of suffixes, processes and other 

words. 

 

The use of Prefixes 

 

The rule for the use of the prefix vho-: 

 

i. The prefix vho- is used to signify the plurality of the noun like in vho- 

Maṱamba ‘Maṱamba and others’, when it is written together with the prefix 

vho-. 
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ii. It is also used as a honorific prefix to a common noun. The prefix vho- is 

written with a capital letter and it is joined to the noun as one word like in 

Vhodokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’. 

 

iii. It is also used as an honorific prefix to a proper noun. In this case, both the 

prefix and the name of the person are capitalised as in Vho Milubi ‘Mr or 

Mrs Milubi’. 

 

iv. It is also used  as  an  honorific  prefix  to  a  proper  name  with initials.    

In this case the prefix vho is capitalised to the  first  initial  only as in Vho 

F Raulinga ‘Mr F Raulinga’. 

 

Similarly, the researcher is of the view that vho, which is a noun class prefix, should 

not be treated as the English ‘mr’.  It should be treated as a noun class prefix, which 

adheres to all rules applicable to a noun that is attached to a noun class prefix. This 

means that Vho Milubi and Vho F Raulinga would be written with a hyphen as 

follows: 

 

i. Vho-Milubi ‘Mr or Mrs Milubi’. 

ii. Vho-F Raulinga ‘Mr F Raulinga’. 

 

Again, there should be a form of distinction between the ways in which vho-

Maṱamba ‘Maṱamba and others’ and Vhodokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’ are written. 

In expressing plurality, the name Vhodokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’ will change the 

form and take a different form such as the following: 

 

i. vho-Dokotela ‘Doctor and others’ or ‘All doctors’. 

ii. vho-Ra’Milayo ‘Lawyers and others’ or ‘All lawyers’. 

 

It is therefore recommended that rules that provide for proper distinction between the 

above scenarios be drawn in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 
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● The rule for use of the suffix vho- 

 

 i. The suffix vho can be used as a verbal suffix attached to the verb  

  indicating the meaning like in swikavho ‘arrived as well’. 

 

ii. The suffix vho can be used as a nominal suffix attached to the noun 

 indicating the meaning like in muthuvho ‘good person also’. 

 

iii. The suffix vho can be used as an adjectival suffix attached to the 

 adjective indicating the meaning like in vhaṅwevho ‘others ’. 

 

The use of the suffix vho should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language.   It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix vho in (i) to 

(iii) above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

● The rule for use of the prefix ṋe  

 

 i. The prefix ṋe can be used together with the noun to form an ordinary 

  word and it is written together with the noun as in ṋemulambo ‘owner 

  of the river’. 

 

 ii. The prefix ṋe can be used as a name of a person or as a title, in which 

  case it is capitalised as in Ṋekhavhambe ‘Mr Owner of this place’. In 

  this case there is no need to differentiate between the ordinary  

  surname and the title as the former originates from the latter. 

The use of the suffix ṋe should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix ṋe in (i) and (ii) 

above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a).  
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● The rule for use of the prefix nya  

 

 i. The prefix nya can be used to signify the name of a person or a title 

  and it is written with an initial capital letter as in Nyadenga ‘mother of 

  Denga’. 

 

 ii. The prefix nya can be used to signify common names and it is written 

  as one word as in nyamurovheni ‘the name of a locust’. 

The use of the prefix nya be accepted as the proper way of writing in the language. It 

is recommended that this convention on the use of prefix nya in (i) and (ii) above be 

included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’(PanSALB, 

2008a). 

 

● The rule for use of the prefix ha  

 

 i. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a person’s name in  

  order to signify a place name. It should be written separate from the 

  proper name as in Ha Makuya ‘at Makuya’s place’.  

 

 ii. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a word or noun, which 

  does not constitute a place name and it is written separate from the 

  word as in ha hashu ‘at ours’ and ha Tshivhasa ‘at Tshivhasa’s  

  place’.  

With regard to the use of the locative formative ha the researcher is of the view that 

it should be written with a hyphen as follows: 

i. Ha-Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it constitutes a place name. 

With regard to the use of the locative formative ha the researcher is of the view that 

it should be written without a hyphen as follows: 

i. ha Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it does not constitute a place name. 
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ii. ha hashu: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a word or noun that does not constitute a place name. 

 It is recommended that this convention on the use of prefix ha in (iii) to (v) above be 

included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ (PanSALB, 

2008a).  

 

● The rule for use of the enclitic -ha  

 

i. The enclitic -ha is always attached to the verb as in shumaniha ‘work 

you therefore’ 

The use of the enclitic ha should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of the enclitic ha in (i) 

above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. 

 

● The rule for use of the suffix -ḓe 

 

 i. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the verb as in shumaḓe ‘what  

  work is this?’. 

 

ii. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the noun as in muthuḓe ‘what 

human being is this?’. 

The use of the suffix ḓe should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language.  It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix ḓe in (i) and 

(ii) be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

● The rule for use of the prefix ḓi-  

 

 i. The reflexive verbal prefix ḓi is always attached to the verb as in  

  ḓiḓivha ‘to know yourself’. 
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 ii. The auxiliary verb ḓi conveying the meaning of repetitive action is  

  written as a separate word as in O ḓi shuma ‘He/She also worked’. 

The use of the prefix ḓi should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix ḓi in (i) above 

be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

Similarly, the use of the auxiliary verb ḓi should be accepted as the proper way of 

writing in the language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of the 

auxiliary verb ḓi in (ii) above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

● The rule for use of the prefix ka- 

 

i. The numeral prefix ka is always written together with the numeral such 

as in kararu ‘thrice’. 

The use of the prefix ka should be accepted as the proper way of writing it in the 

language.  It is recommended that this convention on the use of prefix ka in (i) above 

be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

The use of Suffixes 

 

● The rule for use of the common suffix -kuku.  

 

i. The common suffix -kuku does not take a hyphen when it is attached 

to a word and it is written as in makhulukuku ‘great grandparent’. 

The use of the suffix -kuku should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix -kuku in (i) 

above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 
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● The rule for use of the common suffix -kadzi.  

 

i. The common suffix -kadzi does not take a hyphen when it is attached 

to a word and it is written as in mbudzikadzi ‘she goat’. 

The use of the suffix kadzi should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix kadzi in (i) 

above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

i. The rule for use of the common suffix -lume.  

ii. The common suffix -lume does not take a hyphen when it is attached 

to a word and it is written as in malume ‘uncle’ 

The use of the suffix lume should be accepted as the proper way of writing in the 

language. It is recommended that this convention on the use of suffix lume in (i) 

above be included as it is in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

The use of Processes 

 

● The rules for the use of word combinations: 

 

i. Word combinations can be used as one word in plain reduplications for 

 the sake of emphasis or to express a recurring action. Such 

 combinations are written as one word without a hyphen as in kulekule 

 ‘far away’. 

 

ii. Word combinations can be written as one word without a hyphen 

 similar to reduplication when only the latter part of the word is 

 repeated, but the former first part is not repeated as in mushumishumi 

 ‘a good worker’.  
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iii. Word combinations can be written as one word when they express one 

 concept as in maḓautsha ‘dawn’ or mulindathavha ‘the guardian of 

 the mountain’. 

 

iv. Word combinations in compound expressions that consist of phrases 

 can be written as one word as in nyamutsangadavhi ‘one who 

 descend by the branch’. 

 

v. Word combinations can be written as two words when a noun and an 

 adjective with the same prefix mu- are used as in muri muhulu ‘big 

 tree’. 

 

vi. Word combinations should be avoided where possible to help the semi-

 literate to read Musikaḽiṱaḓulu may for instance be written as Musiki 

 wa Ḽiṱaḓulu ‘Creator of Heavens’. 

The researcher is of the view that these rules for the use of the word combinations 

be accepted as the proper way of writing in the language. It is recommended that 

this convention on the use of word combinations in (ii) to (vi) above be included as 

they are in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

However, there is another view on the use of plain reduplication to indicate emphasis 

or expression of a recurring activity. This should be written with a hyphen as follows:  

i. kule-kule ‘far away’. 

ii. gidima-gidima ‘jog’. 

iii. tamba-tamba ‘play’. 

 

The use of other words 

 

 i. Proper names should be written as one word: Aḽidzulwi ‘not stayed’. 

 ii. Imperative should be writtenas one word: Imbani derived from inwi + 

  imba‘ sing’. 
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Loan words  

 

Loan words should be written as pronounced without some vowels in certain sounds 

such as: 

i. Abrahamu derived from Abraham. 

ii. Afrika derived from Africa. 

iii. Phrofesa derived from Professor. 

iv. Muphrista derived from Priest. 

v. Muafrika derived from African person. 

 

The researcher is of the view that the rules on the use of loan words does not 

consider what actually happens in the language. Not all loan words are written as 

pronounced, there are those that are written according to the CVCV pattern. These 

examples are indicated as follows in Van Warmelo (1989): 

 

Words Borrowed from English 

 

i. aina ‘iron’. 

ii. afukoroni ‘halfcrown’. 

iii. ayini ‘iron’. 

iv. awara ‘hour’. 

v. betsho ‘badge’. 

vi. betsha ‘bet’. 

vii. bisimusi ‘business’. 

viii. bisikiti ‘biscuit’. 

ix. butshara ‘butchery’. 

x. ḓeri ‘dairy’. 

xi. ḓiramu ‘drum’. 

xii. ḓiraiva ‘driver’. 

xiii. dazeni ‘dozen’. 

xiv. dipisa ‘dip’. 

xv. dokotela ‘doctor’. 

xvi. donngi ‘donkey’. 
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xvii. dzhamo/dzhamu ‘jam’. 

xviii. dzhele ‘gaol’. 

xix. dzhinifomo ‘uniform’. 

xx. egere ‘accre’. 

xxi. eposoni ‘epsom salts’. 

xxii. faḓini ‘farthing’. 

xxiii. fola ‘fall in drill’. 

xxiv. fomo ‘form’. 

xxv. fulethe ‘flat’. 

xxvi. gadaphele ‘avocado pear’. 

 

Words Borrowed from Afrikaans: 

 

i. apulakoswo ‘appelkoos’ apple. 

ii. balaga ‘balk’ pole. 

iii. bammbiri ‘pampier’ paper. 

iv. bambahosi ‘pampelmoes’ lemon. 

v. baswoba ‘pas op’ beware. 

vi. beregesi ‘perskie” peach. 

vii. bigiri ‘beker’ cup. 

viii. Bivhili ‘bybel’ Bible 

ix. biriki ‘briek’ break. 

x. boroho ‘brug’ bridge. 

xi. ḓafula ‘tafel table. 

xii. ḓabula ‘ertappel’ potato. 

xiii. ḓaraṱa ‘draad’ wire. 

xiv. ḓilogo ‘klok’ bell. 

xv.  ḓiromu ‘drom’ drum. 

xvi. ḓologi ‘tolk’ interpreter. 

xvii. dekesela ‘deksel’ lid. 

xviii. deu ‘tou’ rope. 

xix. dennde ‘tent’ tent. 

xx.  disheleni ‘tien sjielings’ ten shillings. 

xxi. dzhasi ‘jas’ jacket. 
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xxii. emere ‘emmer’ bucket. 

xxiii. eregisi ‘ertjies’ pea. 

xxiv. fadugu ‘vadoek’ dish cloth. 

xxv. fagi ‘vaatjie’ barrel. 

xxvi. fandesi ‘vendusie’ auction. 

xxvii. fasikoṱi ‘voorskoot’ apron. 

xxviii. fasiṱere ‘venster’ window. 

xxix. forogisi ‘vuurhoutjies’ matches. 

xxx. forogo ‘vurk’ fork. 

xxxi. foroma ‘vorm’ form. 

xxxii. foromo ‘vorm’ form. 

xxxiii. fulaga ‘vlag’ flag. 

xxxiv. furaha ‘vrag’ load. 

xxxv. galaga ‘kalk’ lime. 

xxxvi. galaguni ‘kalkoen’ turkey. 

xxxvii. ganḓoro ‘kantoor’ office. 

xxxviii. gofhi ‘koffie’ coffee. 

xxxix. iri ‘uur’ hour. 

 

Words Borrowed from Sotho Languages 

 

i. doba ‘topa’ pick up. 

ii. duga ‘tuka’ blaze. 

iii. dzhia ‘tsea’ take. 

iv. dzwala ‘tswala’ bear. 

 

Words Borrowed from Nguni Languages 

 

i. babalasi ‘ibabalazi’ hang-over. 

ii. daka ‘udaka’ mud used as mortar. 

iii. duvhula ‘dubula’ hit. 

iv. dzhiga ‘jika’ turn. 

v. kavhanga ‘cabanga’ uncertain. 
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Words Borrowed from Portuguese 

 

i. ganya ‘ganhar’ to be rich. 

ii. ganzhe ‘ganchar’ padlock. 

 

In dealing with loan words ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) indicates that they must be written as pronounced. It also says 

that the repeated alternative form in a term is left out and an inclined stroke is used 

to indicate omission in the translation equivalent. 

 

Examples of loan words, or phrases include the folllowing: 

 

i. circuit inspector: muimangeli / sipikiṱere wa ḽiisela. 

ii. district surgeon: dokotela wa hulumeni /muvhuso/ tshiṱiriki. 

 

Other words 

 

i. ri as a verb : tsho ri ‘says’. 

ii. uri as a conjunctive: o ḓa uri ‘he/she came that’. 

iii. uri following possessive pronominal concord is written separate: tsha uri / 

ya uri ‘of’. 

iv. uri in single conjunctions are written as one word: zwauri / ngauri ‘because’. 

v. vhuḓi as a noun is written separate: vhuḓi vhu sa fheli ‘endless beauty’. 

vi. vhuḓi after possessive pronoun : wavhuḓi ‘nice’. 

 

(g)  The letters C and Q  

 

The deafening silence of Musehane (2015c) on the use of letters c, j and q in 

Tshivenḓa orthography, does not contribute much to the writing of Tshivenḓa 

orthography document. 
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‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) reveals that 

the letters c and q are not used in any words in the language. These letters are 

permissible in personal names of foreign origin by reason of the fact that proper 

names are a matter of personal taste (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

The orthography is explicitly silent about the use of the letter j, although it is 

represented in the chart of consonants alongside the sounds dzh and nzh. This 

suggests that it could be used as a variant for sounds dzh and zh in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  The  decision  to  use 

j for both dzh and zh sounds is confusing.  

 

The researcher is of the view that the use of the letters c, j and q should be left for 

personal names derived from English and Afrikaans. It is recommended that this 

convention be explicitly stated in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’  

(PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

(h)  The Syllabic Nasal 

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) does not 

explicitly describe the rules on the use of the syllabic nasals. The orthography 

reveals what could be regarded as rules for dealing with syllabic nasals in the 

language. These rules cover a number of factors such as the number, phonetic 

nasals, voiceless consonant and the writing of t nasal sounds. In Tshivenḓa, the 

orthography reveals three syllabic nasals namely nn, nṋ and nṅ. With regard to nasal 

sounds in Tshivenḓa, Musehane (2015c) states that they must be written as spoken 

or pronounced. 

 

The Phonetic Rule 

 

Tshivenḓa has the phonetic rule that a syllabic nasal does not occur before a 

voiceless consonant (PanSALB, 2008a).  
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The Voiceless Consonant 

 

As Tshivenḓa has the phonetic rule that a syllabic nasal does not occur before a 

voiceless consonant, the orthography reveals that nasal sounds are written as. Mme 

(mother), nṋa (four), nṅoṅa (buzz), mmbwa (dog), mmvi (grey hair) and nnzi (cord). 

However, we also write, mphwe (sugar cane or ostrich), mpfo (wooden spoon), 

mpha (give), nta (choose), nkho (large beer pot), nṱhu (berry), ntho (wound) and 

nṱhwa (wing termite nymph) where the velar n does not take the dot.  

 

The writing of the nasal sounds 

 

The syllabic nasals nn, nṋ and nṅ are written as such everywhere except before k, t, 

p and ṱ. This is because of the rule stated above that says that in Tshivenḓa a 

phonetic rule requires that a syllabic nasal should not be written before a voiceless 

consonant.  

 

Moreover where there are two syllabic nasals sitting next to each other, the second 

letter is provided with diacritic marking. 

 

Again, the orthography reveals that other combinations exist that are preceded by 

the syllabic nasal so that the first letter of the second sound is marked by diacritic 

marking.  Therefore, it is written as nṱhu (berry) or nṅo (quite). 

 

This practice also applies to other combinations such as nnḓu (house). The diacritic 

is supplied to the terminal letter only although its function applies to the whole letter 

group. 

 

(i) The words khufha and hufha 

 

The orthography reveals that in the doubling of vowels, the words khufha and hufha 

are treated in an exceptional way as they are written with one u. These are treated 

as conjunctions in Tshivenḓa. Their usages in the sentences can be presented as 

follows: 
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i. khufha: khufha u sa nga wani malamba ‘Seeing that you will not get rewards’. 

 

ii. hufha: Hufha ndo ni thusa nga masheleni, a ni rengi zwiḽiwa ‘ Seeing that I 

have helped you with money, don’t you buy food?’. 

 

The researcher is of the view that the decision to write khufha and hufha with one u 

is not scientific. The two conjunctions do not sound like hufha (or khupha) for ‘to 

gather together as dry leaves’. The spoken khufha and hufha sound as khuufha and 

huufha with the two vowel u.  

 

For this reason, these words should be spelt as khuufha and huufha if Tshivenḓa 

wants to be consistent with the suggestion that words must be spelt the way they are 

pronounced. It is equally disturbing when one considers that none of the literature 

reviewed ever mention these two conjunctions. 

 

(j) Counting System  

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) states that 

the counting should be original and natural, but the new way of counting may be 

accepted. 

 

What ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

regards as the old way of counting is as follows: 

 

i. 1: nthihi. 

ii. 2: mbili. 

iii. 3: tharu. 

iv. 4: nṋa. 

v. 5: ṱhanu. 

vi. 6: ṱhanu na nthihi. 

vii. 7: ṱhanu na mbili. 

viii. 8: ṱhanu na ntharu. 

ix. 9: ṱhanu na nṋa. 
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x. 10: fumi. 

xi. 20: mahumi mavhili. 

xii. 100: ḓana. 

xiii. 200: maḓana mavhili. 

xiv. 1000: ḽikhulo. 

 

The old way of counting stated above should not be confused with the archaic or 

unused methods of counting once employed in the language.  In Tshivenḓa, there 

are two types of counting, that, today are no longer used but has been relegated to 

the singing of children. This type of counting can be indicated as follows (Ngwana, 

1958): 

 

i. 1:  poṱilo ‘one’. 

ii. 2:  hangala ‘two’. 

iii. 3: hangale ‘three’. 

iv. 4:  nda tema ‘four’. 

v. 5:  temiso ‘five’. 

vi. 6:  tshiṋoni ‘six’. 

vii.  7:  tsha gala ‘seven’. 

viii.  8:  mutanda ‘eight’. 

ix.  9:  manḓule ‘nine’. 

x. 10:  gumi wee ‘ten’. 

 

What ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

regards as the new way of counting as follows: 

 

i. 1:  nthihi ‘one’. 

ii. 2:  mbili ‘two’. 

iii. 3:  tharu ‘three’. 

iv. 4:  nṋa ‘four’. 

v. 5:  ṱhanu ‘five’. 

vi. 6:  rathi ‘six’. 

vii. 7: sumbe ‘seven’. 

viii. 8: malo ‘eight’. 
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ix. 9: ṱahe ‘nine’. 

x. 10:  fumi ‘ten’. 

xi. 20:  fumbili ‘twenty’. 

xii. 30: furaru ‘thirty’. 

xiii. 100: ḓana ‘one hundred’. 

xiv. 200: ḓambili ‘two hundred’. 

xv. 1000: Tshigidi ‘one thousand’ 

 

It is clear that learners and other users still use what the Tshivenḓa orthography 

document calls the old ways of counting. The phrase ‘the new way of counting may 

be used’ suggest that Tshivenḓa orthography still approve the old ways of counting 

(PanSALB, 2008a). Surprising enough is the fact that the old ways counting is not 

listed in Tshivenḓa orthography document. 

 

4.2.1.5.3   Haphazardly Presented Rules 

 

There are rules that in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a), that are discussed haphazardly somewhere in the document, but 

without a clear structure. They are not numbered or put in a list of some kind. 

 

(a) Abbreviations 

  

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) provides a 

list of abbreviations immediately following the foreword. The following abbreviations 

are supplied:  

 

i. (adj) adjective/ḽiṱaluli. 

ii. (ad.) adverb/ḽiḓadzisi. 

iii. (anat.) anatomical/anathomi. 

iv. (arith.) arithmetical/ngudambalo.  

v. (Bibl.) Biblical/ngudabivhili.  

vi. (biol.) biological/ngudavhutshilo. 

vii. (bot.) botanical/bothani. 
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viii. (chem.) chemical/ngudakhemiki. 

ix. (eccles.) ecclesiastical/vhufunzi. 

x. (geog.) geographical/ngudashango . 

xi. (geom.) geometrical/dzhiometri. 

xii. (gram.) grammatical/ngudaluambo. 

xiii. (math.) mathematical/ngudambalo/metse. 

xiv. (mus.) music/muzika. 

xv. (n) nominal/dzina. 

xvi. (needlew.) needlework/murungo.  

xvii. (physiol.) physiological/fisioḽodzhi/ji. 

xviii. (theol.) theological/ thyioḽodzhi/ji. 

xix. (v) (verb) ḽiiti. 

xx. (v.i.) verb intransitive/ḽiiti ḽi si na tshiitwa. 

xxi. (v.t.) verb transitive/ḽiiti ḽa tshiitwa. 

xxii. (zool) zoological/ngudaphukha. 

 

Some of the Tshivenḓa equivalents of the above abbreviations are given as follows: 

 

i. (dzin) dzina ‘noun’. 

ii. (ḽisa) ḽisala ‘pronoun’. 

iii. (ḽii) ḽiiti ‘verb’. 

iv. (ḽiḓa) ḽiḓadzisi ‘adverb’. 

v. (ḽiṱalu) ḽiṱaluli ‘adjective’. 

vi. (ḽiṱang) ḽiṱanganyi ´conjunction’. 

vii.  (ḽisu) ḽisumbi ‘demonstrative’. 

viii.  (ḽiny) ḽinyanyu ‘ideophone’. 

ix.  (ḽiar) ḽiaravhi ‘interjection’. 

 

In ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) there is no 

rule governing how a word should be abbreviated or contracted. This is in contrast to 

other languages such as Afrikaans where a representative list of abbreviations 

including acronyms and the names of some institutions that may no longer exist or 

that were renamed is provided in the back matter and rules governing Afrikaans 
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abbreviations and acronyms are provided in the abbreviation section of the rules 

(Alberts, 2013). 

 

The researcher is of the view that these abbreviations in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) are not written correctly. There should 

be a better way of writing them. It is recommended that these and other 

abbreviations found in the earlier versions of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ be written in the following way: 

 

Abbreviations for word categories: 

i. (ḽiḓa) Ḽidadzisi ‘adverb’.  

ii. (ḽiṱalu) Ḽiṱaluli ‘adjective’. 

iii. (dzin) Dzina ‘noun’.  

iv. (ḽiara) Ḽiaravhi ‘interjection’.  

v. (ḽisa) Ḽisala ‘pronoun’.  

vi. (ḽii) Ḽiiti ‘verb’.  

vii. (ḽinya) Ḽinyanyu ‘ideophone’.  

viii. (ḽisu) Ḽisumbi ‘demonstrative’.  

ix. (ḽiṱang) Ḽiṱanganyi ‘conjunction’.  

 

The abbreviations for other categories are indicated as follows in the older 

orthography document: 

 

i. (n.z.) na zwiṅwe ‘et cetera’ 

ii. (mbl.) mbalelano ‘account’ 

iii. (thk.) thekenelo ‘answer’ 

iv. (t.) theo ‘base’ 

v. (bḓ.) boḓelo ‘bottle’ 

vi. (b.p.) badela poswoni ‘cash on delivery’ 

vii. (m.t.v.) mutengo wa tshinyalelo na vhuendedzi ‘cost, insurance and freight 

price’ 
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viii. (dk.) ndaka ‘property’ 

ix. (kt.) khiredithi ‘credit’ 

x. (kb.) khubu ‘cubic’ 

xi. (ft.kh.) futhi khubu ‘cubic foot’ 

xii. (in.kh.) inzhi khubu ‘cubic inch’ 

xiii. (dzh.kh.) dzharaṱa khubu ‘cubic yard’ 

xiv. (fig.) figara ‘figure’ 

xv. (b.n.m.) badela na muhodo ‘cash with order’ 

xvi. (mḓ.) muelaḓana ‘hundredweight’ 

xvii. (dm) desimetere ‘decimetrer’ 

xviii. daz.) dazeni ‘dozen’ 

xix. (dt.) debithi ‘debit’ 

xx. (t.k.b.) tshayambadelo kha bodo ‘free on board’ 

xxi. (mz.m.) muelozwawo muhulwane ‘greatest common measure’ 

xxii. (g) giramu ‘gram’ 

xxiii. (kg) khilogiramu ‘kilogram’ 

xxiv. (km) khiḽomitha ‘kilometer’ 

xxv. (mnt) munithi ‘minute’ 

xxvi. (m.n.i.) maela nga iri ‘miles per hour’ 

xxvii. (ṅw.) ṅwedzi ‘month’ 

xxviii. (n.ṅw.) nga ṅwedzi ‘per month’ 

xxix. (Vhaf.) Vhafunzi ‘Reverend’ 

xxx. (ṅh.) ṅwaha ‘year’ 

xxxi. (tkw.ft.) tshikweafuthi ‘square foot’ 

xxxii. (tkw.in.) tshikweainzhi ‘square inch’ 

xxxiii. (tkw.ml.) tshikweamaela ‘square mile’ 

xxxiv. (tkw.dzh.) tshikweadzharaṱa ‘square yard’ 

 

(b) Accent  

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) does not 

mark the accent in writing. This is in contrast with other languages such as 

Afrikaans, which place accent marks (´) on vowels and dipthongs. Currently in 
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‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), there is no 

mention of the presence of the dipthongs. 

 

(c) Hyphens 

 

With regard to the use of the hyphen, Alberts (2013) states that if there is not enough 

space in a line, words should preferably be shifted in full to the next line. Moreover 

rather than using hyphens to divide words, it can be done taking into consideration 

the prefixes, syllables and suffixes. 

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) indicates 

that hyphens are not deemed necessary in the language. No reason is provided as 

to why the hyphen is not deemed necessary in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

In other languages such as Afrikaans, hyphens have several different usages in 

spelling conventions (Alberts, 2013). This can be seen from about thirty eight rules 

created to deal with the hyphens. Alberts (2013) states that the rules on the usage of 

hyphens in Afrikaans orthography are there “to assist with the readability of a word, 

to join words in a specific combination, to indicate a specific meaning, to use as a 

mark to indicate omission and to indicate a break in a word that cannot be written in 

full in a given context”.  

 

(d) Plural Forms  

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) indicates 

that plural forms are derived according to the rules of the language. The indication of 

the plural form may be realised in wordlist where a single form may have a plural 

form shown in brackets.  
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This is not the same with Afrikaans orthography (Alberts, 2013) that have plural 

forms interdependent with issues such as vowels occurring in open and closed 

syllables, duplication of consonants, the use of the apostrophe, the use of diacritics, 

proper and appellative nouns, words of foreign heritage, job and title designations, 

abbreviations, and variants. In cases where doubt may arise as to the noun class to 

which it belongs, the plural form is shown in brackets. 

 

(e)  Disjunctive and Conjunctive Systems of Writing 

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), indicates 

that the language uses a disjunctive system of writing. This system is not solely 

applied to all instances of writing Tshivenḓa words. There are certain words that are 

written conjunctively. 

 

Alberts (2013) states that Afrikaans is an example of how difficult it is to determine 

whether words should be written disjunctively or conjunctively. Moreover she 

advisesthat rules must be developed to address these issues. 

 

(f) Diminutives  

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) does not 

indicate explicit rules for diminutives in the language. In Afrikaans orthography rules 

on diminutes involve suffixes that denote diminutive forms. In Tshivenḓa diminutives 

are formed by either using prefixes or suffixes, or both such as in: 

 

i. tshi: tshitanda ‘small wood’ 

ii. lu: luḓu ‘small house’ 

iii. ku: kwana ‘small child’ 

iv. ana: mbudzana ‘small goat’ or ‘baby goat’ 

v. nyana: tshifhinganyana ‘small time’ 
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Alberts (2013) suggests that adequate rules should be formulated to address the 

spelling conventions regarding diminutives.  

 

(g) Vowels and Consonants  

 

It has already been indicated that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’  (PanSALB, 2008a) is based on the Meinhof-Lepsius system, that means 

that the letters of the Roman alphabet are used. Of the twenty-six letters of the 

Roman alphabet, only twenty-three are used in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  

 

These twenty-three letters of the Roman alphabet exclude the three letters c, j and 

q.  On top of these twenty-three letters of the Roman alphabet, ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), adds five more phonemic letters, 

namely, ṋ, ḽ, ḓ, ṱ and ṅ. These five phonemic letters are marked with diacritic marks. 

The two symbols for these diacritic marks are the circumflex (^) and a period (.). The 

circumflex marks the dental sounds ṱ, ṱh, ḓ, ḽ and ṋ on their bottoms to differentiate 

them from their alveolar equivalents. The period marks the velar sound ṅ above it to 

differentiate it from its alveolar equivalents.  

 

Though Tshivenḓa, like most other African languages, employs a seven vowel 

system, only five characters are used. These characters are a, e, i, o and u. The 

difference in pronunciation of these characters brings into play two more characters, 

being the open vowels e and o. The difference between the closed and the open 

vowels e and o is not indicated in writing. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) reveals that double vowels are used in the language. 

Double vowels indicate a long vowel, for example mboo, hafhaḽaa, or two syllabic 

vowels for example a sa vhee, in cases where they are pronounced in this manner. 
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CHART  OF  THE  ORTHOGRAPHIC  REPRESENTATION  OF  TSHIVENḒA 

CONSONANTS 

 B
ila

b
ia

l 

D
e
n

ti-la
b

ia
l 

D
e
n

ta
l 

L
a
b

io
-a

lv
e

o
la

r 

a
lv

e
o

la
r 

P
a

la
ta

l 

V
e

la
r 

a
lv

e
o

-p
a
la

ta
l 

la
b

io
-v

e
la

 

PLOSIVE 

         

Ejective p  ṱ  t ty K ty mbw 

Aspirate ph  ṱh  th thy Kh dy  

Voiced b  ḓ  d  G   

NASAL     ng     

Continuous m  ṋ  n ny ṅ   

Syllabic mm    r     

Rolled     r     

Lateral   ḽ  l     

FRICATIVE          

Voiceless fh f  sw s x    

Voiced vh v  zw z     

AFFRICATE          

Ejective  pv  tzw tz tzh    

Aspirate  pf  tsw ts tsh    

Voiced  bv  dzw dz dzh/j nzh/n

j 

  

Semivowel w         

h is a voiceless aspirate 

 

In the representation of these sounds inside or outside the chart, in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) fifty-two consonants 

sounds are indicated as follows:  

 

i. Nine bilabial sounds inside the chart 

ii. Five denti-labial sounds inside the chart 

iii. Four dental sounds inside the chart 
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iv. Five labio-alveolar sounds inside the chart 

v. Eleven alveolar sounds inside the chart 

vi. Nine palatal sounds inside the chart with two variant sounds of the letter j. 

vii. Five velar sounds inside the chart 

viii. Two alveo-palatal sounds inside the chart 

ix. One labio-velar sound inside the chart 

x. One glottal sound outside the chart 

 

The consonants that are not employed in the chart are c and q. In the chart there are 

several consonant sounds that were listed in a wrong way. For example: 

 

i. ty:  This sound is presented as both palatal and alveo-palatal; both are 

 ejective plosives. 

ii. r:  The sound is presented as asyllabic nasal; it is also indicated as an 

 alveolar sound. 

iii. ng: The sound is presented as anasal, without indicating whether it is 

 continuous, syllabic, rolled or lateral. It is also indicated as analveolar 

 sound. 

iv. h:  The sound is indicated as a voiceless aspirate. 

v. j:  The sound is indicated as a variant of dzh palatal sound. It is indicated 

 as a voiced affricate. 

vi. nj:  The sound is indicated as a variant of nzh velar sound. It is indicated 

 as a voiced affricate. 

 

In the section in ‘‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a) just before the presentation of the chart on consonants, the following 

inconsistencies appear: 

 

i. The rule on the use of diacritics marks is numbered alphabetically with the 

rules on the usage of the velar sound, the treatment of the letter q, the vowel 

system and the double vowel system. 

 

ii. The main numbering system of the above rules is the Roman figures (i) to 

(v) with a subsection of numbering system of (a) to (b). 
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The numbering system contrasts with what Alberts (2013) suggests when she says 

that the rules should be arranged alphabetically to allow for easy access to 

information and that all rules should be numbered under the alphabetically arranged 

category. 

 

Other inconsistencies with regard to the presentation of the consonants in the chart, 

include the glottal sound, the rules on clicks and implosives, and the disjunctive 

system of writing. The inconsistency with regard to the glottal sound h centres on its 

presentation outside the chart while the other sounds were presented inside the 

chart. Furthermore, the rule on clicks and implosives is also presented outside the 

chart, not with other rules. This also applies to the rule on the disjunctive system of 

writing the language, which is also indicated outside the chart. Moreover, the above 

three rules in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) 

are not numbered, nor are they treated as part of the other rules or as part of an 

arranged category. 

 

What is surprising is that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) states that it includes rules that have been agreed upon and 

formulated to reach a greater measure of uniformity. These rules are presented as 

follows: 

 

i. Negative forms 

ii. The apostrophe 

iii. Demonstratives and copulative demonstratives 

iv. Capitals 

v. Diacritics 

vi. Word division 

vii. The letters C and Q 

viii. The syllabic nasal 

ix. The words khufha and hufha 

x. Counting system 
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The above rules tin ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a) that were supposedly agreed upon by the different members of Tshivenḓa 

National Language Body, are not written chronologically or in an alphabetical 

manner. These ten rules are not treated as part of the other rules in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

Tshivenḓa, unlike Afrikaans, does not reveal factors that influence the use of vowels 

in the language. Afrikaans orthography reveals factors such as open or closed 

syllables, stress, the origin of the word, the origin of prefixes and suffixes in 

combination with the base word, the sound environment, and traditions that influence 

the use of vowels (Alberts, 2013).  

 

The use of consonants in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a), is not problematic. Most of its uses can be traced to other 

languages such as Afrikaans, which uses consonant letters to pronounce letters, to 

reveal tenses and for the duplication of vowels between vowels (Alberts, 2013). 

Vowels and consonants provide several spelling variation possibilities in Tshivenda 

language. 

 

(h) Numbers, Figures and Symbols  

 

Nothing is said in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ document 

about writing words and symbols together. In Afrikaans orthography, in particular 

rules provide direction on how to write words and groups of words in combination 

with numbers, figures and symbols (Alberts, 2013). For example: 

 

i. Fomethe ya A4 for A4 format 

ii. Ndima ya 2 for Chapter 2 

iii. Kg dza 20 for 20kg 

iv. 16 Tshimedzi 1962 for 16 October 1962 

v. Rannda dza 10 for R10 

vi. Awara 3 for 3 hours 
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4.2.1.6 Back Matter  

 

The back matter is defined as that part of a document that ‘constitutes the outer text’ 

(Gouws, et. al., 2006:57).  In ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a) there is no back matter section. The absence of this section robs 

the users of the following important subsections:  

 

i. a list of abbreviations,  

ii. a list of international geographical names,  

iii. a transliteration table. 

iv. colloquial words 

v. future plans on the development of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa ’  

vi. establishment of an orthography forum 

vii. discussion on orthography in the social media 

viii. the production of an electronic version of the document on orthography and 

grammar 

 

4.2.1.7 Other Technical Aspects of PanSALB Spelling Rules 

 

There are technical aspects of PanSALB spelling rules that the researcher 

evaluated. These include the numbering systems, presentation of materials, 

separation of sections, the names of the rules and translation of phrases in the rules.  

 

(a) The Numbering System  

 

The numbering system of a document is important as it indicates in-text references. 

Texts are numbered in a document either in aphabetical or numerical order. In 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a), there are 

three types of numbering that can be identified as follows: 
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i. the numbering of the foreword with numerals and alphabets 

ii. the numbering of orthography rules with Roman figures and alphabets 

iii. The numbering of spelling rules with numerals, alphabets and Roman 

figures. 

 

There are three sections in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

PanSALB, 2008a) that have been numbered independently from each other. This 

numbering system does not help in achieving communicative equivalence. 

 

Moreover, there is no page numbering in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). It is not so with other orthographies such as 

isiXhosa, Setswana, isiZulu, isiNdebele, Sesotho, Xitsonga and Sesotho sa Leboa. 

In the Siswati orthography the pages of the orthography booklet are numbered 

according to sections (PanSALB, 2008a & PanSALB, 2008b).  

 

The researcher is of the view that proper numbering system should be maintained 

throughout ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

(b) The Presentation of the Materials  

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) presents the 

rules in both Tshivenḓa and English. It is similar with, isiXhosa and Siswati 

orthographies where the booklets are divided into two sections. The first section s 

deals with indigenous languages while the second section provides the rules in 

English.  

 

In the booklets of other orthographies such as Xitsonga, Sesotho sa Leboa, Sesotho, 

Setswana, isiZulu and isiNdebele, the rules are presented in the indigenous 

languages only. 

 

The researcher is of the view that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) should have two main sections. The first section 

should deal with rules in Tshivenḓa and the second section should provide the rules 

for Tshivenḓa in English.  This arrangement will enable learners and other users who 
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do not necessarily come from the same language group to retrieve information with 

ease and achieve multilingualism as propagated by Pan South African Language 

Board (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

(c) The Separation of Sections 

 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) utilises 

separate sections to deal with spelling and orthography rules. It starts with 

orthography rules and then the spelling rules follow. It is so with PanSALB 

documents for isiXhosa, Setswana, isiNdebele and Siswati, where the two sections 

are discussed independent of each other.  

 

Other orthographies such as Xitsonga, Sesotho sa Leboa, Sesotho and isiXhosa do 

not have separate sections for spelling rules and for orthography rules.  

 

The researcher is of the view that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a) should have a section dealing with spelling rules and 

another section dealing with orthography rules. This arrangement will help learners 

and other users to study and know spelling rules independent from orthography 

rules. 

 

(d) The Names of the Spelling and Orthography Rules  

 

The title of the booklets on spelling and orthography rules appear on the cover or 

inside the orthography booklets. The titles of the booklets on the orthographies of 

other languages appear as follows: 

 

i. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa 2008’ (PanSALB, 

2008a). 

ii. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi lwesiXhosa 2008’ (PanSALB, 

2008i). 

iii. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama lwesiZulu 2008’ (PanSALB, 2008d). 

iv. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda IsiNdebele 2008’ (PanSALB, 2008f). 

v. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama lweSiswati 2008’ (PanSALB, 2008b). 
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vi. Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto ya Sesotho sa Leboa 2008’ (PanSALB, 

2008e). 

vii. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto Setswana 2008’ (PanSALB, 2008g). 

viii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong wa Sesotho 

2008’ (PanSALB, 2008c). 

ix. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo ya Xitsonga 2008’ (PanSALB, 2008h). 

 

Originally the titles of the Spelling and Orthography Rules for nine African languages 

as indicated in the Terminology and Orthography Rules documents were presented 

as follows: 

 

i. Sesotho Sa Leboa Terminology No. 4 (South Africa, 1998a)IsiNdebele 

Terminology and Orthography No.1 (South Africa, 2000) 

ii. Setswana Terminology and Orthography No.4 (South Africa, 1988b) 

iii. Venda Terminology and Orthography No 3 (South Africa, 1972a) 

iv. iTheminoloji nemitsetvo yesesipelingi yesiSwati (South Africa, 1980) 

v. Tsonga Terminology and Orthography No 3 (South Africa, 1972b) 

vi. Sesotho Terminology and Orthography No 4. (South Africa, 1992) 

vii. isiZulu Terminology and Orthography. (South Africa, 1962a) 

viii. Xhosa Terminology and Orthography (South Africa, 1962b) 

 

With the exception of the name of the Siswati orthography, the other eight 

indigenous languages have English titles. Looking at the above English names, the 

researcher observes the usage of the phrase ‘terminology and orthography list’ 

frequently. Moreover, there is Sesotho sa Leboa that does not have the phrase 

‘terminology and orthography list’ but has the phrase ‘terminology list’. 

 

The titles of the Spelling and Orthography Rules for nine African languages can 

therefore be grouped into three groups. First there are those that use the phrase 

‘terminology and orthography list’. Then there are those that use the phrase 

‘terminology list’. Lastly there are those that got their names from their indigenous 

version of the name. 
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Inside the isiNdebele booklet the title of the same booklet is ‘Imithetho Yokupeleda 

Nokutlola (PanSALB, 2008f:14).  Surprisingly, on the cover page of the same 

booklet, one finds a different title, namely, Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda 

isiNdebele’ (PanSALB, 2008f). 

 

Similarly the content evaluation of the Sesotho sa Leboa booklet reveals that its title 

is Melao ya Mopeleto le Mongwalo (PanSALB, 2008f:3). Yet, on the cover of the 

booklet it reflects the following title: Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto ya Sesotho sa 

Leboa (PanSALB, 2008e).  

 

One woulg think that the inconsistency of reflecting titles of orthography booklets 

would only occur in a few instances. To one’s disappointment, it also occurs in 

Setswana booklet called Melawana ya Mopeleto le Mokwalo (PanSALB, 2008g). In 

contrast, on the cover of the booklet it is written Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto 

Setswana (PanSALB, 2008g). This shows clearly that PanSALB failed to translate 

phrases from English into Setswana following the correct methods and procedures. 

 

There are many inconsistencies with regard to the writing of phrases in the spelling 

and orthography rules. In Setswana spelling and orthography rules, the following 

phrases are written interchangeably, mokwalo le mopeleto on the cover page, and 

on subsequently mopeleto le mokwalo’(2008:9), ‘mopeleto le mareo’ (2008:9,10), 

‘dibukana tsa melawana’ (2008:9) and ‘bukana ya melawana ‘(2008:10). With such 

inconsisteny, it is no wonder that spelling rules also seem confusing to the readers. 

 

(e) The orthographies with the phrase terminology and orthography list’ 

 

It has already been indicated that the booklets that can be grouped under the phrase 

‘terminology and orthography list’ are isiNdebele, Setswana, Venda, Tsonga, 

Sesotho, isiZulu and IsiXhosa languages.  

 

i. IsiNdebele Terminology and Orthography no.1 (South Africa, 2000). 

ii. Setswana Terminology and Orthography no.4 (South Africa, 1988). 

iii. Venda Terminology and Orthography no 3 (South Africa, 1972b). 

iv. Tsonga Terminology and Orthography no 3 (South Africa, 1972b). 
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v. Sesotho Terminology and Orthography no 4. (South Africa, 1992). 

vi. isiZulu Terminology and Orthography (South Africa, 1962a). 

vii. Xhosa Terminology and Orthography (South Africa, 1962b). 

 

When PanSALB revised the spelling and orthographic rules of nine indigenous 

African languages, their names were also translated. The booklets of the above six 

indigenous languages assumed the following indigenous names. 

 

i. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). 

ii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong wa Sesotho 

(PanSALB, 2008c). 

iii. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama lwesiZulu (PanSALB, 2008d). 

iv. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda IsiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008f). 

v. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto Setswana (PanSALB, 2008g). 

vi. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo ya Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h). 

vii. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi lwesiXhosa (PanSALB, 2008i). 

 

Looking at the translation of the phrase ‘terminology and orthography list’ in most of 

the African names, a number of observations can be made with respect to the 

translation of the word rules, which can be listed as follows:  

 

i. ‘Milayo in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). 

ii. Melawana in Sesotho (PanSALB, 2008c). 

iii. Imithetho in IsiZulu (PanSALB, 2008d) and IsiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008f). 

iv. Milawu in Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h). 

v. Imagaqo in IsiXhosa (PanSALB, 2008i). 

 

In order to ascertain whether the translation of the above terms is correct one has to 

get the definition of the terms from each individual dictionary of the language 

concerned. The researcher has identified the following translation equivalents of the 

selected terms: 
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i. mulayo: rule (ndayo) (South Africa, 1972a); precept; instruction; formulae 

and terminology as taught in initiation rites; hence rule of behaviour, 

commandment and (mod.) law (Van Warmelo: 1989); law, commandment; 

act (Wentzel & Muloiwa,1982). 

ii. melawana: regulations (Kriel,Prinsloo & Sathekge,1997). 

iii. imithetho:law,custom, rule, edict, statute (Doke, Malcolm, Sikakana & 

Vilakazi, 1990). 

 

The researcher is of the view that the translation of the word rules in the 

orthographies of Tshivenḓa, Sesotho, isiZulu, isiNdebele, Xitsonga and isiXhosa 

languages is correct. Similarly, the phrase ‘terminology and orthography’ was 

translated as: 

 

i. Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). 

ii. Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong in Sesotho (PanSALB, 

2008c). 

iii. Yokubhala Nobhalomagama in IsiZulu (PanSALB, 2008d). 

iv. Yokutlola Nokupeleda in isiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008f). 

v. Mokwalo le Mopeleto in Setswana (PanSALB, 2008g). 

vi. Mapeletelo na Matsalelo in Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h).  

vii. Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi in IsiXhosa (PanSALB, 2008i). 

  

The researcher is of the view that while he acknowledges the translation of the 

phrase ‘terminology and orthography’ in the name of the rule to be in the correct 

order in Tshivenḓa, Sesotho and Xitsonga languages, the view is different with 

regards to the translation of the term ‘terminology’ as kupeleṱele (Tshivenḓa), 

mopeleto (Sesotho) and mapeletelo (Xitsonga). 

 

Similarly, in isiZulu, isiNdebele, Setswana and isiXhosa, which translated the phrase 

in reverse order did not provide the correct translation equivalent of the name of the 

rules. 
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With regard to the translation of the word rules, PanSALB use similar words in the 

disjunctive orthographies. These are ‘Milayo’ in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a), 

‘melawana’ in Sesotho and Setswana (PanSALB, 2008c, PanSALB, 2008g), and 

‘milawu’ in Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h). Of greater interest is the fact that the above 

languages belong to the disjunctive systems of writing.  

 

For the conjunctive languages the words for rules vary, with IsiZulu and IsiNdebele 

(PanSALB, 2008d and PanSALB, 2008f) using imithetho and isiXhosa using 

imigaqo (PanSALB, 2008i). 

 

In translating the word spelling, PanSALB uses different words depending on 

whether the language is disjunctive or conjunctive. Most of the disjunctive and 

conjunctive languages translate the word spelling with words that show the presence 

of the root ‘pel’, for example, kupeleṱele in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a), mopeleto 

in Sesotho and Setswana (PanSALB, 2008c and PanSALB 2008g ), nokupeleda in 

IsiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008f) and mapeleto in Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h).  

 

This show that their translation equivalents were adopted from either English or 

Afrikaans through borrowing. For example: 

 

i. kupeleṱele < peleṱa : English spelt (Wentzel & Muloiwa, 1982). 

ii. mopeleto: English spelling (PanSALB, 2008e). 

iii. nokupeleda: English spelling (PanSALB, 2008f). 

iv. mapeleto: English spelling (PanSALB, 2008h). 

 

 The other languages use different words for the word ‘spelling’ in their own 

respective languages. In isiZulu the word for spelling is yokubhala (PanSALB, 

2008d) and isiXhosa uses the word yokubhalwa (PanSALB, 2008i). The two Nguni 

languages use words for ‘spelling’ that have the same root ‘bhal’ but it differs from 

the other indigenous South African official languages.  

 

The researcher’s view is that the difference is brought about due to the fact that 

isiZulu and isiXhosa did not use adoptives in the translation of the word ‘spelling’. All 

orther orthographies should be encouraged to refrain from using adoptives where 
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possible and to use instead their own words. In other words, borrowing should be 

discouraged as much as possible if a language has equivalent words to the ones 

that are borrowed from another language. This means borrowing should be utilised 

as a last resort. Otherwise, languages will lose their original morphological structure 

and end up looking like their host languages. 

 

When it comes to the word orthography, most of the languages use different words 

for example, kuṅwalele in Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a), nelubhalomagama in 

Siswati (PanSALB, 2008b), mongolong in Sesotho (PanSALB, 2008c), 

nobhalomagama in isiZulu (PanSALB, 2008d), mongwalo in Sesotho sa Leboa 

(PanSALB, 2008e), yokutlola in IsiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008f), mokwalo in 

Setswana(PanSALB, 2008g), matsalelo in Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2008h) and 

yokubhalwa in isiXhosa (PanSALB, 2008i).  

 

In order to ascertain whether the translation of the above terms is correct, it is useful 

to get the definition of the terms from each individual dictionary of the language 

concerned. The researcher has identified the following translation equivalents of the 

selected terms: 

 

i. kuṅwalele ‘writing’. 

ii. nelubhalomagama ‘writing of names’. 

iii. mongolong ‘writing’. 

iv. nobhalomagama ‘writing of names’. 

v. mongwalo ‘writing’. 

vi. yokutlola ‘writing’. 

vii. mokwalo ‘writing’. 

viii. matsalelo ‘writing’. 

ix. yokubhalwa ‘writing’. 

 

The researcher has established that the above words do not have different 

meanings. They all mean the same thing, namely the word writing, which is 

basically another way to define the word orthography. 
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Moreover, the root structure of Tshivenḓa, Sesotho, Sesotho sa Leboa and 

Setswana words for the English word orthography, sound similar. Again the Siswati, 

isiZulu and isiXhosa words for the English word orthography sound similar except 

for Siswati and isiZulu that have added the word magama. This pattern is not 

similarly observed in isiNdebele and Xitsonga orthographies that use the words 

yokutlola and matsalelo for orthography respectively. 

 

(f) Those with the Phrase ‘terminology list’ 

  

The initial name for the Siswati orthography was ‘iTheminoloji nemitsetvo 

yesesipelingi yesiSwati List’. Unlike other names, this name has the words 

‘itheminoloji’ and ‘list’ written far apart. In 2005 PanSALB produced and published 

draft documents containing spelling and orthography rules in nine indigenous African 

languages that contain the spelling and orthography reforms. The names of these 

draft rules could be indicated as follows: 

  

i. Spelling and Orthography Rules isiNdebele (PanSALB, 2005f). 

ii. Spelling and Orthography Rules isiXhosa (PanSALB, 2005i). 

iii. Spelling and Orthography Rules isiZulu (PanSALB, 2005d). 

iv. Spelling and Orthography Rules Sesotho sa Leboa (PanSALB, 2005e). 

v. Spelling and Orthography Rules Sesotho (PanSALB, 2005e). 

vi. Spelling and Orthography Rules Setswana (PanSALB, 2005g). 

vii. Spelling and Orthography Rules Siswati (PanSALB, 2005b). 

viii. Spelling and Orthography Rules Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2005a). 

ix. Spelling and Orthography Rules Xitsonga (PanSALB, 2005h). 

 

All of the above indicated rules have a common phrase, namely ‘spelling and 

orthography rules’. In 2008 PanSALB reviewed the draft rules and produced the 

revised edition of the rules in nine indigenous languages. That was when the nine 

indigenous orthographies got the following names: 

 

i. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi lwesiXhosa 2008 (PanSALB, 2008i). 

ii. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama lwesiZulu 2008 (PanSALB, 2008d). 

iii. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda IsiNdebele 2008 (PanSALB, 2008f). 
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iv. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama lweSiswati 2008 (PanSALB, 2008b). 

v. Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto ya Sesotho sa Leboa 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008e). 

vi. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto Setswana’ 2008 (PanSALB, 2008g). 

vii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong wa Sesotho’ 

2008 (PanSALB, 2008c). 

viii. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo ya Xitsonga’ 2008 (PanSALB, 2008h). 

ix. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 2008 (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

It is evident why the other eight indigenous language orthographies have names that 

sound similar to each other, but dissimilar to Siswati. In this case, the rest of the 

languages borrowed the word ‘spelling’ from English whereas Siswati used its own 

original term. Apart from this observation, Siswati orthography assumed three 

completely different and unrelated names. 

 

i. iTheminoloji nemitsetvo yesesipelingi yesiSwati (South Africa,1980). 

ii. Spelling and Orthography Rules Siswati (2005) (PanSALB, 2005b). 

iii. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama lweSiswati 2008 (PanSALB, 2008b). 

 

The construction of the name took variant spellings such as nemitsetvo and 

imitsetfo, and yesesipelingi and yekupela nelubhalomagama. 

 

This type of inconsistency is not recommended for use in spelling documents. The 

researcher is of the view that in order not to confuse the learners and other users, 

there must be an explanation on the development, revision work and name changes 

that took place between the previous and current documents. 

 

(g) The order of Translation of Phrases  

 

The phrase ‘terminology and orthography list’ found in the names of the majority of 

spelling and orthography rules for African languages has been adapted by PanSALB 

as follows in 2005: 
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i. Spelling and Orthography Rules isiNdebele (2005) (PanSALB, 2005f). 

ii.  Spelling and Orthography Rules isiXhosa (2005) (PanSALB, 2005i). 

iii. Spelling and Orthography Rules isiZulu (2005) (PanSALB, 2005d). 

iv. Spelling and Orthography Rules Sesotho sa Leboa (2005) (PanSALB, 2005e). 

v. Spelling and Orthography Rules Sesotho (2005) (PanSALB, 2005e). 

vi. Spelling and Orthography Rules Setswana (2005) (PanSALB, 2005g). 

vii. Spelling and Orthography Rules Siswati (2005) (PanSALB, 2005b). 

viii. Spelling and Orthography Rules Tshivenḓa (2005) (PanSALB, 2005a). 

ix. Spelling and Orthography Rules Xitsonga (2005) (PanSALB, 2005h). 

 

Three years later in 2008, PanSALB decided to commission another review, 

following which the documents assumed the following new names: 

 

i. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi lwesiXhosa 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008i). 

ii. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama lwesiZulu 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008d). 

iii. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda IsiNdebele 2008 (PanSALB, 2008f). 

iv. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama lweSiswati 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008b). 

v. Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto ya Sesotho sa Leboa 2008 

(PanSALB, 2008e). 

vi. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto Setswana 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008g). 

vii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong wa 

Sesotho 2008 .(PanSALB, 2008c). 

viii. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo ya Xitsonga 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008h). 

ix. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa 2008 (PanSALB, 

2008a). 

 

The order of the phrase ‘spelling and orthography rules’ translated into 9 indigenous 

African languages can be presented as follows: 
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i. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele (PanSALB, 2008a). 

ii. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama (PanSALB, 2008b). 

iii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong (PanSALB, 

2008c). 

iv. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama (PanSALB, 2008d). 

v. Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto (PanSALB, 2008e). 

vi. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda (PanSALB, 2008f). 

vii. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto (PanSALB, 2008g). 

viii. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo (PanSALB, 2008h). 

ix. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi (PanSALB, 2008i). 

 

Except for Sesotho sa Leboa, IsiNdebele, Setswana and isiXhosa, other African 

languages wrote the English phrase ‘Spelling and Orthography Rules’ in what would 

be assumed to be the appropriate order of the phrase, for example: 

 

i. ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele (PanSALB, 2008a). 

ii. Imitsetfo Yekupela Nelubhalomagama (PanSALB, 2008b). 

iii. Melawana ya Mopeleto le Karohanyo ya Mantswe Mongolong (PanSALB, 

2008c). 

iv. Imithetho Yokubhala Nobhalomagama (PanSALB, 2008d). 

v. Milawu ya Mapeletelo na Matsalelo (PanSALB, 2008h). 

 

The other four languages, Sesotho sa Leboa, IsiNdebele, Setswana and isiXhosa, 

translated the English phrase ‘spelling and orthography rules’ in what could not be 

assumed to be the appropriate order, for example:  

 

i. Melao ya Mongwalo le Mopeleto (PanSALB, 2008e). 

ii. Imithetho Yokutlola Nokupeleda (PanSALB, 2008f). 

iii. Melawana ya Mokwalo le Mopeleto (PanSALB, 2008g). 

iv. Imagaqo Yokubhalwa Nokupelwa kolimi (PanSALB, 2008i). 

 

The phrases mongwalo le mopeleto, yokutlola nokupeleda, mokwalo le 

mopeleto’and yokubhalwa nokupelwa kolimi cannot be regarded as the correct 

translation of the phrase ‘spelling and orthography’. This is not the proper procedure 
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for translating text from English to African languages. These orthographies translated 

the phrase ‘spelling and orthography’ into indigenous languages to something that 

will be translated back as ‘orthography and spelling’ in English. 

 

In order to support this argument, the researcher examined the orthography booklets 

to determine how other phrases such as South Africa and African languages were 

translated. The following were the translation of the phrase South Africa: 

 

i. Afrika Tshipembe in Tshivenḓa ( PanSALB, 2008a:2). 

ii. eNingizimu Afrika in isiNdebele (PanSALB, 2008b:2). 

iii. Aforekaborwa in Sesotho ( PanSALB, 2008c:7). 

iv. ENingizimu Ne-Afrika in isiZulu ( PanSALB, 2008d:4). 

v. Afrika Borwa in Sesotho sa Leboa ( PanSALB, 2008e:2). 

vi. Aforikaborwa in Setswana ( PanSALB, 2008g:11). 

vii. eAfrika- Dzonga in Xitsonga ( PanSALB, 2008h:3). 

viii. eMzantsi Afrika in isiXhosa ( PanSALB, 2008i:14). 

 

Two types of translation can be found in South African language orthographies. First 

is Tshivenḓa, Sesotho, Sesotho sa Leboa, Setswana and Xitsonga orthographies 

which translated the name South Africa by the principle of translating the phrase 

from the right hand to the left hand (right to left hand translation). Then is the 

IsiNdebele, isiZulu and isiXhosa which translated the name South Africa literally from 

the left hand to the right hand (left to right hand translation). 

 

Similarly, the translation of the phrase African languages yielded the following 

results: 

 

i. Nyambo dza Afrika in Tshivenḓa ( PanSALB, 2008a:2). 

ii. dipuo tsa Aforekaborwa in Sesotho ( PanSALB, 2008c:4). 

iii. izilimi zase-Afrika in isiZulu ( PanSALB, 2008d:5). 

iv. Dipolelo tsa Babaso in Sesotho sa Leboa ( PanSALB, 2008e:3). 

v. Dipuo tsa Sesotho in Setswana ( PanSALB, 2008g:7). 

vi. tindzimi ta Xintima in Xitsonga ( PanSALB, 2008h:2). 

vii. zolwimi lwabaNtsundu in isiXhosa ( PanSALB, 2008i:10). 
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‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a)’ translated 

the phrase ‘African languages’ properly as Nyambo dza Afrika. Similarly other 

orthographies for indigenous languages translated the phrase ‘African languages’ in 

an accurate order. 

 

There is an exception with regard to isiZulu, Siswati, IsiNdebele and isiXhosa that 

translated the name South Africa literally as eNingizimu Afrika, ENingizimu Ne-Afrika 

and eMzantsi Afrika respectively. 

 

The above discussion shows that disjunctive and conjunctive orthographies use 

different translation processes.  

 

A translation of the phrase is taken as correct if it falls within the two parameters 

indicated above. It is therefore recommended that any translation work for South 

African language orthographies be done according to the above discussed 

parameters. 

 

4.3 DATA FROM LITERARY BOOKS 

 

Several Tshivenḓa literature texts were analysed to see how rules regarding the use 

of hyphens, diacritic marks, apostrophes, tone and stress and the use of conjunctive 

and disjunctive system of writing are applied in these books.  

 

The aim of this discussion is to analyse the treatment of spelling rules in these 

Tshivenḓa books. The books to be analysed belong to three literary genres in 

Tshivenḓa, that is, novel, drama and poetry. 

 

The books analysed were those that belong to the periods between 1970 and 2013. 

The following novels were analysed:  

 

i. Maḓuvha ha Fani (Madima, 1989)  

ii. Mafeladambwa (Sigogo, 2008) 

iii. Matakadzambilu (Maumela, 1972) 

iv. Gundo (Magwabeni, 1988) 
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v. Avhazwivhoni (Matshili, 1987) 

vi. Vhuhosi Vhu tou Bebelwa (Maumela, 1970) 

vii. Muphurofesa Mphoyanga (Sengani,1995)  

viii. Tsumbanḓila by (Mudau, 1996)  

ix. Phunzhaphunzha dza Hatshivhasa (Phophi, 1989) 

x. Mukosi wa Lufu (Milubi,1983)  

 

With regard to drama the following texts were analysed:  

 

i. Milomo yo Ṋukala (Ṋefefe, (2008) 

ii. Mafanedza (Ramaliba, 1994) 

iii. Zhalinga (Ṋeluvhola, 1998) 

iv. Ngozwi yo hana Mulilo (Muthobi, 1996) 

v. Ri khou dzedza (Madima, 1998) 

 

In the poetry section the following texts were analysed: 

 

i. Khulukhusho ya Tshengelo (Mudau,1990) 

ii. Vhadzimu vho Tshenuwa (Ratshitanga,1987) 

iii. Ṱhuṱhuwedzo (Ṋefefe,1988) 

iv. Zwiombo Ngomani (Maumela,1988) 

v. Muhumbulo wa Vhuthu (Magoro,1988) 

vi. Ipfi ḽa Tshiṋoni (Ṱhagwane,1993) 

vii. Ndi vhudza nnyi (Madima,1973) 

viii. Nyimbo dza Mbofholowo (Mudau, Ndlovu and Mukwevho, 2005) 

ix. Posa iṱo (Mavhaga, 1987) 

x. Nyangalambuya (Ṋetshivhuyu, 1982) 

xi. Ndo zwi Ḓivhelani (Khuba, 1989) 

  

Each of the above texts was to uncover the approach it reflects for the treatment of 

hyphens, diacritic marks, apostrophes, capital letters and exclamation marks. All 

together twenty-six books, including novels, poetry anthologies and dramas were 

analysed. From each book, five pages were randomly selected and these pages 
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were scanned for the presence of hyphens, diacritic marks, apostrophes, capital 

letters and exclamation marks. 

 

4.3.1 The Evaluation of Rules for Diacritic Marks 

 

All 26 books analysed use diacritic marks to satisfy three important functions in 

Tshivenḓa, the first being to distinguish dental consonants from their alveolar 

equivalents. For example: 

 

i. ṅwana-ṅwana (Magoro,1988:38). 

ii. ḽiṅwe (Phophi,1989:7 & Sigogo, 2008:25). 

 

The books demonstrate that in Tshivenḓa the velar letter n is written as ṅ to 

distinguish it from its alveolar equivalents. From Khuba to Ṱhagwane, all the books 

analysed depicted the correct rule with regard to distinguishing dental consonants 

from their alveolar equivalents. 

 

Secondly, this practice serves to indicate areas where nasals denote the first person 

singular where they precede alveolar sounds such as k, kh and g. For example: 

 

i. nkona 

ii. nkhakhela 

iii. nngumisa (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

Lastly, the practice avoids the writing of diacritics in consecutive letters. The books 

depict the correct and appropriate ways of avoiding writing diacritics in consecutive 

letters. For example: 

 

i. nṋe (Sigogo,2008:2 & Madima, 1973:22). 

ii.  nnḓa (Sigogo,2008:25). 

 

With the exception of Milubi (1983) where the circumflex (^) is written on the left side 

of the letter concerned, the dental diacritic appears in the correct way. For example: 
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i. dzi˰la (Milubi, 1983:13) 

ii. zwo˰the (Milubi, 1983:47) 

iii. ˰lotsha (Milubi, 1983:71) 

 

The circumflexes are used with all the dental sounds that require them underneath 

the appropriate letters. However, there are one or two books that erred with the 

positions of the circumflex. These books put the circumflexes slightly off position to 

the left of the appropriate letters, especially with capital letters D, L and N.  

 

Diacritics can also be used to mark accent, tone and stress. In all the books 

analysed no proof of accent, tone and stress was found. All the accent, tone and 

stress systems of the language are guessed or dictated by the context. 

 

4.3.2 The Evaluation of Rules for Negative Aspects 

 

All twenty-six books analysed use negative forms that were formed by the negative 

aspects a, athu, si and songo. The negative aspects a, athu, si and songo 

received appropriate treatment in the 26 books analysed. For example: 

 

i. vha ri a si ṅwananga? (Sigogo, 2008:5) 

ii. a thi tsha zwi pfa (Sigogo, 2008:53) 

iii.  Vha songo hangwa uri phele heyi yo tou tshelwa (Sigogo, 2008:53) 

iv.  A thi athu u zwi pfa (Sigogo, 2008:42) 

v. Vho-Maṱodzi, mutukana hu na muṅwe, a si onoyo muhulwane(Sigogo, 

2008:53) 

 

The negative aspects a, si and songo in (i), (ii) and (iii) above are written according 

to the correct procedures as indicated in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). However, the negative aspects, athu, a and si in (iv) 

and (v) above are not written according to the correct procedures. It is therefore 

recommended that this type of error should be indicated in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) to help learners and other users to 

identify the wrong and the correct way of writing these negative aspects. 
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The negative aspect athu should be written without double vowels u. Similarly, there 

should not be an infinitive u after the negative aspect athu like the error indicated in 

(iv) above. Moreover, the use of a and si in (v) above is erratic. It results from the 

wrong use of the copulative demonstrative asionoyo. 

 

4.3.3 The Evaluation of Rules for the use of Apostrophes 

 

Of all the twenty-six books analysed, none made use of the apostrophes.  

 

4.3.4 The Evaluation of Rules for Hyphens 

 

It is evident from the evaluation of the twenty-six books that PanSALB’s reforms of 

Tshivenḓa spelling and orthographic rules document is not scientific when it comes 

to the matter of hyphenation. The reform was done neither to update nor to adapt 

rules to the real life scenario in Tshivenḓa, but to remove hyphens from the 

language. PanSALB did not consider the fact that Tshivenḓa would not work properly 

without hyphenation. If the reform had considered the fact that several Tshivenḓa 

books in use reveal that hyphenation is as needed today as it was when the 

language was first written, they would not have removed it. 

 

Of the twenty-six Tshivenḓa books analysed for the presence of hyphens, none 

shows that hyphens are absent or are not needed, for example: 

 

i. Vho-Sara (Sigogo, 2008:2) 

ii. thoma-vho (Maumela, 1972:2) 

iii. khulu-khulu (Magwabeni, 1988:85) 

iv. kani-ha (Matshili, 1987:11) 

v. tshifhinga-ḓe (Maumela, 1970:24) 

vi. Mafane-dza (Ramaliba, 1994:45) 

vii. Mavhen-gele (Muthobi,1996:70) 

viii. iḓa-wee (Mudau, 1996:47) 

ix. iḓa-u-vhone (Madima, 1989a:79) 

x. Ramare-misa (Phophi, 1989:157) 
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xi. mavhala-vhala (Ratshiṱanga, 1987:1) 

xii. lufuno-ngoho (Maumela, 1988:19) 

xiii. vhaya-na-muya (Maumela, 1988:17) 

xiv. E-e (Madima, 1973:14) 

xv. Afurika-Tshipembe (Mudau et al, 2005:37) 

 

All the books analysed show that hyphenation is used for different purpose such as 

the marking of honorifics (i), enclitics (i & iv), duplications (iii & xi), breaking of words 

in syllables (vi & x) and other formatives (xii & xiv) above. 

 

However, without proper monitoring by PanSALB, errors in hyphenation in 

Tshivenḓa do exist. This can be seen from the example where (vii) mavhen-gele is 

broken up at a point where no syllable exists in the language. 

  

Most of the books used hyphens with honorific titles, place names and word 

divisions. The purpose of writing words with hyphens is to show that words are 

joined together or they form compounds by joining together two words to indicate 

word combinations, to depict reduplication of words and those that express one 

concept.  

 

The researcher is of the view that hyphens should be used in Tshivenḓa literary 

texts. The problems caused by not using hyphens are more than the problems 

encountered when using them. There are several problems that can be encountered 

if hyphens are not used such as the following: 

 

i. Words will not indicate respect properly such as in Vho Mmbi and Vho 

Rambuwani.  

ii. Words will not denote emphasis and add clarity to the meaning of certain 

words.  

iii. Words will not be spoken with the proper pausing. 

iv. Words in multi-phrase compounds such as Nyamutsa-nga-davhi and Nya-

dza-wela will not be written properly.  

v. Elision in sentences will not be properly indicated. 

vi. Words will not be broken at their syllables properly. 

vii. There will not be distinction between plural forms and honorofic forms. 
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viii. Words will not be read easily.  

 

4.3.5 The Evaluation of Rules for Capital letters 

 

Capital letters are important as they indicate the beginning of sentences; they 

indicate proper nouns and place names. Books analysed show varied ways of 

treating capital letters for place names and honorific titles, for example: 

 

i. Hamasia (Maumela, 1988:27). 

ii. Vhavenḓa (Ṋefefe, 1988:3). 

iii. Vho Ramasunzi (Sigogo, 2008:25). 

iv. Vha Isiraele (Muthobi, 1996:70). 

 

The use of capital letters in literary texts as in examples (i) and (ii) is satisfactory. 

However, the researcher is not happy with the way the capital letter has been 

indicated in (iii) and (iv) above.  

 

The use of capital letters and hyphens should be explored further to eliminate 

contradictions such as the one indicated by examples in (iii) and (iv) above. The 

contradiction is that while examples in (i) and (ii) take the prefixes from the noun 

class system.  However, they are written without a hyphen but joined together as one 

word with their prefixes. This is not so with examples in (iii) and (iv) above. The 

examples in (iii) and (iv) above take their prefixes from the same noun class system 

as the examples in (i) and (ii). 

 

It is therefore recommended that a rule be established that will help learners and 

other users of Tshivenḓa to have a fixed rule with regard to the use of capital letters 

and hyphens when prefixes and proper nouns are involved. The following rules could 

be adopted for use in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 

2008a). 

 

A hyphen should be used with a capital letter when writing proper nouns with 

prefixes derived from the noun class system. For example:  
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i. Vha Isiraele should be written as Vhaisiraele. 

ii. Vha Venḓa should be written as Vhavenḓa. 

iii. Vho Ramudzuli should be written as Vho Ramudzuli. 

iv. Vho AP Sigama should be written as Vho AP Sigama. 

 

The examples in (i) and (ii) above, are not regarded as personal namesHowever, 

examples in (iii) and (iv) above are personal names that should be written with a 

hyphen. 

 

4.3.6 The Evaluation of Rules for Word Division 

 

Most of the texts analysed break words as per their syllables. However, there are 

exceptions when authors just break words in any position, for example: 

 

i. lov-ha (Ṋeluvhola, 1998:3). 

ii. Mavhen-gele (Muthobi,1996:70). 

 

Words have to be divided sometimes, but they must be broken according to 

approved rules. Examples (i) and (ii) above do not divide words according to the 

rules of the language. These examples should have followed the example of (iii) 

above, which broke the word at its syllable. It is therefore recommended that words 

should only be broken in their syllables if needs be.  

 

4.3.7 The Evaluation of Rules for Affixes 

 

All twenty-six texts analysed write affixes conjunctively, as part of the preceding 

word. None of the books used writes affixes as stand-alone items.  Even if they are 

attached directly to the preceding word by a hyphen, they still indicate their 

conjunctive forms. In these books the affixes include enclitics, suffixes and prefixes. 

Without considering the use of the prefixes in the noun class system, most of the 

texts concentrated on the three enclitics, -shu, -ha and -vho, for example: 

 

a) kona-ha (Mavhaga,1987:23). 

b) tendi-shu (Maumela, 1972:5). 
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c) ṱongela-vho (Ṱhagwane, 1993:1). 

d) ḓi-sola (Maumela, 1970:43). 

e) Vho Phurofesa (Sengani, 1995:31). 

f) muthu-ḓe (Ṋetshivhuyu,1982:3). 

g) khudelafhi (Ṋefefe, 1988:2). 

h) vhomakhulu (Magoro, 1988:15). 

i) shavhela-fhi (Magoro, 1988:4). 

j) Vho A.P. Sigama (Khuba, 1989:36). 

 

The above evaluation reveals that affixes are written to show that words should be 

treated conjunctively in Tshivenḓa. With the exception of (vii) and (viii) above all of 

the examples are written joined by a hyphen.  

 

The researcher is of the view that the above words with affixes should be written 

different to what is indicated above in (i) to (x). It is recommended that the above 

words in (a) to (i) be written as one word without a hyphen as follows:  

 

i. konaha ‘be able to’ 

ii. tendivho ‘agree as well’ 

iii. ṱongelavho ‘show off as well’ 

iv. ḓisola ‘blame oneself’ 

v. Vhophurofesa. ‘Professor’ 

vi. muthuḓe ‘what a person’ 

vii. khudelafhi ‘where did you hide’ 

viii.  Vhomakhulu ‘Honourable Grandfather’ 

ix. shavhelafhi ‘where did you run to’. 

 

It is also recommended that the above name in (j) be written with a hyphen as 

follows: 

 

i. Vho AP Sigama 
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This will be a better way of writing affixes, and it should be easier for learners to 

grasp as the appearance of hyphens confuses them as well. It is recommended that 

this system of writing affixes be included in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

4.3.8 The Evaluation of Rules for the Word Categories 

 

 In all these books, word categories such as nouns, verbs, conjunctions are written 

as stated by the rule, namely as one word. An exception is the verb that takes the 

infinitive u. For example: 

 

i. Ine nda nga kona u u rengela (Sigogo, 2008:23). 

ii. A thi athu u zwi pfa (Sigogo, 2008:42). 

 

The above inifinitive verbs could have been written as follows: 

 

i. Ine nda nga konou rengela  

ii. A thi athu zwi pfa  

 

All twenty-texts, write demonstratives and copulative demonstratives conjunctively, 

with an exception of an error in one of the books. For example: 

 

i. Vho Maṱodzi, mutukana hu na muṅwe, a si onoyo muhulwane(Sigogo, 

2008:53). 

 

The above error should have been correctedproperly as asionoyo ‘that one’ instead 

of a si onoyo ‘not that one’. 

 

Like in the spelling rules and orthography documents imperatives are written as one 

word, for example: 

 

i. nnḓivheni (Maumela, 1972:69). 

ii. mpheni (Magwabeni, 1988:3). 
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4.3.9 The Evaluation of Rules for Apostrophes 

 

The apostrophe indicates contractions, clipped forms, possessives and elision 

(Alberts, 2013). Although in Tshivenḓa they are not deemed necessary (PanSALB, 

2008a), it is evident from the evaluation of the twenty-six texts that apostrophes are 

not popular with Tshivenḓa authors. No single text has ever made use of 

apostrophes.  

 

The absence of the apostrophes does not disadvantage learners and other users of 

the language. This is due to the fact that meaning is still extracted from words that 

are written without apostrophes. It is therefore recommended that a list of words that 

initially took apostrophes be made available in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

4.3.10  The Evaluation of Rules for letters C, J and Q 

 

The rules about the usage of letters c, j and q are that they are only used in 

Tshivenḓa when dealing with proper nouns such as names of people and places. 

The results of evaluation reveal that no single text has ever made use of the letters 

c, j and q for writing Tshivenḓa words. It seems authors have accepted that the said 

letters do not belong to Tshivenḓa. In order to avoid diluting the purity of the 

language, authors prefer to exclude these letters. The letters occur frequently in 

sister languages such as isiZulu and isiXhosa. 

 

4.3.11   The Evaluation of Rules for Borrowed or Loaned Words 

 

The books that used borrowed words did not treat them according to the information 

in the spelling and orthography booklet. The rules say borrowed words must be 

written as pronounced. In most cases the authors choose naturalised spellings of the 

borrowed words. For example: 

 

i. ḓafulani ‘at the table’ (Maumela, 1972:37). 

ii. ḓoroboni ‘at the town’(Maumela, 1972:37). 

iii. sibadela ‘Hospital’(Sengani,1995:165). 
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iv. Munene ‘Mister’ (Ṋeluvhola,1998:3). 

v. mavhengele ‘shops’ (Muthobi, 1996:70). 

vi. Vho-Mariṱa ‘Martha’ (Maumela, 1988,30). 

vii. Afurika Tshipembe ‘South Africa’ (Mudau, 2005:37). 

  

Other authors chose to invent their own spelling forms for the borrowed words.  

 

i. giratshini ‘at the garage’ (Sigogo, 2008:25). 

ii. moḓorokara ‘motor car’ (Maumela,1972:21). 

iii. dziṱhirekisuthu ‘tracksuits’ (Sengani,1995:23). 

iv. phurofesa ‘professor’ (Sengani,1995:31). 

 

In most cases, these words are borrowed from English and Afrikaans.  

 

i. gurannḓa ‘newspaper’ (Magwabeni,1988:3). 

ii. tshitshudeni ‘student’ (Magwabeni,1988:67). 

iii. sipikiṱere ‘inspector’ (Sengani,1995:165). 

iv. ḽivi ‘leave’ (Sengani,1995:165). 

v. kiḽasi ‘class’ (Ṋeluvhola,1998:3). 

vi. pharadisoni ‘paradise’ (Ṋefefe,1988:34). 

 

4.4 DATA FROM PARTICIPANTS 

 

This section presents the relevant data for interpretation (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013), 

according to steps recommended by O’Connor & Gibson (2003).  These steps 

include: organising data, finding and organising ideas and concepts, building themes 

in data and writing report.  

 

Data collected from document analysis has already been discussed in the preceding 

sections. This is the data which was attended to in their own separate sections, that 

is data from Tshivenḓa spelling and orthography rule booklet, and data from literary 

books. 
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In organising data from the participants, the researcher captured all the responses 

given by the participants in the interview as part of Annexure D. The researcher 

sifted through the responses given for one specific question, in order to find 

particular words or ideas which kept on coming up. These words and ideas were 

treated under their main themes which were derived from question statements. 

 

Such words and ideas were written down as different responses given by 

participants. The researcher then organised the main ideas and concepts generated 

by these words and phrases into categories and sub-categories. In building themes, 

the researcher collapsed responses that have one or more associated themes into 

one main overarching theme.  

 

Only themes that give deeper meanings to the data and different categories will be 

collapsed under one theme. The main themes will be, the system of writing used in 

Tshivenḓa , the system of writing suitable for Tshivenḓa , difficult words to write and 

spell in Tshivenḓa , rules to assist in making ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) easy to use, the use of hyphens in Tshivenḓa, the 

use of apostrophes in Tshivenḓa, the use of diacritics in Tshivenḓa, the use of the 

letters c, j and q, those in charge of introducing ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) rules and the role of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

4.4.1 Theme 1:  The System of Writing Currently Used in Tshivenḓa  

 

For many years, linguists have studied orthography and its challenges in writing 

South African languages. But it seems that the role of orthography is not well 

understood by Pan South African Language Board. Until we evaluate critically the 

role of Pan South African Language Board in the development of the writing systems 

of the South African languages, the importance of Tshivenḓa orthography and how it 

works to develop the current system of writing used in Tshivenḓa will not be 

understood properly. 
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The issue of the current system of writing used in Tshivenḓa should be understood in 

the context of the three writing systems of the world known as the orthographies of 

the languages by various scholars (Shimamura, 1987 & Alberts 2013). These three 

writing systems are the syllabary, logography and the alphabet (Alberts, 2013). In 

this study the three writing systems were given to participants who were asked to 

identify the system of writing current used in Tshivenḓa.  

 

First, the question in the interview schedule (Annexure A) was meant to solicit the 

respondents’ knowledge of the three different writing systems of the world. Then the 

respondents were required to pick the system currently being used in Tshivenḓa out 

of the three writing systems of the world.  

 

In the process of the interview, the research question “What is the current system of 

writing used in Tshivenḓa?” was revised to be “What is the system of writing 

currently used in Tshivenḓa, taking into consideration the three systems of writing in 

the world, the syllabary, the logography and the alphabets?”.  

 

The revision of the question is supported by Rubin and Rubin (1995) who state that 

the entire design for the study cannot be completely panned in advance, because 

the design will change as the researcher learns from the interviewing process. In this 

study the researcher learnt that participants were confused by questions 1 and 2 in 

the interview schedule, such that it was felt that questions 1 and 2 should be 

rephrased to mean exactly what we wanted them to mean. The addition of the words 

“taking into consideration the three systems of writing in the world, the syllabary, the 

logography and the alphabets” made the first question to be different to the second 

question.  

 

The responses to the first interview question which required participants to identify a 

system of writing used in Tshivenḓa became a body of knowledge to be analysed by 

the researcher for patterns, themes and biases (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). The 

responses given by participants did not differ much such that all of them were placed 

under one main theme of “the system of writing currently used in Tshivenḓa”. It has 

already been indicated above that in building themes, the researcher will collapse 
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responses that have one or more associated themes into one main overarching 

theme that provides a deeper understanding of the data and different categories. 

 

Table 5: Responses on the current system of writing 
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Teachers 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Lecturers 6 1 0 1 3 0 0 1 0 

Students 6 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

TNLB Members 5 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 

TNLU Members 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Curriculum 

Advisers 

4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Matric Examiners 5 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 

Language 

Practitioners 

4 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

The total number of participants was 44. All of them were asked question 1 in the 

interview schedule (Annexure A) (Which writing system is used in Tshivenḓa, 

amongst syllabary, logography and the alphabet?). Their responses are documented 

in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the following eight subheadings were 

identified: the alphabet, the Roman alphabet, the Meinhof Lepsius System, the 

disjunctive system, the conjunctive system, both disjunctive and conjunctive 

systems, those who say ‘I don’t know’ and other systems. 
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Thirty-three participants indicated that the system of writing currently used in 

Tshivenḓa is the alphabet. These responses were providedby all participants.These 

responses make about seventy-five percent of the total number of the people who 

were interviewed. This is a great percentage of participants who can determine the 

differences between the syllabary, the logography and the alphabets in so far as they 

relate to Tshivenḓa orthography. The rest of the responses about twenty-five percent 

of the total number of the people who were interviewed can be divided into seven 

categories as indicated in Table 1. More important is the fact that, this twenty-five 

percent includes the number of responses that were collapsed into the second 

theme. 

 

Some participants decided to specify their responses. They were all Matric 

examiners, TNLB or TNLU members. The responses included information such as 

that it is the Roman alphabet or the alphabet with the German influence. 

Consequently, they are supported by Bailey (1995) who indicates that the German 

influence in early Tshivenḓa literacy led to a rigid application of Lepsius’s alphabetic 

principles and the use of unlikely <dzh> for [ʤ]. 

 

In contrast, there are participants who chose to call the system of writing currently 

used in Tshivenḓa, the Meinhof-Lepsius system. These are lecturers and TNLB 

members as indicated in Table 1 above. Doke (1954) agrees with them when he 

indicates that the guiding orthography in Tshivenḓa is the Lepsius alphabet.  

 

Participants in doubt such as lecturers and TNLU members just said, “I think it is the 

Roman letters of an alphabet” or “I think we use alphabets”. Similarly, there were 

lecturers and TNLU members who were not sure and indicated that they “don’t 

know” or “what is it?”, when they were referring to the system of writing currently 

used in Tshivenḓa language. Only one teacher’s response mentioned syllabary as 

the system of writing currently used in Tshivenḓa. None of the participants gave 

responses that referred to the disjunctive and conjunctive systems found in the 

second theme, which was confused as part of the first theme. 
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All the responses show that there is a need for the writing system currently used in 

Tshivenḓa to be expounded properly in the next edition of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and other users may benefit by being 

well-informed about the correct type of orthography Tshivenḓa belongs to. More 

importantly, users should be able to distinguish between the syllabary, the 

logography and the alphabetic orthography. If they know this, it should be easier to 

conform to the correct orthography that Tshivenḓa utilises. This question revealed 

problems concerning Pan South African Language Board spelling rules in respect of 

Tshivenḓa orthography. These defects, problems and challenges can be resolved by 

using Roman letters, together with numbers, figures and symbols when writing 

Tshivenḓa. For example: 

 

a) Fomethe ya A4 for A4 format 

b) Ndima ya 2 for Chapter 2 

c) Kg dza 20 for 20kg 

d) 16 Tshimedzi 1962 for 16 October 1962 

e) Rannda dza 10 for R10 

f) Awara 3 for 3 hours 

 

4.4.2 Theme 2: A Design Suitable for Writing Tshivenḓa  

 

Linguists have long been discussing a design suitable for writing Tshivenḓa. 

Linguists such as Doke (1954) indicates that the full conjunctive design is found in 

isiZulu, isiXhosa, Siswati and isiNdebele, while full disjunctive design is found in 

Tshivenḓa , Xitsonga, Sesotho, Setswana and Sesotho sa Leboa orthographies. The 

disjunctive system has been indicated as an appropriate design for writing Tshivenḓa 

because it uses the writing of certain prefixes as separate words for what is 

grammatically not separated affixes (Bailey, 1995; Van Wyk, 1995). This design is 

similar to the system of writing used by other South African languages such as 

Xitsonga, Setswana, Sesotho and Sesotho sa Leboa, which employ the disjunctive 

system of writing. 
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Van Wyk (1995) states that the difference between conjunctivism and disjunctivism 

concerns the status of certain linguistic elements, which are joined to the subsequent 

element in Nguni languages, but written separately in the other languages. 

Furthermore, Van Wyk (1995) indicates that the phonological structures of the 

languages that use either conjunctive or disjunctive writings are to a certain extent 

predisposing factors, and it is purely a matter of orthographical convention. 

 

The question on a design suitable for writing Tshivenḓa informed the second theme. 

The advantage of the second theme is that it deals with the second objective of this 

study, which is to determine the differences between conjunctive and disjunctive 

systems of writing in so far as they relate to Tshivenḓa orthography. This is 

supported by Doke (1954), who states that the design suitable for Tshivenḓa is either 

the disjunctive or conjunctive system. 

 

It has already been indicated in the first theme that the responses of some of the 

participants indicated that they want clarity on the writing system currently used in 

Tshivenḓa and the system of writing suitable for Tshivenḓa. The second theme 

changed from “the system of writing suitable for Tshivenḓa” to “the design suitable 

for writing Tshivenḓa language.” This was made possible by adding the word ‘design’ 

to the initial theme to differentiate it from the first theme. Moreover in the revised 

question, the word design was inserted, to distinguish the question from the first one. 

 

The second research question was discussed with participants to get their 

understanding of the differences of the two main designs used in the writing of the 

alphabetic orthographies. The difference between the disjunctive and the conjunctive 

systems was presented to the participants by giving them illustrations of instances 

where the two designs are used. The disjunctive system prefers a system where 

each word category appears on its own. 
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Table  6: Responses on the Design Suitable for Writing Tshivenḓa Language 
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Teachers 4 2 0 1 1 

Lecturers 6 2 0 4 0 

Students 6 5 0 1 0 

TNLB Members 5 3 0 2 0 

TNLU Members 4 3 0 1 0 

Curriculum Advisers 4 2 0 2 0 

Matric Examiners 5 3 0 2 0 

Language Practitioners 4 1 1 2 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 5 0 1 0 

 

All 44 participants were asked question 2 in the interview schedule (Annexure A) 

(Which design between the disjunctive and conjunctive systems is suitable for 

Tshivenḓa?). The responses are included in Annexure D. In analysing the 

responses, the following subheadings were identified, the disjunctive system, 

conjunctive systems, both disjunctive and conjunctive systems and other systems.  

 

Twenty-six participants indicated that the design suitable for writing Tshivenḓa is the 

disjunctive system. These responses make about 59% of the total number of people 

who were interviewed and who considered the differences between conjunctive and 

disjunctive systems and picked out the disjunctive system as the one that relates to 

Tshivenḓa orthography.  
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Together with the responses that were collapsed from the first research question, the 

total number of those who indicated the disjunctive system ise 33 which would be 

65%. Only one language practitioner indicated that the design is the conjunctive 

system. Sixteen participants indicated that it is both the disjunctive and conjunctive 

systems. One teacher indicated that the design is the syllabary. 

 

All the responses given in Table 2 above show that there is a need for a strategy that 

would make Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use. Sixteen participants indicated that 

both the disjunctive and conjunctive systems should be used in writing Tshivenḓa. 

This is about 36% of the responses given on the second research question. The 

second research question was able to identify problems concerning Pan South 

African Language Board spelling rules in respect of Tshivenḓa orthography. These 

problems are related to the two designs, the disjunctive and conjunctive systems of 

writing, which need to be catered for in Tshivenḓa. The two designs must be 

expounded properly in the revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’  so that all learners and other users may benefit from them. What causes 

confusion here is that although Tshivenḓa largely uses the disjunctive system, it also 

utilises the conjuctive system in some cases. This situation is very difficult for some 

learners and Tshivenḓa speakers because there are no scientific and linguistic rules 

that one can rely on to pick the right system. 

 

The researcher’s view is supported by the utterances made by some of the 

participants who were not sure whether only one design or both should be used in 

Tshivenḓa. More importantly, in substiantiating their responses they all agreed that 

the system used was either disjunctive or conjunctive, as certain words were written 

disjunctively and others were written conjunctively when they are influenced by parts 

of speech, mood and tense. 

 

4.4.3 Theme 3: Difficult Words to Write and Spell in Tshivenḓa  

 

The third question (Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa) sought 

to identify problems associated with writing and spelling of certain words in 

Tshivenḓa.   Learners and other users tend to refer to these words as difficult to write 
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and spell. The responses to this question were solicited by asking question three in 

the interview schedule. The question required participants to indicate words that are 

difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa. The participants were also required to 

provide reasons why they thought these words were difficult to write and spell in 

Tshivenḓa.  

 

Words indicated by participants as difficult to write and spell were grouped under the 

following subheadings: 

 

i. The Nasal Sounds 

ii. Metathesis 

iii. Nouns Without Prefixes 

iv. Words with Formatives 

v. Abbreviations and Symbols with Prefixes 

vi. Proper Nouns 

vii. Phrasal Palace Names 

viii. Words Borrowed from other Languages 

ix. Words with Similar Sounds 

x. Words with Double Vowels 

xi. Locative Nouns Derived from Proper Nouns 

xii. Dialectical Words 

xiii. Compound Words 

xiv. Words with Diacritic Marks 

xv. Other 

 

All words regarded as difficult by participants were listed under each one of the 

above given subheadings. For example:  

 

The Nasal Sounds 

 

i. mmbudza ‘told me’ 

ii. nkanda ‘tread upon me’ 

iii. nṅwala ‘wrote me’ 

iv. nnyamba ‘gossip about me’ 

v. nṱuṱuwedza ‘encourage me’ 
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Metathesis 

 

i. bunugu /gunubu ‘ button’ 

ii. dunungudzi /dungunudzi ‘ thicket’ 

 

Nouns without Prefixes 

i. Kole ‘cloud’ 

ii. Kumba ‘egg’ 

 

Words with Formatives 

 

i. hashu-vho ‘us also’ 

ii. muthu-vho ‘person also’ 

iii. Vho Joseph ‘many people called Joseph’ 

iv. Vho Ladzani ‘Honourable Ladzani’ 

v. Vho Ladzani ‘many people called Ladzani’ 

 

Abbreviations and Symbols with Prefixes 

 

i.  dziNLU ‘many NLU’ or ‘NLUs’  

ii. dziR5 ‘many R5s’ 

 

Proper Nouns 

 

i. TshiVenḓa ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’ 

ii. Tsivenḓa ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’ 

 

Phrasal Place Names  

 

i. Ha-Matsa ‘at Matsa village’ 

ii. Ha-Tshivhase ‘at Tshivhase village’ 
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Words Borrowed From Other Languages  

 

i. phurofesa/Phrofesa ‘Professor’ 

ii. Afurika/Afrika ‘Africa’ 

iii. Meniere/Muneri ‘Afrikaans Meneer’ 

iv. Khomphwutha ‘Computer’ 

v. khomphyutha ‘Computer’ 

 

Words with Similar Sounds 

 

i. kathya/katya ‘sip’  

ii. kupveṋe/kupfeṋe ‘small baboon’ 

iii. kutzimbi/kutsimbi ‘ small iron’  

iv. luphwaphwa/lupjapja ‘defected cob’  

v. TshakaTshakha ‘nation’ 

vi. mutshemo/mutzhemo ‘scream’ 

vii. Pfi/Pvi ‘full’ 

viii. tshitzhili/tshitshili ‘bacteria/germ’ 

ix. tyetyenyea/thethenyea ‘laugh’ 

x. pfeṋe/pfheṋe ‘baboon’ 

 

Words with Double Vowels 

 

i. lutiitii ‘small bird’ 

ii. mbwandaa ‘dive’ or ‘go deep’ 

iii. wasaa ‘spread’  

iv. hashaa ‘spread’ 

v. nataa ‘elongated’  

vi. ngindii ‘thundering’  

vii. thuu ‘rocking sound’  

 

Locative Nouns Derived From Proper Nouns  

 

i. Tshithukheni ‘at Tshithukhe’s place’ 

ii. Muromani ‘at the Roman’ 
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Dialectical Words  

 

i. dia/rwa ‘hit’ or ‘beat’ 

 

Compound Words  

 

i. muthu muthu ‘good person’ 

ii. muthumuthu ‘good person’ 

iii. Muthu-muthu ‘good person’ 

 

Words with Diacritic Marks  

 

i. dada ‘for the enemy’/ḓaḓa ‘to be confused’ 

ii. iḽani ‘to eat’/ilani’ 

iii. Lara/Ḽara ‘November’ 

iv. muṱali ‘wise’/mutali ‘one crossing the river’ or ‘drawer’ 

v. tamba ‘play’/ṱamba ‘bath’ 

 

Other Words 

 

i. petekanywa/petakanywa ‘fold’ 

ii. pfa/pva ‘listen’ or ‘spit out’ 

iii. songo/so ngo ‘don’t’  

 

When substantiating why they think that these are difficult words to write and spell in 

Tshivenḓa, the following reasons were given: 

 

i. Participants who said they do not know indicated that they do not think that 

there are difficult words to write and spell in Tshivenḓa. 

ii.  There are words with nasal sounds which they do not know how to write 

and pronounce.  

iii. There are words that are pronounced in a related way but they do not know 

how to write them.  

iv. Respondents do not know how to write certain words as we speak. 

v. The use of certain sounds and signs make words difficult to write and 

speak. 
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vi. Respondents don’t know when to use or not to use diacritic marks. 

vii. Respondents sometimes do not know the right spelling form. 

 

The above reasons were grouped into three categories as follows: orthographic 

reasons, spelling reasons and those who said ‘I don’t know’.  

  

Table 7:   Responses on Difficult Words 
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Teachers 4 4 0 0 

Lecturers 6 2 3 1 

Students 6 4 0 2 

TNLB Members 5 3 1 1 

TNLU Members 4 1 3 0 

Curriculum Advisers 4 3 0 1 

Matric Examiners 5 3 1 1 

Language Practitioners 4 2 1 1 

TSHIWA Members 6 5 0 1 

 

All 44 participants were asked question 3 in the interview schedule (Annexure A). 

The responses are presented in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the 

following subheadings were identified: orthographic reasons, spelling reasons and 

those who said ‘I don’t know’ reasons.  

 

All 27 participants indicated that they encounter difficult words when dealing with 

orthographic rules. These responses make up about 59% of the total number of 

people who were interviewed to identify problems concerning Pan South African 

Language Board Spelling Rules in respect of Tshivenḓa orthography.  
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All the responses given in Table 2 above, show that there is a need for a strategy to 

be developed that would make Tshivenḓa words easy to write and spell. Nine 

participants indicated that it is the spelling rules that make words difficult to write and 

spell. Eight participants indicated that they do not know whether words in Tshivenḓa 

are difficult to write and spell. 

 

Indeed the third question revealed problems related to orthography and spelling 

rules in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the view that issues regarding 

these problems should be expounded properly in the revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’  so that all learners and other users may use them 

with ease. When difficult words are made part of the list of words that is used to 

teach users on how to write and spell them, and on how to avoid making mistakes 

when they write or speak, it will go a long way in assisting users. They will be able to 

know that words they must treat with care. 

 

4.4.4 Theme 4:  Rules to Make Tshivenḓa Easy to Write 

 

The previous research question laid foundation for this question (Which rules do you 

think would assist in making Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use?).  In question 3, 

the researcher identified that orthographic and spelling rules make words difficult to 

write and spell in Tshivenḓa. The fourth question comes in handy to identify those 

specific rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy to write. 

 

The fourth question ties in well with the fourth theme on rules to assist in making 

Tshivenḓa easy to write and ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

easy to use. The question required participants to indicate rules that will assist in 

making a revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ easy to use. 

The participants were also required to provide reasons why they think the rules 

would assist in making a revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

document easy to use. The responses would assist in determining whether rules 

could be formulated in such a way that they would make the language easy to use.  
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All 44 Participants were asked question four in the interview schedule (Annexure A) 

(Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa orthography easy to 

use?).  Each one of them gave responses included in Annexure D.  In analysing their 

responses, the following categories were identified: orthographic rules, spelling 

rules and those who said ‘I don’t know’. 

 

Rules indicated by participants as those that would make Tshivenḓa easy to use 

cover the following subheadings: 

 

i. Parts of speech  

ii. Punctuation marks  

iii. Phonetics  

iv. Dictation  

v. Writing and reading of books  

vi. Competition  

vii. Introduce scribbling  

viii. Hyphen  

ix. Letters of the alphabet  

x. Diacritic marks  

xi. Compounds  

xii. Symbols and abbreviations  

xiii. Phrases  

xiv. Disjunctive or conjunctive system of writing  

 

All rules given by participants were listed under each of the above given 

subheadings. For example:  

 

Orthographic Rules 

 

i. Phonetics 

ii. Letters of alphabet  

iii. Diacritic marks 

iv. Symbols and abbreviations 

v. Introduce scribbling  
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Spelling Rules 

 

i. Parts of speech  

ii. Punctuation marks  

iii. Dictation  

iv. Writing and reading of books  

v. Competition  

vi. Hyphen  

vii. Compounds  

viii. Phrases  

ix. Disjunctive or conjunctive system of writing 

 

Table 8: Responses on Rules to Make Tshivenḓa Easy to Write 
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Teachers 4 1 2 1 

Lecturers 6 2 4 0 

Students 6 2 3 1 

TNLB Members 5 1 4 0 

TNLU Members 4 0 3 1 

Curriculum Advisers 4 2 2 0 

Matric Examiners 5 2 2 1 

Language Practitioners 4 2 1 1 

TSHIWA Members 6 2 3 1 

 

Twenty-four participants indicated that spelling rules are needed to make Tshivenḓa 

easy to write. These responses make up about 55% of the total number of the 

people who were interviewed to identify problems concerning Pan South African 

Language Board Spelling rules in respect of Tshivenḓa orthography. Fourteen 

participants said that orthographic rules are needed to make Tshivenḓa easy to 
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write. This makes 32% of the total number of the people who were interviewed to 

identify problems concerning Pan South African Language Board Spelling rules in 

respect of Tshivenḓa orthography. About 87% of the participants believed that rules 

are needed to make Tshivenḓa easy to write. 

 

All the responses given in Table 4 above, show that there is a need for a strategy to 

be developed that would bring about rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy to use. 

Only 6 participants indicated that they do not know whether rules are needed to 

make Tshivenḓa easy to write or not. 

 

Indeed the fourth research question was able to identify problems related to 

orthography and spelling rules in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the 

view that rules should be expounded properly in a revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and other users may use them with 

ease.  

 

4.4.5 Theme 5: The Use of Hyphens in Tshivenḓa  

 

The use of hyphens formed the fifth question in this study (Should we stop using 

hyphens in Tshivenḓa?). This question does not deal with the rules related to 

hyphens. It deals with whether the hyphen, that is a punctuation mark, is required or 

should be removed from Tshivenḓa. 

 

Participants were therefore required to indicate whether they would want hyphens to 

be used or to stop being used in Tshivenḓa. Participants were also required to 

provide reasons why they thought hyphens should be removed or why they should 

not be removed in Tshivenḓa .The responses of participants assisted the researcher 

in recommending what the position of hyphens in Tshivenḓa should be.  

 

All 44 participants were asked question five in the interview schedule (Annexure A). 

Their responses are included in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the 

following subheadings emerged: those who said ‘no’, those who said ‘yes’, and those 

who said, ‘I don’t know’.  
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Participants who said ‘no’ are those who did not want hyphens to be omitted from 

Tshivenḓa. In order to substantiate their arguments participants gave the following 

points to show why hyphens are required in Tshivenḓa: 

 

i. Hyphens are used to write proper nouns such as in Vho Mmbi and Vho 

Rambuwani in order to show repect.  

ii. Hyphens help to denote emphasis when used to add suffixes to certain words 

such as in phasa-shu, nthuse-vho and kone-ha.  

iii. Hyphens add clarity to meaning of words. 

iv. Hyphens make writing of multi-phrase compounds such as Nyamutsa-nga-

davhi and Nya-dza-wela easy.  

v. Hyphens make pronouncing certain words such as muthu-ḓe and phukha-ḓe 

easy.  

vi. Hyphens indicate elision in a sentence such as uḽa munna nangoho a mbo 

phetha zwe a ana- o ri u puṱedza luthihi fhedzi dza mbo ḓi fhalala and in na 

zwino tsho tou salaho ndi u ṱanzwa maṱo ra vhona - zwi kha ḓi konwa nga 

ṅwana wa muthu izwi? 

vii. Hyphens join and break words at their syllables. 

viii. Hyphens mark words where it is necessary and in the right manner. 

ix. Hyphens indicate a Tshivenḓa convention. 

x. Hyphens mark stops in the words.  

xi. Hyphens indicate compounded words and phrases indicating one concept 

xii. Hyphens add to the meaning of the word. 

xiii. Hyphens indicate rest or holding of breath when pronunciating words. 

xiv. Hyphens separate plurals from honorific words. It is easy with hyphens to 

distinguish between plural and honorofic morphemes, for example vho-mme, 

for a pastor’s wife and vhomme for many women. 

xv. Hyphens allow words to mean different things. 

 

The suggestions by respondents make a lot of sense. For instance, examples (ii) 

and (iv) reveal that compounds by their nature are composed of many morphemes or 

words. In this case, in example (iv), the use of hyphens would enable a reader to 

distinguish between nouns and prepositions with ease (Nyamutsa and davhi are 

nouns whereas nga is a preposition).  Regarding example (ii), the suffixes are clearly 
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distinguishable because of the presence of the hyphen. For this reason, one can 

deduce that the suffixes are there for emphasis. If the hyphens were were not there, 

one would not be sure whether they are suffixes or not. This would end up confusing 

readers, which would in turn lead to miscommunication and misinterpretation. 

 

The above arguments given by participants can be translated into rules on the use of 

hyphens in a revise ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’. 

 

Table 9: Responses on the Use of Hyphens 

 

Forty participants indicated that hyphens are needed to make Tshivenḓa easy to 

write. These responses make about 91% of the total number of the people who were 

interviewed to identify strategies that would make Tshivenḓa orthography easy to 

use. This is in contrast to two participants, who were curriculum advisers and 

language practitioners, who said hyphens are not needed to make Tshivenḓa 

language easy to write. This makes less than 1% of the total number of the people 

who were interviewed to identify strategies that will make Tshivenḓa orthography 

easy to use.  
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Responses on the Use of Hyphens 
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Teachers 4 4 0 0 

Lecturers 6 5 0 0 

Students 6 6 0 0 

TNLB Members 5 5 0 0 

TNLU Members 4 3 0 1 

Curriculum Advisers 4 2 1 1 

Matric Examiners 5 5 0 0 

Language Practitioners 4 3 1 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 6 0 0 
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Participants, such as TNLU members and curriculum advisers also constitute less 

than 1% of those who said they don’t know whether hyphens should be removed or 

not in Tshivenḓa.  

 

All the responses represented in Table 5 above, show that there is a need for a 

strategy to be developed that would bring about rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy 

to use.  

 

Indeed the fifth research question was able to identify strategies related to 

orthography and spelling rules in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the 

view that rules about the use of hyphens should be expounded properly in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and other users may 

use them with ease. 

4.4.6 Theme 6: The Use of Apostrophes in Tshivenḓa  

 

The sixth research question dealt with the use of apostrophes in Tshivenḓa (Should 

we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa?). When this question was asked the 

researcher wanted participants to indicate whether an apostrophe, that is a 

punctuation mark, should be removed or continued to be used in Tshivenḓa. The 

participants were also required to provide reasons why they thoughtapostrophes 

should be removed or why they think they should not be removed from Tshivenḓa. 

The responses would assist the researcher in recommending the position of 

apostrophes in Tshivenḓa.  

 

All 44 participants were asked question six in the interview schedule (Annexure A). 

Each one of them gave responses as listed in Annexure D. In analysing their 

responses, the following subheadings were identified: The responses revealed the 

following categories, those who said ‘no’, those who said ‘yes’, and those who said, ‘I 

don’t know’.  

 

Those who wanted apostrophes to be removed in Tshivenḓa gave ‘yes’ responses. 

They gave the following reasons to support their argument: 
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i. Tshivenḓa has many punctuation marks, so if an apostrophe is removed 

words will not change their meanings. 

ii. People don’t even remember what an apostrophe is and where it is 

used. 

iii. An apostrophe is not frequently used.  

iv. It is not visible in the language, though it marks contracted words.  

v. Full forms can be used where an apostrophe is required.  

vi. Accepted contracted form of words without hyphens can be used. 

vii. The rule is evident that the apostrophe is not important in Tshivenḓa  

viii. Without using the apostrophe signs, reduces time and energy spared to 

write them.  

ix. There are standard words such as yo, khayo, ngayo, navho, ṅwananga, 

naho, dzani and dzou that can be used without apostrophes. 

 

Those who did not want apostrophes to be removed in Tshivenḓa gave ‘no’ 

responses. To substantiate their argument they said it is because apostrophes are 

important to use in the language. Accordingly hyphens are required to:  

 

i. indicate rest. 

ii. identify the structure of words and morphology. 

 

Similarly, the response at (i) above shows that knowledge about apostrophes is 

diminishing. In an environment where multilingualism is practised, this type of 

information should be preserved, not only to be used in Tshivenḓa orthography but in 

other languages. 

 

There were those who did not know whether they should agree or disagree with the 

removal of apostrophes in a revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa. They gave the following reasons to support their argument: 

 

i. We don’t use an apostrophe when we write 

ii. We don’t know this sign 

iii. We don’t think it is necessary to use an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa  
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Table 10: Responses on the Use of Apostrophes 
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Teachers 4 0 4 0 

Lecturers 6 2 4 0 

Students 6 1 5 0 

TNLB Members 5 5 0 0 

TNLU Members 4 1 3 0 

Curriculum Advisers 4 1 2 1 

Matric Examiners 5 1 4 0 

Language Practitioners 4 0 3 1 

TSHIWA Members 6 1 5 0 

 

Thirty participants, excluding TNLB members, indicated that apostrophes are not 

needed in Tshivenḓa orthography. These responses make about 68% of the total 

number of the people who were interviewed to identify strategies that will make 

Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use. This is in contrast to 12 participants, excluding 

curriculum advisers and teachers, who said apostrophes are needed to make 

Tshivenḓa easy to write. This makes up about 27% of the total number of the people 

who were interviewed to identify strategies that will make Tshivenḓa orthography 

easy to use.  

 

Participants, such as language practitioners and curriculum advisers also constitute 

about 5% of those who said they don’t know whether apostrophes should be 

removed or not.  
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The responses portrayed at Table 6 above, show that there is a need for a strategy 

to be developed that would bring about rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy to use.  

 

Indeed the sixth research question was able to identify strategies related to 

orthography and spelling rules in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the 

view that rules about the use of hyphens should be expounded properly in the 

revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and 

other users may use them with ease. 

4.4.7 Theme 7: The Use of Diacritic Marks in Tshivenḓa  

 

The seventh question dealt with the use of diacritics (Should we use diacritics marks 

in Tshivenḓa?). Unlike hyphens and apostrophes, which are punctuation marks, 

diacritic marks deal with the sound of certain words found in Tshivenḓa orthography. 

The issue on diacritic marks was discussed through the seventh interview question 

that required participants to indicate if diacritics should be used in Tshivenḓa 

orthography or not. The participants were also required to provide reasons why they 

think diacritics should be removed and also why they think diacritics should not be 

removed from Tshivenḓa. 

 

The responses would assist the researcher in recommending the position on 

diacritics in Tshivenḓa.  

 

All 44 participants were asked question seven in the interview schedule (Annexure 

A). Their responses are in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the following 

responses were identified: those who said ‘no’, those who said ‘yes’, and those who 

said, ‘I don’t know’.  

 

Those who did not want diacritics to be removed in Tshivenḓa gave ‘yes’ responses. 

To substantiate their argument they said that diacritics are important to use in the 

language. Diacritics are in their view required to:  
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a) Correct a word, without a diacritic mark, will be seen wrong. 

b) Assign the correct meaning to a word. 

c) Differentiate two words that are similar in spelling.  

i. tala versus ṱala 

ii. tota versus ṱoṱa 

iii. nnda versus nnḓa 

iv. mutoli versus muṱoli 

v. dala versus ḓala 

vi. lela versus ḽela 

vii. damu versus ḓamu 

viii. tanga versus ṱanga 

ix. tamba versus ṱamba 

x. tingatinga versus ṱingaṱinga 

xi. tala vs ṱala 

xii. bada vs baḓa 

xiii. ndivho vs nḓivho 

xiv. nama vs ṋama 

xv. ṋala vs ṅala  

xvi. tamba vs ṱamba 

d) Allow words to be understood easily. 

e) Distinguish Tshivenḓa from other languages. 

f) Add meaning to the word. 

 

It is true that without diacritic marks words will be difficult to handle. As suggested by 

examples (b), (c), (d) and (f) above, words without diacritic marks will be 

meaningless. 

 

Those who want diacritics to be removed from Tshivenḓa gave ‘no’ responses. To 

substantiate their arguments they said it is because diacritics are not important to 

use in the language. Accordingly diacritics:  

 

i. Confuse people and they delay one who is writing something in Tshivenḓa. 

ii. People mark words differently.  
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iii. There is a change, especially among students, which has a negative 

impact. There are those who mark with the dot below the letter and those 

who mark with the circumflex above the letter. 

 

The lamentations by participants that diacritic marks take time to write, and that they 

delay and confuse users cannot be accepted. Diacritic marks are not different from 

punctuation marks found in the language, and symbols and formulas found in 

content subjects. A diacritic mark is what makes languages unique, Tshivenḓa 

included. All learners and users must be encouraged to use diacritic marks when 

writing their language.  

 

Table 11: Responses on the Use of Diacritic Marks 
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Frequency Responses on the Use of Diacritic Marks 

No Yes  I don’t know 

Teachers 4 0 4 0 

Lecturers 6 0 6 0 

Students 6 0 6 0 

TNLB Members 5 1 4 0 

TNLU Members 4 0 4 0 

Curriculum 

Advisers 

4 0 4 0 

Matric Examiners 5 1 4 0 

Language 

Practioners 

4 0 4 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 0 6 0 
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Forty-two participants indicated that diacritic marks are needed in Tshivenḓa 

orthography.  These responses make up about 95% of the total number of the 

people who were interviewed to identify problems that make Tshivenḓa orthography 

difficult to use. This is in contrast to 2 participants who said diacritic marks are not 

needed in Tshivenḓa orthography. This makes about 5% of the total number of the 

people who were interviewed to identify problems associated with Tshivenḓa 

orthography.  

 

All the responses presented in Table 7 above, show that there is a need for a 

strategy to be developed that would bring about rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy 

to use with regard to diacritic marks.  

 

Indeed the seventh research question was able to identify problems related to 

diacritic marks in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the view that rules 

about the use of diacritic marks should be expounded properly in the revised ‘Milayo 

ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and other users may 

use them with ease. 

 

4.4.8 Theme 8: The Use of the Letter C, J and Q  

 

The eighth research question is similar to the first research question in that it dealt 

with the current system of writing used in Tshivenḓa (Should we use letters c, j and 

q as part of Tshivenḓa orthography?).  This research question differs slightly with the 

first one as it concentrates on three of the letters of the alphabet found in this system 

of writing. The eighth research question dealt with the use of the letters c, j and q in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher wanted participants to indicate whether 

letters c, j and q should be removed or retained in Tshivenḓa. Participants were 

required to provide reasons why they thought the letters c, j and q should be 

removed. Similarly participants were also required to give reasons why they think 

letter c, j and q should not be removed from Tshivenḓa. 
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All 44 participants were asked question eight in the interview schedule (Annexure A). 

Each one of them gave responses as indicated in Annexure D. In analysing their 

responses, the following responses were identified: those who said ‘no’, those who 

said ‘yes’, and those who said, ‘I don’t know’.  

 

Those who do not want letters c, j and q to be used in Tshivenḓa gave ‘no’ 

responses. To substantiate their arguments they said it is because letters c, j and q 

are not important to use in the language. They gave the following reasons to support 

their arguments: 

 

i. We don’t use them in the language, but only in English names. 

ii. We use them for proper nouns of foreign languages.  

iii. It is bad for the language, to write cou for khou. 

iv. There is difference between ch and tsh in terms of pronunciation. Tsh is 

pronounced differently from ch. 

v. We don’t have them in our letters of alphabet. If we use them in English 

and Afrikaans names, those are not our names in terms of the 

orthography. For instance Queen in English does not mean Khadzi or 

Makhadzi in Tshivenḓa. 

vi. We can’t use these letters as part of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’, because we have got letters in Tshivenḓa that can be 

used in their places. 

vii. They will destroy etymology of words.  

 

The letters c, j and q are not part of the 23 letters of the Roman alphabet that were 

adopted into Tshivenḓa orthography. These three letters are only found in the 

English orthography.  They only come into contact with Tshivenḓa orthography when 

doing translation from English to Tshivenḓa.  A Tshivenḓa translator would then have 

two options; first to provide a translation equivalent in Tshivenḓa and then to use 

these borrowed sounds when a proper name is involved.  

 

The points raised in (i and iv) above are crucial as letters c, j and q are only used as 

part of English names and words. There is therefore no need to have these sounds 

duplicated in Tshivenḓa orthography, as it will result in redundancy of sounds. 
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Those who did want letters c, j and q to be used in Tshivenḓa gave ‘yes’ responses. 

To substantiate their arguments they said it is because letters c, j and q are 

important to use in the language. Accordingly letters c, j and q can be used for:  

 

i. Borrowed words and proper nouns that are not of Tshivenḓa origin such 

as China, Chilliboy, Vho Chippa, Cinema and Currie Cup. The letter j can 

be used in words such as Vho-Johannes, Jonas, Joburg, jege, jamu and q 

in Vho Queen, Quantum. 

ii. Personal names borrowed from other languages. 

iii. Words such as chi for tshi, and jena for dzhena,  

iv. Because we don’t have click sounds in Tshivenḓa like other languages we 

can leave q out. 

 

The reason why they can’t comment on whether to use letters c, j and q is because 

they don’t use these letters when they write and spell Tshivenḓa words. 

 

Table 12: Responses on the use of letters C, J and Q 
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Responses on the use of letters C, J 

and Q 

No Yes I don’t know 

Teachers 4 4 0 0 

Lecturers 6 5 1 0 

Students 6 4 2 0 

TNLB Members 5 3 2 0 

TNLU Members 4 2 1 1 

Curriculum Advisers 4 4 0 0 

Matric Examiners 5 3 2 0 

Language Practioners 4 4 0 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 6 0 0 
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Thirty-five participants indicated that letters c, j and q are not needed in Tshivenḓa 

orthography.  These responses make up about 80% of the total number of the 

people who were interviewed to identify problems that will make Tshivenḓa 

orthography difficult to use. This is in contrast to eight participants who said letters c, 

j and q are needed in Tshivenḓa orthography. This makes about 18% of the total 

number of the people who were interviewed to identify problems associated with 

Tshivenḓa orthography. Only 2% of participants, who are TNLU members indicated 

that they don’t know whether letters c, j and q should be used in Tshivenḓa 

orthography or not. 

 

All the responses given in Table 8 above, show that there is a need for a strategy to 

be developed that would bring about rules that will make Tshivenḓa easy to use with 

regard to letters of an alphabet.  

 

Indeed the eighth research question was able to identify problems related to letters 

c, j and q in Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher is of the view that rules about 

the use of letters c, j and q should be expounded properly in revised ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa so that all learners and other users may 

use them with ease. 

 

4.4.9 Theme 9: Those in Charge of Introducing Tshivenḓa orthography  

 

The question for those in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography to learners 

and other users investigated theme nine (Who should be in charge of introducing 

Tshivenḓa orthography and why?). When this question was asked the researcher 

wanted participants to indicate whether they know those in charge of introducing 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa. The participants were also be 

required to provide reasons why they think those are the one in charge of introducing 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’.  
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The responses will assist the researcher in recommending the position of those in 

charge of introducing ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa.’ 

 

All 44 participants were asked question nine in the interview schedule (Annexure A). 

Their responses are included in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the 

following subheadings were picked: Language Board, TNLB and PanSALB and 

those who said ‘I don’t know’. 

 

Many of the responses indicated one or more of the following institutions as 

responsible for introducing Tshivenḓa orthography rules to the users: 

 

i. Language Board 

ii. TNLB and PanSALB 

iii. TNLB 

iv. PanSALB  

v. NLBs together with HEIs, and language practitioners 

 

Some of the participants felt it is appropriate for the NLBs to introduce orthography to 

users as they are the custodian of the language. Moreover, they are the ones who 

work with language practitioners to standardise and authenticate the rules. 

 

There were respondents who were not sure as to whose responsibility it is to 

introduce ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ to users. Similarly 

there were those who literally did not know that there were people who were 

responsible in publicizing rules to the users. 
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Table 13: Responses on those in Charge of Introducing Rules 
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Teachers 4 1 2 0 0 1 

Lecturers 6 0 4 1 0 1 

Students 6 1 2 0 0 3 

TNLB Members 5 0 3 1 0 1 

TNLU Members 4  3 0 1 0 

Curriculum 

Advisers 

4 1 2 1 0 0 

Matric Examiners 5 0 3 2 0 0 

Language 

Practioners 

4 0 3 1 0 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 3 3 0 0 0 

 
 

All 25 participants indicated that the language board, which is TNLB, is the one to 

introduce Tshivenḓa orthography to learners and other users. These responses 

make about 57% of the total number of the people who were interviewed to identify 

problems that will make Tshivenḓa orthography difficult to use.  

 

This is in contrast to six participants who said it was PanSALB. Another six 

participants said it was TNLB and PanSALB.  Moreover, other six more participants, 

including teachers, lecturers, students and TNLB members said other things. Only 

one participant answered that she / he doesn’t know. 
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All the responses given in Table 9 above, show that there is a need for a strategy to 

be developed that would make easy the introduction of Tshivenḓa orthography to 

learners and other users.  

 

The ninth research question was able to identify problems related to the introduction 

of Tshivenḓa orthography to users. The researcher is of the view that this should be 

communicated properly in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so 

that all learners and other users may know. It would also be important to suggest 

strategies of dealing with such problems. For example: 

 

a) A seminar could be held for introducing new Tshivenḓa orthography 

document to stakeholders. 

b) A media presentation be made to make people to be aware of the new 

orthography document. 

c) A sampled size of documents be sent to institutions for use. 

 

4.4.9 Theme 10: The Role of Tshivenḓa Orthography 

 

The tenth research question is about the role of Tshivenḓa orthography. When this 

question was asked the researcher wanted participants to indicate whether they 

know the role of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 

2008a). The participants would be required to indicate what they thought the role of 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a) document. 

 

All 44 participants were asked question ten in the interview schedule (Annexure A) 

(What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography?).  Each one of them gave responses 

that are included in Annexure D. In analysing their responses, the following 

subheadings were picked: protect Tshivenḓa, new system of writing, eliminate 

problems and make the language to be unique.  
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Protect Tshivenḓa  

 

The function of the document is to develop and protect Tshivenḓa as a language so 

that it cannot be swallowed by other languages. It also makes sure that we write in 

the same way throughout. It is a form of standardisation of the language and that 

preserves the language for future generations. It ensures that our children and 

writers do not go wrong when they write Tshivenḓa. 

 

The other factor is to preserve the language and show Tshivenḓa culture and 

present the uniqueness of the language. 

 

New System of Writing 

The orthography also plays an important role in: 

i. Indicating how the language should be written and how words should be 

spelt 

ii. Presenting new system of writing 

iii. Ensuring proper use of the language 

iv. Explaining the rules on how the language should be spoken, spelt and 

written. 

v. Presenting rules on the use and treatment of the language 

vi. Giving rules on how the language should be written and spoken 

vii. Providing rules on borrowing, to indicate what is wanted and unwanted in 

the language. 

The comments by respondents are good and important as they point out to learners 

and users the importance of Tshivenḓa orthography. 

Eliminate Problems  

i. It helps to eliminate problems in the language 

ii. It addresses challenges and problems affecting the writing of words 
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The Language as Unique  

 

i. It makes Tshivenḓa to be unique and it shows the identity of the Venda 

people and culture. 

 

The above discussion sums up what is regarded as the role of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a).  

Table 14: Responses on the Role of Orthography 
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Teachers 4 2 0 1 1 

Lecturers 6 0 1  5 0 

Students 6 2 2 1 1 

TNLB Members 5 1 1 2 1 

TNLU Members 4 2 2 0 0 

Curriculum Advisers 4 1 1 1 1 

Matric Examiners 5 2 1 2 0 

Language 

Practitioners 

4 0 2 2 0 

TSHIWA Members 6 2 0 3 1 
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All 44 participants indicated that the role of Tshivenḓa orthography is to preserve, 

protect and to show the uniqueness and the richness of the language. All the 

responses given in Table 10 above, show that there is a need for a strategy to be 

developed that would protect and preserve Tshivenḓa as a cultural heritage. 

 

Indeed the tenth research question was able to cultivate the desire to protect and 

preserve the language as a national heritage. The researcher is of the view that this 

national pride should be communicated properly in the revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’  so that all learners and other users may know. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

 

It seems that the Pan South African Language Board spelling rules created problems 

with respect to Tshivenḓa orthography. Through analysis of the data collected from 

documents and interviews the researcher has managed to establish a system of 

writing and an appropriate design for Tshivenḓa.  Moreover, there should be a list of 

difficult words and enhanced rules to make easy the orthography.  

 

With the exception of the apostrophes and letters such as c, j and q, aspects such as 

hyphens and diacritic marks should be retained in Tshivenḓa orthography. The 

language board, which is Tshivenḓa National Language Body should take the task of 

introducing and illustrating the role of Tshivenḓa orthography seriously. 

 

This chapter evaluated Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to Pan South 

African Language Board spelling rules. In addition, the chapter identified problems 

concerning Tshivenḓa orthography and determined differences between conjunctive 

and disjunctive systems of writing in as far as they relate to Tshivenḓa orthography. 

Strategies to make easy the use of Tshivenḓa orthography have been proposed.  
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CHAPTER  FIVE 

CONCLUSION, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

  

This study was motivated by a three-fold objective, namely: 

 

a) To identify problems concerning Pan South African Language Board spelling 

rules in respect of Tshivenḓa orthography, 

b) To determine the differences between the conjunctive and disjunctive systems 

of writing in so far as they relate to Tshivenḓa orthography; and 

c) To propose strategies that would make Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use. 

 

5.2 SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

This study was composed of Chapters One to Five. 

5.2.1 Chapter One 

Chapter One introduced all works covered in this study. The major aspects covered 

in this chapter included the research problem, literature review, research 

methodology, data collection, data analysis, findings and recommendations, 

significance of the study and the limitations of the study. 

The chapter introduced the research problem identified for the study “as the 

challenges facing Tshivenḓa orthography when writers find it extremely hard to 

follow the guiding principles proposed by the Tshivenḓa National Language Body 

(TNLB), which is a statutory body mandated to do the job under the auspices of the 

Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB)”.  

 

The chapter also provided background information on the writing systems of the 

world and defined terms related to orthography. Orthography was explained as the 

field of study that deals with the spelling, hyphenation, capitalisation, word breaks 
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and punctuation of the words (Oxford, 2005). The foregoing explanation was what 

the study was all about pertaining to Tshivenḓa. The chapter introduced the 

relationship between orthography and the theory of lexeme-morpheme morphology, 

which distinguishes lexemes as nouns, verbs and adjectives as they have 

phonological, grammatical and semantic representation (Du Plessis & Maḓadzhe, 

1999). Most importantly is the role of bound morphemes that change the 

phonological form of lexemes and present them with morphological spellings, 

inflectional, lexical and semantic operations. 

 

The chapter presented a survey of some difficulties brought about by the use of the 

disjunctive system of writing. These difficulties are also visible in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). 

 

A brief literature review was included to explain the different types of orthographies, 

namely the syllabary, the logography and the alphabet. The alphabet is the one used 

for Tshivenḓa orthography. 

 

The aim and purpose of the study was introduced as to evaluate Tshivenḓa 

orthography with special reference to Pan South African Language Board spelling 

rules. Three objectives of the study were indicated, namely to identify problems 

concerning Pan South African Language Board spelling rules with respect to 

Tshivenḓa orthography, to determine the differences between conjunctive and 

disjunctive systems of writing in so far as they relate to Tshivenḓa orthography and 

to propose strategies that would make Tshivenḓa orthography easy to use.  

 

In conclusion, the chapter pointed out the significances of the study, which is to 

make people know and understand orthography in Tshivenḓa and to contribute to an 

existing body of knowledge, to encourage the Vhavenḓa speakers to protect 

language as their cultural heritage and to recommend new spelling rules for African 

languages in order to ameliorate problems that currently afflict orthography for 

African languages. 
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5.2.2 Chapter  Two 

 

Chapter Two picked up where Chapter One left off. It provided a detailed 

description of scholarly texts on the topic, starting by giving the explanation of 

orthographical terms and ending with the discussion of aspects important in the 

spelling and orthography rules of the language. 

 

The literature review provided the researcher with background information relevant 

to the research questions. It also empowered the researcher to look at the literature 

of a related area linked to the own area of study. The analysis of the literature 

studied, was preceded by a short description of the history of Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The history of Tshivenḓa orthography was sketched from the time of 

the arrival of the Dutch and German missionaries in South Africa.  The  adoption  of 

the  disjunctive  method of writing in Tshivenḓa which was influenced by the 

Meinhof-Lepsius system was done amidst protest by scholars (Doke 1954, Bailey, 

1995 & Van Wyk, 1995). The chapter continued to portray the use of the adopted 

orthography until the dawn of democracy in South Africa, when PanSALB and its 

NLBs were established to take care of South African languages. 

 

The most important terms explained in the chapter were topography, word division, 

language modernisation, language development, writing systems, vowels and 

consonants. The terms were explained to help learners and users to gain a better 

understanding of the concept orthography. 

 

Scholars suggested several aspects that should be treated as part of the spelling 

and orthography rules of a language. The aspects included the front matter, the 

section on spelling and orthography rules and the back matter. The section on the 

front matter discussed technical aspects such as the table of contents, preface, 

suggestion for users, explanations of basic spelling and orthography conventions, 

the work of the different NLBs and their functions and a discussion on an outline of 

ground rules on how to use the spelling and orthography document. This was done 

to help with understanding of the orthography document. 
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Aspects dealing with spelling and orthography rules were word division, the use of 

apostrophes, the use of abbreviations, the use of accent, the use of diacritics, the 

use of diphthongs, the use of upper and lower case letters, the use of circumflex, the 

use of consonants, the use of hyphens, the use of plural forms, the use of disjunctive 

and conjunctive systems, the use of diminutives, the use of vowels, the use of 

variant spellings, the use of loaned or borrowed words, the use of contracted forms, 

the use of affixes and the use of negative aspects. 

 

Scholars indicated what these aspects should look like to enhance their proper 

usage in the orthography document. 

 

Lastly, scholars indicated what important sections should be placed in the back 

matter section. These sections are meant to deal with abbreviations, international 

geographical names with derivations, transliteration table, colloquial language, 

terminology list and an index. 

5.2.3 Chapter Three 

 

Chapter  Three introduced a qualitative research method as the appropriate design 

for this study.  A discussion on the advantage of choosing the qualitative research 

method against quantitative research method was pursued. Content analysis was 

picked to deal with a body of material where patterns, themes, or biases were 

identified.  

 

The study population was indicated as Pan South African Language Board spelling 

rules, which deals with nine indigenous languages, which are Tshivenḓa, isiZulu, 

Siswati, Sesotho, Setswana, Xitsonga, isiXhosa, isiNdebele and Sesotho sa Leboa, 

covering about 255 spelling and orthography rules. The study sampled spelling and 

orthography rules belonging to Tshivenḓa orthography. The chapter aimed to 

evaluate 20 rules in Tshivenḓa orthography, with the unit of analysis in this research 

project being the capitals, common nouns, consonant system, curved brackets, 

demonstrative and copulative demonstrative, diacritic marks, letters c, j and q, 

negative aspects, the abbreviations, the alternative forms, the apostrophe, the 
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counting system, the syllabic nasals, translation equivalents, velar sounds, vowel 

system and word division. 

 

Forty-four respondents were selected and interviewed in the study. Participants were 

divided into nine categories, namely: 

 

a) Curriculum advisors  

b)  Tshivenḓa National Language Body (TNLB) members.  

c) Matric examiners. 

d) Teachers  

e) Students. 

f) Language practitioners.  

g) Tshivenḓa National Lexicography Unit (TNLU) Board members. 

h) Writers Association members. 

i) Lecturers.  

 

Great emphasis was also placed on ethical considerations, in order to protect 

participants’ interest.  

 

Data collection depended on a literature review, document analysis and interview, 

and content analysis wasused according to guidelines given by O’Connor and 

Gibson (2003) to analyse data. This involves, among others, theme induction, 

coding, elaboration, interpretation and checking (Terre Blanche & Durrheim, 1999). 

Data were collected primarily from participants and secondarily from documents 

such as PanSALB spelling and orthography rules and literary books in Tshivenḓa  

The chapter concluded by indicating the researcher’s research setting, which 

included the office used to make calls and write emails to organise meetings with 

participants. The researcher conducted several face-to-face interviews with 

participants. The majority of the interviews were done in the offices, homes and other 

meeting places such as restaurants at malls. For reliability, 44 participants were part 

of the interviewing process where 20 Tshivenḓa rules were evaluated among 255 

PanSALB rules that formed the population of the study.  Data from works of 

literature, document analysis and the interview process were used to support the 
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conclusion reached. The chapter concluded that it was the responsibility of the 

researcher to protect participants from any harm or discomfort that may arise from 

the study. 

5.2.4 Chapter Four 

 

Chapter Four provided an analysis of data collected from documents and 

interviews. The chapter started by analysing data from documents such as the 

suitability of the front matter guidance, the section on spelling and orthography rules 

and the back matter. 

The chapter discussed the omission of the six subsections that fall under the front 

matter section in Tshivenḓa orthography, that learners and users consult to retrieve 

information from the ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a). These omitted subsections were tabled as the omission of the table of 

contents, the omission of the suggestion for a style guide for users, the omission of 

the explanation of basic spelling rules and conventions, the omission of the modus 

operandi and the omission of the ground rules. 

The section on spelling and orthography rules presented ten rules that are not 

arranged in alphabetical and numerical way in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 2008a). These rules ranged from negative aspects, 

apostrophe, demonstratives and copulative demonstratives, capitals, diacritics, word 

division, letters c and q, syllabic nasal, to the words khufha and hufha and the 

counting system. Most of the discussion on spelling and orthography rules centred 

on whether to use them or not, and on how to write and spell them. 

 

Other rules that are listed haphazardly in the orthography document dealt with the 

use of abbreviations, the use capitals, the use of diminutives, the use of loan words, 

the use of numbers , figures and symbols, the use of accent, the use of plural forms, 

the use of syllabic nasals and the use of vowels and consonants. 

Similarly the discussion was about how to write and spell them and whether to use or 

remove them from ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ (PanSALB, 

2008a). 
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The discussion on data from participants was based on research questions that 

address the ten rules listed in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ 

(PanSALB, 2008a). Responses from participants were organised and the researcher 

identified relevant data for interpretation. The researcher identified concepts and 

themes relevant to the research problem. The researcher organised the main ideas 

and concepts generated by these words and phrases into categories and sub-

categories.  

The themes were extracted from the data, by collapsing responses that had one or 

more associated themes into one main overarching theme. Only themes that gave 

deeper meanings to the data and different categories were collapsed under one 

theme.  

The chapter evaluated Tshivenḓa orthography with special reference to Pan South 

African Language Board spelling rules. In addition, the Chapter has identified 

problems concerning Tshivenḓa orthography and determined differences between 

conjunctive and disjunctive systems of writing in so far as they relate to Tshivenḓa 

orthography. Strategies to facilitate the use of Tshivenḓa orthography have been 

proposed. 

5.2.5 Chapter Five 

This chapter summarises the findings of the study according to the aim and 

objectives of the study. This section discusses the findings and recommendations of 

the study with respect to the research problems identified in his study. The findings 

and recommendations are arranged based on the ten research problems identified in 

the study. The findings are attached to the different research questions. Similarly, 

each finding is allocated a recommendation.  

5.3 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

This section discusses the findings and recommendations of the study with respect 

to the research problems identified in this study. The study also discusses how 

findings are related to the literature review. In discussing the findings and 

recommendations reached, the researcher will organise the discussion under four 

categories: those dealing with rules and the system of writing, those dealing with 
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punctuation marks, those dealing with word categories and those dealing with other 

technical matters.  

5.3.1 FINDINGS  DEALING  WITH  RULES  AND THE  SYSTEM  OF  WRITING 

 

In presenting the findings dealing with rules and the system of writing, the researcher 

concentrated on the following aspects:  

a) Rules to assist in making orthography easy to use designs  

b) The design suitable for writing Tshivenḓa  

c) The role of Tshivenḓa orthography 

d) The use of diacritics in Tshivenḓa  

e) The use of the counting system  

f) The use of the vowels and consonants  

g) The use of the letter C, J and Q  

h) The use of the syllabic nasals  

i) The body responsible in introducing orthography rules 

 

5.3.1.1  Rules to Assist in Making Orthography Easy to Use 

 

The research question ‘Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

orthography easy to use?’ provided a discussion that resulted in important findings. 

Out of this discussion the researcher found out that the functional and effective rules 

were needed to deal with love of the language through competitive measures, the 

writing of compounds words, diacritic marks, dictation, the disjunctive or conjunctive 

system of writing, hyphens, introduce scribbling, letters of alphabet, parts of speech, 

phonetics, phrases, punctuation marks, symbols and abbreviations, writing and 

reading of books. Moreover scholars agree that rules on orthography must be made 

easy to use, that can be achieved by explaining the rules in detail with more practical 

examples. 
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Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that the Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB), together 

with the Tshivenḓa National Language Body (TNLB) and in consultation with other 

stakeholders and language practitioners across the board, should adopt the rules 

recommended in this study for Tshivenḓa orthography. These rules amongst others 

must include rules about parts of speech, the use of punctuation marks, phonetics, 

dictation, writing and reading of books, competition, introduce scribbling, hyphen, 

letters of alphabet, diacritic marks, compounds, symbols and abbreviations, phrases 

and the disjunctive or conjunctive system of writing.  

 

These rules will be used by all learners and users of South African languages, in 

particular Tshivenḓa. 

 

5.3.1.2 The Design Suitable for Writing Tshivenḓa  

 

With the research question ‘Which system of design, between the conjunctive and 

the disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenḓa?’, the researcher found out that 

though the majority of respondents indicated that the disjunctive system is the design 

more appropriate for writing Tshivenḓa language, they welcomed the fact that the 

conjunctive system can be used in Tshivenḓa language. The researcher has also 

established that the results of data analysis from participants are in agreement with 

data from the books analysed. These books used both the disjunctive and the 

conjunctive orthographies when they write word forms in Tshivenḓa.  

Recommendations: 

 

It is therefore recommended that both conjunctive and disjunctive word division be 

used as a design to write word categories in Tshivenḓa.  

 

The researcher’s view is that word categories in Tshivenḓa should determine the 

writing of words in the language. A compound word in Tshivenḓa orthography should 

be written conjunctively depending on whether it is a noun, a verb or an adjective not 
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because it is hyphenated or not. Similarly this should also apply to negative aspects 

in Tshivenḓa, which should be written disjunctively due to the current structure of the 

forms of Tshivenḓa verbs. 

 

5.3.1.3   The Role of Tshivenḓa Orthography 

 

The discussion on the research question ‘What is the role of Tshivenḓa 

orthography?’ succeeded in making participants conscious of the importance of 

Tshivenḓa orthography not only as a developmental tool, but as a tool to preserve 

the language. The researcher made startling findings about Tshivenḓa orthography 

namely: 

 

a) It is to develop and protect Tshivenḓa as a language so that it cannot be 

swallowed by other languages.  

b) It assures that we write in the same way throughout.  

c) It is a form of standardisation of the language and to preserve the language 

for future generations, to make sure that our children and writers do not go 

wrong when they write Tshivenḓa.  

d) It preserves the language and show Tshivenḓa culture and language, and 

present its uniqueness.  

e) It helps people to use the language properly. 

      f) It presents rules on the use and treatment of the language. 

     g) It rules on how the language should be written and spoken. 

f) It provides rules on borrowing, indicating what is wanted and unwanted in the 

language. 

g) It helps to eliminate problems in the language. 

h) It addresses challenges and problems affecting the writing of words. 

i) It makes Tshivenḓa unique  

 

Recommendations: 

Indeed the research question cultivated the desire to protect and preserve the 

language as a national heritage.  
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The researcher therefore recommends that the roles and importance of Tshivenḓa 

orthography be crafted as a charter of Tshivenḓa to be used in order to stimulate 

national pride and patriotism, and to encourage multilingualism and drive social 

cohesion. This charter of Tshivenḓa should be communicated properly in revised 

‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ so that all learners and other 

users may know about it. In the charter the following roles should receive adequate 

treatment: 

 

a) Tshivenḓa orthography aims to develop, promote, protect and preserve 

Tshivenḓa as a language so that it cannot be swallowed by other 

languages.  

b) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to address challenges and problems 

affecting the writing of words. 

c) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to be a form of standardisation of the 

language and to preserve the language for future generations, to make 

sure that our children and writers do not go wrong when they write 

Tshivenḓa.  

d) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to eliminate problems in the language. 

e) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to indicate at best how the language 

should be written and how words should be spoken and spelt. 

f) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to make sure that Tshivenḓa speaking 

communities write in the same way throughout.  

g)      Tshivenḓa orthography strives to to develop correct usage of the  

         language. 

 h) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to present rules on how the language 

  should be written and spoken. 

 i) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to present rules on the use and  

  treatment of the word forms in Tshivenḓa 

 j) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to present the correct system of writing 

  the language. 

 k) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to preserve the language and retain, 

  and show Tshivenḓa culture and language, and presents its   

  uniqueness.  
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 l) Tshivenḓa orthography strives to provide the best guidelines on  

  borrowing of word forms and sounds, to indicate what is wanted and 

  unwanted in the language. 

5.3.1.4 The System of Writing Currently used in Tshivenḓa  

 

The system of writing currently used in Tshivenḓa was revealed through the three 

systems of writing used in the world, namely: the syllabary, the logography and the 

alphabet.  

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that a system of writing that uses the alphabet and forms of 

writing from other systems such as syllabary and logography be adopted for use in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. 

 

The researcher is of the view that the envisaged system will accommodate or 

provide room for the forms used in the syllabary and the logography orthographies. 

The researcher has noted evidence of the presence of other systems of writing such 

as in R10 and 20kg. 

5.3.1.5 The Use of Diacritic Marks in Tshivenḓa Orthography 

 

In the research question that dealt with the use of diacritic marks in Tshivenḓa 

language, it was found out that more people were in favour of diacritic marks than 

those who do not want them. Those who want to retain diacritic marks in the 

language had more important reasons than those who did not want to retain them.  

The researcher also established that those who did not want diacritic marks 

presented vital points that need to be taken care of. A list of vital points can be 

crafted from the presentations by all participants, those who stood for diacritic marks 

and those who stood against diacritic marks. The following points need serious 

consideration in Tshivenḓa orthography: 
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a) Diacritic marks should be crafted not in a way that they will confuse people 

and delay them when writing. 

b) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they differentiate words 

similar in spellings and tone. 

c) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they add meaning to the 

word. 

d) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make a word more 

correct.  

e) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they assist people to 

mark words similarly.  

f) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make the language 

to be uniquely Tshivenḓa.  

g) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they indicate where the 

dot and the circumflex are written. 

h) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they distinguish 

Tshivenḓa from other languages. 

i) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make words to be 

understood, pronounced or spelt easily. 

j) There are three syllabic nasals that are nn, nṋ and ṅ that are found in 

Tshivenḓa orthography. 

k) There are 23 letters of an alphabet in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa with additional 5 phonemic sounds. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that the above guidelines be taken as principles for writing 

diacritic signs in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ document. 

Moreover, concrete evidence could be provided for confusing and difficult words and 

terms that are written with or without diacritic marks. It is therefore recommended 

that diacritic marks be used as marking devices for the language as there is nothing 

that can be used to replace them. 
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The following rules on the use of diacritic marks be adopted in Tshivenḓa 

orthography: 

a) Diacritic marks should be crafted in a way that they will confuse people and 

delay them when writing words in Tshivenḓa. 

b) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they differentiate words 

similar in spellings and tone. 

c) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they add meaning to the 

word or make a word mean something.  

d) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make a word to be 

correct  

e) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they assist people to 

mark words that sound similarly to look differently. 

f) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make the language 

to be uniquely Tshivenḓa. 

g) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they indicate where the 

dot and the circumflex are written. 

h) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they distinguish 

Tshivenḓa from other languages. 

i) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that they make words to be 

understood, pronounced or spelt easily. 

j) Diacritic marks should be crafted in such a way that identification of three 

syllabic nasals that are nn, nṋ and ṅ that are found in Tshivenḓa orthography 

is easy. 

k)  Diacritic marks should be able to present five phonemic letters within the 23 

letters of an alphabet in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. 

 

5.3.1.6 The Use of the Counting System 

 

‘The use of the counting system’ was a research problem identified from data from 

document analysis. The researcher discoveredt two systems of writing that are being 

used in Tshivenḓa.  
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 In the analysis of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’  document, 

the one referred to as the new system of counting is indicated as the one used. The 

researcher has discovered that this has been indicated without mentioning the 

previous system of counting and whether what is regarded as the old system is still 

used or not. 

 

1.  nthihi Nthihi 

2.  mbili Mbili 

3.  raru Raru 

4.  iṋa iṋa 

5.  ṱhanu ṱhanu 

6.  ṱhanu na nthihi Rathi 

7.  ṱhanu na mbili Sumbe 

8.  ṱhanu na ntharu Malo 

9.  ṱhanu na nṋa ṱahe 

10.   fumi  Fumi 

20.  mahumi mavhili Fumbili 

30.  Mahumi mararu Furaru 

40.  Mahumi maṋa Fuina 

50.  Mahumi maṱanu fuṱhanu 

60.  Mahumi maṱanu na ḽithihi Furathi 

100.  ḓana ḓana 

200.  maḓana mavhili ḓambili 

1000 ḽikhulo Tshigidi 

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is therefore recommended that the counting system to be used in Tshivenḓa 

be produced in Tshivenḓa orthography.  The following system be used in 

Tshivenḓa with noted variations: 

 

a) 1:  nthihi ‘one’ 

b) 2:  mbili ‘two’ 

c) 3:  raru ‘three’ 

d) 4:  iṋa ‘four’ 

e) 5:  ṱhanu ‘five’ 

f) 6:  rathi or ṱhanu na nthihi ‘six’ 

g) 7:  sumbe or ṱhanu na mbili ‘seven’ 

h) 8:  malo or ṱhanu na ntharu ‘eight’ 
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i) 9:  ṱahe or ṱhanu na nṋa ‘nine’ 

j) 10: fumi ‘ten’ 

k) 20:  fumbili or mahumi mavhili ‘twenty’ 

l) 21:  fumbili nthihi or mahumi mavhili na nthihi ‘twenty one’ 

m) 30:  furaru or mahumi mararu ‘thirty’ 

n) 40:  fuiṋa or mahumi maṋa ‘forty’ 

o) 47: fuiṋa sumbe or mahumi maṋa na nṱhanu na mbili ‘forty seven’ 

p) 50: fuṱhanu or mahumi maṱanu ‘fifty’ 

q) 60: furathi or mahumi maṱanu na ḽithihi ‘sixty’ 

r) 70: fusumbe or mahumi maṱanu na mavhili ‘seventy’ 

s) 100: ḓana ‘one hundred’ 

t) 1000: tshigidi or ḽikhulo ‘one thousand’ 

5.3.1.7 The use of the letter c, j and q  

 

Similarly, the use of letters c, j and q was a research problem used by the 

researcher to get data from participants on the extent and usage of these letters in 

Tshivenḓa language.  

 

Tshivenḓa has 23 letters of the alphabet (whereas, for instance, English has 26 

letters). These letters include five vowels and 18 consonants. It has been established 

that these 23 letters of the alphabet exclude the three letters c, j and q that are only 

used for personal names which originated from other languages. It has also been 

established that five more phonemic letters have been derived from these 18 

consonant letters. 

  

The 18 consonant letters produced 52 consonants sounds in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa (PanSALB, 2008a). These 52 consonants sounds 

include nine bilabial sounds, five denti-labial sounds, four dental sounds, five labio-

alveolar sounds, 11 alveolar sounds, nine palatal sounds, two variant sounds of the 

letter j, five velar sounds, two alveo-palatal sounds, one labio-velar sound and one 

glottal sound as indicated in page 138 above. 
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The researcher found out that those respondents who were not in favour of using 

letters c, j and q as part of Tshivenḓa orthography indicated the following important 

reasons to support their argument: 

a) The letters c, j and q should not be used in Tshivenḓa orthography, but only 

in English names.  

b) The letters c, j and q should only be used with borrowed proper nouns.  

c) It is bad for Tshivenḓa language, to write cou for khou. 

d) There is difference between ch and tsh in terms of pronunciation.  

e) That we can’t use letters c, j and q as part of Tshivenḓa orthography as there 

are ‘letters in Tshivenḓa that can be used in their places. 

f) That letters c, j and q will destroy etymology of words in Tshivenḓa. 

g) That using letter j as alternative variants for dzh and zh sounds respectively is 

confusing. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

The researcher is of the view that letters c, j and q, should not be used in Tshivenḓa 

orthography, but for foreign personal names only. 

5.3.1.8 Those in charge of introducing  orthographic rules 

 

It has been found that there were divergent ideas with regard to who should 

introduce orthography rules.  For example: 

 

a) The NLBs to introduce orthography to users as they are the custodian 

of the language.  

b) Language practitioners should standardise and authenticate the rules.  

c) Another group felt that they were not sure as to whose responsibility it 

is to introduce orthography rules. 

d) PanSALB. 

e) Stakeholders. 
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Recommendations: 

It is therefore recommended that PanSALB, together with TNLB hold seminars twice 

per year to introduce and talk about Tshivenḓa orthography with stakeholders. 

5.3.2 FINDINGS DEALING WITH PUNCTUATION MARKS  

 

In presenting the findings dealing with rules and the system of writing, the researcher 

concentrates on the following aspects: the use of punctuation marks such as the 

uses of abbreviations, apostrophes, hyphens, capitals, the use of plurals, the use of 

numbers, figures and symbols and the use of accent. 

5.3.2.1 The use of abbreviations  

 

The researcher has found out that abbreviations are not written properly nor in such 

a way that they contribute to the use of Tshivenḓa orthography. The researcher has 

established functional abbreviations from the wordlist that belongs to Tshivenḓa 

orthography that could have been used instead of the ones which do not promote 

the language.  For example: 

 

a) (b.n.m.) badela na muhodo ‘cash with order’ 

b) (b.p.) badela poswoni ‘cash on delivery’ 

c) (bḓ.) boḓelo ‘bottle’ 

d) (daz.) dazeni ‘dozen’ 

e) (dk.) ndaka ‘property’ 

f) (dm) desimetere ‘decimeter’ 

g) (dt.) debithi ‘debit’ 

h) (dzh.kh.) dzharaṱa khubu ‘cubic yard’ 

i) (dzin) Dzina ‘ noun’  

j) (fig.) figara ‘figure’ 

k) (ft.kh.) futhi khubu ‘cubic foot’ 

l) (g) giramu ‘gram’ 

m) (in.kh.) inzhi khubu ‘cubic inch’ 

n) (kb.) khubu ‘cubic’ 

o) (kg) khilogiramu ‘kilogram’ 
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p) (km) khiḽomitha ‘kilometer’ 

q) (kt.) khiredithi ‘credit’ 

r) (ḽiara) Ḽiaravhi ‘interjection’  

s) (ḽiḓa) Ḽidadzisi ‘adverb’  

t) (ḽii) Ḽiiti ‘verb’  

u) (ḽinya) Ḽinyanyu ‘ideophone’  

v) (ḽipf) Ḽipfanisi 

w) (ḽisa) Ḽisala ‘pronoun’  

x) (ḽisu) Ḽisumbi ‘demonstrative’  

y) (ḽiṱalu) Ḽiṱaluli ‘adjective’  

z) (ḽiṱang) Ḽiṱanganyi ‘conjunction’  

aa) (ḽivhu) Ḽivhumbi 

bb) (m.n.i.) maela nga iri ‘miles per hour’ 

cc) (m.t.v.) mutengo wa tshinyalelo na vhuendedzi ‘cost, insurance and 

freight price’ 

dd) (mbl.) mbalelano ‘ account’ 

ee) (mḓ.) muelaḓana ‘hundredweight’ 

ff) (mnt) munithi ‘minute’ 

gg) (mz.m.) muelozwawo muhulwane ‘greatest common measure’ 

hh) (n.ṅw.) nga ṅwedzi ‘per month’ 

ii) (n.z.) na zwiṅwe ‘et cetera’ 

jj) (ṅh.) ṅwaha ‘year’ 

kk) (ṅw.) ṅwedzi ‘month’ 

ll) (t.) theo ‘base’ 

mm) (t.k.b.) tshayambadelo kha bodo ‘free on board’ 

nn) (thk.) thekenelo ‘answer’ 

oo) (tkw.dzh.) tshikweadzharaṱa ‘square yard’ 

pp) (tkw.ft.) tshikweafuthi ‘square foot’ 

qq) (tkw.in.) tshikweainzhi ‘square inch’ 

rr) (tkw.ml.) tshikweamaela ‘square mile’ 

ss) (Vhaf.) Vhafunzi ‘Reverend’. 
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Recommendations: 

It is therefore recommended that a list of abbreviations of all word categories and 

some words and names that occur in Tshivenḓa be included in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. For example: 

 

a) (dzin) Dzina ‘ noun’  

b)  (g) giramu ‘gram’ 

c)  (kg) khilogiramu ‘kilogram’ 

d) (km) khiḽomitha ‘kilometer’ 

e) (kt.) khiredithi ‘credit’ 

f) (ḽiara) Ḽiaravhi ‘interjection’  

g) (ḽiḓa) Ḽidadzisi ‘adverb’  

h) (ḽii) Ḽiiti ‘verb’  

i) (ḽinya) Ḽinyanyu ‘ideophone’  

j) (ḽipf) Ḽipfanisi 

k) (ḽisa) Ḽisala ‘pronoun’  

l) (ḽisu) Ḽisumbi ‘demonstrative’  

m) (ḽiṱalu) Ḽiṱaluli ‘adjective’  

n) (ḽiṱang) Ḽiṱanganyi ‘conjunction’  

o) (ḽivhu) Ḽivhumbi 

p)  (mnt) munithi ‘minute’ 

q) (n.ṅw.) nga ṅwedzi ‘per month’ 

r) (n.z.) na zwiṅwe ‘et cetera’ 

s) (ṅh.) ṅwaha ‘year’ 

t) (ṅw.) ṅwedzi ‘month’ 

u)  (Vhaf.) Vhafunzi ‘Reverend’ 

5.3.2.2  The use of apostrophes in Tshivenḓa  

 

The researcher has found that most of the respondents did not want apostrophes to 

be part of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. The researcher has 

established several factors that contributed to respondents not wanting apostrophes 

to be part of Tshivenḓa orthography such as the following: 
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a) Accepted contracted form of words without apostrophes can be 

used. 

b) Full forms can be retained or used.  

c) People don’t even remember where they are used. 

d) The rule is evident that the apostrophe is not important in 

Tshivenḓa  

e) There are standard words such as yo, khayo, ngayo, navho, 

ṅwananga, naho, dzani and dzou that can be used without 

apostrophes. 

f) They are not frequently used even if they are used. 

g) They are not visible in the language though they are contraction 

markers. 

h) Tshivenḓa has many signs. If we stop using the apostrophe sign 

the word does not change its meaning. 

i) Without using the apostrophe signs, it reduces time and energy to 

write them.  

 

Recommendations: 

 

With respect to apostrophes it is recommended that revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ should adopt either one of the two alternative forms in a) 

and b) above. This will help the learners and other users to have one form of writing 

the words with or without the apostrophes. 

 

It is therefore recommended that apostrophes be removed from ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’.  Furthermore, a list of words that initially 

took apostrophes be made available in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ to indicate how they should be written in the absence of apostrophes.  

5.3.2.3 The use of hyphens in Tshivenḓa  

 

It has been found that more people indicated the need for hyphens in Tshivenḓa 

than those who did not. The following reasons were found to support the argument 

that hyphens should be retained in Tshivenḓa:  
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a) Hyphens are used to write proper nouns such as in Vho-Mmbi and Vho-

Rambuwani in order to show respect.  

b) Hyphens add emphasis when used with suffixes in certain words as in 

phasa-shu, nthuse-vho and kone-ha. Hyphens add clarity to meaning of 

words. 

c) Hyphens make writing of multi-phrase compounds such as Nyamutsa-

nga-davhi and Nya-dza-wela ease.  

d) Hyphens make pronouncing certain words such as muthu-ḓe and 

phukha-ḓe easier.  

e) Hyphens indicate elision in a sentence such as uḽa munna nangoho a 

mbo phetha zwe a ana - o ri u puṱedza luthihi fhedzi dza mbo ḓi fhalala 

and in na zwino tsho tou salaho ndi u ṱanzwa maṱo ra vhona - zwi kha ḓi 

konwa nga ṅwana wa muthu izwi? 

f) Hyphens join and break words at their syllables. 

g) Hyphens mark words where it is necessary and in the right manner. 

h) Hyphens indicate a Tshivenḓa convention of writing words. 

i) Hyphens mark stops in the words.  

j) Hyphens indicate compound words and phrases indicating one concept 

k) Hyphens add to the meaning of the word. 

l) Hyphens indicate rest or holding of breath when pronouncing words. 

m) Hyphens separate plurals from honorific words. It is easy with hyphens, 

for example vho-mme, ‘for a pastor’s wife’ and vhomme ‘for many 

women’. 

n) Hyphens allow words to mean different things. 

Recommendations: 

In light of the foregoing reasons advanced by respondents, it is recommended that 

since a hyphen plays an important role in the language it should not be removed 

from ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’.  More rules on the use of 

a hyphen should be provided to assist the users of ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na 

Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’. The following instances should be crafted as part of the 

rules of hyphens to be included in Tshivenḓa orthography: 
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a) That a hyphen be used with prefix vho- and the proper nouns to show 

respect such as in Vho Mmbi and Vho Rambuwani.  

b) That a hyphen be used when adding suffixes to certain words to add 

emphasis such as in phasa-shu, nthuse-vho and kone-ha.  

c) That a hyphen be used to add clarity to meaning of words. 

d) That a hyphen be used in writing of multi-phrase compounds such as 

Nyamutsa-nga-davhi and Nya-dza-wela ease.  

e) That a hyphen be used to ease the pronunciation of certain words such as 

muthu-ḓe and phukha-ḓe.  

f) That a hyphens be used to indicate elision in a sentence such as uḽa 

munna nangoho a mbo phetha zwe a ana- o ri u puṱedza luthihi fhedzi dza 

mbo ḓi fhalala and in na zwino tsho tou salaho ndi u ṱanzwa maṱo ra 

vhona - zwi kha ḓi konwa nga ṅwana wa muthu izwi?. 

g) That a hyphen be used to join and break words at their syllables. 

h) That a hyphen be used to mark words where it is necessary and in the 

right manner. 

i) That a hyphen be used to indicate a Tshivenḓa convention. 

j) That a hyphen be used to mark stops in Tshivenḓa words.  

k) That a hyphen be used to indicate compounded words and phrases 

indicating one concept. 

l) That a hyphen be used to add meaning to words in Tshivenḓa 

orthography. 

m) That a hyphen be used to indicate rest or holding of breath when 

pronouncing words. 

n) That a hyphen be used to separate plurals from honorific words as in vho-

mme, for a pastor’s wife and vhomme for many women. 

o) That a hyphen be used to make words to mean different things. 

5.3.2.4 The use of capitals 

 

It has been found from the document analysis that guidelines for writing capital 

letters are conclusive. The researcher has realised that there are more guidelines 

which can be included in Tshivenḓa orthography such as the following: 
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a) The beginning of a sentence: Muthu mulapfu o wa ‘A tall person has 

fallen’. 

b) Proper names: Mukhethwa ‘name of a person’ 

c) People : Murema ‘Black’ 

d) Places :Tshikikinini ‘name of a village’ 

e) Days of the week: Ḽavhuraru ‘Wednesday’. 

f)  Months of the year: Khubvumedzi ‘September’.  

g) Names of holy days and holidays: Ḽavhuṱanu ḽa Vhuḓi ‘Good Friday’ 

h) Compass points: Tshipembe ‘South point’. 

i)  Titles of honour: Vho Ramabulana ‘Mr/Mrs Ramabulana’. 

j)  In honorific prefix with a complement that is a proper name: Vho Joel 

Ṋetshitenzhe ‘Mr Joel Ṋetshitenzhe’. 

k) In honorific prefix with a complement that is a common name: 

Vhomakhadzi ‘honourable aunt’. 

l)  Titles signifying God: Mudzimu ‘God’. 

m) In abbreviations: ANC / Muf (mufumakadzi ‘woman’). 

n) Names of seasons: Tshilimo (Summer)/Vhuria (Winter). 

o) Form of address: Ndaa / Aa ‘greetings by man/woman’. 

p) Animal and plant names: Sankambe ‘personified person’. 

q) Language names and similar issues: Tshivenḓa ‘name of a language’. 

r) Geographical names: Sananga ‘ Lowveld’. 

s) Monetary units: Bonndo ‘R2’. 

t) Geological names: Musuku. 

u) Derivations of proper names: Muromani ‘at the place of the Roman’. 

The researcher has noticed that the writing of the derived name Muromani ‘at the 

place of the Roman” from Muroma ‘the Roman person’ indicates some new 

development with regard to writing of locative nouns derived from proper names.  
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Recommendations: 

 

a) It is recommended that rules in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa’ thoroughly consider the use of personal names indicating locality 

and they be submitted to Tshivenḓa National Language Body for approval. 

Learners and other users are already using this type of information in 

communication. 

 

b) It is recommended that the following list on the use of capital letters be 

adapted and included in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ’:  

 

i. The beginning of a sentence : Muthu mulapfu o wa ‘A tall person 

has fallen’. 

ii. Proper names: Mukhethwa ‘name of a person’. 

iii. People : Murema ‘Black’. 

iv. Places :Tshikikinini ‘name of a village’. 

v. Days of the week : Ḽavhuraru ‘Wednesday’. 

vi. Months of the year: Khubvumedzi ‘September’ . 

vii. Names of holy days and holidays: Ḽavhuṱanu ḽa Vhuḓi ‘Good 

Friday’. 

viii. Compass points: Tshipembe ‘South point’. 

ix. Titles of honour : Vho Ramabulana ‘Mr/Mrs Ramabulana’. 

x. Starting the honorific prefix with a complement that is a proper 

name: Vho Joel Ṋetshitenzhe ‘Mr Joel Ṋetshitenzhe’. 

xi. In honorific prefix with a complement that is a common name: 

Vhomakhadzi ‘honourable aunt’. 

xii. Titles signifying God: Mudzimu ‘God’. 

xiii. In abbreviations: ANC/Muf (mufumakadzi ‘woman’). 

xiv. Names of seasons: Tshilimo (Summer)/ Vhuria (Winter). 

xv. Form of address: Ndaa / Aa ‘greetings by man/woman’. 

xvi. Animal and plant names: Sankambe ‘personified person’. 

xvii. Language names and similar issues: Tshivenḓa ‘name of a 

language’.  
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xviii. Geographical names: Sananga ‘ Lowveld’. 

xix. Monetary units: Bonndo ‘R2’. 

xx. Geological names: Musuku. 

xxi. Derivations of proper names: Muromani ‘at the place of the 

Roman’. 

5.3.2.5 The use of the plural forms 

 

It has been established that Tshivenḓa orthography makes plurals by using a noun 

class system.   For example: 

 

Number Prefix Noun Form 

1.  [MU-]  Mu-thu Singular 

2.  [VHA-]  Vha- thu Plural 

1. A [- ]  Khotsi Singular 

2. A [VHO -]  Vho-khotsi Plural 

3.  [MU -]  Mu- ri Singular 

4.  [MI -]  Mi -ri Plural 

5.  [ḼI -]  Ḽi - ivha Singular 

6.  [MA -]  Ma -ivha Plural 

7.  [TSHI -]  Tshi -ṋoni Singular 

8.  [ZWI -]  Zwi -ṋoni Plural 

9.  [ N -]  Kholomo Singular 

10.  [DZI -N -]  Kholomo Plural 

11.  [LU -]  Lu-fhanga Singular 

15.  [ VHU -]  Vhu- lungu Plural 

16.  [U-]  U-shuma - 

17.  [FHA-]  Fha-si - 

18.  [KU -]  Ku- le - 

19.  [MU-]  Mu-rahu - 

20.  [ KU -]  Ku- ḓu Singular 

21.  [ ḒI -]  Ḓi -kholomo Singular 
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Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ adopt a 

noun class system that shows how the plural form should be used.  

5.3.2.6 The use of numbers, figures and symbols 

 

The researcher has discovered that nothing has been said in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele 

na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ about writing words and symbols together:  

a) Fomethe ya A4 for A4 format 

b) Ndima ya 2 for Chapter 2 

c) Kg dza 20 for 20kg 

d) 16 Tshimedzi 1962 for 16 October 1962 

e) Rannda dza 10 for R10 

f) Awara 3 for 3 hours 

Recommendations: 

It is recommended that the following examples be adapted as rules for writing 

numbers, figures and symbols in Tshivenḓa orthography: 

a) Fomethe ya A4 for A4 format 

b) Ndima ya 2 for Chapter 2 

c) Kg dza 20 for 20kg 

d) 16 Tshimedzi 1962 for 16 October 1962 

e) Rannda dza 10 for R10 

f) Awara 3 for 3 hours 

 

5.3.2.7  The use of the accent and dipthongs 

 

It has been found that there is no marking of accent in Tshivenḓa orthography 

neither does it mention the existence or absence of the diphthongs in the language. 
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Recommendations: 

It is recommended that accent should not be marked in Tshivenḓa as only the 

penultative length exists instead of stress. Similarly, consonantal dipthongs that are 

also regarded as consonantal blends or cluster should not be indicated in Tshivenḓa 

orthography. The following vowel dipthongs are recommended for use in Tshivenḓa 

orthography: 

 

a) ae : Maemu ‘the name of a person called Maemu’ 

b) ai : aini ‘iron’ 

c) au : musalauno ‘today’  

d) ea: vhea ‘put’  

e) ie : tshienge ‘pine apple’ 

f) io : tshiombo ‘drum stick’ 

g) iu : tshiulu ‘ ant-hill’ 

h) oi : muloi ‘witch’ or ‘wizard’ 

i) ou : khou ‘can’ 

j) ua : muano ‘oath’ 

k) ue : mueni ‘visitor’ 

l) ui : muingameli ‘inspector’ 

m) uo : muomva ‘banana fruit’. 

5.3.3 FINDINGS DEALING WITH WORD CATEGORIES  

 

In presenting the findings dealing with rules and the system of writing, the researcher 

concentrates on the following aspects: demonstratives and copulative 

demonstratives, diminutives, the use of loan words and negative aspects  

5.3.3.1 The use of other word categories 

 

The researcher has found that word categories that need attention are 

demonstratives, copulative demonstratives, certain verbs, nouns and conjunctions. 

The researcher has established challenges with writing of some words within these 

word categories. The words that the researcher has found to be problematic and 

needed more attention were as follows: 
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a) The demonstratives and copulative demonstratives that are written as one 

word and usually following a noun, such as in muthu asuuḽaa ‘there the man 

is’ and kholomo iḽa ‘ that cattle’. 

b) The verb ri ‘says’ that is written as a single full word as in tsho ri ‘ it said’ 

c) The conjunction uri ‘that’ that is written as a single word as in o ḓa uri ‘he / she 

came that’.  

d) The possessive pronominal concord uri that is written disjunctively as in tsha 

uri ‘what it says’. 

e) The possessive pronominal concord uri that is written conjunctively as one 

word as in ngauri ‘because of’. 

f) The noun vhuḓi ‘beauty’ that is written disjunctively as in vhuḓi vhu sa fheli 

‘endless beauty’. 

g) The adjective vhuḓi ‘beauty; that is written conjunctively after possessive 

pronoun as in wavhuḓi ‘nice’. 

h) The conjunctions hufha and khufha that are written with one u.  

i) The diminutives that are written conjunctively as one word as in:  

 

i. prefix ku- : kubudzi ‘small goat’ 

ii. suffix -nyana : tshifhinganyana ‘small time’ 

iii. suffix -ana : mbudzana ‘small goat’ or ‘baby goat’  

iv. prefix tshi- : tshiḓu ‘small hut’ 

v. prefix zwi- : zwiri ‘small trees’ 

vi. prefix lu- : lukolomo ‘ a thin cow’ 

vii. prefix vhu- : vhugoloi ‘bad cars’ 

 

j) The standard forms that are written as follows:  

i. e derived from a ri 

ii. tshe derived from tsha ri 

iii. ye derived from ya ri 

iv. vhe derived from vha ri 

v. yo derived from ya u 

vi. tou derived from ta u 

vii. khou derived from kha u 

viii. thi derived from a thi as in a thi funi 
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k) The imperatives that are written conjunctively as one word as  

i. nnḓivheni ‘know me’  

ii. mpheni ‘give me’  

 

l) the fhi expressing a question form that are written conjunctively without a 

hyphen such as in: 

i. khudelafhi 

ii. shavhelafhi 

 

m) The vho expressing plural that is written without a hyphen like in: 

 

i. Vhomaṱamba ‘Maṱamba and others’,  

ii. Vhodokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’. 

iii. Vho Milubi ‘Mr or Mrs Milubi’. 

 

n) The vho expressing honour that is written with a hyphen when a personal 

name is involved like in the following: 

 

i. Vho Milubi ‘Mr or Mrs Milubi’. 

ii. Vho F Raulinga ‘Mr F Raulinga’. 

iii. Vho Dokotela ‘Doctor and others’ or ‘All doctors’ 

iv. Vho Ra’Milayo ‘Lawyers and others’ or ‘All lawyers’ 

 

o) The vho expressing other meaning that is written without a hyphen like in the 

following: 

 

i. The suffix vho can be used as a verbal suffix attached to the verb 

indicating the meaning also as in swikavho ‘arrived ’. 

ii. The suffix vho can be used as a nominal suffix attached to the 

noun indicating the meaning also as in muthuvho ‘good person 

also’. 

iii. The suffix vho can be used as an adjectival suffix attached to the 

adjective indicating the meaning also as in vhaṅwevho ‘others ’. 
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p) The ṋe expressing ownership that is written without a hyphen like in the 

following: 

 

i. The prefix ṋe can be used together with the noun to form an 

ordinary word and it is written together with the noun as in 

ṋemulambo ‘owner of the river’. 

ii. The prefix ṋe can be used as a name of a person or as a title and it 

is capitalised as in Ṋekhavhambe ‘Mr owner of this place’. In this 

case there is no need to differentiate between the ordinary 

surname and the title as the former originates from the latter. 

 

q) The nya expressing an act of giving birth that is written without a hyphen such 

as the following: 

 

i. The prefix nya can be used to signify the name of a person or a title 

and it is written with an initial capital letter as in Nyadenga ‘mother 

of Denga’ 

ii. The prefix nya can be used to signify common names and it is 

written as one word as in nyamurovheni ‘the name of a locust’ 

 

r) The ha expressing locality that is written with a hyphen when a place name is 

involved like in the following: 

i. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a person’s name in 

order to signify a place name and it should be written separate to 

the proper name as in Ha-Makuya ‘at Makuya’s place’. Ha-

Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it constitute a place name. 

 

s) The ha expressing locality that is written without a hyphen when it does not 

involve a place name like in the following: 
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i. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a word or noun that 

do not constitute a place name and it is written separate as a word 

as in ha hashu ‘at ours’ and ha Tshivhasa ‘at Tshivhasa’s place’.  

ii. ha Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it does not constitute a place 

name. 

iii. ha hashu: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a word or noun that does not constitute a place name. 

 

t) The ha expressing instruction that is written without a hyphen such as the 

following: 

 

i. The enclitic -ha is always attached to the verb as in shumaniha 

‘work you therefore’. 

 

u) The ḓe expressing surprise that is written without a hyphen like in the 

following: 

i. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the verb as in shumaḓe ‘ what 

work is this’. 

ii. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the noun as in muthuḓe ‘ what 

human being is this’. 

 

v) The ḓi expressing self that is written without a hyphen such as the following: 

 

i. The reflexive verbal prefix ḓi is always attached to the verb as in 

ḓiḓivha ‘to know yourself’. 

 

w) The ḓi expressing a verbal action that is written disjunctively as in the 

following example: 

 

i. The auxiliary verb ḓi conveying the meaning of repetitive action is 

written as separate word as in O ḓi shuma ‘He/She also worked’. 
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x) The ka expressing times that is written conjunctively such as the following: 

 

i. The numeral prefix ka is always written together with the numeral 

such as in kararu ‘thrice’. 

 

y) The kuku expressing great that is written conjunctively such as the following: 

 

i. The common suffix -kuku does not take a hyphen when it is 

attached to a word and it is written as in makhulukuku ‘great 

grandparent’. 

 

z) The kadzi expressing feminity that is written conjunctively such as the 

following: 

 

i. The common suffix-kadzi does not take a hyphen when it is 

attached to a word and it is written as in mbudzikadzi  ‘she goat’. 

 

aa)  The lume expressing masculinity that is written conjunctively like in the 

following: 

 

i. The common suffix -lume does not take a hyphen when it is 

attached to a word and it is written as in malume ‘uncle’. 

 

bb)  The pronominal forms that do not require an apostrophe that are written as 

follows:  

 

i. Pronominal forms after kha : khayo/khaho. 

ii. Pronominal forms after nga: ngatsho/ngaho. 

iii. Pronominal forms after na: nae/navho/nalwo. 

iv. Pronominal form anga : ṅwananga/mme anga. 

v. Pronominal form awe : khotsi awe/dzawe. 

vi. Pronominal form ashu : nnḓu yashu/haya hashu. 

vii. Pronominal form ho : haho/ha tsheeho/a siho/a vhaho. 

viii. Pronominal form dzani : dzani u ri vhudza. 
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ix. Pronominal form dzou : nga vha dzou ḓa ngeno. 

x. Pronominal form edzonu: edzonu ḓa. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that the following rules about word categories found in Tshivenḓa 

be adapted to be used in Tshivenḓa orthography: 

 

a) That demonstratives and copulative demonstratives be written conjunctively 

as one word as in muthu asuuḽaa ‘there the man is’ and kholomo iḽa ‘ that 

cattle’. 

b) That the verb ri ‘says’ be written disjunctively as a single full word as in tsho ri 

‘ it said’. 

c) That the conjunction uri ‘that’ be written disjunctively as a single word as in o 

ḓa uri ‘he / she came that’.  

d) That the possessive pronominal concord uri be written disjunctively as a 

single word as in tsha uri ‘what it says’. 

e) That the possessive pronominal concord uri that is be written conjunctively as 

one word as in ngauri ‘because of’. 

f) That the noun vhuḓi ‘beauty’ that is be written disjunctively as a single word 

as in vhuḓi vhu sa fheli ‘endless beauty’. 

g) That the adjective vhuḓi ‘beauty; that is be written conjunctively together with 

the possessive pronoun as in wavhuḓi ‘nice’ 

h) That the conjunctions hufha and khufha that are written with one u, be written 

with two u as in huufha and khuufha. 

i) That the diminutives be written conjunctively together with their affixes as one 

word as in:  

 

i. prefix ku- : kubudzi ‘small goat’. 

ii. suffix -nyana : tshifhinganyana ‘small time’. 

iii. suffix -ana : mbudzana ‘small goat’ or ‘baby goat’. 

iv. prefix tshi- : tshiḓu ‘small hut’. 

v. prefix zwi- : zwiri  ‘small trees’. 

vi. prefix lu- : lukolomo ‘a thin cow’. 
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vii. prefix vhu- : vhugoloi ‘bad cars’. 

 

j) That the standard forms be written as derived as follows:  

 

i. e derived from a ri 

ii. tshe derived from tsha ri 

iii. ye derived from ya ri 

iv. vhe derived from vha ri 

v. yo derived from ya u 

vi. tou derived from ta u 

vii. khou derived from kha u 

viii. thi derived from a thi as in a thi funi 

 

k) That the imperatives be written conjunctively together with their suffixes as 

one word as follows: 

 

i. nnḓivheni ‘know me’  

ii. mpheni ‘give me’  

 

l) That the suffix -fhi expressing a question form be written conjunctively without 

a hyphen as in: 

 

i. khudelafhi 

ii. shavhelafhi 

 

m) That the prefix vho- expressing plural be written conjunctively together with the 

word following it without a hyphen as in: 

 

i. Vho Maṱamba ‘Maṱamba and others’,  

ii. Vho Dokotela ‘Honourable Doctor’. 

iii. Vho Milubi ‘Mr or Mrs Milubi’. 

 

n) That the prefix vho- expressing honour be written conjunctively with a hyphen 

when a personal name is involved as in the following examples: 
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i. Vho Milubi ‘Mr or Mrs Milubi’. 

ii. Vho F Raulinga ‘Mr F Raulinga’. 

iii. Vho Dokotela ‘Doctor and others’ or ‘All doctors’ 

iv. Vho Ra’Milayo ‘Lawyers and others’ or ‘All lawyers’ 

 

o) That the suffix -vho expressing other meaning be written conjunctively without 

a hyphen such as in the following examples: 

 

i. The suffix vho can be used as a verbal suffix attached to the verb 

indicating the meaning also as in swikavho ‘arrived ’. 

ii. The suffix vho can be used as a nominal suffix attached to the noun 

indicating the meaning also as in muthuvho ‘good person also’. 

iii. The suffix vho can be used as an adjectival suffix attached to the 

adjective indicating the meaning also as in vhaṅwevho ‘others ’. 

 

p) That the prefix ṋe- expressing ownership be written without a hyphen as in 

the following examples: 

 

i. The prefix ṋe can be used together with the noun to form an ordinary 

word and it is written together with the noun as in ṋemulambo ‘owner of 

the river’. 

ii. The prefix ṋe can be used as a name of a person or as a title and it is 

capitalised as in Ṋekhavhambe ‘Mr owner of this place’. In this case 

there is no need to differentiate between the ordinary surname and the 

title as the former originates from the latter. 

 

q) That the prefix nya- expressing an act of giving birth be written without a 

hyphen such as in the following examples: 

 

i. The prefix nya can be used to signify the name of a person or a title and 

it is written with an initial capital letter as in Nyadenga ‘mother of Denga’ 

ii. The prefix nya can be used to signify common names and it is written as 

one word as in nyamurovheni ‘the name of a locust’ 
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r) That the prefix ha- expressing locality be written with a hyphen when a place 

name is involved as in the following examples: 

i. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a person’s name in 

order to signify a place name and it should be written separate to 

the proper name as in Ha-Makuya ‘at Makuya’s place’. Ha-

Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it constitutes a place name. 

 

s) That the prefix ha- expressing locality be written without a hyphen when it 

does not involve a place name like in the following: 

 

i. The locative formative ha is used as a prefix to a word or noun that does 

not constitute a place name and it is written separate as a word as in ha 

hashu ‘at ours’ and ha Tshivhasa ‘at Tshivhasa’s place’.  

ii. ha Makuya: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a personal name and it does not constitute a place name. 

iii. ha hashu: This should be the convention when the formative ha is 

attached to a word or noun that does not constitute a place name. 

 

t) That the prefix ha- expressing instruction be written without a hyphen as in 

the following examples: 

 

i. The enclitic -ha is always attached to the verb as in shumaniha ‘work 

you therefore’. 

 

u) That the suffix ḓe expressing surprise be written without a hyphen as in the 

following examples: 

 

i. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the verb as in shumaḓe ‘ what work 

is this?’. 

ii. The suffix -ḓe is always attached to the noun as in muthuḓe ‘ what 

human being is this?’. 
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v) That the prefix ḓi- expressing self be written without a hyphen as in the 

following examples: 

 

i. The reflexive verbal prefix ḓi is always attached to the verb as in ḓiḓivha 

‘to know yourself’ 

 

w) That the auxiliary verb ḓi expressing a verbal action be written disjunctively as 

in the following example: 

 

i. The auxiliary verb ḓi conveying the meaning of repetitive action is written 

as separate word as in O ḓi shuma ‘He / She also worked’ 

 

x) That the prefix ka- expressing times be written conjunctively as in the 

following examples: 

 

i. The numeral prefix ka is always written together with the numeral such 

as in kararu ‘thrice’ 

 

y) That the suffix -kuku expressing great be written conjunctively as in the 

following examples: 

 

i. The common suffix -kuku does not take a hyphen when it is attached to 

a word and it is written as in makhulukuku ‘ great grandparent’ 

 

z) That the suffix -kadzi expressing feminity be written conjunctively as in the 

following examples: 

 

i. The common suffix-kadzi does not take a hyphen when it is attached to 

a word and it is written as in mbudzikadzi ‘ she goat’ 

 

aa)  That the suffix - lume expressing masculinity be written conjunctively as in 

the following examples: 
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i. The common suffix -lume does not take a hyphen when it is attached to 

a word and it is written as in malume ‘uncle’ 

 

bb)  That the pronominal forms that do not require an apostrophe be written as 

follows:  

 

i. Pronominal forms after kha : khayo/khaho. 

ii. Pronominal forms after nga: ngatsho/ngaho. 

iii. Pronominal forms after na: nae /navho/nalwo. 

iv. Pronominal form anga : ṅwananga/mme anga. 

v. Pronominal form awe : khotsi awe/dzawe. 

vi. Pronominal form ashu : nnḓu yashu/haya hashu. 

vii. Pronominal form ho : haho/ha tsheeho/a siho/a vhaho. 

viii. Pronominal form dzani : dzani u ri vhudza. 

ix. Pronominal form dzou : nga vha dzou ḓa ngeno. 

x. Pronominal form edzonu: edzonu ḓa. 

5.3.3.2  Difficult words to write and spell in Tshivenḓa  

 

The question ‘Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa?’ asked 

respondents to list what they regard difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa. The 

researcher noticed that words that are regarded as difficult to write and spell in 

Tshivenḓa belong to the following categories: 

 

The Nasal Sounds 

 

i. mmbudza ‘told me’. 

ii. nkanda ‘tread upon me’. 

iii. nṅwala ‘wrote me’. 

iv. nnyamba ‘gossip about me’. 

v. nṱuṱuwedza ‘encourage me’. 
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Metathesis 

 

i. bunugu/gunubu ‘button’. 

ii. dunungudzi /dungunudzi ‘thicket’. 

 

Nouns without prefixes 

 

i. Kole ‘cloud’. 

ii. Kumba ‘egg’. 

 

Words with formatives 

 

i. hashu-vho ‘us also’. 

ii. muthu-vho ‘person also’. 

iii. Vhojoseph ‘many people called Joseph’. 

iv. Vho Ladzani ‘Honourable Ladzani’. 

v. VhoLadzani ‘many people called Ladzani’. 

 

Abbreviations and symbols with prefixes 

 

i.  dziNLU ‘many NLU’ or ‘NLUs’. 

ii. dziR5 ‘many R5’ or R5s. 

 

Proper Nouns 

i. TshiVenḓa ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’. 

ii. Tsivenda ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’. 

 

Phrasal place names  

i. Ha-Matsa ‘at Matsa village’. 

ii. Ha-Tshivhase ‘at Tshivhase village’. 

 

Words borrowed from other languages  

i. phurofesa/Phrofesa ‘Professor’. 

ii. Afurika /Afrika ‘Africa’. 
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iii. Meniere /Muneri ‘Afrikaans Meneer’. 

iv. Khomphwutha ‘Computer’. 

v. khomphyutha ‘Computer’. 

 

Words with similar sounds 

i. kathya/katya ‘sip’.  

ii. kupveṋe/kupfeṋe ‘small baboon’. 

iii. kutzimbi /kutsimbi ‘ small iron’.  

iv. luphwaphwa /lupjapja ‘defected cob’. 

v. Tshaka /Tshakha ‘nation’. 

vi. mutshemo/mutzhemo ‘scream’. 

vii. Pfi / Pvi ‘full’. 

viii. tshitzhili / tshitshili ‘bacteria/germ’. 

ix. tyetyenyea /thethenyea ‘laugh’. 

x. pfeṋe /pfheṋe ‘ baboon’. 

 

Words with double vowels 

 

i. lutiitii ‘small bird’ 

ii. mbwandaa ‘dive’ or ‘go deep’ 

iii. wasaa ‘spread’  

iv. hashaa ‘spread’ 

v. nataa ‘elongated’  

vi. ngindii ‘thundering’  

vii. thuu ‘rocking sound’  

 

Locative nouns derived from Proper Nouns  

 i. Tshithukheni ‘at Tshithukhe’s place’ 

 ii. Muromani ‘at the Roman’ 

 

Dialectical Words  

i. dia/rwa ‘hit’ or ‘beat’ 
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Compound Words  

i. muthu muthu ‘good person’ 

ii. muthumuthu ‘good person’ 

iii. Muthu-muthu ‘good person’ 

 

Words with Diacritic Marks  

 

i. dada ‘for the enemy’/ḓaḓa ‘to be confused’ 

ii. iḽani ‘ to eat’/ilani ‘ 

iii. Lara/Ḽara ‘November’ 

iv. muṱali ‘wise’ /mutali ‘one crossing the river’ or ‘drawer’ 

v. tamba ‘play’ /ṱamba ‘bath’ 

Other Words 

i. petekanywa / petakanywa ‘fold’ 

ii. pfa / pva ‘listen’ or ‘spit out’ 

iii. songo / so ngo ‘don’t’  

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that these confusing and difficult words be included in a list of 

words to be put in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’.  For 

example: 

 

a) That the metathesis be included in Tshivenḓa orthography as depicting variant 

spellings of the word as in the following examples: 

 

i. bunugu/gunubu ‘button’ 

ii. dunungudzi /dungunudzi  ‘thicket’ 

 

b) That the wrong instances of contraction of plural nouns into singular nouns in 

Tshivenḓa be included in a list of wrong and correct words in Tshivenḓa 

orthography as in the following examples: 
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i. Kole ‘cloud’ to be gole 

ii. Kumba ‘egg’ to be gumba 

 

c) That words with formatives be included in a list of wrong and correct words in 

Tshivenḓa orthography as in the following examples: 

 

i. hashu-vho ‘us also’ to be hashu-vho 

ii. muthu-vho ‘person also’ to be muthu-vho 

iii. Vhojoseph ‘many people called Joseph’ to be Vho Joseph 

iv. Vho Ladzani ‘Honourable Ladzani’ to be Vho Ladzani 

v. VhoLadzani ‘many people called Ladzani’ to be Vholadzani 

 

d) That the abbreviations and symbols in Tshivenḓa be written without prefixes as 

in the following examples: 

 

i.  dziNLU ‘many NLU’ or ‘NLUs’ to be NLU 

ii. dziR5 ‘many R5’ to be R5 

 

e) That proper nouns in Tshivenḓa be written with one capital letter in all instances 

in the sentences as in the following examples: 

 

i. TshiVenḓa ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’ to be Tshivenḓa. 

ii. Tsivenda ‘Tshivenḓa language and culture’ to be Tshivenḓa. 

 

f) That place names that take the prefix ha- be written with two capital letter and a 

hyphen in all instances as in the following examples: 

 

i. Ha Matsa ‘at Matsa village’. 

ii. Ha Tshivhase ‘at Tshivhase village’. 

 

g) That words borrowed from other languages such as English and Afrikaans be 

written with a natural spelling like in the following examples: 

i. phurofesa/Phrofesa ‘Professor’ to be Phurofesa. 

ii. Afurika /Afrika ‘Africa’ to be Afurika. 
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iii. Meniere /Muneri ‘Afrikaans Meneer’ to be Muṋeri 

iv. Khomphwutha ‘Computer’ to be Khomphiyutha 

v. khomphyutha ‘Computer’ to be Khomphiyutha 

  

h) That words with similar sounds are to be written with one standard spelling 

variant in all instances such as in the following examples:  

i. kathya /katya ‘sip’ to be katya. 

ii. kupveṋe /kupfeṋe ‘small baboon’ to be kupfeṋe. 

iii. kutzimbi /kutsimbi ‘small iron’ to be Kutzimbi. 

iv. luphwaphwa /lupjapja ‘defected cob’ to be Luphwaphwa. 

v. Tshaka/Tshakha ‘nation’ to be Tshakha. 

vi. mutshemo/mutzhemo ‘scream’ to be Mutzhemo. 

vii. Pfi /Pvi ‘full’ to be Pfi. 

viii. tshitzhili/tshitshili ‘bacteria’/‘germ’ to be Tshitzhili. 

ix. tyetyenyea /thethenyea ‘laugh’ to be Tyetyenyea. 

x. pfeṋe /pfheṋe ‘ baboon’ to be Pfeṋe. 

 

i) That words with double vowels such as the ones in the following list be adapted 

to Tshivenḓa orthography.  

 

i. lutiitii ‘small bird’ 

ii. mbwandaa ‘dive’ or ‘go deep’ 

iii. wasaa ‘spread’  

iv. hashaa ‘spread’ 

v. nataa ‘elongated’  

vi. ngindii ‘thundering’  

vii. thuu ‘rocking sound’  

 

j) That locative nouns derived from proper nouns like the ones in the following list 

be adopted to be used in Tshivenḓa orthography:  

 

i. Tshithukheni ‘at Tshithukhe’s place’ 

ii. Muromani ‘at the Roman’ 
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k) That all dialectical words that conform to standard orthography be part of 

Tshivenḓa orthography:  

 

i. dia /rwa ‘hit’ or ‘beat’ 

 

l) That compunds in Tshivenḓa be realised by one of the three ways like in the 

following examples: 

 

i. muthu muthu ‘good person’ 

ii. muthumuthu ‘good person’ 

iii. Muthu-muthu ‘good person’ 

 

m) That similar words with or without diacritic marks be put in a list of words that 

need serious attention such as the ones in the following list:  

 

i. dada ‘for the enemy’/ḓaḓa ‘to be confused’ 

ii. iḽani ‘to eat’/ilani ‘ 

iii. Lara / Ḽara ‘November’ 

iv. muṱali ‘wise’/mutali ‘one crossing the river’ or ‘drawer’ 

v. tamba ‘play’/ṱamba ‘bath’ 

 

n) That the following confusing words be included in a list of words to be cautious of 

as in the following list: 

 

i. petekanywa/petakanywa ‘fold’ 

ii. pfa/pva ‘listen’ or ‘spit out’ 

iii. songo/so ngo ‘don’t’  

 

o) It is also recommended that a list of problematic nasal sounds be included in a 

list to be adapted to be used in the revised ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele 

kwa Tshivenḓa’.   For example: 

 

i. mmbwa (dog) ‘as correct word’ 

ii. Mme (mother) ‘as correct word’ 

iii. mmvi (grey hair) ‘as correct word’ 
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iv. nnzi (cord) ‘as correct word’ 

v. mpfo (wooden spoon) ‘as correct word’ 

vi. mpha (give) ‘as correct word’ 

vii. mmphwe (sugar cane or ostrich) ‘as correct word’ 

viii. nkho (large beer pot) ‘as correct word’ 

ix. nṋa (four) ‘as correct word’ 

x. nnḓu (house) ‘as correct word’ 

xi. nṅo (quite) ‘as correct word’ 

xii. nṅoṅa (buzz) ‘as correct word’ 

xiii. nta (choose) ‘as correct word’  

xiv. ntho (wound) ‘as correct word’ 

xv. nṱhu (berry) ‘as correct word’ 

xvi. nṱhwa (wing termite nymph) ‘as correct word’ 

5.3.3.3 The use of loan words 

 

The researcher has established that loan words are either written as pronounced 

with or without some vowels (that is CVCV or CCV structure). The researcher 

discovered that in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ very few 

examples were included of how loan words should be treated.  

a) Afurika/Afrika ‘Africa’ 

b) afukoroni  ‘halfcrown’ 

c) aina ‘iron’ 

d) apulakoswo ‘appelkoos’ apple 

e) awara ‘hour’ 

f) ayini ‘iron’ 

g) babalasi ‘ibabalazi’ hang-over 

h) balaga ‘balk’ pole 

i) bambahosi ‘pampelmoes’ lemon 

j) bammbiri ‘pampier’ paper 

k) baswoba ‘pas op’ beware 

l) beregesi ‘perskie” peach 

m) betsha ‘bet’ 

n) betsho ‘badge’ 
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o) bigiri ‘beker’ cup 

p) bisikiti ‘biscuit’ 

q) bisimusi ‘business’ 

r) Bivhili ‘bybel’ Bible 

s) boroho ‘brug’ bridge 

t) biriki ‘briek’ break 

u) butshara ‘butchery’ 

v) ḓabula ‘ertappel’ potato 

w) ḓafula ‘tafel’ table 

x) daka ‘udaka’ mud used as mortar 

y) ḓaraṱa ‘draad’ wire 

z) dazeni ‘dozen’ 

aa) dekesela ‘deksel’ 

bb) dennde ‘tent’ tent 

cc) ḓeri ‘dairy’ 

dd) deu ‘tou’ rope 

ee) ḓilogo ‘klok’ bell 

ff) dipisa ‘dip’ 

gg) ḓiraiva ‘driver’ 

hh) ḓiramu ‘drum’ 

ii) ḓiromu ‘drom’ drum 

jj) disheleni ‘tien shilling’ ten shillings 

kk) doba ‘topa’ pick up 

ll) dokotela ‘doctor’ 

mm) ḓologi ‘tolk’ interpreter 

nn) donngi ‘donkey’ 

oo) duga ‘tuka’ blaze 

pp) duvhula ‘dubula’ hit 

qq) dzhamo/dzhamu ‘jam’ 

rr) dzhasi ‘jas’ jacket 

ss) dzhele ‘gaol’ 

tt) dzhia ‘tsea’ take 

uu) dzhiga ‘jika’ turn 

vv) dzhinifomo ‘uniform’ 
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ww) dzwala ‘tswala’ bear 

xx) egere ‘accre’ 

yy) emere ‘emmer’ bucket 

zz) eposoni ‘epsom salts’ 

aaa) eregisi ‘ertjies’ pea 

bbb) faḓini ‘farthing’ 

ccc) fadugu ‘vadoek’ dish cloth 

ddd) fagi ‘vaatjie’ barrel 

eee) fandesi ‘vendusie’ auction 

fff) fasikoṱi ‘voorskoot’ apron 

ggg) fasiṱere ‘venster’ window 

hhh) fola ‘fall in drill’ 

iii) fomo ‘form’ 

jjj) forogisi ‘vuurhoutjies’ matches 

kkk) forogo ‘vurk’ fork 

lll) foroma ‘vorm’ form 

mmm) foromo ‘vorm’ form 

nnn) fulaga ‘vlag’ flag 

ooo) fulethe ‘flat’ 

ppp) furaha ‘vrag’ load 

qqq) gadaphele ‘avocado pear’ 

rrr) galaga ‘kalk’ lime 

sss) galaguni ‘kalkoen’ turkey 

ttt) ganḓoro ‘kantoor’ office 

uuu) ganya ‘ganhar’ to be rich 

vvv) ganzhe ‘ganchar’ padlock 

www) gofhi ‘koffie’ coffee 

xxx) iri ‘uur’ hour 

yyy) kavhanga ‘cabanga’ uncertain 
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Recommendations: 

It is therefore recommended that loaned or borrowed words be written as according 

to the consonant vowel structure (CVCV) as it agrees with the natural ways of writing 

words from English and Afrikaans into Tshivenḓa. For example: 

i. dokotela ‘doctor’ (English) 

ii. Afurika ‘Africa’ (English) 

iii. ḓiraṱa ‘draad’ (Afrikaans) 

iv. ganḓoro ‘kantoor’ office (Afrikaans) 

v. galaga ‘kalk’ lime (Afrikaans) 

vi. furaha ‘vrag’ load (Afrikaans) 

vii. fasiṱere ‘venster’ window (Afrikaans) 

viii. ḓiraiva ‘driver’ (English) 

ix. ḓiramu ‘drum’ (English) 

x. ḓiromu ‘drom’ drum (Afrikaans) 

 

5.3.4 FINDINGS  DEALING  WITH  OTHER  TECHNICAL  MATTERS 

 

In presenting the findings dealing with rules and the system of writing, the researcher 

concentrated on the use of technical matters. The researcher found out that there is 

clearly a conspicuous absence of technical information such as those dealing with 

numbering systems, presentation of materials, separation of sections, the names of 

the rules and translation of phrases in the rules and lists of information required to 

supplement Tshivenḓa orthography.  

a) An important factor is that the establishment that there are many 

inconsistencies with regard to the writing of phrases in the spelling and 

orthography rule document. 

b) The researcher found that the translation of the phrases was different due to 

certain languages using adoptives and others using natural words. The 

researcher has found that most African languages often use adoptives even in 

situations where it is not necessary. 

c) It has also been established that there were certain rules that were only 

written in African languages and this does not promote multilingualism.  
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d) The researcher has also found out that inconsistencies in orthographies 

confuse the learners and other users, especially when there is no explanation 

on the development, revision and name changes that took place in the 

previous and current documents. 

e) It has been found that the absence of the front matter section of the 

document, that is the table of contents, preface, suggestions for users, 

explanation, modus operandi and ground rules does not assist learners and 

other users of the orthographies. 

f) It has been found that there was clearly conspicuous absence of technical 

information such as those dealing with numbering systems, presentation of 

materials, separation of sections, the names of the rules and translation of 

phrases in the rules. The issue here is there is no clear division between rules 

that deal with orthography, and those rules that deal with spelling forms. 

g) There are many more inconsistencies with regard to the writing of phrases in 

the spelling and orthography rule document. 

h) The researcher found that the translation of the phrases was different due to 

certain languages using adoptives and others using natural words. The 

researcher has found out that most African languages often use adoptives 

even in situations where it is not necessary. 

i) It has also been established that there were certain rules that were only 

written in African languages and this do not promote multilingualism.  

j) The researcher has also found out that inconsistencies in orthographies 

confuse the learners and other users, especially when there is no explanation 

on the development, revision and name changes that took place in the 

previous and current documents. 

k) It has been found that the absence of the front matter section of the 

document, which is the table of contents, preface, and suggestions for users, 

explanation, and modus operandi and ground rules does not assist learners 

and other users of the orthographies. 

l) It has been established that there were no lists of terminology, word lists, 

dictionaries and lexicons included in Tshivenḓa orthography. Similarly, it has 

been found that there is no indication of the back matter section, which 

addresses a list of abbreviations, a list of international geographical names, a 
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transliteration table, colloquial words, future plans, orthography forum and 

electronic version of orthography and grammar in the document. 

 

Recommendations: 

 

It is recommended that the following points be addressed as a matter of urgency, 

that: 

 

a) The list of how important aspects are used in context be included in ‘Milayo ya 

Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ in order to enhance the use of the 

document. 

b)  ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ should have two main 

sections, one dealing with rules in Tshivenḓa and the other should dealing 

with rules in English. This arrangement will help learners and other users who 

necessarily do not come from the same language group with Tshivenḓa 

speakers to retrieve information with ease and achieve multilingualism as 

propagated by Pan South African Language Board (PanSALB, 2008a). 

c) ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa’ should have a section 

dealing with spelling rules and another section dealing with orthography rules. 

This arrangement will help learners and other users to study and know 

spelling rules independent from orthography rules. 

d) Tshivenḓa be encouraged to refrain from using adoptives where possible and 

instead use their own words when translating documents. 

e) Each and every subsequent version should have an explanation on the 

development, revision of work and name changes that took place in the 

previous and current documents. 

f) Each and every orthography document belonging to the South African 

languages to indicate how English phrases into the language should be 

translated.  

g) All information regarding the front matter section of the document, that is the 

table of contents, preface, suggestions for users, explanation, modus 

operandi and ground rules should be provided. 
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h) All rules in ‘Milayo ya Kupeleṱele na Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa be arranged in 

numerical and alphabetical order and should be listed in one place but not 

haphazardly. 

i) There must be a clear division between rules that deal with orthography, and 

those which deal with spelling. 

j) Rules must be written in both English and Tshivenḓa in order to achieve 

communicative equivalence.  

5.4 CONCLUSION 

 

The study comes to an end with the conclusion of the chapter which deals with the 

summary of the study according to various chapters.  It also provided the findings 

and recommendations of the study.  Moreover, certain recommendations require 

further actions to be taken by PanSALB. All these recommendations will be 

forwarded to PanSALB and TNLB for their attention.  A manual of Tshivenḓa 

orthography would be developed to assist learners and users of Tshivenḓa. 

 

Nevertheless, the study should immensely assist learners and readers of Tshivenḓa 

to solve numerous problems pertaining to Tshivenḓa orthography such as capitals, 

common nouns, consonant system, demonstrative and copulative demonstrative, 

diacritic marks, letters c, j and q, negative forms, the abbreviation, the apostrophe, 

the counting system, the syllabic nasal,translation equivalents, velar sounds,vowel 

system,word division,the technical aspects and authorities.  

It must be borne in mind that the study does not claim to be a panacea to all the 

problems associated with Tshivenḓa orthography. Nevertheless, it should contribute 

positively in appreciating the challenges that Tshivenḓa orthography poses and at 

the same time suggest solutions thereto. 
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ANNEXURE A: ENGLISH INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

 

1. Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa, taking into consideration the 

syllabary, logography and alphabet? 

2. Which system of design between the conjunctive and disjunctive systems is 

suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

3. Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? Substantiate your 

answer. 

4. Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa orthography easy to 

use? 

5. Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your answer. 

6.  Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

answer. 

7. Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your answer 

8. Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

Substantiate your answer 

9.  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography rules and why?  

10. What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography?  
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ANNEXURE B:  TSHIVENḒA MBEKANYAMAITELE YA MBUDZISAVHATHU 

 

1. Ndi sisteme ifhio ya kuṅwalele i no shumiswa kha Tshivenḓa, ro sedza 

“syllabary”, “logography” na “alphabet”? 

2. Ndi ifhio “design” ya sisteme ya kuṅwalele yo lugelaho u shumiswa kha 

Tshivenḓa ro sedza sisteme dza u paṱekanya na u paṱekanyulula maipfi? Kha 

vha tikedze phindulo yavho. 

3. Ndi afhio maipfi a no konḓa u a ṅwala kana u a peleṱa kha Tshivenḓa? Kha vha 

tikedze phindulo yavho. 

4. Ndi milayo ifhio ine vha humbula uri i nga thusa kha u ita uri kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa ku leluwe u shumisa? 

5. Ri a tea naa u sa shumisa lutalo (hyphens) kha Tshivenḓa? Kha vha tikedze 

phindulo yavho. 

6.  Ri a tea naa u sa shumisa luṋala (apostrophe) kha Tshivenḓa? Kha vha tikedze 

phindulo yavho. 

7. Ri a tea u shumisa tswayo (diacritics) kha Tshivenḓa naa? Kha vha tikedze 

phindulo yavho. 

8. Ri a tea u shumisa maḽeḓere C, J na Q sa zwipiḓa zwa kuṅwalele kwa 

Tshivenḓa? Kha vha tikedze phindulo yavho. 

9.  Ndi nnyi o teaho u ṋekedza milayo ya kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa na hone ndi 

ngani?  

10. Ndeme ya kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ndi ifhio? 
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ANNEXURE C:  ENGLISH CONSENT FORM 

 

Letter of informed consent. 

 

Statement by the researcher 

 

The purpose of the study is to evaluate critically Tshivenḓa orthography and the role 

it plays in Tshivenḓa. Participation in this study is therefore voluntary and 

participants can withdraw from it without providing any reasons. Anonymity and 

confidentiality will be maintained throughout the study and will not be linked to the 

participants’ responds. The result of the study will be communicated back to the 

participants. 

 

CONSENT: As the purpose of the study has been explained to you I will require your 

approval by writing your name and signing in the space provided or use a thumb 

print. 

 

I ……………………………………………………………….. hereby give consent that I 

have heard, read and understand the proposed study and any questions that I had, 

have been answered. I understand that participation in this study is completely 

voluntary and I am aware that the result of this study will be used for Tshivenḓa 

orthography. 

 

Signature of the participant: ……………………………………………….  

 

Date: …………………………………………............................................ 

 

Name of the Researcher: ………………………………………................  

 

Signature of Researcher:……………………………………...................... 
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ANNEXURE D:  DATA FROM PARTICIPANTS 

RESPONDENT:  RO1 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

Respondent: The system of writing which is used in Tshivenḓa is disjunctive 

writing. It is a writing of words where certain words are written disjunctive and 

others are written conjunctively. This is influenced by parts of speech, mood 

and time (tenses). 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: The system of writing suitable for Tshivenḓa is the disjunctive 

orthography. The disjunctive system is suitable because it makes 

identification of moods such as gidimani which is limudi ḽa ndaela in a simple 

way. Moreover the disjunctive system makes the writing of formatives for 

tenses such as ḓo in ndi ḓo ḓa easy to see. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, there are words which are difficult to spell and write in 

Tshivenḓa. When nasal sounds are written in consecutive order such as in 

nnyamba and mmbudza and when writing words with compound sounds such 

as tshivhotshwa, luphwaphwa, tyetyenyea and petekanywa. Again this 

difficulty is experienced when writing words which are pronounced in a related 

way but with different sounds such as pfeṋe and kupveṋe, tsimbi and 

kutzimbi, and tshila and tshitshili. Further more when there is repetition of 

vowel sounds such as in lutiitii, mbwandaa, thuu, nataa, hasha, wasaa, 

ngindii. Moreover when homographs are differentiated bydiacritic signs such 

as between tamba and ṱamba, dada and ḓaḓa, and mutali ndi muṱali 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: The rules which I think will assist in making Tshivenḓa 

orthography easy to use are as follows: 

 To know parts of speech in Tshivenḓa in a correct way 

 To know the correct usage of punctuation marks 

 To know the correct spelling of Tshivenḓa words 

 To know the phonetics of Tshivenḓa sounds 

 To teacher learners always through dictation 

 To encourage learners and adults to read books properly written in 

Tshivenḓa 

 To encourage learners to write books in Tshivenḓa 

 To hold writing competition in Tshivenḓa 

 To re-introduce muṅwalo and spelling of Tshivenḓa sounds. 

 To use proper language without using today’s language used in the 

social media. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, it is important to use hyphens. The advantages of using 

hyphens are many. First of all they are used for writing proper nouns which 

indicate respect such as in Vho-Mmbi and Vho-Rambuwani. Secondly when 

adding suffixes to make emphasis and add clearity to meaning of certain 

words such as in phasa-shu, nthuse-vho and kone-ha. Thirdly when writing 

multi-phrase compounds such as Nyamutsa-nga-davhi and Nya-dza-wela. 

Fourthly when asking questions such as muthu-ḓe and phukha-ḓe. Fifthly to 

indicate elision in a sentence such as uḽa munna nangoho a mbo phetha zwe 

a ana- o ri u puṱedza luthihi fhedzi dza mbo ḓi fhalala and in na zwino tsho tou 

salaho ndi u ṱanzwa maṱo ra vhona – zwi kha ḓi konwa nga ṅwana wa muthu 

izwi?. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

  Respondent: Yes, because Tshivenda has many signs. If we stop using the 

  apostrophe sign the word does not change its meaning, for example,  

ni bvafhi tshivhanda? Versus ni bva’fhi tshivhanda?  

 

Ndi sa ḽi nda fura ndi tshi dinwa ngani? Versus ndi sa li nda fura ndi tshi 

dinwa nga’ni? 

 

No mu vhonafhi uyu wa lulupo versus no mu vhona’fhi uyu wa lulupo? 

 

Without using the apostrophe signs reduces time and energy to write them. 

The apostrophe can be removed in the orthography. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, they should be used in Tshivenḓa. If not we can 

experience a challenge when there are two words similar in spellings and tone 

such as homonyms, can be differentiated with regards to definition where they 

are used. For example. 

 Tala versus ṱala 

 Tota versus ṱoṱa 

 Nnda versus nnḓa 

 Mutoli versus muṱoli 

 Dala versus ḓala 

 Lela versus ḽela 

 Damu versus ḓamu 

 Tanga versus ṱanga 

 Tamba versus ṱamba 

 Tingatinga versus ṱingaṱinga 
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When the above words are used in sentences they differ in meaning due to 

diacritic marks. If they are stopped there would be confusion in Tshivenḓa that 

has never been seen due to ambiguity and unclear meanings. Therefore I 

say, forward with diacritic marks! Forward! 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography?  Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, only in borrowed words proper nouns which are not of 

Tshivenḓa origin such as China, Chilliboy, Vho-Chippa, Cinema and Currie 

Cup. J can be used in words such as Vho-Johannes, Jonas, Joburg, Jege, 

Jamu and q in Vho-Queen, Quantum. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: It is TNLB and PanSALB 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: It is to develop and protect Tshivenḓa as a language so that it 

cannot be swallowed by other languages. It also make sure that we write in 

the same way throughout. It is a form of standardisation of the language and 

to preserve the language for future generations. To make sure that our 

children and writers do not er when writing Tshivenḓa. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO2 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

Respondent: Alphabet 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Disjunctive 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Tshakha and Tshaka, and metathesis 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: The hyphen rules must not die. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, because it joins and breaks words at their syllables 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, it is not always used 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, we should use them otherwise things will be mix up, See 

the following words if they were to be written without diacritic marks: 

 Tala vs ṱala 

 Bada vs baḓa 

 Ndivho vs nḓivho 
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 Nama vs ṋama 

 ṋala vs ṅala  

 tamba vs ṱamba 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, only for proper nouns of foreign languages as we have only 

23 letters of an alphabet in Tshivenḓa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: TNLB and PanSALB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: Indicate how the language should be written and how words 

should be spelt. 

RESPONDENT:  RO3 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system of writing 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both the disjunctive and conjunctive systems are appropriate 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 
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 Respondent: Nouns without invisible prefixes. Words such as mutzhemo and 

 mutshemo, pfeṋe and pfa and words borrowed from English and Afrikaans 

 which need or do not need diacritic marks. And writing certain words as we 

 speak is difficult. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: Rules on the use of hyphens 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa, but we 

 should mark words where it is necessary and in the right manner. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, but we must write words in full. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, but we must apply diacritic signs where they are needed 

 and in the right way. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, only for proper nouns. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: TNLB 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: It makes the language to work properly. 

 

RESPONDENT:   RO4 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Mostly disjunctive but at some point conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 Respondent: I don’t know 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

  

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is Zimbabwean orthography 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The NLBs 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: Present new system of writing. 

 

RESPONDENT:   RO5 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: disjunctive system of writing 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules that are accepted to users. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

  

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are good for the language. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, there were not enough consultation for accepting them to 

 be used. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: PaNSALB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It shows and reveals the richness of the language.  

 

RESPONDENT:   RO6 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Words such as TshiVenḓa, tsiVenḓa are spelt as according to 

 IsiZulu. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: That j should not be used with ordinary words such as jia for 

 dzhia and the development of a phonetic chart for Tshivenḓa. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

  

 Respondent: No, it is a Venda convention 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, I don’t even remember where they are used. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we should use them although users are discouraged to 

 use them because people think they confuse people and they delay one who 

 is writing something in Tshivenḓa. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is bad for the language, to write cou for khou. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Board 
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10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It helps to eliminate problems in the language 

RESPONDENT:  RO7 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent:  It is alphabetic 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and 

 disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Disjunctive system of writing, it writes single words individually. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: not sure. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not stop using hyphens; they break and join 

 words. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Yes, I don’t know where they are used. 

 

7) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Yes, we should use diacritic marks. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Yes, only for personal names borrowed from other languages. 

 

9) Researcher: What about the use of these letters in words such as cou for 

 khou in Mixit program. 

  

 Respondent: It is wrong as it is confusing people. 

 

10) Researcher:   Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Board. 

 

11) Researcher:  What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It makes the language to be unique. 

RESPONDENT: RO8 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: It uses the alphabet. 
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2) Researcher:  Which system of writing between the conjunctive and 

 disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: The disjunctive system of writing 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Words which were borrowed from other languages 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: The use of hyphens, because a hyphen can make three words 

 to be counted as one and the rules about diacritic marks. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

  

 Respondent: No, because a hyphen is important as it joins and breaks 

 words. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

  

 Respondent: Yes, we should stop using apostrophe as I don’t even know 

 where they are used and they are not frequently used even if they are used. 

 

7) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we should use diacritic marks, they make words to be 

 understood easily. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No 

 

9) Researcher:  Why don’t you want to use letters c, j and q. 

 

 Respondent:  Where do we use them in the language. 

 

10) Researcher:  When we write personal names like Charles and John. 

 

 Respondent:  But those are English names. 

 

11) Researcher:   Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Board. 

 

12) Researcher:   What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent:   It shows that Tshivenḓa is unique. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO9 

 

1) Researcher:  Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent:  Roman alphabets. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Disjunctive system, words stand individually by themselves. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

  

 Respondent: Words preceded by nasal sound such as nkanda, nṱuṱuwedza 

 etc. We don’t know whether the preceeding letter should take the form of a 

 velar sound or not. 

 

4) Researcher:  Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules about so ngo and songo. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  No, they are important as they add meaning to words they also 

 break compound words. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because they are not used often  

 

7) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, to distinguish similar words. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  No, they are not part of Tshivenḓa orthography. 
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9) Researcher:  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent:  TNLB, it is the custodian of the language. 

 

10) Researcher:   What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent:  Show culture. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO10 

 

1) Researcher:  Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

2) Researcher:  Which system of writing between the conjunctive and 

 disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  Words such as nkanda. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules should not generalize orthography they must be specific. 
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5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, they mark the stops in the words. 

  

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: yes, it is not visible in the language though it is a contraction 

 marker. 

 

7) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they distinguish Tshivenḓa from other languages. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, there is difference between ch and tsh in terms of 

 pronounciation. Tsh is pronounced differently from ch. 

 

9) Researcher:  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The language board, TNLB. 

 

10) Researcher:  What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: Mark the language as unique. 
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RESPONDENT:   RO11 

 

1) Researcher:   Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent:  Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Mostly disjunctive system and some times conjunctive system. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t think there are difficult words to write in Tshivenḓa. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules on the use of compounds and hyphen. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it indicates compounded words and phrases indicating one 

 concept. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are not really used. 
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7) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we should create rules on diacritics not stop using them 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:  No, only in borrowed personal names. 

 

9) Researcher:  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent:  NLBs together with HEIs, and language practitioners. 

 

10) Researcher:  What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent:  Make the language to be used properly. 

 

RESPONDENT:   RO12 

 

1) Researcher:   Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

Respondent:  Disjunctive. 

 

2) Researcher:  Which system of writing between the conjunctive and 

 disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent:  Disjunctive and conjunctive. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Place names such as Ha-Matsa and words such as muthu-vho 

and songo, whether to write them with or without hyphen or conjunctively or 

disjunctively. The articulation or the pronunciation is not the same in some of 

these words, so the rule must be explicit without exception. Tone must be 

attended to seriously in Tshivenḓa language. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: Rules which will indicate consistency whether we are using 

disjunctive or conjunctive system of writing. The rules must be stated explicitly 

with guidance in all instances. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent:  No, it adds to the meaning of the word. 

 

6) Researcher:  Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, it is not visible in Tshivenḓa, instead a full form can be 

retained or used. Otherwise we can use an accepted contracted form of 

words without hyphen. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, they make words to have meaning. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, can only be used in proper nouns from English and 

Afrikaans. 

 

9) Researcher:  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent:  language board. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: It explains the rules on how the language should be spoken, 

spelt and written. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO13 

 

1) Researcher:  Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent:  Disjunctive. 

 

2) Researcher:  Which system of writing between the conjunctive and 

 disjunctive systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent:   Both disjunctive and conjunctive systems. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Nkanda and Iḽani, Tshivhasa and Tshivhase 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Scientifically observed rules on the use of hyphens and 

 borrowed sounds. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, Hyphen indicate rest or holding of breath in pronunciation 

 of words. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, the rule is evident that the apostrophe is not important in 

 Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are advantageous as they add meaning to the word. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer 

 

Respondent: No, we don’t have them in our letters of alphabet. Our letters of 

 alphabet are only 23. So, they must not be used in our language. If we use 

them in English and Afrikaans names, those are not our names in terms of the 

orthography. For instance Queen in English does not mean Khadzi or 

Makhadzi in Tshivenḓa. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: TNLB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It addresses challenges and problems affecting the writing of 

 words. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO14 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: It is a system of using Roman letters of an alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: It is disjunctive system of writing. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Difficult words are those which use click sounds. 

 

4) Researcher: Do we have click sounds in Tshivenḓa. 

 

 Respondent: Yes we do have click sounds related to tsaṅwa. 
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5) Researcher: What other difficult words can you mention. 

 

 Respondent: Words such as katya and kathya are difficult to spell, because 

 we don’t know which one is the correct spelling of the word. 

 

6) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: That reflexive verb should be written with a hyphen to separate 

 the prefix and the stem. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, if we stop hyphens, there are instances where we need to 

 write words to separate plurals from honorific words. It is easy with hyphens, 

 for example vho-mme, for a pastor’s wife and vhomme for many women. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not stop using an apostrophe as it is important 

 because it does indicate rest. 

 

9) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Always. 

 

10) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, only for borrowed personal names. 
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11) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: It should be the responsibility of Tshivenḓa National language 

 Body and Pan South African Language Board. 

 

12) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It shows that Tshivenḓa language is unique. 

 

RESPONDENT: RO15 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

2) Researcher: Do we use symbols or alphabet. 

 

 Respondent: I think we use alphabets. 

 

3) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: By the way what is the difference between the two systems? 

 

4) Researcher: The conjunctive system writes many words together as one 

 word, just like nitshiḽa but the disjunctive system writes individual words as 

 single words just like ni tshi ḽa. 

 

 Respondent: We should use the disjunctive system. 
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5) Researcher: How do we write khuhumulambo as khuhu mulambo or as 

khuhumulambo? 

 

 Respondent: We should write it as khuhumulambo? 

 

6) Researcher: Is the writing disjunctive or not? 

 

 Respondent: It is conjunctive. 

 

7) Researcher: Now what do you think about the writing systems? 

 

 Respondent: I think we should use both the disjunctive and the conjunctive 

 writing systems. 

 

8) Researcher: Can you support your argument? 

 

Respondent: I think we should use disjunctive system where it is necessary 

and conjunctive system where it is necessary as well. 

 

9) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Are they difficult words to spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 

10) Researcher: What about the words gunubu and bunugu, dungunudzi and 

 dunungudzi? 

 

 Respondent: They are dialectical. 

 

11) Researcher: Are they not variant spellings or synonyms like iri and awara. 

 

 Respondent: I think the other one was formed because of mispronunciation. 
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12) Researcher: Do you think it was difficult to pronounce or difficult to hear what 

 has been said. 

 

 Respondent: I think it was difficult to hear what has been said. 

 

13) Researcher: What about dia and rwa. 

 

 Respondent: They are dialect. 

 

14) Researcher: Can we simply say some of these words were formed because 

 of the difficult spelling forms. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, but it is difficult. 

 

15) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: The rules that we have in the booklets. 

 

16) Researcher: What if we have new rules that will make Tshivenḓa orthography 

 easy to use. 

 

 Respondent: Like what? 

 

17) Researcher: Rules for place names in Tshivenḓa. Do you know what place 

 name are? 

 

 Respondent: They are personal nouns. 

 

18) Researcher: Proper nouns. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 
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19) Researcher: Is it correct to write Tshikhukheni? 

 

 Respondent: No, it is wrong. 

 

20) Researcher: What about Muromani and Tshitandani? 

 

 Respondent: They are from common nouns but not from proper nouns and 

 Tshithukheni is from a proper noun. 

 

21) Researcher: What about Muromani, is it not from a proper noun Muroma, just 

 like Muvenḓani could come from a proper noun Muvenḓa. 

 

 Respondent: We are not used to these names that it is why we think they are 

 wrong. 

 

22) Researcher: Don’t you think there should be some rules on the use of these 

 types of place names. 

 

 Respondent: definitely yes. 

 

23) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should n’t stop using hyphens as there are long words 

 which needs hyphens to divide them, such as those that are compounds, 

 those which use suffixes such as -vho. Rules should be formed to indicate 

 where hyphens should be used. 

 

24) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

  

 Respondent: By the way where do we use apostrophes in Tshivenḓa. 
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25) Researcher: You don’t know. 

 

 Respondent: I am still thinking. 

 

26) Researcher: For elision and breaking of long words. 

 

 Respondent: I think we can stop using them as they are not important, but if 

 they are important they can be retained. 

 

27) Researcher: What is your view for writing ngani and nga mini in Tshivenḓa. 

 

 Respondent: Ngani is a shortened form of nga mini. 

 

28) Researcher: Ngani can still be written without an apostrophe as one word. 

 Are you ok with that? 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

29) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes we should use diacritics in Tshivenḓa. When we write 

 letters without diacritics it is like a spelling error. 

 

30) Researcher: Can we double letters where diacritics are supposed to be 

 written. 

 

 Respondent: No, it will look like an error. 

  

31) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, Letters C, J and Q should not be used as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography. 
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32) Researcher: What about if we want to write names such as Charles and 

 John. 

 

 Respondent: These names must be written as they are in Tshivenḓa. All 

 proper names must be written in their language of origin. 

 

33) Researcher: What about common nouns such as jam and chickens. 

 

 Respondent: These nouns must be written according to Tshivenḓa 

 orthography and spelling rules. If the word is not found in Tshivenḓa it must 

 be written according to its original borrowed sound. 

 

34) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Tshivenda National Language Body. 

 

35) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It makes Tshivenḓa language to be unique and it shows the 

 identity of the Venda people and culture. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO16 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: To me it is when I don’t whether I should write Lara or Ḽara. 

 

4) Reseacher: How do you solve your problem when you write? 

 

 Respondent: Some times I write Ḽara and at times I write Lara. 

 

5) Researcher: Which one do you think it is correct? 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

6) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know because I don’t use a hyphen when I write. 

 

8) Researcher: How do you write when there is a word to be broken? 

 

 Respondent: I just write without a hyphen. 

 

9) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know because I don’t use an apostrophe when I write. 
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10) Researcher: Do you know where to use an apostrophe. 

 

 Respondent:  I don’t know  

 

11) Researcher:  Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

12) Researcher: Where? 

 

 Respondent: In words which need diacritics marks. 

 

13) Researcher: What if we stop using diacritic marks. 

 

 Respondent: No, it will be bad because words will be meaningless. 

 

14) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know because I don’t use them. 

 

15) Researcher: You don’t use them at all. 

 

 Respondent: Where do we use them in Tshivenḓa? 

 

16) Researcher: In personal names. 

 

 Respondent: I have not seen them in Tshivenḓa. 

 

17) Researcher: How do you write names such as Charles and John, when you 

 are taking minutes in Tshivenḓa. 

 

 Respondent: I write them as they are. 
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18) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

19) Researcher: Do you know Tshivenḓa National Language Body. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

20) Researcher: What do you know about it. 

 

 Respondent: It is a council responsible with the language. 

 

21) Researcher: Do you think it is responsible with the rules of the language. 

 

 Respondent: I think so. 

 

22) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: I do not understand this question. 

 

23) Researcher: What is the advantage of Tshivenḓa orthography to the 

 language. 

 

 Respondent: To make the language to be written in a better way and to 

 reveal Venda culture. 
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RESPONDENT:  RO17 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Meinhof-Lepsius system. 

 

2) Researcher: Does it uses symbols or alphabets? 

 

 Respondent: It uses Roman alphabets. 

 

3) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system of writing. 

 

4) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Words which are difficult to spell in Tshivenḓa are Pvi and Pfi, 

 and khomphyutha and khomphwutha. 

 

5) Researcher: How difficult are these words that you have mentioned? 

 

 Respondent: In all instances indicated above one does not know the one 

 which is correct and the one which is wrong. 

 

6) Researcher: Are they difficult to pronounce? 

 

 Respondent: No we know the pronunciations but we don’t know how to write 

 the sounds. 
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7) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules for spelling and orthography. 

 

8) Researcher: The rules on spelling and orthography are there, do you think 

 they are not enough. 

 

 Respondent: I mean rules on using symbols and abbreviations. 

 

9) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it can be a problem without hyphens. 

 

10) Researcher: Do you use hyphens and for what? 

 

 Respondent: Yes, so that words can be read easily and to divide words 

 properly. 

 

11) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No 

 

12) Researcher: Do you use an apostrophe. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

13) Researcher: To do what? 

 

 Respondent: To indicate elision in words. 
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14) Research: Why do you think it is necessary to show elision in Tshivenḓa. 

 

 Respondent: It helps in identification of the structure of words and 

 morphology. 

 

15) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

16) Researcher: If we stop using diacritics what will happen? 

 

 Respondent: Words will be meaningless and will be confusing, the language 

 is no longer uniquely Venḓa. 

 

17) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we can’t use these letters as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography, because we have got letters in Tshivenḓa which can be used in 

 their places. 

 

18) Researcher: By letters are you referring to sounds. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. 

 

19) Researcher: What about names such as Charles and John. 

 

 Respondent: These names remain as they are, they cannot be changed in 

 Tshivenḓa language.  
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20) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Practitioners. 

 

21) Researcher: Why do you think Language Practitioners should introduce 

 Tshivenḓa orthography rules. 

 

 Respondent: Because they are stakeholders who assist Tshivenḓa National 

 Language Body to make rules. 

 

22) Researcher: Don’t you think it is the responsibility of Tshivenḓa National 

 Language Body and Pan South African Language Body to introduce rules to 

 stakeholders. 

 

 Respondent: I am not sure. 

 

23) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: To preserve a clean language and show Tshivenḓa culture and 

 present the uniqueness of the language. 

 

RESPONDENT:    RO18 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

Respondent: Disjunctive system influenced by the Germans. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive systems. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: nkanda and nṅwala, due to incorrectly written sounds by 

missionaries. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: Rules on how to write borrowed sounds, words with hyphens 

etc. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, they are important because they make words to mean 

different things. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer.  

 

Respondent: Yes, they are not visible enough. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, they give meaning to words. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, they will destroy etymology of words as we only have 23 

letters of the alphabet. I don’t think they will agree with the rule for sound 

changes. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: TNLB, custodian of the language. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: Present rules on the use and treatment of the language. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO19 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive, the disjoint of words and affixes and conjunctive, 

 the joining word categories as opposed to morphemes and affixes. 

 Conjunctive is when word categories are written conjunctively as opposed to 

 morpheme, similarly disjunctive is when word categories are written 

 disjunctively as opposed to morpheme. For example in [u ṱuwa]: u is a word 

 category and ṱuwa as well is a word category. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Muthu-muthu (good person) either as muthumuthu (good 

 person) or muthu muthu (real person), qualifies noun and writing with or 

 without caps as in Vhojoseph, dziNLU, vhoLadzani, and TshiVenḓa. Do we 

 really write capital letters in the middle of a word in Tshivenḓa? There are also 
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 nouns for expressing plural and other functions such as Vho-Ladzani, 

 individual person Ladzani in a honorofic manner and Ladzani and others. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: The write as we speak rules must be advocated. That the 

 syllables must be separated by a vowel in Tshivenda, for example Meneer 

 changes to Muṋeri in Tshivenḓa, pos changes to poswoni etc. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, the words muthu-ḓe and muthu-vho justify the presence of 

 hyphens. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are not conspicuous in Tshivenḓa and that’s what the 

 rule says. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are valuable, differentiate the language from other 

 languages and identify words with the language. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, there is no need as there are 23 letters of alphabet, 1 more 

 than the Hebrew letters. What is the value of dzh and J in the IPA. I don’t think 

 J is allowed not C and Q. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: TNLB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: Gives rules on how the language should be written and spoken. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO20 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

Respondent: Can you explain further? 

 

2) Researcher: There are three types of writing systems which are the alphabet, 

 the logography and the syllabary. 

 

Respondent: I think is the alphabet. 

 

3) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: It is the disjunctive systems which writes parts of speech in a 

disjointed manner. 

 

4) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Those which take diacritic marks. 
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5) Researcher: Can you explain why you think words with diacritic marks are 

 difficult? 

 

Respondent: When these words have similar spelling forms to other parts of 

speech, if you don’t know the language well, people will not be able to 

differentiate them, especially their meanings. 

 

6) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: There must be a rule on dictation of words for learners at lower 

grade levels. We need rules that are clear on how to differentiate diacritic 

marks and punctuation marks and signs. 

 

7) Researcher: Can you suggest the rules. 

 

Respondent: For example when dealing with diacritic marks, we can have a 

rule which say if you want to know dental sounds you close the nose and 

pronounce them while for velar sound you bite your tongue and pronounce it. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: What does PanSALB rule say about the hyphen in Tshivenḓa 

 

9) Researcher: The PanSALB rule say the hyphen must die. 

 

Respondent: I do not agree with the rule. 

 

10) Researcher: Can you substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: The hyphen must not die since it is very important in 

Tshivenḓa. It adds meaning to the word. You can hear when you pronounce a 

word with a hyphen that where the hyphen is placed you will hold your breath, 

(have long stretched sounds). 
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11) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: What is an apostrophe? Is it an exclamation marks or a kappie 

(circumflex). 

 

12) Researcher: It is a punctuation marks which shows contraction of words. 

 

Respondent: I don’t know this sign. 

 

13) Researcher: Can we use it. 

 

Respondent: I don’t think it is necessary. 

 

14) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, diacritics provide meanings and definitions to words. 

 

15) Researcher: How do we mark the words. 

 

Respondent: People mark words differently. There is a change especially by 

students, which have negative impact. There are those who mark with the dot 

below the letter and those who mark with the circumflex ontop of the letter. 

 

16) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

17) Respondent: Yes, we can use c and j for words such as chi for tshi, and jena 

 for dzhena, because we don’t have click sounds in Tshivenḓa like other 

 languages we can leave q out. 
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18) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: Language practitioners. 

 

19) Researcher: Are you referring to the language committee. 

 

Respondent: Yes, TNLB, dealing with language practitioners will work to 

standardise and authenticate the rules. 

 

20) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: Yes, it has a role to protect, to grow, to provide rules on 

borrowing, to indicate what is wanted and unwanted in the language. 

 

RESPONDENT: RO21  

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system, it makes definition of words clear. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: maanḓa and tshanḓa/tshaanḓa. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: That people when they write they must use diacritic signs. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should use it for incomplete words in the sentence. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, to show the difference between words. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, to show the difference between words as well, such as 

 thavha and ṱhavha, damu/ḓamu, nama/ṋama. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because it will be difficult to read words written with these l

 etters. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Those who know Tshivenḓa and those who are studying the 

 language. 
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10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: To show that the language is there. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO22 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: pfalandoṱhe, kutzimbi and dzhena. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules on punctuation marks. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because there would be problems with place names which 

 need hyphens. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because we have other signs we can use such as dot, in 

 place of apostrophe. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because we can’t write dentals without diacritics. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, they corrupt the language. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The Venḓa people because they are the owner of the 

 language. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To preserve the language. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO23 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet. 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: kutsimbi/kutzimbi, pfalandoṱhe/pfhalandoṱhe. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules for punctuation signs/marks. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because it joins words which are supposed to be joined. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because the apostrophe and the dot do the same job. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because diacritic marks make the word easy to 

 understand. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because c it is like tsh, j is like dzh but there is no word 

 which starts with Q in Tshivenḓa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: It is the Language board, because it is the one which knows 

 everything about the language. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To preserve the language. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO24 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: We use a disjunctive system, to show what the words mean. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: There is no words which are difficult to write and spell in 

 Tshivenḓa. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: It is the rules which help to preserve the language. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because the hyphens are used to separate words, and to 

 join words which are repeated. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, the hyphen is used in English to show possession. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, Certain words will become meaningless if we stop using 

 hyphens. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, we don’t have these letters in Tshivenḓa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: It is us the users of the language, because if we don’t take care 

 of our languages nobody else will take care of it. 
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10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To write the language, to preserve the language for the future 

 generation. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO25 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: tzi, pvi and pve. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: The ones which govern the language. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, even if it is absent the word can have a complete definition. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it shows that the words were spoken by someone else. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, it gives the correct spelling and pronunciation of the word. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because there is no need. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: It is the board which controls the language, it is their 

 responsibility. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: It is to preserve the language so that it must be what it is and 

with value. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO26 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive as conjunctive is found in other languages. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: uri/u ri, tshauri/tsha uri, zwauri, phurofesa/Phrofesa, 

 khireshe/khreshe, people are not sure which one to use. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: the ancient orthography should be the one to be used. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, We should use the hyphens as it makes words easy to 

 understand and that is what people are used to do. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we should use the apostrophe as punctuation marks helps 

 in reading just like in English language. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we should use them to separate dentals from their 

 alveolar equivalents. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we are not suppose to use them as they are found in other 

 languages such as Isizulu and IsiXhosa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Boards such as PanSALB, TNLU and other 

 stakeholders must agree. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent:  

 

RESPONDENT:  RO27 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: tyetyenyea, tzhakanyedza. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: That parts of speech be written as single words. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, they make words easy to understand. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they show that words spoken by other people are easy to 

 be understood. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they make words easy to be understood and to be 

 differentiated to those which are not marked by diacritic marks. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, It is not accepted in Tshivenḓa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Those who speak Tshivenḓa and know it. 
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10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: To get the correct definition of what one wants to hear or wants 

 to know. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO28 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive systems. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: uḓitota, sokou/so kou/sa kou, tshiendangamudoswa/tshienda 

nga mudoswo / phwidzi /comphyutha /matlava/matyava /pfhuka. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

Respondent: We can do a rule related to the use of conjunctive system. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, they are needed in certain compounds and phrases which 

require hyphens. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, it is not used. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, they are required for certain words. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, for certain sounds such as ṱuṱuṱu. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: TNLB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: Uniqueness. 

RESPONDENT:  RO29 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Alphabet. 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive system. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Denti-labial sounds such as pfikopfiko/pvikopviko, pre-dental 

 labial tzhema /tshema. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: To write word categories as one word. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes. It shows the feeling of the speaker or his/her points as in 

 ndo ḓa-vho. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, in Tshivenḓa the apostrophe is not used like in English 

 where we say Peter’s book but in Tshivenḓa is bugu ya Peter. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, in Tshivenḓa diacritic signs are used to differentiate words 

 such as ṅala and ṋala. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: C, J and Q should not be used in Tshivenḓa as we do nto have 

 click sounds just like in isiXhosa. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: Tshivenḓa language Board. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: It makes the sound to be pronounced properly when there are 

 diacritic signs. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO30 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Roman Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, I don’t think there words which are difficult to write in 

 Tshivenda. Maybe to some users not to me. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Yes, all the languages need good rules and we already have 

 them in Tshivenḓa. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, it is important in Tshivenda. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we don’t use the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, they delay and fail students who don’t know how to use 

 them. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, we use c and j but not q. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: TNLB. 
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10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: To show how the language is written. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO31 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive systems. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Words borrowed from other languages such as fax, sms and 

 computers. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: To use signs where it is necessary and not to write words 

 conjunctively. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, according to the new rule we don’t use the hyphen. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, there is no place were we are required to write an 

 apostrophe. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because there instances where we need to use them to 

 get the correct sound such as in ṋala and ṅala /ṋanga /ṅanga. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, these letters does not belong to our language. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

  

Respondent: PanSALB, it is the one responsible with spelling and 

 orthography rules of the languages. 

 

10) Researcher:  What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent:  It helps to understand words. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO32 

 

1) Researcher:  Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent:  Alphabet. 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive, Not appropriately written words loose meaning 

 such as tshivhana and tshi vhana. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Difficult words are pvikila pv is changed to pf - cause wrong 

 sound, nṱhwa, the n should be velar. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: diacritic rules. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: no, words without hyphen have meaning which is unclear, 

 vhomakhadzi and vhomakhadzi for many and honorofic senses. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we can use them for acute tone. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, especially to differentiate words such as tata and ṱaṱa. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not use these letters as they will confuse the 

 speakers of the language and its value, as they are not part of Tshivenḓa 

 writing system. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: PanSALB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: The writer can write in an easy and comprehensive way, with 

 correct usage of diacritic signs and articulation of sounds. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO33 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: tyetyenea, mutzhekwa, zwitshili, mutshilinzhi, mapwapwalala, 

 mapwiṱi, lunzhaanzhaa/lunzaanzaa, dzhavhula/dzavhula, Ramagwedzha/ 

 Ramagweja/Ramangwedza, ṅamaila. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Correct phonetic writing tyetyenea = tjetjenea. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, We need to use hyphen to indicate duplication in words 

such as muthu-muthu or when breaking a long word such as tshienda-

nkhunye. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, We need to use apostrophe when we contract words such 

 as nga mini /ita mini/vhona mini/ṱoḓa mini to be nga’ni/ita’ni /vhona’ni /ṱoḓa’ni. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, for words such as ṅamuwa/namuwa/ṋamuwa, ṱaṱa/tata, 

 nḓivho/ndivho, ṱala/tala, ḽula/lula, ḽela/lela, kuḽa/kula, muṋo/muno, ḽila/lila. 

  

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because in Tshivenḓa we have the correct sounds for 

 words which require these translated sounds such as coke/jam/queen = 

 khouku/dzhamu/khwini. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: All Tshivenḓa bodies such as PanSALB, NLBs, NLUs and 

 ALASA, they have epert linguists. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

  

 Respondent: To preserve Tshivenḓa culture. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO34 

 

1)  Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Roman Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenḓa?  Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, I don’t think there words which are difficult to write in 

 Tshivenda. Maybe to some users not to me. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Yes, all the languages need good rules and we already have 

 them in Tshivenḓa. 
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5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is important in Tshivenḓa. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we don’t use the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer 

 

 Respondent: No, they delay and fail students who don’t know how to use 

 them. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we use c and j but not q. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: TNLB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show how the language is written. 
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RESPONDENT:  RO35 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Roman Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Those with phwa/ khwa spelling sound. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: The rules about the use of gole and gumba as opposed to kole 

 and kumba. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is important in Tshivenḓa for words such as iḓani-vho etc. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we no longer use the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 
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7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, help when writing difficult wordsthey delay and fail 

 students who don’t know how to use them. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, only for borrowed words. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The Board. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show what belongs to us. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO36 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: disjunctive. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: tzhema, dyambila, sounds which looks it can be written in 

 Tshivenḓa and which sounds strange. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: To allow new sounds to work such as jamu and dzhamu, jia 

 and dzhia, cavho and khavho. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we will not be able to distinguish words which are written 

 similarly with different tone. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, I don’t see the use of an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we will have a clean language in Tshivenḓa. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, it makes writing easy and changes in the language. It will 

 accommodates the new generation when the write in (social networks) social 

 media. 
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9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: Language institutions such as PanSALB and Arts and Culture. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show that the language is unique. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO37 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: bwerebwere, xwatudza. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, but I don’t know. 
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6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we don’t use the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they are important. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is wrong. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The Board, the council. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show culture. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO38 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Alphabet. 
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2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: disjunctive. 

  

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: words borrowed from other languages. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

RespondentThe good rules we already have in Tshivenḓa. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, it is important in Tshivenda. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: No, we don’t use the apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: theme, without them we will not be able differentiate words 

spelt similarly. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it will destroy the labguage. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: People who know what is expected in the rules. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

Respondent: To protect the language. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO39 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: syllabary and Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: syllabary. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: labioalveolars. 
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4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules dealing with phonetics and word division 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, it is needed for words which require hyphens. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer.. 

 

 Respondent: No, There are no words which use apostrophe in Tshivenḓa. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, because we have dentals which require diacritic marks. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, because they were not approved by the language board. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

Respondent: Tshivenḓa language board. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show culture. 
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RESPONDENT:  RO40 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: The Alphabet. 

 

2)  Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Both disjunctive and conjunctive. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: pwaṱula, tzhema. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: Rules for diacritic marks. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, it is not important in Tshivenḓa. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we don’t use them. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, they distinguish similar words. 
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8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: nNo part of the orthography. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: Language Board and PanSALB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: To show culture and heritage. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO41 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer.. 

 

 Respondent: both disjunctive and conjunctive systems. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: nkand, kutzimbi. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: diacritic rules. 
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5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: no, words will be meaningless and unclear. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, they mark words appropriately. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, to differentiate words. 

  

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, They are not part of the orthography. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

  

Respondent: The language Board, they are the custodian of the language. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: Helps in writing the language easy. 
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RESPONDENT:  RO42 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

  

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: both disjunctive and conjunctive system. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: words with the following sounds, dzh, tz, nzw, tzh, nzh, dzw, 

 ngw, pw, bw. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: I don’t know. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: no, distinguish words. 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: no, Tshivenḓa words do not need apostrophes. 
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7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

Respondent: Yes, especially to differentiate Tshivenḓa with other languages. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, these letters cannot be used in Tshivenda as we write as 

 we speak today. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: The language Board, custodian of the language. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: Show that Tshivenḓa is unique. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO43 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Disjunctive, loose meaning such as tshivhana and tshi vhana. 
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3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Difficult words are pvikila pv is changed to pf – cause wrong 

 sound, nṱhwa, the n should be velar. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: diacritic rules. 

 

5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: no, words without hyphen have meaning which is unclear, 

 vhomakhadzi and vhomakhadzi for many and honorofic senses 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we can use them for acute tone. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

  

Respondent: Yes, especially to differentiate words such as tata and ṱaṱa. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not use these letters as they will confuse the 

 speakers of the language and its value, as they are not part of Tshivenḓa 

 writing system. 
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9) Researcher:  Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: PanSALB. 

 

10) Researcher:  What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: The writer can write in an easy and comprehensive way, with 

 correct usage of diacritic signs and articulation of sounds. 

 

RESPONDENT:  RO44 

 

1) Researcher: Which system of writing is used in Tshivenḓa? 

 

 Respondent: Alphabet. 

 

2) Researcher: Which system of writing between the conjunctive and disjunctive 

 systems is suitable for Tshivenda? Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: Disjunctive, loose meaning such as tshivhana and tshi vhana. 

 

3) Researcher: Which words are difficult to write and spell in Tshivenḓa? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Difficult words are pvikila pv is changed to pf - cause wrong 

 sound, nṱhwa, the n should be velar. 

 

4) Researcher: Which rules do you think would assist in making Tshivenḓa 

 orthography easy to use? 

 

 Respondent: diacritic rules. 
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5) Researcher: Should we stop using hyphens in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

Respondent: no, words without hyphen have meaning which is unclear, 

vhomakhadzi and vhomakhadzi for many and honorofic senses 

 

6) Researcher: Should we stop using an apostrophe in Tshivenḓa or not? 

 Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, we can use them for acute tone. 

 

7) Researcher: Should we use diacritics in Tshivenḓa or not? Substantiate your 

 answer. 

 

 Respondent: Yes, especially to differentiate words such as tata and ṱaṱa. 

 

8) Researcher: Should we use the letters C, J and Q as part of Tshivenḓa 

 orthography? Substantiate your answer. 

 

 Respondent: No, we should not use these letters as they will confuse the 

 speakers of the language and its value, as they are not part of Tshivenḓa 

 writing system. 

 

9) Researcher: Who should be in charge of introducing Tshivenḓa orthography 

 rules and why?  

 

 Respondent: PanSALB. 

 

10) Researcher: What is the role of Tshivenḓa orthography? 

 

 Respondent: The writer can write in an easy and comprehensive way , with 

 correct usage of diacritic signs and articulation of sounds. 
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ANNEXURE E:  DATA FROM LITERARY BOOKS 
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ANNEXURE F: DATA FROM TSHIVENḒA ORTHOGRAPHY DOCUMENT  
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MARANGAPHANḒA 
 
 
Luambo lwo eḓanywaho lu a dzudzanywa lwa fana. Luambo lu fusha 

ṱhanḓavhudzo dzoṱhe dza nyeḓanyiso arali hu na milayo ya phenḓaluambo 

(grama), kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele na teo yo eḓanaho na ṱhoḓea dzi no itwa. 

Luambo nangwe zwo ralo, lu a shanduka lwa bveledzwa lwa vha lwa misi ino 

(musalauno). Zwenezwo nyeḓanyiso i ḓi bvela phanḓa. 

 

Vhunga luambo lu tshi shanduka, zwi tou pfala vhukuma uri ḓivhamaipfi, kupeleṱele 

na  kuṅwalele kwa luambo zwi fanela u shanduka. Tshanduko idzo dzi vhonala nga 

nḓila ine sisteme ya kupeleṱele kwa luambo kwa fanela zwi tshi elana na 

mveledziso. Kanzhi/kanji kupeleṱele kwa mutheo na pholisi dza kuṅwalele dzi dzula 

dzi songo shanduka, hone musi luambo lu tshi bveledzwa lwa vha lwa misi ino 

(musalauno), maitele aya a anzela u shandukisa kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele. 

 

Hu na ṱhoḓea khulusa ya kuṅwalele ku fulufhedzeaho, kupeleṱele na milayo ya 

nzudzanyo kha nyambo dza vharema dzoṱhe. Maṅwalo a no shumana na milayo ya 

kupeleṱele a hone kha nyambo dzoṱhe, hone maṅwalo ayo o no vha a kale lune a 

fanela u sedzuluswa a itwa a misi ino (musalauno) nga u ṱavhanya nahone ho ngo 

angaredza zwoṱhe nga nḓila ine a fanela u vha zwone u fusha ṱhoḓea dza 

ṋamusi masiani o fhambanaho a vhudavhidzani na nḓivho ya vhuanḓadzi. 

 

Luambo a lu koni u shumiswa kha vhudavhidzani kana u ṅwalwa kha ṱhalusamaipfi 

arali milayo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele zwi songo linganyiswa. Maipfi  maswa  

enea  ane  a  khou  sikwa  a  ṱoḓa  mutheo  wa  luambo  wo khwaṱhaho na milayo 

ya kuvhumbele kwa maipfi a vhukuma sa mulayo. 

 

Dziyuniti  dza  Leksikhogirafi  dza  Lushaka  [NLU],  dzo  fhambanaho,  na 

vhaṅwe vha Leksikhogirafi na vha theminografi a vha koni u ṅwala ṱhalusamaipfi 

vha tshi itela Nyambo dza Afrika (Vharema) dzo fhambanaho hu si na ndinganyiso 

ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele. Vhapinduleli a vha koni u pindulela,   vhadzudzanyi   

a   vha   koni   u   vhambedza   na   u  khakhulula, vhaanḓadzi a vha koni u 

anḓadza hu si na milayo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele kwo linganyiswaho. 
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Pulane khulwane ya Khoro ya Luambo ya Lushaka ye ya tendelwa kha muṱangano 

wa Khoro wa ḽa 19 Ṱhafamuhwe 2004 yo bula uri ri fanela u vha na nzhele/njele 

yo khetheaho na milayo ya ndovhololo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele kwa Nyambo 

dza Afrika dza tshiofisi. 

 

Zwenezwo, muṱangano wa u pfa mihumbulo wo khetheaho wo farwa nga ḽa 

01-02 Fulwana 2004 ngei Tshwane u rera nga kuitele kwa tsedzuluso na vhaimeli 

vha dzikomiti dza Thekheniki kha Ndinganyiso (TCs) dzi tshi bva kha Khoro dza 

Nyambo dza Lushaka (NLB). Khoro dza Nyambo dza Lushaka (NLB) dzo 

vhekanywa zwavhuḓi u ṋetshedza nḓisedzo dza zwibveledzwa hu na maitele a 

milayo kha kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele kha Nyambo dza Afrika dziṅwe na dziṅwe dza 

tshiofisi hune zwa ḓo kona u hudza vhudavhidzani fhano Afrika Tshipembe 

samusi vha tshi dzhiwa sa vhone vhavhulungi vha nyambo. 

 

Vhunga vhe miraḓo ya zwigwada kha Khoronyangaredzi ya Nyambo dza Afrika   

Tshipembe,   dzikomiti   dza   Thekhiniki   ndi   khoro  khulwane   dzo hweswaho 

mushumo wa nyeḓanyiso kha u ita ambadzifhele kha ndima ya tsedzuluso ine ya 

ṱoḓea ho sedzwa nyambo dzenedzo. Khoro dziṅwe dza Nyambo dza Lushaka dzo 

vha dzo no ḓi thoma nga dzone dziṋe u sedzulusa 

milayo  ya  tsedzuluso  na  kupeleṱele  na  kuṅwalele  kwa  nyambo  dzo 

sedzwaho musi vha sa athu humbelwa lwa tshiofisi. 

 

Kuitele kwa tsedzuluso ku katela ndinganyiso khathihi na u ita uri milayo i re hone i 

vhe ya musalauno. Bodo Nyangaredzi ya PanSALB yo ḓidzhenisa kha hei thandela 

nga u humbela Bodo dza Nyambo dza Lushaka dza tshiofisi u khwinifhadza milayo  

ya  kupeleṱele  na kuṅwalele zwi  re  hone zwino. Kha kuitele  hoku,  zwiimiswa  

zwa  PanSALB  (tsumbo:  Bodo  ya  Luambo  lwa Lushaka (NLBs). Komiti ya 

Luambo ya Vundu (PLCs) na Yuniti ya Leksikhogirafi ya Lushaka (NLU) dzo 

shumisana na vhafaramikovhe kha zwitshavha zwa nyambo dzo fhambanaho, na 

Mihasho ya Vhutsila na Mvelele ya Lushaka na ya Dzingu, ya Pfunzo na ya 

Vhudavhidzani. 
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Maṅwalo a u fhedzisela a luambo luṅwe na luṅwe lwa tshiofisi lwa Nyambo dza 

Vharema, a fanela u dzhiwa sa zwibveledzwa zwa nyambedzano. Vhaambi vho 

fhambanaho vha nyambo dza tshiofisi dza vharema, vha na pfanelo ya u ḓidzhia sa 

vhone vhaṋe vha maṅwalo aya vhunga vho shela mulenzhe kha u bveledzwa hao. 

 

Nyambedzano ya kuitele kwa ndovhololo yo vha i kha kupeleṱele, kuṅwalele na 

milayo ya u khakhulula. Zwigwada zwa thandela zwo dovha u dalela na u 

dovholola maṅwalo a re hone zwino a kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele na milayo ya u 

khakhulula. Zwigwada zwa thandela zwa lumba-vho kha u ira dzina na milayo ya 

kuvhumbele kwa ipfi na kha milayo ya tshikhau na ndongazwiga. 

 

Maitele aya a nyeḓanyiso ya nyambo na milayo ya tsedzuluso ya kupeleṱele kwa 

zwino na kuṅwalele a zwi imi. Tshifhinga tshi ḓaho, komiti dza thekheniki dzo 

hweswaho mushumo wa nyeḓanyiso, dzi ḓo bvela phanḓa na maitele a u fusha 

masia a ngaho sa: 

 

• Milayo ya kupeleṱele. 

• Milayo ya kuṅwalele. 

• Kuṅwalele  (milayo  ya  kupeleṱele  na  kuṅwalele  zwi  tshi  elana  na 

madzina a fhethu, madzina a miṱa (zwifani), madzina a zwiṱaraṱa, madzina a 

miṅwedzi, madzina a maḓuvha, madzina a mbonalo ya nḓivhashango na 

zwiṅwe). 

• Milayo ya ndongazwiga. 

• Milayo ya tshikhau. 

• Mitevhe ya teo hu tshi ṱalutshedzwa maipfi a girama a shumiswaho musi 

hu tshi shumiwa na milayo yo fhambanaho. 

• Mitevhe  ya  maipfi  o  faredzaho  maipfi  a  konḓaho  kana  maipfi  a 

anzelaho kana a sa anzeli u sa peleṱwa zwavhuḓi. 

• Mitevhe ya zwikhau na dziakronimi. 

 

Kha hedzi nzudzanyo, tharu dza nṱha dzi dzhiwa  sa dza u ṱavhanyedza kha 

tshiimo tsha u thoma tsha kuitele kwa ndovhololo. Kha nyimele he ndovhololo 

ṱhukhu i ṱoḓeaho kana i siho ine ya ṱoḓea. TCs (Komiti ya Thekhenikhi) yo 
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ḓikumedzela tshifhinga tshinzhi kha nzudzanyo dza u fhedzisela. Masia haya oṱhe   

(kana  tshifhinga   tshi   ḓaho  hafhu)   o   ṱoḓisiswa,   ambiwa   ngao, vhambedzwa 

na u tendelwa nga NLB dzo fhambanaho. 

 

Milayo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele yo sedzuluswaho i fanela u bvukulula tshanduko 

kha nyambo dzi elanaho tshifhingani tsha miṅwaha ya fumi yo fhiḽaho.  Bodo  ya  

Luambo  lwa  Lushaka  iṅwe  na  iṅwe yo  lingedza  u  fara nyaluwo ya luambo i 

sudzuluwaho. NLB tshifhinga tshi ḓaho i ḓo lingedza u nambatela tshanduko dza 

sia ḽiṅwe na ḽiṅwe ḽo sedzuluswaho ḽa milayo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele. 

 

Mveledzwa ya thandela ya zwino ndi ya zwibveledzwa zwiṱanu na zwiṋa u 

itela ndaedzo i leluwaho kha milayo ya kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele kwa nyambo dza 

Vharema/Maafrika   dza tshiofisi. PanSALB i tama uri maṅwalo aya a fanela u 

shuma sa malembe a ndaedzo  ya u ṱavhanya. Maṅwalo aya a tsumbanḓila ya 

kupeleṱele na kuṅwalele o ṱhophiwa uri a shume sa bugu dza mvetomveto dza 

tshumelo ya muratho nga vhaambi vha luambo. PanSALB i ḓo  ṱanganedza  

mihumbulo  i  bvaho  kha  vhavhali.  Mihumbulo  i  fanela  u livhiswa kha: 

 

The CEO PanSALB 

Private Bag X08 

Arcadia 0007 

 

 

……………………………….. 
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FOREWORD MARANGAPHANḒA 

 
 

1.   This word-list is a revised and 

enlarged edition of the previous lists. 

All that was embodied in the previous 

lists is incorporated in the present list, 

but has been adapted to the latest 

spelling rules which have in the 

meantime been accepted by the 

Tshivenḓa National Language Body 

(TNLB). The TNLB also effected 

various changes concerning less 

effective existing terms - in some 

cases because of comments and 

constructive proposals made by 

teachers and other language 

stakeholders. 

1.   Mutevhe   uyu   wa   maipfi   

ndi   nzudzanyo   yo 

sedzuluswaho, yo ṱanḓavhudzwa 

ya mitevhe ya kale.  Zwoṱhe  zwe  

zwa  katelwa  kha  mitevhe  ya 

kale zwo katelwa kha mutevhe 

uno, hone yo fanyiswa na milayo 

ya kupeleṱele ya zwino ye 

zwenezwo yo ṱanganedzwa nga 

Khoro ya Luambo lwa Tshivenḓa 

(KLT). KLT yo ita na u ḓisa 

tshanduko dzo fhambanaho 

malugana na maipfi a re hone a sa 

shumesi fhethu nga mulandu wa 

mihumbulo yo ḓiswaho na zwe 

zwa dzinginywa zwi fhaṱaho, zwe 

zwa itwa nga vhadededzi na 

vhaṅwe vha no longa tshanḓa kha 

luambo. 

2.   Terms included in this list, are 

intended in the first  place  for  use  in  

the  school  and  have mainly been 

taken from the syllabi for the various  

subjects  of  the  school.  Terms  that 

were required after the introduction of 

the new syllabi and the "new 

approach" accompanying them,   

were   also   incorporated   as   far   

as possible (e.g. for Mathematics and 

General Science).   Terms   that   

could   be  useful   in training schools 

where instruction in some subjects 

such as Religious Education is given 

2.   Maipfi e a katelwa kha mutevhe 

uno, tsha u ranga o itelwa u 

shuma tshikoloni, nahone vhunzhi 

hao a bva kha dzisilabasi dza thero 

dzo fhambanaho dza tshikolo. 

Maipfi e a vha a tshi ṱoḓea musi ho 

no ḓiswa dzisilabasi ntswa na 

mafunzele maswa a tshi  

fheletshedza, na one a katele nga 

hune zwa nga  konadzea  (sa  

tsumbo:  metse  na  saintsi). 

Maipfi e a vha a tshi nga shuma 

kha thero dziṅwe dzi no nga 

pfunzo ya vhurendi a no funzwa 
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through the medium of Tshivenḓa, 

have also been  included. Likewise 

terms that might be required by 

writers and translators of school 

handbooks as well as general terms 

for which an   increasing   demand   

exists   outside   the school are 

included in this list. In co-operation 

with Phalaphala FM for instance, 

quite a number of terms were coined 

for use in news bulletins and other 

programmes. Of these, terms with a 

high usage frequency were selected 

and included in this list. 

nga Tshivenḓa na one o katelwa. 

Ngauralo maipfi ane a nga ṱoḓiwa 

nga vhaṅwali na vhaṱalutshedzi 

vha bugupfarwa dza tshikolo 

khathihi na maipfi nga u angaredza  

ane  a  ṱoḓeswa  hu  si  tshikoloni  

o katelwa kha mutevhe uyu. Hu 

tshi shumiswa na Phalaphala F.M  

sa tsumbo, ho vhumbwa maipfi 

manzhi a no shuma hu tshi 

ambiwa mafhungo na kha 

nzudzanyo dziṅwe kha eneo maipfi 

a no shumiseswa o nanguludziwa, 

a katelwa mutevheni uno. 

 

3. The  terms  are  arranged  

alphabetically according to English 

with Tshivenḓa in the second  

column without regard to the subject 

or context in which it is used. Where 

necessary the subject concerned is 

shown in brackets ( ) after the term. 

Terms consisting of more than one 

word are arranged according to the 

first word thereof. In cases where the 

second word or a portion of a 

term may also be used separately, 

such word or portion is also shown 

separately in its alphabetical position,  

e.g.  deputy minister appears  under  

d while minister is repeated under m. 

 

3.   Maipfi   o   dzudzanywa   nga   

alfabethe   hu   tshi tevhedzwa 

Tshiisimane ha vha na Tshivenḓa 

kha mutaladzi wa vhuvhili hu sa 

sedzwi thero kana zwi no ambiwa 

hune a shuma. Hune zwa ṱoḓea 

thero ya hone i sumbedzwa kha 

zwitangi ( ) ho no ṅwalwa ipfi. Maipfi 

a no vhumbwa nga ipfi ḽi no fhira 

ḽithihi a vhekanywa hu tshi tevhelwa 

ipfi ḽao ḽa u ranga. Hune ipfi ḽa 

vhuvhili kana tshipida tsha ipfi na 

tshone tshi nga shuma tshi tshoṱhe, 

ipfi ḽo raloho kana tshipiḓa tsha hone 

tshi sumbedzwa  tshi  tshoṱhe  

vhuimoni  hatsho  ha alfabethe, sa 

tsumbo: mufarisi wa minista i bvelela 

nga fhasi ha m ngeno minista a tshi 

dovhololwa nga fhasi ha m. 
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4.   No  effort  was  spared  to  give,  

as  far  as possible, each term 

absolute clarity to avoid any 

confusion or the possibility of 

ambiguous interpretation. Where a 

term has a special meaning it is 

further defined with the aid of 

curved brackets. 

(a)  with reference to part of 

speech, e.g.- export (n) 

export (v) 

(b) with regard to the subject or 

context concerned, e.g.- 

cell (biol) 

cell (prison) 

(c)  where the second or 

following word(s) do  not  

consistently  form part  of  the 

term but nevertheless must 

serve to give the term a 

definite meaning, usually by 

means of of, in, by, etc., e.g.- 

character (in book). 

character (of 

person). 

 

4.   Vhathu vho ḓidina nga hune zwa 

konadzea u ita uri ipfi ḽiṅwe ḽi pfale 

zwavhuḓi u tinya vilinga kana 

ṱhalutshedzo i no ita uri ipfi ḽi vhe 

na ṱhalutshedzo nnzhi. Hune ipfi ḽa 

amba tshithu tshi si tsha misi ḽi ita 

na u ṱalutshedzwa hu tshi 

shumiswa zwitangi zwo 

sendamiswaho. 

a)  Hu tshi sumbedzwa thiṅwaipfi ya 

    luambo, sa tsumbo: 

 

tshirumelwa nnḓa (dzin) 

rumela nnḓa (ḽii) 

(b) Malugana na thero kana zwi no 

      ambwa sa tsumbo: 

sele (bail). 

sele (dzhele/jele). 

(c) Hune ipfi ḽa vhuvhili kana ḽi 

tevhelaho ḽa si sumbe  tshipiḓa 

tsha ipfi, hone nangwe zwo ralo ḽi 

fanela u shuma u ṋea ipfi iḽo zwine 

ḽa amba zwone, kanzhi hu tshi 

shumiswa, ya, ngomu, nga, na 

zwiṅwe, sa tsumbo: 

mubvumbedzwa (buguni) 

mvumbo (ya muthu). 

 

5.   As a rule common nouns are 

shown throughout in the singular. 

In cases where the plural form is 

only used in English or where a 

collective concept is denoted, the 

plural form is used. Where the 

5. Hu tshi  tevhedzwa  mulayo,  dzina 

zwaḽo hoṱhe ḽi sumbedzwa ḽi kha 

vhuthihi. Hune ḽa sumbedzwa ḽi 

ipfimbumbano, hu shuma  

tshivhumbeo tsha vhunzhi/nji. Hune 

tshivhumbeo tsha vhunzhi/nji kha 
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plural form in Tshivenḓa is 

required it must be derived 

according to the rules of the 

language. In cases where doubt 

may arise as to the noun class to 

which it belongs, the plural form is 

shown in brackets. 

e.g. maḓi, vhathu, mafhi, mare, 

malofha, 

 

Tshivenḓa tsha ṱoḓea vhubvo vhu 

fanela u tevhela milayo ya luambo. 

Hune ha vha na u timatima siani ḽa 

lushaka/kilasi ya dzina hune ḽa wela 

hone, tshivhumbeo tsha vhunzhi/nji 

tshi sumbedzwa kha zwitangi. 

sa tsumbo: maḓi, vhathu, mafhi, 

mare, malofha. 

 

6. In  cases  where terms  may  also 

have  an alternative form, the 

alternative form is shown in 

brackets as a cross-reference and 

the alternative form  is  again  

given  in  its  alphabetical  position, 

e.g.: lock-jaw (see tetanus). 

 

6. Hune maipfi a nga kha ḓi vha na 

tshivhumbeo tsha 

u sielisana, tshivhumbeo tsha u 

sielisana tshi dovha tsha ṋewa 

vhuimoni hatsho ha alfabethe. 

 

7.   In the case of   the Tshivenḓa 

equivalent of the 

English term, the following 

method is used:- Where part or 

a term in the alternative form is 

repeated, that part is left out and 

an inclined stroke (/) is used to 

indicate the omission, e.g.: 

a) abstract common noun, derived 

common noun are indicated thus: 

abstract/derived common noun, 

(b)   abstract   education,   abstract   

instruction   are indicated as- 

abstract education/instruction, 

 

 

7. Hune ipfi ḽa Tshivenḓa ḽa eḓana 

na ḽa Tshiisimane 

hu tevhelwa maitele aya. Hune ipfi 

kana tshipiḓa tshivhumbeoni tsha u 

sielisana tsha dovhololwa, tshipiḓa 

tshenetsho tshi tshi siwa nnḓa, 

mutalo wo sendamiswaho wa 

shumiswa u sumbedza u siwa nnḓa 

uho. Sa tsumbo: 

(a) dzina zwaḽo ḽi sa kwamei, 

dzina zwaḽo ḽo ḓiswaho a 

sumbedzwa nga u rali: dzina 

zwaḽo/ ḽo ḓiswaho. 

(b) pfunzo i sa kwamei, ndaela i sa 

kwamei zwi sumbedzwa nga u 

rali: pfunzo/ndaela i sa kwamei. 
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(c) circuit manager is shown in 

Tshivenḓa as: 

muingameli / mulangi wa ḽiisela, 

and 

(d) district surgeon: dokotela wa 

tshiṱiriki/muvhuso. 

(c) mulangi  wa  ḽiisela  u  

sumbedzwa  nga Tshivenḓa sa: 

mulangi/muingameli wa ḽiisela, 

na 

(d)  dokotela wa tshiṱiriki/muvhuso 

 

The following abbreviations are used 

in the definition of terms: 

(adj) adjective / ḽiṱaluli 

(ad.) adverb / ḽiḓadzisi 

(anat.) anatomical/ 

anathomi (arith.) 

arithmetical/ 

ngudambalo (Bibl.) 

Biblical/ ngudabivhili 

(biol.) biological/ 

zwabailodzhi 

(bot.) botanical/ bothani 

(chem.) 

chemical/khemikhaḽa 

(eccles.) ecclesiastical/ 

vhufunzi (geog.) 

geographical/ 

ngudashango 

(geom.) geometrical/ 

dzhiometri 

(gram.) grammatical/ 

ngudaluambo 

(math.) 

mathematical/metse 

(mus.) music/ muzika 

(n) nominal / dzina 

(needlew.) needlework/ 

murungo (physiol.) 

Pfufhifhadzo    idzi    dzi    a    

shumiswa    hu    tshi ṱalutshedzwa, 

maipfi: 

(dzin) dzina 

(ḽisa) ḽisala 

(ḽii) ḽiiti 

(ḽiḓa) ḽiḓadzisi 

(ḽiṱa) ḽiṱaluli 

(ḽiṱang) 

ḽiṱanganyi (ḽisu) 

ḽisumbi (ḽivhu) 

ḽivhumbi (ḽipfan) 

ḽipfanisi (ḽiṱalu) 

ḽiṱaluli 

(ḽiny) ḽinyanyu 

(ḽiar) ḽiaravhi 

(anat) 

anathomi 

(mbal) mbalo 

(bivh) bivhili 

(bail) Bailodzhi/ji 

(both) bothani 

(Khem) 

khemistiri (mets) 

metse (muz) 

muzika (mur) 

murungo (fis) 

fisiolodzhi/ji 

(thyiol) thyiolodzhi/ji 
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physiological/ fisioḽodzhi/ji 

(theol.) theological/ 

thyioḽodzhi/ji 

(v) (verb/ ḽiiti 

(v.i.)   verb   intrasitive/   ḽiiti   

ḽi   si   na tshiitwa 

(v.t.) verb trasitive/ ḽiiti ḽa 

tshiitwa 

(zool) zoological/ 

ngudaphukha 

(ḽii. ḽipfuk) ḽiiti ḽipfukeli 

(ḽii. ḽi sa pfuk) ḽiiti ḽi sa pfukeli 

(zuol) zuolodzhi/ji 
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TSHIVENḒA ORTHOGRAPHY  KUṄWALELE KWA TSHIVENḒA 
  
  
Tshivenḓa   orthography   has   

remained   unchanged   for   a 

number of years before the 

current changes  are effected.  It 

is  the  orthography  introduced  

by  the    Berlin  Missionaries. 

The names of the two brothers 

Theodor and Paul Erdmann 

Schwellnus  sons of one of the 

missionary  pioneers, deserve 

special  mention.  During  their  

period  of  training  as 

missionaries   in   Germany,   

they   worked   with   Prof.   Carl 

Meinhof,  under whose guidance  

they were initiated  into the arts 

of languages.  Theodor  

Schwellnus'  Ndede ya Luambo 

lwa Tshivenḓa which  appeared  

in 1913  can be considered the 

foundation of the orthography on 

which the subsequent 

publications were based. It was, 

however, his brother Paul 

Erdmann   who   was   

responsible    for   the   bulk   of   

early Tshivenḓa  literature.  He 

and  his  team  translated  the  

Bible (1938), a whole series of 

Ndededzi readers and hymnary. 

The Tshivenḓa orthography  is 

based on the Meinhof-Lepsius 

system.  The  letters  of  the  

Roman  alphabet  are  employed 

with the following differences: 

Kuṅwalele   kwa  Tshivenḓa   kwo  dzula  ku  
sa  shanduki  ha 
vhuya ha fhela miṅwaha i re na tshivhalo 

hu sa athu vha na tshanduko  dzo itwaho 

zwino. Ndi kuṅwalele  kwo swikiswaho nga   

vharumiwa   vha   Berlin.   Madzina   a   

mukomana   na murathu   vhavhili   Theodor   

na  Paul  Erdmann   Schwellnus vharwa  

vha  muṅwe  wa  mazhakanḓila   a  

vharumiwa,   vha fanela u buliwa. 

Tshifhingani tshavho tsha u gudiswa u vha 

vharumiwa   kha  ḽa  Jeremane,   vho  

shuma  na  Phrof.  Carl Meinhof,   we  a  

vha  dededza   a  vha  gudisa   vhutsila   ha 

dzinyambo.  Bugu ya Theodor Schwellnus  i 

no pfi, Ndedle ya Luambo lwa Tshivenḓa ye 

ya vhonala nga 1913 i nga pfi ndi mutheo 

wa kuṅwalele kwe bugu dzo kanḓiswaho dza 

tewa khawo. Nangwe zwo ralo, ndi murathu 

wawe Paul Erdmann we a ṅwala dzanda ḽa 

bugu dza u vhala dza Tshivenḓa  dza u 

ranga.  Ene  na tshigwada  tshawe  vha  

ṱalutshedza  Bivhili (1938) ,  bugu dzoṱhe 

dza u vhala dza Ndededzi na bugu ya 

luimbo. 

Kuṅwalele    kwa   Tshivenḓa    kwo   tewa   

kha   sisteme   ya Meinhof–Lepsius. 

Maḽeḓere a alfabethe a Tshiroma a a 

shumiswa hu na phambano idzi: 

 

(i) Diacritics are used to 

distinguish  some dental 

consonants from their alveolar 

equivalents, 

(i) Tswayo dzi a shumiswa u fhambanya  

themba dziṅwe dza denthala  na  alveola  

dzadzo  dzi  no  eḓana  nadzo,     sa 

tsumbo: ṱ, ṱh, nḓ, ṋ na ḽ 

 
e.g.- ṱ, ṱh, ḓ, nḓ, ṋ and ḽ  

(ii) The velar n written as ṅ to 

distinguish it from its alveolar 

equivalent 

(ii)  Vela n i no ṅwalwa sa ṅ u i fhambanya 
na alveola yayo i no eḓana nayo. 
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(iii) The letter q is not employed (iii) Ḽeḓere q a i shumi. 
 

(iv) Though Tshivenḓa, like most 

other African languages, 

employs  a seven  vowel  

system,  only  five characters  

are used.  The difference  in 

pronunciation  between  the 

close and the open vowels e and 

0 is not indicated in writing. 

(iv) Tshivenḓa, u ḓi nga vhunzhi ha Nyambo 

dza Vharema nangwe  tshi tshi shumisa  

sisteme  ya pfalandoṱhe    ṱhanu na mbili, 

hu shumiswa tswayo ṱhanu fhedzi. 

Phambano  ya kubulele   vhukati   ha  

pfalandoṱhe   dzo  vuleaho   na  dzo 

valeaho e na  o a i sumbedzwi hu tshi 

ṅwalwa. 

 

(v) Double vowels indicate- (v) Pfalandoṱhe mbili dzi 
sumbedza: 

 

(a) a long vowel, for example 
mboo, hafhaḽaa, or, 

(a) Pfalandoṱhe   ndapfu sa tsumbo: mboo, 
hafhaḽaa, kana  

(b) two syllabic vowels for 
example a sa vhee, tshiila etc., 
where they are thus pronounced.  
The representation of the 
consonantal  sounds is shown in 
the table: 

(b) Pfalandoṱhe  dza ḽeḓere  mbili, sa 
tsumbo;  a sa vhee, tshiila na  zwiṅwe.,  na  
hune  dza  bulwa  nga  u  ralo. Tshiga  tsha  
mibvumo  ya  themba  tsho  sumbedzwa 

kha mutevhe. 
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CHART OF THE ORTHOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF CONSONANTS 
 
 

Bilabial     Denti-labial  Dental  Labio- alveolar   alveolar   
Palatal      Velar  alveo-palatal  labio-vela 

Plosive- 

Ejective…     p  ṱ  t  ty  k  ty  mbw 

Aspirate…    ph  ṱh  th  thy  kh  dy 

Voiced…      b  ḓ  d  g 

Nasal-  u 

Continuous… m  ṋ  n  ny  ṅ 

Syllabic……   mm  r 

Rolled…… 

Lateral……  ḽ  l 

Fricative- 

Voiceless…     fh  f  sw   s  sh  x Voiced…..  vh  v 

  zw  z  zh Affricate- 

Ejective….  pv  tzw  tz  tzh 

Aspirate….  pf  tsw  ts  tsh 

Voiced…  bv  dzw  dz  dzh/j   nzh/nj 

Semi-vowel… w 

(h is a voiceless aspirate) 

 

Further it may be noted that there are no clicks and no implosives in Tshivenḓa. 

Tshivenḓa employs a disjunctive system of writing. The following rules have  

been agreed upon and formulated in order to reach a greater measure of 

uniformity. 
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Bilabial  Denti-labial  Dental  Labio- alveolar   
alveolar      Palatal      Velar  alveo-palatal  labio-vela  

Thuthubi-  

Thunya p  ṱ  t t
y 

k t
y 

Mbw 

Mbudzulo/          

Asipiresheni ph  ṱ
h 

 th th
y 

kh dy  

Mubvumo          

wa ipfi b  ḓ  d  g   

Nasala-          

Mubvumo u         

sa thivhelwi m  ṋ  n ny ṅ   

Silabiki mm    r     

Reremela/ro
lo 

         

Laterala   L  l     

Tsuvha-          

Tshayaipfi fh f  s
w 

s s
h 

x   

Mubvumo 
wa 

         

Ipfi vh v  z
w 

z z
h 

   

Thatsuvha -          

Thunya  p
v 

 tz
w 

t
z 

tz
h 

   

Mbudzulo/          

Asipiresheni  pf  ts
w 

t
s 

ts
h 

   

Mubvumo 
wa 

         

Ipfi  bv  dz
w 

dz dzh
/j 

nzh/
nj 

  

Pfalanyana w         

 
 
(h ndi aspirethe ya tsuvha) 
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Hafhu zwi sedzwe uri a hu na dzikiliki na dziimphlosivi kha Tshivenḓa.  Tshivenḓa 

tshi na sisteme yo litshanaho ya kuṅwalele. Milayo i tevhelaho yo  tendelanwa 

ya vhumbiwa uri hu swikelwe muelo muhulu wa u fana. 

 
 

(a) a denoting negative is 

always written separately, e.g. a 

ri ṱuwi, a si muthu, a hu na tshithu, 

etc. 

(a) a i tshi sumbedza u hanedza i 

ṅwalwa i yoṱhe misi yoṱhe, sa tsumbo: 

a ri ṱuwi, a si muthu, a hu na tshithu, 

na zwiṅwe. 

(b)(i)  athu is  written  as  a  

separate  word  and  as  it 

already contains the   infinitive   u  

this   is   not repeated. We thus 

write: a ri athu swika, ri sa athu 

fara, ha athu ri fha, and so forth. 

Hathu, haathu, sathu and saathu, 

are not permissible. 

(b)(i)  athu i  ṅwalwa  sa  ipfi  ḽo  imaho  

ḽi  ḽoṱhe  I  tshi tevhelwa nga infinithivi   

u   yone a i dovhololwi. Huno ri 

ṅwala: a ri athu swika, ri sa athu fara, 

ha athu ri fha, nga u ralo. Hathu, 

haathu, sathu na saathu, ha tendelwi. 

 

(ii) Similarly, tou, ṱolou, ṱoḓou, 

etc., which are contracted forms 

of the corresponding verbs, also 

contain the infinitive formative 

and it is thus not necessary to 

repeat it. We thus write: ri ṱoḓou 

swika, zwi tou vhavha, u ṱolou ri 

dina, etc. 

(ii) Ngauralo tou, ṱolou, ṱoḓou, na 

zwiṅwe, ane a vha zwivhumbeo zwo 

hwetekanywaho zwa maiti a fanaho, 

na one a na mavhumbi a infinithivi 

zwenezwo a zwi ṱoḓei u a dovholola 

u ya infinithivi Ri ṅwala: ri ṱoḓou 

swika, zwi tou vhavha, u ṱolou ri dina, 

na zwiṅwe. 

 

(c)  si is written separately, thus: 

a si muthu, hu si tshee na vhathu, 

etc. 

(c) si i ṅwalwa i yoṱhe, ndi zwine ra ri: a 

si muthu, hu si tshee na vhathu, na 

zwiṅwe. 

(d) songo is written as one word 

and not so ngo, but otherwise 

ngo is written separately, e.g. ho 

ngo amba, a tho ngo mu vhudza, a 

ro ngo swika, etc. 

(d) songo i ṅwalwa sa ipfi ḽithihi a hu 

ṅwalwi so ngo, hone ngo i ṅwalwa i 

yoṱhe, sa tsumbo: ho ngo amba, a 

tho ngo mu vhudza, a ro ngo swika, 

na zwiṅwe. 
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2. THE APOSTROPHE 2. LUṊALA/ APHOSTROFI 

 

The  apostrophe  which  usually  is  
used to indicate elision, is not 
deemed necessary for Tshivenḓa. 
The following cases ensue: 

Luṋala/aphostrofi   lwe   lwa   vha   lu   
tshi shuma   u sumbedza zwo siedzwaho 
a lu tsha ṱoḓea kha Tshivenḓa. Mafhungo 
a tevhelaho a ḓisa izwi: 

 

(a) ndi iwe, ndi inwi and similar 
cases have occasionally been 
contracted and written ndi’we or 
ndi’nwi. This contraction is 
unwarranted and only the full form is 
permissible. 

(a) ndi iwe, ndi inwi na mafhungo 
maṅwe o raloho o vha a tshi anzela u 
hwetekanywa a ṅwalwa ha pfi ndi’we 
kana ndi’nwi. Khwethekanyo iyo a i 
ṱoḓei, hu tendelwa fhedzi tshivhumbeo 
tsho ḓalaho. 

 

(b) When ni can be replaced by 
mini it has been the custom to 
attach it to the previous word by an 
apostrophe, thus: No zwi itela’ni, No 
ḓa nga’ni? Ndi nga’ni  no ima?,  etc.    

 

The  apostrophe   is   not necessary 
and -ni should be attached to the 
preceding word thus: No zwi itelani?, 
No ḓa ngani?, Ndi ngani no ima? 
Ndi mini no ima?, etc. Alternatively 
the full uncontracted form could be 
written as in: No zwi itela mini?, No 
ḓa nga mini?, Ndi nga mini no ima?, 
No mini no ima? etc. 

(b) Hune ni ya nga thivhiwa nga mini yo 
vha nḓowelo ya u i ṱumekanya na ipfi 
ḽo i rangelaho nga luṋala/ aphostrofi, 
nga u rali: No zwi itela’ni, No ḓa 
nga’ni?, Ndi nga’ni no ima?, na zwiṅwe. 
Luṋala/aphostrofi a lu ṱoḓei nahone -ni 
i fanela u ṱumekanywa  na ipfi ḽo i 
rangelaho nga nḓila iyi: No zwi itelani?, 
No ḓa ngani?, Ndi ngani no ima?, na  
zwiṅwe. Tshivhumbeo   tsho  ḓalaho  
tshi  songo  hwete-kanaho   na tshone 
tshi nga ḓi ṅwalwa u nga kha : No zwi 
itela mini?, No ḓa nga mini?, Ndi nga 
mini no ima?, na zwiṅwe. 

 

 

 (c) Similarly when fhi can be 
replaced by ngafhi, it should  be  
written  attached  to  the  previous  
word thus: 0 bvafhi?, Ni yafhi 
zwino?, Zwiḽiwa zwi ḽelwafhi?, etc. 
Alternatively also in this instance 
the uncontracted form could be 
used. 

(c) Zwi ḓi fana na musi fhi i tshi nga ḓi 
thivhiwa nga ngafhi, i fanela u ṅwalwa yo 
ṱumetshedzwa kha ipfi ḽo i rangelaho nga 
u rali: 0 bvafhi?, Ni yafhi zwino? Zwiḽiwa 
zwi ḽelwafhi?, na zwiṅwe. Nga nḓila 
iṅwe kha nyimele   yeneyi   tshivhumbeo   
tshi songo hwetekanaho tshi nga ḓi 
shuma. 
 

(d) Where e, tshe, ye, vhe, etc., 
stand for a ri, tsha ri, ya ri, vha ri, 
etc., they are considered standard 
Tshivenḓa forms and do not require 
an apostrophe. There is no need to 
differentiate them from their past 
relative  forms  as  this  will  be  
evident  from  the context. 

(d) Hune e, tshe, ye, vhe, na zwiṅwe, a 
imela a ri, tsha ri, ya ri, vha ri, na 
zwiṅwe, a sedzwa sa zwivhumbeo zwa 
Tshivenḓa zwi tendelwaho nahone ha 
ṱoḓi luṋala/ aphostrofi. A zwi ṱoḓei u a 
fhambanya na zwivhumbeo  zwao  zwa  
masala  zwa  kale  vhunga izwo zwi tshi 
ḓo vhonala kha zwi no khou ambiwa. 
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(e) The following are also 
considered standard 

(e) Zwi tevhelaho na zwone zwi 

sedzwa sa zwivhumbeo zwa  

 

Tshivenḓa forms and do not need 
an apostrophe - 

Tshivenḓa tshi tendelwaho nahone a zwi 
ṱoḓi luṋala/aphostrofi – 

(i)   yo, derived from ya u, as in ri 
yo vhona, tou, khou, thi, as in thi funi, 
etc. 

(i)  yo, i no bva kha  ya u, u ḓi nga kha 
ri yo vhona, tou, khou, thi, sa kha thi 
funi, na zwiṅwe. 

 
(ii) The pronominal forms after kha, 
nga, and na, as in  khayo, ngatsho, 
nae, khaho, ngaho, navho, nalwo, 
etc. 

(ii)  Zwivhumbeo  zwa  masala zwi no  
tevhela  kha, nga, na na, sa khayo, 
ngatsho, nae, khaho, ngaho, navho, 
nalwo na zwiṅwe. 

(iii) The pronominal forms anga, 
awe, ashu, etc., as these form 
separate words. Note that ṅwananga 
is written without an apostrophe. 

(iii) Zwivhumbeo zwa masala izwi: anga, 
awe, ashu, na zwiṅwe, vhunga 
zwivhumbeo izwi zwi tshi hethekanya  
maipfi.  Sedzani  uri    ṅwananga ḽi 
ṅwalwa hu si na luṋala/aphostrofi. 

(iv) ho, like other pronominal forms 
under (ii) above, takes no 
apostrophe and is written together 
with the preceding syllable, thus: 
haho, ha tsheeho, a siho, a vhaho, 
etc. 

(iv) ho, u ḓi nga zwivhumbeo zwiṅwe 
zwa masala nga fhasi ha (ii) afho nṱha, 
a i na luṋala/aphostrofi nahone i 
ṅwalwa yo ṱumekana na lutavhi 
(silabulu) lwo i rangelaho, nga u rali: 
haho, ha tsheeho, a siho, a vhaho, na 
zwiṅwe. 

(v) dzani and dzou are not written 
with an apostrophe, e.g. dzani u ri 
vhudza, nga vha dzou ḓa ngeno, 
edzonu ḓa etc. 

(v) dzani na dzou ha ṅwalwi na 
luṋala/aphostrofi, sa tsumbo: dzani u ri 
vhudza, nga vha dzou ḓa ngeno, edzonu 
ḓa na zwiṅwe. 

 

 

3. DEMONSTRATIVES AND 
COPULATIVE DEMONSTRATIVES 

3. MASUMBI NA MASUMBI A 
KHOPHULATHIVI (MBOFHO) 

Demonstratives and copulative 
demonstratives are written as one 
word, thus: asuuḽaa, asitshi, ngevhano, 
ngedziḽaa, khezwi, enehouno, 
dzenedzino,kwonohoku, 
vhenehavhaḽaa, etc. 

Masumbi na masumbi a khophulathivi 
(mbofho) a ṅwalwa sa ipfi ḽithihi sa: 
asuuḽaa, asitshi, ngevhano, ngedziḽaa, 
khezwi, enehouno, dzenedzino, 
kwonohoku, vhenehavhaḽaa, na zwiṅwe. 

 

Demonstrative normally follow nouns, 
e.g. muthu uyu, ṅwana uyo, kholomo 
iḽa, bugu iyo, vhathu avha, kholomo 
dziḽa, bugu idzo, etc. 

Masumbi a anzela u tevhela madzina, sa 
tsumbo, muthu uyu, ṅwana uyo, kholomo 
iḽa, bugu iyo, vhathu avha, kholomo dziḽa, 
bugu idzo, na zwiṅwe. 
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4. CAPITALS 4.  ḼEḒERE
 KHULWANE 
 

For the sake of clarity the following 
uses are listed: 

Ri tshi itela uri zwi pfale zwavhuḓi 
mashumisele a tevhelaho o dubekanywa: 

 

(a) A capital is used to mark a 
beginning of a sentence, etc. 

(a) Ḽeḓere   khulwane   i   shuma   u   
sumbedza mathomoni a fhungo, na 
zwiṅwe. 

 

(b)  Proper names are capitalised, 
e.g.- 

(b) Madzina   vhukuma   a   thoma   nga   
ḽeḓere khulwane, 

(i) People: Denga, Vele, Makhado, ha 
Makuya, etc. 

(i) Vhathu: Denga, Vele, Makhado, ha 
Makuya, na zwiṅwe. 

(ii) Places: Pile, Ha Masia, Thononda, 
Ha Makuya, etc. 

(ii) Fhethu: Pile, Ha Masia, Thononda, 

Ha Makuya.  
(iii) Days of the week: Swondaha, 
Ḽavhuvhili, Ḽavhuṋa, Mugivhela etc. 

(iii)  Maḓuvha  a  vhege:  Swondaha, 

Ḽavhuvhili, Ḽavhuṋa, Mugivhela na 

zwiṅwe. 
(iv) Months of the year: Phando, 
Lambamai, Fulwi, 

(iv) Miṅwedzi ya ṅwaha: Phando, 
Lambamai, Fulwi, Shundunthule na 
zwiṅwe. 

Shundunthule etc.  
(v) Names of holy days and holidays: 

Khrisimusi, Pentekoste, Lufu lwa 
Murena, Paseka, etc. 

(v) Madzina a maḓuvha makhwethwa 
na maḓuvha a vhuawelo:  Khrisimusi, 
Pentekoste, Lufu lwa Murena, Paseka, 
na zwiṅwe. 

 
(vi) Note that Vhukovhela, Devhula, 
etc., are capitalised. 

(vi)  Ivhani  na  nzhele:  Vhukovhela, 
Devhula, na zwiṅwe, a thoma nga 
ḽeḓere khulwane. 

 

(c)  Prefix   of   honourship   are   
capitalised,   e.g. 

(c) Thangi dza madzina a khuliso dzi 
thoma nga ḽeḓere khulwane,  sa 
tsumbo:  Ṋevondo, Ṋemilaboni, 
Nyatshivhenga, na zwiṅwe. 

 
Ṋevondo, Ṋemilaboni, Nyatshivhenga, 

etc. 
 

(d)  Vho- when used as an honorific 
prefix is also written with a capital. 
When its complement is a proper  
name,  then  the  Vho- and  the  
proper name are both capitalised, as 
in Vho Bele, Vho Muḽambilu, Vho 
Raphalalani, etc. 

(d) Vho- musi i tshi shuma sa thangi 
ya khuliso na yone i thoma  nga  
ḽeḓere  khulwane.  Musi  i  no  i  
ḓadzisa  i dzina ḽa vhukuma, 
henefho Vho- na dzina ḽa vhukuma 
vhuvhili  hao  a thoma  nga ḽeḓere  
khulwane,  sa: Vho Bele, Vho 
Muḽambilu, Vho Raphalalani, na 
zwiṅwe. 
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When its complement is a common 
noun then only Vho- is capitalised 
and the complement joined to form 
one  word  as  in  Vhomakhadzi, 
Vhodokotela, Vhokhomishinari, 
Vhophrinsipala, etc 

Musi  i no i ḓadzisa  i dzina  zwaḽo  
henefho  Vho- i thoma nga ḽeḓere 
khulwane ipfi ḽo rangelaho ḽi tshi 
ṱumekanywa  ḽi vhumba   ipfi  ḽithihi  sa  
kha:  Vhomakhadzi, Vhodokotela, 
Vhokhomishinari, Vhophrinsipala, na 
zwiṅwe 

 

(e) Titles signifying God or in other 
religions are written with a capital 
letter, e.g. Mudzimu, Murena, 
Khotsi, Muya, Ṅwali   etc. (The use 
of capitals for the pronominal forms 
referring to the deity is a matter of 
choice. Their use should, however,  
not  extend beyond the absolute 
pronominal form). 

 

(e) Madzina a no amba Mudzimu kana 
kha vhurereli vhuṅwe   a   tshi   ṅwalwa   
a   thoma   nga   ḽeḓere khulwane,  sa  
tsumbo:  Mudzimu, Murena, Khotsi, 
Muya, Ṅwali na zwiṅwe. (Hu tshi 
shuma ḽeḓere khulwane kha 
zwivhumbeo zwa masala a no amba 
zwa Mudzimu muthu u tou nanga. 
Nangwe zwo ralo, a tshi shuma a songo 
pfukela kha tshivhumbeo tsha masala  
vhukuma.) 

(f) For other generally adopted uses 
of capitals, Tshivenḓa follows the 
rules applicable to most languages. 

(f) Kha kushumele kuṅwe kwa ḽeḓere 
khulwane kwo pambiwaho nga u tou 
angaredza, Tshivenḓa tshi tevhela 
milayo i no shuma kha nyambo nnzhi. 

 

5. DIACRITICS 5. TSWAYO  
 

Diacritics   are   not   written   in   
consecutive   letters, therefore nḓ, nṋ, 
and nṅ and not ṋḓ ṋṋ and ṅṅ, etc. 
Note also that the diacritic is not 
written where the nasal denotes the 
first person singular (me) when it 
precedes sounds such as the 
following: k, kh, g, thus: nkona, 
nkhakhela, nngumisa, etc. 

Tswayo a dzi ṅwalwi kha maḽeḓere a 
tevhekanaho, ndi zwine ha ṅwalwa  nḓ, 
nṋ, na nṅ ha si ṅwalwe ṋḓ ṋṋ na ṅṅ, na 
zwiṅwe.  Nga  hu  sedzwe  na  uri  
luswayo  a  lu  ṅwalwi  hune nasala ya 
sumbedza muthu wa u ranga e eṱhe 
(nṋe) musi i tshi rangela mibvumo i no 
nga i tevhelaho: 

 
k, kh, g, hu ṅwalwa: nkona, nkhakhela, 
nngumisa, na zwiṅwe. 

 

6. WORD DIVISION 6. KHETHEKANYO YA MAIPFI 

(a) vho is used in the following ways: 
(a) vho i shuma nga nḓila 

idzi: 
 

(i)  When  it  signifies  the  plural  
prefix  it  is written together with the 
noun it pluralizes thus. e.g. vho 
Maṱamba. 

(i)   Musi i tshi sumbedza thangi ya 
vhunzhi i ṅwalwa khathihi na 
dzina ḽine ya ḽi ṋea vhunzhi sa 
tsumbo: vho Maṱamba. 
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(ii)  When it is used as an honorific 
prefix to a common noun, it is written 
with a capital letter  and is joined to 
the  noun as one word thus: 
Vhodokotela, Vhokhomishinari, 
Vhophrinsipala,  etc. [See also 
paragraph 4 (d) above.] 

(ii)  Musi i tshi shuma sa thangi ya 
khuliso ya dzina  zwaḽo  i  ṅwalwa  
nga ḽeḓere khulwane, ya 
ṱumekanywa na dzina iḽo ḽa vha 
ipfi ḽithihi sa kha: Vhodokotela, 
Vhokhomishinari, Vhophrinsipala, 
na zwiṅwe. [Nga hu sedzwe 
pharagirafu   4 (d) afho nṱha.] 

 

  

(iii)  When it is used as an honorific 
prefix to a proper name, i.e. the 
name of a person, it is capitalised, 
e.g. Vho Milubi, (equivalent to Mr/Mrs 
Milubi). So also when initials are 
written before a name. 

(iii)  Musi i tshi shuma sa thangi ya 
khuliso ya dzina vhukuma,  sa 
izwi: dzina ḽa muthu, i thoma nga 
ḽeḓere  khulwane,  sa tsumbo:  
Vho Milubi, (i no eḓana na 
Mr/Mrs Milubi). Zwino u ḓi nga 
musi ḽeḓerethangeli   dzo  
ṅwalwa   dzi  tshi  rangela dzina. 

 
(iv) Vho- is capitalised to the first 
initial only as in Vho F. Raulinga.  
So also when Vho Milubi signifies 
Mr Milubi and his company. 

 

(iv)  Vho- i thoma nga ḽeḓere khulwane 
yo rangela ḽeḓerethangeli  ya  u  
ranga  fhedzi,  sa  kha: Vho F 
Raulinga. Zwino na musi  Vho Milubi 
i tshi amba Vho Milubi na vhane 
vha vha navho.  

(v) When -vho is used as a verbal 
suffix indicating the meaning 
"also" it is written attached to 
the verb as in swikavho, vho 
itavho, vhaṅwevho, etc. 

 

 
(v) Musi -vho i tshi shuma sa mutshila 

wa ḽiiti i tshi sumbedza zwino amba 
"na vhane vha vha navho" i ṅwalwa 
yo ṱumetshedzwa kha ḽiiti sa 
kha:  swikavho, vho itavho, 
vhaṅwevho, na 
zwiṅwe. 

 
(b) -kuku, -kadzi, and -lume, are 
common suffixes and take no 
hyphens. Thus we write, makhulu-
kuku, mbudzikadzi, nḓoulume, malume, 
etc. 

(b) -kuku, -kadzi, na -lume, ndi mitshila 
zwayo. Ndi zwine ra ṅwala,  
makhulukuku, mbudzikadzi, nḓoulume, 
malume, na zwiṅwe. 

 

(c) ṋe has two uses and is written in  
      two ways, thus: 

(c) ṋe i shuma nga nḓila mbili, sa: 
 

(i) When used to form an ordinary 
word it is written together with the 
noun thus: ṋemulambo, ṋegota, 
ṋenḓila, etc. 

(i) Musi i tshi shuma u vhumba ipfi zwaḽo i 
ṅwalwa khathihi na dzina sa: ṋemulambo, 
ṋegota, ṋenḓila, na zwiṅwe. 

(ii)   When used as a name of a 
person or as a title, it is capitalised, 
as in: Ṋekhavhambe, Ṋevondo, 
Ṋetshiṱangani, etc.  There  is  no  
need  to differentiate  between  the  
ordinary  surname  and the title as the 
former originates from the latter. 

(ii) Musi i tshi shuma sa dzina ḽa muthu 
kana sa thaitili, i thoma nga ḽeḓere 
khulwane sa kha: Ṋekhavhambe, 
Ṋevondo, Ṋetshiṱangani, na zwiṅwe. A 
zwi vhuyi zwa ṱoḓea u fhambanya 
dzina ḽa muṱa zwaḽo na thaitili vhunga 
ḽa u ranga ḽo simuwa kha ḽa vhuvhili. 
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(d) nya like ṋe also has two uses. 
When it signifies the name of a 
person or a title it is written thus: 
Nyadenga, Nyatshivhenga, 
Nyamunzhedzi, etc., with an initial 
capital letter. When used to denote 
common names it is written thus: 
nyamudade, nyanzweenzwee, 
nyamurovheni etc. 

(d) nya u ḓi nga ṋe i shuma nga nḓila 
mbili. Musi i tshi amba dzina ḽa muthu 
kana thaitili i ṅwalwa nga u rali: 
Nyadenga, Nyatshivhenga,  

 Nyamunzhedzi, na zwiṅwe,  i  na  ḽeḓere  
khulwane  ya  ḽeḓerethangeli. Musi i 
tshi shuma na dzina zwaḽo i ṅwalwa 
nga u rali: nyamudade, nyanzweenzwee, 
nyamurovheni na zwiṅwe. 

 
 
 
 (e) Word combinations. The 

tendency must be to write 
combinations as one word. The 
following cases ensue: 

(e) Mbumbano ya maipfi. Nḓowelo i 

fanela u vha ya u ṅwala   mbumbano   dzi   
ipfi   ḽithihi.   Mafhungo   a tevhelaho a ḓo 
ḓisa izwi: 

(i) Plain reduplications for the sake of 
emphasis or to express a recurring 
action are written thus: oneone, 
vhoṱhevhoṱhe, kulekule, kalekale, 
batabata, lengalenga, gidimagidima, 
muthumuthu, etc. 

(i) Ndovhololo dzi re khagala hu tshi 
itelwa u ombedzela kana u bula zwi 
itwaho zwi no dovhololwa dzi 
ṅwalwa nga nḓila iyi: oneone, 
vhoṱhevhoṱhe, kulekule, kalekale, 
batabata, lengalenga, gidimagidima, 
muthumuthu, na zwiṅwe. 

 

(ii) When reduplication exists only in 
the latter part of the word, but the 
former is not repeated, are written  
thus:  mushumishumi, muambiambi, 
muhuluhulu, etc. 

(ii) Hune ha vha na ndovhololo 
tshipiḓani tsha u fhedzisela tsha ipfi, 
hone tshipiḓa tsha u ranga tshi sa 
dovhololi, a ṅwalwa nga nḓila i 
tevhelaho: mushumishumi,  

    muambiambi, muhuluhulu, na zwiṅwe. 

 

(iii)  When  word  combinations  
express  one concept, then it is 
written as one word thus 

(iii) Musi mbumbano ya maipfi i tshi 
bula muhumbulo muthihi, 
zwenezwo i ṅwalwa sa ipfi ḽithihi 
nga u rali: 

 

e.g. maḓautsha, mutendwahoṱhe, 
muitazwivhi, lufhimavhaeni, musalauno, 
vhubvaḓuvha, lufheramurahu, 
nyaladzhesi/nyalajesi, ḽiivhathavha, 
pfukaluhura, ḽiititshiitwa, muingaḓuvha 
(ṅwaha) or ṅwahamuingaḓuvha, 
muvhulahazwikhokhonono, 
tshisumbavhuyo, tshibvamavuni, 
vhulangaphukha, vhuṱaledzivhuisi, 
tshitsheatshibigiri, nndyomvangwa, 
phontshitsotedzi, etc. 

sa tsumbo: maḓautsha, 
mutendwahoṱhe, muitazwivhi, 
lufhimavhaeni, musalauno, 
vhubvaḓuvha, lufheramurahu, 
nyaladzhesi/nyalajesi, ḽiivhathavha, 
pfukaluhura, ḽiititshiitwa, 
muingaḓuvha (ṅwaha) kana 
ṅwahamuingaḓuvha, 
muvhulahazwikhokhonono, 
tshisumbavhuyo, tshibvamavuni, 
vhulangaphukha, vhuṱaledzivhuisi, 
tshitsheatshibigiri, 
nndyomvangwa, phontshitsotedzi, na 
zwiṅwe. 
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(iv) Compound expressions which 
consist of phrases should be written 
thus e.g. vhomukumba  thi petwi, 
vhonyathophi  i fhola nga  nṱha,  vha  
ha  nyamutsangadavhi wa lombe, etc. 

(iv) Maambele o vhumbanaho a no 
vhumbwa nga thavhi  a  fanela  u  
ṅwalwa  nga  u  rali:  sa tsumbo: 
vhomukumba thi petwi, vhonyathophi 
i fhola nga nṱha, vha ha 
nyamutsangadavhi wa lombe, na 
zwiṅwe. 

(v) One concept should be written 
as one word, e.g. mulindathavha, 
musalamarubini, but two words, a 
noun and an adjective, with the same 
prefix ‘mu’ should be written as two 
separate words, e.g. muri muhulu, 
Muya Mukhethwa. 

(v) Muhumbulo muthihi u ṅwalwa sa 
ipfi ḽithihi, sa tsumbo, mulinda-
thavha, musalamarubini, hone maipfi 
mavhili, a re na thangi i fanaho 
‘mu’ a fanela u ṅwalwa sa maipfi 
mavhili o fhandekanaho, sa tsumbo, 
muri muhulu, Muya Mukhethwa. 

(vi) Word combination should be 

 avoided where possible to make it 

  simple for the semi-literate to read: 

Musikaḽiṱaḓulu may  be  Musiki 

wa ḽiṱaḓulu, mulangavhuṱambo: 

mulangi wa vhuṱambo, mutshimbidza-

mushumo: mutshimbidzi wa 

mushumo, mulindathembele: mulindi 

wa thembele, etc. 

 

(vi) Ṱhumekanyo ya maipfi i fanela u 

tinyiwa nga hune zwa konadzea u 

leludzela vha sa konesi u vhala vha tshi 

vhala: 

    Musikaḽiṱaḓulu ḽi nga ḓi vha Musiki wa    

     ḽiṱaḓulu, mulangavhuṱambo: mulangi wa  

     vhuṱambo, Mutshimbidzamushumo:  

    mutshimbidzi wa mushumo,  

   mulindathembele: mulindi wa thembele,  

    na zwiṅwe. 

 

(f) The locative formative ha has two 
uses: 

 
(f) Tshivhumbi tsha ḽisumbafhethu ha 
tshi shuma nga nḓila mbili: 

 

(i) When it is used as prefix to a 
person’s name in order to signify a 
place-name, it is written separate, as 
in : Ha Makuya, Ha Maḓala, Ha 
Tshivhasa/ Tshivhasa, etc. 

(i) Musi i tshi shuma sa thangi ya dzina 
ḽa muthu i tshi amba dzina ḽa fhethu, 
i ṅwalwa i yoṱhe, sa kha: Ha 
Makuya, Ha Maḓala, Ha Tshivhasa/ 
Tshivhasa, na zwiṅwe. 

 

(ii) When, however, it does not 
constitute a place- name it is written 
as a separate word, as in: ha hashu, 
ha havho, ha Tshivhasa / Tshivhasa, 
etc. 

(ii) Hone musi i sa vhumbi dzina ḽa 
fhethu i ṅwalwa sa ipfi ḽi ḽoṱhe, sa kha: 
ha hashu, ha havho, ha Tshivhasa 
/Tshivhasa, na zwiṅwe. 

 

The  sentence  Ndo isa iyo bugu ha 
Tshivhase, will mean “I brought that 
book to a person named Tshivhase”, 
and the sentence, Ndo isa iyo bugu 
Ha Tshivhasa, will mean “I brought 
that book to the place named Ha 
Tshivhasa.” 

Fhungo ḽi no ri, Ndo isa iyo bugu ha 
Tshivhase, zwi ḓo amba uri “Ndo isa bugu 
iyo ha muthu a no pfi Tshivhase”, ngeno 
fhungo ḽi no ri, Ndo isa iyo bugu Ha 
Tshivhasa, zwi tshi ḓo amba uri “Ndo 
isa bugu iyo fhethu hu no pfi Ha 
Tshivhasa. 
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(g) The enclitic -ha is always 
attached to the verb, as in: 
shumaniha. gidimaniha etc. 

(g) Mutshila -ha misi yoṱhe u 
ṱumetshedzwa kha ḽiiti sa kha: 
shumaniha, gidimaniha na zwiṅwe. 

 
This rule also applies to the suffix -
ḓe, e.g. Ndi muthuḓe? 

Mulayo uyu u shuma na kha mutshila -
ḓe, sa tsumbo: 
Ndi muthuḓe? 

(h) ḓi has two distinctive uses: (h) ḓi- i na mishumo mivhili yo 
fhambanaho: 

(i) As a reflexive verbal prefix it is 
written together with that verb as one 
word thus e.g. 0 ḓivhaḓela, u a ḓiḓivha, 
no ḓiṱoḓela, vho ḓihangwa,etc. 

(i) Sa thangi ya ḽiḓiiti i ṅwalwa yo 
ṱumekana na ḽiiti leneḽo  ḽi  ipfi ḽithihi sa 
tsumbo: 0 ḓivhaḓela, u a ḓiḓivha, no 
ḓiṱoḓela, vho ḓihangwa, na zwiṅwe. 

 

(ii) As an auxilliary verb conveying 
the meaning of repetitive action it is 
written as a separate word as in: 0 ḓi 
shuma, ri ḓi ita nga u rali, vha ḓi 
vhaḓa thonga, etc. 

(ii) Sa ḽiitiḽitikedzi i tshi amba zwi no itwa 
zwi tshi dovhololwa, i ṅwalwa sa ipfi ḽi 
ḽoṱhe, sa kha: 0 ḓi shuma, ri ḓi ita nga u 
rali, vha ḓi vhaḓa thonga, na zwiṅwe. 

(i) The numeral prefix ka is always 
written together with the numeral 
thus. kathihi, kararu, kanzhi, kangana, 
etc. 

(i) Thangi ya ka misi yoṱhe i ṅwalwa yo 
ṱumekana mbalo    yeneyo    sa:    
kathihi,   kararu,   kanzhi, kangana, na 
zwiṅwe.  

(j) Proper names are written as one 
word thus e.g. 

(j) Madzina vhukuma a ṅwalwa sa ipfi 
ḽithihi nga nḓila iyi, sa tsumbo: Aḽidzulwi, 
Avhashoni, Avhanṱoḓi.  

Aḽidzulwi, Avhashoni, Avhanṱoḓi.  

(k) ri has two different uses: (k) ri i na mishumo mivhili i 
sa fani: 

(i) As a verb it is written separately as 
in, a ri, vho ri, tsho ri, etc. 

(i) Sa ḽiiti i ṅwalwa i yoṱhe sa kha:, a ri, 
vho ri, tsho ri, na zwiṅwe. 

(ii) uri as a conjunctive with the 
meaning "that" or "so that", is written 
as one word as in: 0 ḓa uri a pfe, 0 
mmbudza uri ni ḓo ḓa. We thus have: 
Makwarela u ri ni ḓe uri a ni vhone. 

(ii) uri sa ḽiṱanganyi i tshi amba uri,  
"that" kana "so that", i ṅwalwa sa ipfi 
ḽithihi, sa kha:  0 ḓa uri a pfe, 0  
mmbudza uri  ni  ḓo  ḓa.  Huno  ri  
na: Makwarela u ri ni ḓe uri a ni vhone. 

It should be noted that when uri 
follows the possessive pronominal 
concord, it is not written together with 
that concord but remains as a 
separate word, as in: ḽa uri, tsha uri, 
ya uri, etc. Zwauri and ngauri, 
however, are considered as single 
conjunctions and are therefore written 
as one word. 

Nga ri vhe na nzhele uri musi uri i tshi 
tevhela ḽipfanisi (khonkhodo)   ya   ḽisala   
ḽa   vhuṋe,   a   i   ṅwalwi   yo ṱumekana 
na ḽipfanisi (khonkhodo) iyo, i dzula i ipfi 
ḽi re ḽoṱhe, sa kha: ḽa uri, tsha uri, ya uri, 
na zwiṅwe. Zwauri na ngauri, nangwe 
zwo ralo, a sedzwa sa maṱanganyi o 
imaho nga oṱhe, zwenezwo a ṅwalwa sa 
ipfi ḽithihi. 
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(l) vhuḓi is written separate if used as 
a noun, e.g. wa vhuḓi vhu sa fheli, 
musadzi wa vhuḓi vhuhulu, etc. If used  
after  possessive  pronoun  forms  to  
denote "nice",  the  whole  is  written  
as  one  word,  viz. wavhuḓi, yavhuḓi, 
zwavhuḓi. 

(l) vhuḓi i ṅwalwa i yoṱhe arali i tshi 
shuma sa dzina, e.g. wa vhuḓi vhu sa 
fheli, musadzi wa vhuḓi vhuhulu, na 
zwiṅwe. Arali i tshi shuma i tshi tevhela 
zwivhumbeo  zwa  ḽisala  ḽa  vhuṋe  i  
tshi  amba    "u ḓifha", ḽi ṅwalwa sa ipfi 
ḽithihi, sa zwi tevhelaho: wavhuḓi, 
yavhuḓi, zwavhuḓi. 

 

(m) Imperative should be written as 
one word: 

(m) Maipfi a ndaela a ṅwalwa sa 
ipfi ḽithihi: 

inwi +  tshimbila : tshimbilani inwi +  
pfa: ipfani 

inwi +  tshimbila : 
tshimbilani inwi +  pfa:  
ipfani 

inwi + amba : ambani inwi + imba:        
imbani inwi +  vhona  : vhonani 

inwi +  amba: ambani 
inwi +  vhona:  vhonani 

  

(n) Words should be written as 
pronounced without some vowels: 
Abrahamu, Afrika, phrofesa,  
muphrista, Muafrika etc. 

(n) Maipfi a fanela u ṅwalwa sa zwine a 
buliswa zwone a si na pfalandoṱhe 
dziṅwe: 

Abrahamu, Afrika, phrofesa, muphrista, 
Muafrika na zwiṅwe. 

 
7. THE LETTERS c and q - 7. MAḼEḒERE c na q - 
  
These   letters   which   are   normally   
not   used   in Tshivenḓa orthography 
are permissible in personal names  of  
foreign  origin  by  reason  of  the  
fact  that proper names are a matter 
of personal taste, thus: Chaḽi, Quini 

Maḽeḓere aya ane nga mulayo a si 
shume kha kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa, a 
a tendelwa kha madzina a   vhathu   a   
vhubvo   ha   vhatsinda   nge   madzina 
vhukuma muthu a tou nanga, sa: Chaḽi, 
Quini 
 

  
8. THE SYLLABIC NASAL 8. SILABIKI NASALA 

 
The syllabic nasals nn, nṋ, nṅ, are 
written thus everywhere except 
before k, t, p,ṱ, because Tshivenḓa 
has the phonetic rule that a syllabic 
nasal does not occur  before  a  
voiceless  consonant.  Therefore  we 
write mme, nṋa, nṅoṅa, mmbwa, 
mmvi, nnzi, etc. But we write, 
mphwe, mpfo, mpha, nta, nkho, nṱhu, 
ntho, nthwa, etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

madungo a Nasala, nn, nṋ, nṅ, a ṅwalwa 
hoṱhehoṱhe arali dzi sa rangeli k, t, p,ṱ, 
ngauri Tshivenḓa tshi na mulayo wa 
mubvumo u no ri silabikinasala a i vhi 
hone ya rangela themba i sa bvumi. 
Ndi zwine ra ṅwala mme, nṋa, nṅoṅa, 
mmbwa, mmvi, nnzi, na zwiṅwe. Hone ri 
ṅwala, mphwe, mpfo, mpha, nta, nkho, 
nṱhu, ntho, nthwa, na zwiṅwe. 
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It should be noted that in the 
syllabic nasals nṋ, and nṅ, only the 
second letter is provided with the 
diacritic marking.     
 
This    practice    also    applies    to    

other combinations such as:  nṱ, 

nnḓ, etc. The  diacritic is supplied to 

the terminal letter only although its 
function applies to the whole letter 
group. 

 

Nga ri vhe na nzhele uri kha dzi 
silabikinasala,   nṋ, and nṅ, ndi ḽeḓere 
ya vhuvhili fhedzi ine ya vha na 
luswayo lwa daikhrithikhi. Maitele aya a 
shumaho na kha  mbumbano  dziṅwe  
dzine dza  nga: nṱ, nnḓ, na zwiṅwe.  
 
Luswayo lwa daikhrithikhi lu ṋewa 
ḽeḓere ya magumo   fhedzi   nangwe   
mushumo   wayo   u   tshi vhonala kha 
tshigwada tsha ḽeḓere tshoṱhe. 
 

9. THE WORDS khufha AND hufha 9. MAIPFI khufha NA 
hufha 
 

These words are written with one u. Maipfi aya a ṅwalwa na u 
nthihi. 

 
  
  
10. COUNTING SYSTEM 10.  KUVHALELE KWA  

       MBALO 
 

Counting system should be original 
and natural, e.g. 1: nthihi, 2: mbili, 3: 
tharu, 6: ṱhanu na nthihi, 20: mahumi 
mavhili, 100: ḓana, 200 maḓana 

mavhili. The new way of counting 

may be accepted. 

Kuvhalele kwa mbalo ku fanela u vha 
kwa u rangani, kwa tsiko, sa tsumbo, 1: 
nthihi, 2: mbili, 3: tharu, 6: ṱhanu na 
nthihi, 20: mahumi mavhili, 100: ḓana, 
200 maḓana mavhili. Kuvhalele kuswa 
ku nga ḓi tendelwa. 
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ANNEXURE G:   TSHIVENḒA FOMO YA U TENDA 
 

Luṅwalo lwa u tenda. 

 

Tshitatamennde nga muṱoḓisisi 

 

Ndivho ya ngudo ndi U Sengulusa Kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa ho Sedzwa Milayo 

ya Kupeleṱele ya Bodonyangaredzi ya Nyambo dza Afrika Tshipembe. U 

dzhenela kha ngudo iyi a zwi kombetshedzwi muthu na mudzheneli a nga ḓi litsha 

hu si na mbuno dze a ṋea. A hu nga ḓo bulwa dzina ḽa muthu kana mafhungo a 

muthu kha tshifhinga tshoṱhe tsha ngudo iyi na hone a zwi nga ḓo vhambedzwa na 

kufhindulele kwa muvhudziswa. Mvelelo dza ngudo dzi ḓo ḓivhadzwa vhathu vhoṱhe 

vho dzhenelaho ngudo iyi. 

 

U TENDA: Vhunga vho no ḓivhadzwa ndivho ya ngudo iyi ndi ḓo humbela thendelo 

yavho ine vha tea u i ṋekdza nga u ṅwala na u saina madzina avho kha zwikhala 

zwo ṋekedzwaho kana vha gannḓa gunwe ḽavho. 

 

Nṋe ……………………………………………………………….. afha ndi a tenda uri ndo 

pfa, ndo vhala nda pfasesa ngudo dzine dza khou ṱoḓwa itwa na mbudziso dzoṱhe 

dze nda vha nadzo dzo fhindulwa. Ndi a tenda uri u dzhenela kha ngudo iyi a si 

khombe-khombe ndi a zwi ḓivha uri mvelelo dza ngudo iyi dzi ḓo shumiswa kha 

kuṅwalele kwa Tshivenḓa. 

 

Tsaino ya mudzheneli : ……………………………………………….  

Datumu : …………………………………………................................ 

Dzina ḽa muṱoḓisisi : ……………………………………….................. 

Tsaino ya muṱoḓisisi :…………………………………….................... 
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ANNEXURE H: DEPARTEMENTAL ETHICS CLEARANCE LETTER 

 

 

 

 


